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Preface

Security has become a key issue in modern life, both in the physical and
the virtual worlds. For the physical world, the need for security was always
there, even though in very small isolated and peaceful communities, like a
hamlet where everyone knows each other, security might seem a far-fetched
concern. However, in the virtual world, for good or evil there are no small
isolated communities: global connectivity implies that we are all within
reach of (probably unknown) remote malicious parties. Therefore, it is
today beyond dispute that the information society is not viable without
a certain degree of security; no entity (organization or individual) likes to
engage in a transaction which might render it vulnerable to attacks. For
example, no shop would sell on-line if payment systems were not secure
and/or buyers could penetrate the shop’s backoffice.

While the information society has to stay secure to survive, it must
respect privacy to stay human. Just as organizations do not like insecurity,
human beings need some privacy to feel comfortable. Privacy is not exactly
secrecy: it rather means that an individual should be given the means to
control what information about her is disclosed, as well as when and to
whom it is disclosed. Being privacy-friendly in the information society is in
many respects parallel to being environment-friendly in the physical society.
In principle, neither of both properties has much commercial appeal: just
as being environmentally friendly tends to increase manufacturing costs,
being privacy-friendly implies that the ability of service providers to profile
users (e.g. in view of customer relationship management or with more
dubious aims) is substantially reduced. However, in the same way that
green products are earning ever larger market shares, privacy-preserving
services will follow the same trend as the awareness of consumers about
potential abuses and about their own rights increases.

There are reasons for optimism: individual privacy is mentioned in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and data privacy is explicitly
protected by law in most Western countries. Now the challenge is to turn
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vi Preface

laws into technologies and to have those technologies deployed, without
significant losses in security, functionality or operational efficiency. For the
time being, though, the development of privacy technologies is still very
dependent on sponsorship and awareness campaigns by the public sector,
unlike the development of security technologies.

This book edited by Dr. Solanas and Dr. Mart́ınez-Ballesté has the
virtue of embracing both privacy and security technologies. Furthermore,
its scope is very broad, thanks to the contributions of international experts
in several different areas of information and communications technologies,
not just security and privacy experts. Hence, it can be especially useful
for readers with a general background in ICT to grasp the challenges, the
solutions and the ramifications of adding security and privacy to ICT sys-
tems . The initial part is an introduction putting privacy and security in
context. Then there is a part devoted to privacy, consisting of chapters
going from methodology to specific applications like statistical disclosure
control and medical databases. The final part comprises several chapters
covering different aspects of security research.

Having had the pleasure to do research with the co-editors and with
several chapter contributors of this book for a number of years, I can only
recommend this work to anyone interested in the intertwined areas of se-
curity and privacy.

Tarragona, January 2009.

Prof. Dr. Josep Domingo-Ferrer
Chairholder

UNESCO Chair in Data Privacy
Department of Computer Engineering and Mathematics

Universitat Rovira i Virgili
Tarragona, Catalonia
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Agusti Solanas and Antoni Mart́ınez-Ballesté

UNESCO Chair in Data Privacy
Department of Computer Engineering and Mathematics.

Rovira i Virgili University
Av. Päısos Catalans 26, 43007 Tarragona, Catalonia, Spain

{agusti.solanas,antoni.martinez}@urv.cat

“If self-regulation and self-restraint are not exercised by all concerned
with automatic data processing [...] the computer will become the

villain of our society. It is potentially one of the greatest
resources of our civilization, and the tragedy of

slowing its development is unthinkable.”
Lance J. Hoffmann. 1969

This excerpt from an article by Lance J. Hoffmann published in Comput-
ing Surveys in 1969 points out the importance of taking into account the
security and privacy aspects related to the use of computers. In this book,
we recognize the importance of those topics and seek to collect a number of
recent advances for the protection of privacy and security by means of arti-
ficial intelligence techniques, namely evolutionary computation, clustering,
computer vision, etc. This book considers the security and privacy prob-
lems, and focuses on the relation between them and the field of artificial
intelligence from a modern point of view. Notwithstanding, we should not
forget that privacy and security have been important issues long before the
age of computers.

From the very beginning, humans have tried to protect their privacy and
enhance their security. Probably, the first attempt of ancient humans to
gain some privacy and security was the use of caves. The size of the caves
and the size of the entrances were important, for example the entrance
would be smaller if the caves were to be used for secret activities.1,2
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2 A. Solanas and A. Mart́ınez-Ballesté

As time passed ancient humans evolved and their intelligence and capa-
bilities increased. The smarter they were the more sophisticated their pri-
vacy and security methods became. Among these sophistications, writing
was an outstanding step forward for many ancient societies (e.g. Egyptians,
Sumerians, Chinese, Assyrians, Greeks, Mayas, etc.) and it changed their
view on many areas such as commerce, diplomacy and war. The way mes-
sages were transmitted from strategists to commanders in the battlefield
evolved. It was no longer secure to send plain messages because if they
were intercepted by the enemy vital operations could be endangered. As a
result, cryptography, the art of secret writing, became essential to guaran-
tee the confidentiality of communications. In recent decades, cryptography
has expanded beyond confidentiality to include more sophisticated prop-
erties such as integrity, non-repudiation, authentication, etc (See3 for a
comprehensive study of the history of cryptography).

Nowadays, many security and privacy problems cannot be optimally
solved due to their complexity. In these situations, heuristic approaches
should be used and artificial intelligence has proven to be extremely useful
and well-fitted to solve these problems. Artificial neural networks, evo-
lutionary computation, clustering, fuzzy sets, multi-agent systems, data-
mining and pattern recognition are just a few examples of artificial in-
telligence techniques that can be successfully used to solve some relevant
privacy and security problems.

Our main aim has been to gather high quality scientific articles that
address privacy and security problems by using artificial intelligence tech-
niques. It can be believed that privacy, security and artificial intelligence
are like water and oil, and cannot be mixed. However, this book shows that
security and privacy can extraordinarily benefit from artificial intelligence.

We hope that the book will spark the interest of researchers from both
worlds (security and privacy, and artificial intelligence) in the investigation
of future ways of collaboration that lead to a better understanding of the
problems and their solutions.

1.1. Organization of the book

The book you are about to read has been structured in three main parts:
The first part “A brief introduction to privacy and security” comprises

Chapter 2 and 3. The aim of this first part is to introduce the main prob-
lems related to the many aspects of security and privacy. In Chapter 2,
Mart́ınez and Solanas summarize some of the most relevant privacy threats
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related to the use of information and communication technologies, namely
the Internet, ubiquitous computing and large databases. Similarly, Ribar-
gorda et al. provide the reader with an overview of information security in
Chapter 3.

The second part, which includes Chapters 4 to 8, is devoted to several
artificial intelligence techniques used to protect privacy in different areas.
In Chapter 4, Schmid considers the problem of finding the right balance
between societal benefit and individual privacy. He introduces some ba-
sic concepts such as anonymity, data perturbation and microaggregation,
which are later used in other chapters. In Chapter 5, Pont-Tuset et al. fol-
low the line of the previous chapter and study how data can be desemantized
using, for example, neural networks. Taking the problem from a different
point of view, Dewri et al. propose the use of multi-objective evolutionary
computation for statistical disclosure control in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 is
devoted to the study of cluster-specific information loss measures. Torra
reviews and compares some of them emphasizing the importance of cluster-
ing and fuzzy sets. The second part of the book concludes with Chapter 8,
where Gibert et al. show how multi-agent systems can be used to preserve
the privacy of medical records in health-care applications.

The third part, which comprises Chapters 9 to 14, tackles the security
problem from a broad point of view that includes physical security, na-
tional security and intelligence, and network security. In Chapter 9, Lu et
al. propose the use of acoustic signal recognition and nonlinear Hebbian
learning to detect vehicles that may be loaded with explosives approaching
restricted areas. In Chapter 10, Puig et al. propose the use of textures in
autonomous surveillance vehicles. This chapter compares different state-
of-the-art texture classifiers and proposes an efficient solution to the prob-
lem of per-pixel classification of textured images with multichannel Gabor
wavelet filters. Chapter 11 is devoted to the detection of aggressions in train
compartments. Yang et al. present an efficient aggression detection system
that integrates several aggression detection systems, including recognition
of face patterns and one of the bests detectors i.e. human beings. In Chap-
ter 12, Decherchi et al. consider the problem of text-mining for homeland
security. They present a system for clustering documents that combines
pattern-recognition grouping algorithms with semantic-driven processing.
In Chapter 13, Zarza et al. address the problem of defining network se-
curity protocols for sensor or mobile ad-hoc networks where thousands of
nodes can be involved by means of genetic algorithms. Finally, Chapter 14
focuses on the problem of securing mobile ad-hoc networks against selfish
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behaviors. Seredynski et al. propose a method that uses concepts concern-
ing co-operation developed in evolutionary biology and tools like genetic
algorithms and evolutionary game theory.
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Chapter 2

An Introduction to Privacy Aspects of Information and
Communication Technologies

Antoni Mart́ınez-Ballesté and Agusti Solanas

Rovira i Virgili University of Tarragona, UNESCO Chair in Data Privacy
Av. Päısos Catalans 26, 43007 Tarragona, Catalonia, Spain

{antoni.martinez,agusti.solanas}@urv.cat

Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) are fostering
the appearance of a plethora of new services and applications. On the
one hand, ICT will improve the efficiency of a variety of processes and
will provide users with amazing amounts and varieties of services. On
the other hand, the universal deployment of these new technologies and
the world-wide access to them may lead to the invasion of users privacy.

In this chapter, we introduce the reader to a number of relevant
aspects of privacy in ICT. We elaborate on the use of the Internet as a
potential threat to users privacy, since the web and their modern services
pave the way for the gathering of large amounts of data. Also, ICT
allow the management of databases, which entail privacy concerns: for
example, sensitive data from individuals can be stored in these databases
and, moreover, administrators can track queries of the database users so
the latter can be profiled. Finally, new trends in ubiquitous computing
that look promising (e.g. location based services and radio-frequency
identification) are also analyzed from a privacy-aware point of view.
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References . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23

2.1. Introduction

Information and communication technologies (ICT) are the fundamental
tool for the proper development of the Information Society. These technolo-
gies allow the automatic collection, storage and processing of large amounts
of data. Most of these data are related to human activities: e.g. processing
census data, electricity bills, payslips, medical records, etc. The processing
of these data by governments or companies has always entailed discussions
about privacy. Even the Universal Declaration of Human Rights1 states
that “no one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy”
and that “everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such
interference or attacks”. The privacy threat entailed to computer systems
was already pointed out by Hoffman in 1969.2

The Internet is the world-wide platform for communication, information
search and other activities, namely shopping, expressing opinions, sharing
pictures, etc. Since the mid 1990s, millions of people from different cultures
and education levels interact with a plethora of interconnected information
systems. The Internet and ubiquitous computing involve an easier inter-
action between information systems and their users. Hence, the collection
of data by service providers has become straightforward and, consequently,
the amount of collected data has dramatically increased. This allows, for
instance, the rapid creation of profiles for customer relationship manage-
ment. However, data collection and analysis come into conflict with users
privacy, since their habits can be profiled by third parties and their actions
tracked as well. The following are some examples:

• Digital Rights Management systems require the users to identify
themselves when subscribing or paying for some content. Hence,
their tastes and preferences are being exposed.3

• Authentication and identification of users in a variety of services
(e.g. transportation, e-mail services, online banking, etc.) allow
the tracking of their activities.

• Computerized video surveillance entails several privacy concerns.
Its wide deployment clashes with a diversity of data protection
laws. Hence, several techniques must be applied to guarantee the
privacy of individuals.4
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The access to these data must be limited by governmental regulations
to ensure confidentiality and guarantee the privacy of the users.5

In that sense, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Devel-
opment published in 1980 a set of guidelines on the protection of personal
data.6 They mentioned that information should only be collected with the
consent of the individuals and should not be disclosed to third parties. These
guidelines have been adopted as legal initiatives in several countries.

In Europe, the Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of personal
data7 develops the aforementioned guidelines. In addition, the Directive
2002/58/EC on privacy and electronic communications8 elaborates on data
collection and processing by means of ICT. According to the directive, the
public and massive access to ICT gives rise to requirements concerning the
protection of the privacy of their users. It states that “the successful cross-
border development of these services is partly dependent on the confidence
of users that their privacy will not be at risk”. It is observed in this directive
that publicly available electronic communication services over the Internet
open new possibilities for users but also new risks for their personal data
and privacy. As a result, service providers should take appropriate mea-
sures to safeguard the security of their services and take care of the privacy
of their users. Since Directive 95/46/EC also remarks that invading privacy
may be necessary to safeguard national security, the Directive 2006/24/EC
on data retention9 provides a framework for legislation on the collection
and storage of data with the purpose of detecting and prosecuting serious
crime. Japan, Russia, the United States and Canadaa currently have no
comprehensive privacy laws.10

However, owing to the increasing availability and ubiquity of ICT, these
legal initiatives will only result effective if users are concerned with ICT
privacy threats and privacy enhancing technologies are widely deployed.

In order to clarify what providers can do with users’ information, privacy
policies were introduced. They are published by service providers and users
make a decision on asking for the service based on these policies. Hence,
if service providers do not properly follow their privacy policies, users have
the right to take legal action against providers. These policy-based schemes
are widely used on the Internet by e.g. e-commerce sites that define their
privacy policies in e.g. P3P (Platform for Privacy Preferences).11

In this chapter we present a summary of the privacy concerns related
to ICT. We also point out how ICT can contribute to enhance the privacy

aThe non-European countries in the Group of Eight.
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of their users. The following topics are addressed:

• Privacy of Internet users.
• Privacy in databases.
• Privacy in ubiquitous computing.

2.2. Privacy and the Internet

Internet is used by millions of people 24 hours a day to access all kinds of
information. In addition, Internet technologies allow people to create and
share a variety of content. Since the spread of broadband network access
technologies, most Internet users are almost permanently connected to the
network. This makes them more vulnerable to several attacks and perils,
namely viruses and system hacking. Current operating systems include
a firewall and antivirus or, at least, give the users advice on installing
security software. Fortunately, computer users realize that only with these
tools installed and updated their systems may remain safe. However, users
are not concerned about privacy risks.

In this section we elaborate on some aspects of the privacy of Internet
users.

2.2.1. Monitoring User Activity

As mentioned before ICT can be used to create personal profiles. The
collection of traces from Internet services (e.g. visited websites, frequency
of browsing, queries at search engines, etc.) allows the monitoring of user
activity. Clearly, using Internet services entails the logging of some data,
usually the Internet address of the user and a timestamp. Moreover, some
Internet services explicitly ask for personal data in order to proceed with the
service. Users are informed about security aspects and information sharing
policies of the service. Hence users are conscious of the secure management
of their personal data.

Surfing the Internet gives users the impression of a high degree of pri-
vacy .5 As a result, most of them do not realize that their activity can
be monitored .12 Next, we describe several techniques used to monitor the
activity of Internet users.
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2.2.1.1. Tracking Cookies

Cookies are small pieces of information that web servers are allowed to put
into user computers. They are retrieved from user computers to achieve
several purposes, e.g. keeping user preferences, remembering the identity
of the user and making web sessions feasible. Moreover, a web server is
able to collect some information about user habits, since cookies allow the
storage of the necessary information.

Tracking cookiesb are not handled by the websites being visited, but by
a central third party (usually an Internet marketing company). Hence, this
third party will be able to track users browsing across several websites and,
as a result, to build accurate profiles about the interests of these users. This
information will be mainly used to deliver advertisements targeted to the
interests of the user. Since the activity of users can be monitored, cookies
are considered a potential privacy threat.13,14

With regard to this, the United States Online Profiling Recommenda-
tions15 state that Internet users may be totally unaware of the monitor-
ization of their activities. Fortunately, almost all the Internet marketing
companies offer the so-called optout options to prevent their cookies from
tracking the Internet user.16 Furthermore, security software may also re-
move tracking cookies from users systems.

2.2.1.2. Spyware

Spyware are small pieces of software installed in a computer without the
consent of the user. Their main task is to send information to remote
databases so that it can be used to infer user habits. In addition, the worst
side of spyware is that they can be programmed to send chat sessions or
even passwords to the remote database, undermining confidence in online
activities and the effectiveness of transport layer security.17

They do not spread like computer viruses do: they can be downloaded
and installed by users themselves, because, for instance, they have clicked
on a link that promises faster Internet browsing or even protection against
spyware. Spyware can come bundled with free software and, potentially,
any software behave as spyware. They may also be installed as browser
helpers or toolbars. Besides tracking browsing habits, spyware may slow
down the system and pop-up advertisements randomly. Hence, spyware are
annoying and negatively impact the use of Internet.18

bOr third party cookies.
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Although a plenty of security tools are intended to clean computer sys-
tems, spyware removal is not straightforward.

2.2.1.3. Social Engineering Attacks

The aim of social engineering attacks is to manipulate people into disclosing
private information. Phishing is a social engineering attack that makes use
of massive sending of fraudulent e-mails on behalf of trusted entities (e.g.
online banking services or Internet service providers). In these e-mails, users
are requested to visit a link that points to a fake website. These websites
contain a form asking for several information (including private information
such as passwords) that must be filled in order to avoid “serious security
problems”.

The prevention of phishing relays on the successful detection of fraudu-
lent e-mails and fake websites. Current versions of web browsers and e-mail
managers are capable of warning the user in case of detecting a site or e-
mail suspicious of phishing. Besides, fake websites are not authenticated
by trustworthy certificate authorities and, in addition, they often present
misspellings and grammar errors. In that sense, only the shrewdness and
training of users may prevent them from becoming victims.19

2.2.2. Privacy in Modern Web Services

During several years, the web has merely been a large public-access
database allowing easy information search and retrieval. In contrast, only
skilled users were able to create websites. Current Web 2.020 services al-
low the creation and sharing of content in a straightforward manner. In
addition, these services provide users with tools to collaborate and express
opinions. As a result, there is a huge amount of information from individ-
uals in the Internet: comments on a blog post, opinions about a product,
pictures in a sharing service, etc. This information is published in so-
cial network services, e-commerce sites, etc. Some of these services act as
mashup services,21 which gather and analyse the information from several
other services. The popular use of these technologies raises new questions
on privacy, specially in social networks and e-commerce services.

2.2.2.1. Privacy in Social Networks

Social network services allow people to be connected to an online commu-
nity. Widely used social networks gather millions of users whose goal is
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to build large groups of friends. The use of these large communities has
dramatically increased in the last yearsc. In these online services, users
publish a profile that includes personal facts, i.e. their birth date, religious
and sexual orientation, etc.d, and can also share pictures and inform of
their daily activities. This information can be accessed by virtually every
member of the social network.

Social networks have developed privacy policies in which users are re-
sponsible for controlling the information they post and deciding who can
access it.23 Hence, most users are aware of the importance of controlling
their information. However, there are some situations in which the privacy
of non-members is exposed. As an example, if a user posts a picture of her
with other people which are not members of the social network, the latter
cannot control who views this picture. Moreover, there are some critical
situations which are difficult to overcome: e.g. dishonest users creating
fake profiles with harmful intentions such as monitoring their friends.24 As
a conclusion, only the consciousness of the users and informing them of a
code of ethics may mitigate the privacy threats in social networks.

2.2.2.2. Privacy in E-Commerce

In e-commerce services the retailer knows what products have been pur-
chased by their customers. This is feasible in real-world shopping as well.
Moreover, online vendors store a large amount of data about their cus-
tomers and their preferences, opinions and purchases. In addition, service
providers ask customers for their e-mail address and other personal data.
These personal data are transferred to third parties to perform a variety of
functions on behalf of the service provider, e.g. delivering packages, sending
advertisement e-mails, data analysis for marketing strategies, etc. Online
shopping services specify the data collection and management by means of
privacy policies that users implicitly accept when they use the service.

In online shopping, service providers make use of customer’s data to
inform about the popularity of their products or to recommend additional
purchases to the customers. Moreover, collaborative filtering techniques
are used to provide online shopping services with complex recommendation
cFor example, in January 2008, the most popular social networks had more than 100
million users.
dIn a recent study22 on how a large community of students were using a social network,
authors claim that a 28% of profiles posted contained a cellphone number and the ma-
jority of users disclosed their dating preferences, current relationship status or political
views.
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systems based on the preferences of their users. If service providers do
not handle customer’s data properly, users may give biased opinions to the
recommendation system or even refrain from using it.25 In that sense, sev-
eral privacy-preserving collaborative filtering techniques are proposed: e.g.
data perturbation,26 distributed architectures27 and data obfuscation.28

Modern web services also provide Internet users with social networks
specialised in shopping, namely social commerce and social shopping net-
works. These networks gather thousands of users with the aim of knowing
from each others shopping habits. Hence, users comment on real-world or
Internet shopping and rate products, stores and even restaurants. In these
cases, privacy threats are similar to those in social networks. Moreover, so-
cial commerce networks involve emerging collaborative commerce services,
e.g. group buying (a model in which several buyers cooperate and buy at a
discount price). These new services must rely on privacy enhancing tech-
nologies, so as to guarantee their proper development and rapid growing.

2.2.3. The Big Brothers of Internet

We have mentioned that data are collected with several purposes: from cy-
bercrime acts made by individuals to marketing strategies to improve cus-
tomer service. In this case several marketing companies reach an agreement
with some Internet services so they can gather the data from the latter. By
means of data mining, marketing and Internet advertising companies are
aware of different customer needs.

However, these companies may have only the picture of a specific kind of
Internet users. In contrast, the few companies that produce and manage the
most popular software and Internet services are able to track the activity
of the majority of ICT users. These companies offer several services that
can collect information from virtually every activity done by means of ICT.
In addition to operating systems and productivity software suites, these
companies provide users with efficient Internet search engines and offer
access to widely used e-mail and instant messaging services. They also
offer location-based applications, multimedia sharing and searching engines,
calendar managers, etc. Due to the large amount of information collected by
these companies, some privacy concerns have arisen.29,30 These companies
have become the Big Brothers of Internet.

Regarding search engines, the queries of the users are stored and ana-
lyzed to improve search results and to provide personalized advertisements.
In addition to that, the queries that users send to a search engine can dis-
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close their interests and even their political views or sexual dispositions.5

With respect to Internet communications, e-mail and instant messaging
services manage the information flow among millions of users. Although
most of these communications are private, they can be scanned to track
offenders and spammers. In order to comply with data retention policies,
instant communications can be stored and e-mail messages retained even
when users have deleted them from the servers. The information in blog
services and opinion forums may also be retained and scanned with similar
purposes.

Naturally, users are warned by the service providers that all the data
collected and stored in their large information services will be managed
according to the legislation.

2.3. Privacy in Databases

Most information systems and information technologies rely on databases.
They store a variety of data and provide users with several tools for their
management. In this section we describe the privacy aspects of databases
and how this privacy can be preserved.

The privacy in databases is an ambiguous concept, whose meaning is
context-dependent.31 For instance, in statistical databases containing in-
formation from individuals, it refers to respondent privacy . In querying
search engines, the concern is about preventing service providers from pro-
filing users (hence, it refers to user privacy). In this section, we elaborate
on both aspects.

2.3.1. Privacy of the Respondents

The main goal of respondent privacy in statistical and administrative
databases is to prevent the re-identification of the respondents to which
the records of a database correspond. If an statistical agency releases or
publishes the raw data, there could be a serious privacy loss. It could be
thought that deleting the direct identifiers (e.g. the name of the respon-
dents) from the data before their release could be enough to guarantee re-
spondent privacy. Unfortunately, protecting the privacy of the respondent
is not so straightforward.

Data attributes can be classified as direct identifiers, quasi-identifiers,
sensitive information and non-sensitive information. Table 2.1 shows an
example data set where Weight and Height are quasi-identifiers and Salary
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Table 2.1. Example data set, where Name is an identifier to be sup-
pressed before publishing the data set

Name ZIP Weight Height Salary Cancer

John Doe 43152 85 182 26000 Yes

Maggie Simpson 43152 100 165 17000 Yes

Robert Smith 43132 85 183 32000 No

Mary Martin 43152 56 165 22000 No

Brian Johnson 43152 84 205 17400 Yes

Luisa Lopez 43121 65 198 23000 No

James Dawson 43122 66 160 18500 Yes

Peter Petrelli 43144 102 195 43500 Yes

Bridget Jones 43152 108 180 21600 Yes

and Cancer are sensitive attributes. We can build a dataset without sen-
sitive information and another one with no direct identifiers, hence the
latter can be public. However, if intruders having the data set without
sensitive information make queries to the public data set, they will be able
to disclose sensitive information (e.g., Maggie Simpson, with ZIP=43152,
Weight=100 and Height=165, earns a salary of 17,000 and has cancere).
Moreover, intruders can disclose the salary of the “tallest man in a town”
simply by querying the public data set.

To protect the privacy of the respondents statistical disclosure control
(SDC) techniques must be applied to databases before releasing them.
There are a variety of SDC techniques to protect databases. For in-
stance, if quasi-identifiers achieve the k-anonymity property32 (i.e., if a
quasi-identifier is indistinguishable from other k − 1 identifiers), it will be-
come harder to link sensitive attributes with identifiers. k-Anonymity can
be achieved by means of several methods, e.g. micro-aggregation. When
micro-aggregation is applied, the set of original records is partitioned into
several groups in such a way that records in the same group are similar
to each other and the number of records in each group is at least k. An
aggregation operator (for example, the mean for numerical data) is used
to compute a centroid for each group. Then, each record in a group is
replaced by the group centroid. Table 2.2 shows the data set without iden-
tifiers once quasi-identifiers have been masked with k = 3. Unfortunately,
k-anonimity may not be enough to protect the privacy of the respondents,
e.g. if records sharing a combination of quasi-identifiers have the same
value for the sensitive attribute. Hence, several properties complement
k-anonimity to improve respondent privacy.33

eIf the intruder belongs to a health insurance company, the latter may not be interested
in offering their products to Maggie Simpson.
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Table 2.2. The example data set with identifiers
suppressed and attributes Weight and Height mi-
cro-aggregated with k = 3

ZIP Weight Height Salary Cancer

43152 84.6 181.6 26000 Yes

43152 103.3 163.3 17000 Yes

43132 84.6 181.6 32000 No

43152 62.3 163.3 22000 No

43152 84.6 199.3 17400 Yes

43121 62.3 199.3 23000 No

43122 62.3 163.3 18500 Yes

43144 103.3 199.3 43500 Yes

43152 103.3 181.6 21600 Yes

Naturally, applying masking methods such as micro-aggregation results
in some information loss. Thus, SDC techniques look for the best trade
off between information loss and disclosure risk .34 That is, both the risk
of disclosing private information and the loss of data utility should be kept
below reasonable thresholds.

2.3.2. User Privacy

User privacy is about guaranteeing the privacy of queries to dynamic
databases in order to prevent user profiling and re-identification, for in-
stance:

• Preventing the users of Internet search engines or location-based
services from being profiled. As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, Inter-
net search engines claim this profiling is to improve search results.

• Preventing the administrators of the database from getting impor-
tant information from the queries sent by users. For example, if
someone having a great idea queries a database to know if it has al-
ready been patented, the administrator, who is aware of the query,
is able to patent the idea first.

A naive approach to achieve user privacy is the downloading of the entire
database, so the user could query the database locally. Naturally, this is
not applicable in large databases such as Internet search engines. Private
Information Retrieval (PIR) techniques allow the retrieving of information
from a database while maintaining the query hidden from the database
administrators.
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The first PIR proposal35 uses at least two copies of the same database
which do not communicate with each other. A second proposal allows
single-database PIR by means of public-key encryption.36 In these pro-
posals, the database is modeled as a vector from which the user wants
to retrieve the i-th component while keeping the index i hidden from the
database administrator. Hence it is assumed that the user knows the phys-
ical address of the item. On the other hand, these models assume that
the server cooperates in the PIR protocol. However, the users are those
really interested in their own privacy, whereas the motivation for servers
is dubious since PIR limits their profiling capabilities. As a result, these
proposals may be unpractical in many real-world scenarios and, hence, new
feasible protocols are being proposed.

In collaborative PIR schemes, users collaborate with each other in order
to be cloaked in a user community37 or to seek assistance by a peer-to-peer
community who submits queries on their behalf. Another strategy, targeted
to Internet search engines, consists of a client application that adds fake
keywords to disguise the real query.38

2.4. Privacy in Ubiquitous Computing

Ubiquitous computing allows the integration of information systems to a va-
riety of environments. In addition, it provides the Information Society with
a wide range of new applications. In this section we discuss some privacy
aspects of two significant and emerging technologies related to ubiquitous
computing: location-based services and radio-frequency identification.

2.4.1. Location-Based Services

Location-Based Services (LBS) are gaining importance due to the advances
in mobile networks and positioning technologies. They provide users with
highly personalised information accessible by means of a variety of mobile
devices that are able to locate themselves, e.g. by using a GPS or a fixed
network infrastructure with GSM. Mobile devices are ubiquitous and ser-
vices related to the user’s current location proliferate. Examples of LBS
are location-based tourist information, route guidance and location-based
advertising, etc.

The simplest form of communication in a location-based information
transaction involves a user and a provider. The former sends a simple
query that includes her location. When users send their current locations,
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they are implicitly trusting the provider: They assume that the provider
manages their location data honestly. Hence service providers can set up
their own privacy policies, such as those of Section 2.1.

However, providers may not always be trusted and, consequently, new
techniques to achieve the same goals without assuming mutual trust are
needed. Next, we review the most significant proposals and we classify
them regarding the use of trusted third parties (TTPs), i.e. entities that
are completely trusted and, hence, theoretically guarantee the privacy of
their users.

2.4.1.1. TTP-Based Schemes

Most of the solutions to address the privacy problems in LBS are based on
TTPs. They are common because they are easy to understand/implement
and because they offer a good trade-off between efficiency, accuracy and
privacy. Moreover, some of the ideas used in these schemes appeared in
more mature fields like e-commerce. Providers are no longer aware of the
real locations of their users since trust is handed over to the TTP. Thus,
these solutions move users’ trust from providers to those TTPs.

Pseudonymisers receive queries from users and, prior to forwarding
them to providers, they replace the real identities of the users by fake
ones. Note that users must completely trust pseudonymisers, because they
know all the information (i.e. identity and location) of the users. The main
problem of this approach is that an attacker can infer the real identity of a
user by linking a user’s location with e.g. a public telephone directory.39

Moreover, anonymisers perturb real locations to achieve the k-
anonymity property (already discussed in Section 2.3.1), so that it becomes
harder to bind locations to users. In this context, the location of a given
user is k-anonymous if it is indistinguishable from the location of k − 1
other users. Many examples of this approach and other similar ones based
on cloaking can be found in the literature.39–41

2.4.1.2. TTP-Free Proposals

From the users’ point of view, trusting an intermediate entity may be a
problem in some situations. In addition, due to the fact that intermediate
entities concentrate the queries of many users, communication delays can
appear and the risk of failure is increased. With the aim to overcome
these limitations, TTP-free schemes have been proposed. We distinguish
those based on collaboration between users/providers from those based on
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obfuscation.
A first method based on collaboration between users is to generate cloak-

ing areas in which the real locations of the users remain hidden.42 The main
problem of this approach is that users have to trust other usersf . On the
contrary, k users can add Gaussian noise with null average to their loca-
tions so they can freely share their perturbed locations and compute a global
centroid ,43 which is used to represent them allg. Unfortunately, if users re-
peat this protocol several times without changing their locations, they will
be disclosed due to the noise cancellation. To solve this problem, an im-
provement over this method44 suggests the use of privacy homomorphisms
that guarantee the privacy of the users even when they do not change their
location. This method was extended to support non-centralized communi-
cations45 by adding a randomly generated chain of users that share location
information to compute a global centroid that identifies them. Finally, users
can self-organise in ad-hoc structures, which are used to mix their queries
in their way to the providers.37 This results in a private location-based in-
formation retrieval scheme in which the provider is unable to link queries
with their originating users.

Instead of using privacy protocols between users a different approach
based on user-provider collaboration is proposed.46 In this approach, users
and providers collaborate to implement a PIR protocol that guarantees the
location privacy of the user. Although the idea of using PIR techniques is
promising, requiring the provider to collaborate with users seems unrealistic
and can be computationally costly.

Obfuscation is a TTP-free alternative to collaboration-based methods
that can be understood as the process of degrading the accuracy of the
users’ location with the aim to protect their privacy. In47 an obfuscation
method based on imprecision is presented. The space is modeled as a
graph where vertexes are locations and edges indicate adjacency. Hence, in
order to obtain an imprecise location, users send a set of vertexes to the
provider instead of a single vertex. The provider cannot distinguish which
of the vertexes is the real one. Some other recently proposed obfuscation
methods can be found in,48 where the real locations of users are replaced
by circular areas of variable centre and radius, and in,49 where a method
called SpaceTwist is proposed. This method generates an anchor (i.e. a
fake point) that is used to retrieve information on the k-nearest points of
interest. After successive queries, users can determine their closest interest

fA malicious user can easily obtain and publish the location of other users
gBy using this procedure, the k users become k-anonymous
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point while the provider cannot derive their real locations.

2.4.2. Radio-Frequency Identification

Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) devices will become ubiquitous in
the near future. The spectacular market push of RFID technology is due to
the interest by large retailers, important manufacturers and governments.

Simple RFID tags can be seen as a proper substitute of bar codes since
they are mainly used to identify objects. Almost every object is liable
to carry an RFID tagh. Unlike bar codes, RFID devices allow objects to
be identified without visual contact and help in improving and automat-
ing many processes. In addition, complex tags with computing hardware
embedded open the door to a variety of applications, e.g. contactless au-
thentication.

To integrate RFID tags with information systems, RFID readers are
needed. A tag will send some information (e.g. the identifier of the product,
the result of some cryptographic function, etc.) upon a request from a
reader in its range. Consequently, an eavesdropper could collect several
information from people carrying tags (e.g. the brand of their clothes, the
amount of banknotes they have in their pockets, the use of prosthesis, etc.)
Moreover, making use of several readers strategically deployed, tags and the
people carrying them can be tracked. Hence, anonymity and untraceability
must be tackled in RFID technology if it is to be widely deployed.50

In that sense, several protocols for RFID take into account the privacy
concerns of this technology. The very design of the tags can implement
a command (i.e. kill or sleep) to permanently or temporarily disable its
ability to answer requests from readers.51 However, these proposals may
not be adequate in many scenarios.

Juels suggested the use of a collection of pseudonyms52 for a given tag
with the idea of answering to each query with a different identifier (i.e.
pseudonym). An authorized reader stores this collection of identifiers and,
consequently, it is able to match the identifier with the tag. Thus, a non-
authorized reader will only see different identifiers. However, if the same
reader polls a tag a sufficient number of times, it will be able to collect the
whole list of pseudonyms of a given tag. A possible solution to this attack
consists in providing the tag with the ability of identifying the reader that
is making the queries and refusing to answer when those queries are too
frequent. Several other proposals are based on the use of pseudonyms.53,54

hEven banknotes.
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As mentioned before, the use of RFID technology in authentication
involves the deployment of tags equipped with a variety of cryptographic
hardware. Hash functions and simple operations are sufficient for simple
applications, whereas public key cryptography allows the deployment of
more complex services and protocols. These cryptographic capabilities can
also be used to provide identification and authentication applications with
privacy. In this case, the challenge is to design protocols for low-cost tags
(i.e. with a minimal set of cryptographic hardware).

As an example, in the Improved Randomised Hash-locks proposal55 the
tag uses a hash function to hide the identifier in the identification procedure.
Several protocols based on simple cryptography operations can be found in
the literature56–60 and their privacy is analysed as well.50 Some of these
protocols suffer from scalability problems, which can be theoretically solved
by means of the deployment of a distributed structure of readers.61

2.5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have reviewed the most significant privacy concerns of
Information and Communication Technologies. We have focused on privacy
of Internet users, privacy related to the use and deployment of databases
and privacy aspects of two promising technologies: RFID and location-
based services.

Regarding privacy in the Internet, we have shown that service providers
are able to profile and track their users. We have also pointed out the
privacy threats of social networks. In addition, we have considered spy-
ware and social engineering attacks as powerful techniques to threaten the
privacy and security of users. We have illustrated the importance of pro-
tecting statistical databases so as to protect the privacy of respondents.
Moreover, we have elaborated on privacy preserving techniques when using
databases and on preventing queryable information services from profiling
their users. Finally, we have reviewed the current trends in protecting the
location privacy in location-based services and have pointed out current
research topics in privacy in RFID.

In order to guarantee the proper development and universalization of the
Information Society, Information and Communication Technologies must
offer a set of easy-to-deploy techniques to succeed in protecting the privacy
of their users.
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At the same time as information security has become a critical issue
when deploying information and communication systems, it has also re-
quired more and more, the collaboration of other computer science fields
such as artificial intelligence. This chapter begins with the description
of several vulnerabilities present nowadays in information systems, as
well as the threats that they represent and, the motivation behind the
different attacks. In this chapter, we also describe the most common
security countermeasures that are applied at each step of a system ac-
cess point operation. Firstly, we consider authentication systems, with
special attention to biometric and challenge-response systems, followed
by access control models and the mechanisms used to implement them.
After that, the classification of cryptosystems, their mathematical foun-
dations and several possible attacks are shown. Following, the digital
signature mechanism and the foundations of its operation, including also
the concepts of public key certificates and Certificate Authorities are de-
scribed. Finally, audit logs are considered and main aspects of physical
security are reviewed.
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3.1. Introduction

In the past fifteen years we have witnessed the rapid growth and consoli-
dation of information security, as one of the fields that contributes to In-
formation and Communication Technologies (ICT). The main reason for
this evolution has been the spread of Internet in companies, governmental
organizations and, in general, the whole society, which has resulted in a
remarkable increase of the risks that ICT have to consider. There is no
doubt that information systems were more secure when they were isolated
and accessible only by a restricted and controlled set of professionals. An-
other reason, related to the former one, is that society has become more
and more aware of the risks involved in the transmission of personal data
through Internet, with or without the consent of data owners (these data
may even refer to the most private aspects of people), and the processing
of these data by companies and individuals.

Information security deployment has been accompanied by an in depth
analysis of new techniques and security protocols which, in the past few
years, has been strongly influenced by Artificial Intelligence (AI). Research
in this field is showing an increasing interest on security. Biometric and in-
trusion detection systems, cryptanalysis techniques and data mining com-
puter audit logs are some of the growing number of examples, where AI
techniques are being applied to information security. It is clear that, at
least in the foreseeable future, both fields will be collaborating closely.
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3.2. Vulnerabilities

Despite the consciousness of the value of the data being processed and the
need of protecting these data in an adequate manner, it does not appear
that we are succeeding in building more secure systems and products. The
number of vulnerabilities in our systems increases every year, as US-CERT
(US Computer Emergency Response Team) annual reports show and, it
appears that we are not able to end this trend despite the efforts of de-
velopers. In 1995, 171 vulnerabilities were reported whereas, in 2007, they
were 7.236: the resulting mean is 20 vulnerabilities per day. These statistics
follow a yearly upward trend (with the exception of years 2003 and 2007)
which does not seem to reverse.

There are several reasons for this evolution. On the one hand, some
aspects are related to the transformation of systems and technologies from
isolated and not very sophisticated ones to rather complex, interconnected
and, what it is even worse, interdependent. On the other hand, the way in
which people work and use IC Technologies has also influenced this trend.
Firstly, it is very common to design, develop and implement software and,
to a lesser extent hardware, in an inappropriate way; secondly, its use by
people with null training and poor security awareness is quite common.
Moreover, criminals are more eager every day to find vulnerabilities which
provide them profit and/or personal satisfaction, the first reason being more
frequent in the past few years.

Beginning with the first reason, we have to confront the most complex
systems that humanity has ever built. Why is this so relevant for security?
The explanation is a basic principle of security which specifies that com-
plexity is one of its worst enemies. Therefore, if we build simple systems,
we will be able to control their risks whereas when building more complex
systems their security gets rapidly out of our control. However, it is clear
that the tendency is to build more and more complex systems. For exam-
ple, the size of the first versions of Windows operating system consisted of
a few millions of lines of code, while it is estimated that the size of the more
recent Windows XP and Vista versions exceeds the quantity of 50 million.
This trend is currently present in all products available in the market.

Moreover, it was relatively easy to protect isolated computers with con-
trolled physical and logical access points. By contrast, networks with un-
limited extension, variable topology and uncontrolled access points have
turned computers into naive nodes. Consequently, malicious computers
can silently attack our systems from any location, in an unnoticed way
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and, most of the time, with total impunity.
Besides, the rapid substitution of wired transmission channels (such as

twisted pair, coaxial cable and optical fiber) with wireless ones poses addi-
tional difficulties on the task of securing our systems. Wireless transmis-
sion channels are more easily intercepted and, therefore, the communication
protocols and technologies used (e.g., Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Wi-Max, etc.) are
more vulnerable to unauthorized access, denial of service and impersonation
attacks, etc.

The continuous increase of vulnerabilities in systems does not only de-
pend on technological factors but also on human ones. Firstly, the inex-
perience of some computer science engineers often results in not taking
into account security aspects during system design and analysis phases.
Later on, developers may attempt to integrate security mechanisms dur-
ing the coding phase or, once vulnerabilities are noticed after the system
has already been implemented. This lack of prevision leads to incorpo-
rate security as a system patch, instead of considering it during the whole
system development process. Secondly, users’ lack of training, or at least,
conscientiousness, gives rise to involuntary mistakes that put their systems
and the data they maintain into risk. Some examples of actions that cause
vulnerabilities are the usage of poor quality passwords, the careless way
of browsing the Web, the incompetence to distinguish a secure connection
from an insecure one, the negligent opening of electronic mails, etc.

3.3. Threats

Individuals and organizations have taken advantage of all these vulnerabil-
ities to obtain relevant information about people or organizations. Tradi-
tionally, individual attackers behaved this way to satisfy their ego, while
organizations were motivated by the possibility of obtaining commercial
advantage over their competitors (industrial espionage). Nowadays, both
kinds of attacker seek financial profit, being that the main motivation be-
hind this type of crime.

To achieve their goals, highly sophisticated attacks, conceptual and tech-
nically, have been designed. Most of the time, attacks are combined with
social engineering techniques, which take advantage of users’ ignorance,
naivety or ambition, by using psychological methods. Even worse, some
of these attacks are published on the Internet where everyone can access
them freely or after payment. Consequently, attack methods have spread
across the world and any Internet user might become a potential criminal
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independently of their skills, making the number of possible attackers grow
exponentially.

Among these attacks, those performed by malicious software (i.e., mal-
ware) stand out. Well-known types of malware are viruses, worms, back-
doors, Trojan horses, etc. Nowadays, it is rather unusual to design malware
that falls exclusively in one of the aforementioned categories; instead, cur-
rent malware is usually built as a combination of them. Also remarkable
are those kind of attack whose aim is to collapse a service (e.g., distributed
denial of service attacks, DDoS), to intercept communications (e.g., using
sniffers), to alter data (e.g., spoofing and pharming attacks), or to generate
fraudulent information (e.g., hijacking attacks).

3.4. Countermeasures

To face such a high number of serious threats , several countermeasures
have been developed. These countermeasures attempt to guarantee infor-
mation confidentiality (information is known only by the authorized users),
integrity (information is precise and complete) and availability (informa-
tion is accessed exclusively by authorized users in a predetermined way and
time).

According to what a countermeasure consists of and at what stage it
is applied, they can be classified as prevention, detection, correction and
recovery. Prevention measures try to prevent attacks before they happen,
detection measures attempt to detect attacks at an early phase, correction
measures aim at thwarting attacks while they are taking place and finally,
recovery measures attempt to restore the system to its previous state. Some
examples of these countermeasures are firewalls, intrusion detection systems
(IDS), honeypots and contingency plans.

According to the nature of a countermeasure they can be classified as
technical, physical, administrative and organizational. Technical counter-
measures are those that act from within the system that is being protected.
Physical countermeasures act on the protected system and its surround-
ing systems to prevent attacks that come from the outside. Finally, those
that are implemented with policies, rules and procedures fall within the
administrative and organizational category.

Focusing on technical countermeasures, it is worth remarking that they
are commonly referred to as security services (mainly in network security
contexts). In this case they are seen as abstract concepts that specify the
kind of protection a system or product should provide. Some examples of
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security services are confidentiality, entity authentication, integrity, avail-
ability, non repudiation, etc.

These security services are implemented by what is referred to as mech-
anisms. Mechanisms act from within the protected system to provide a
specific security service. More precisely, a security mechanism is a physi-
cal or logical device that is responsible for providing a security service or
implementing a security model. Some mechanisms provide a single secu-
rity service while others provide several of them. The other way round,
it can happen that a certain service can be provided by several mecha-
nisms. Some of the most important security mechanisms are authentication
systems, data cipher systems (they provide confidentiality services), hash
functions (they provide integrity services), digital signatures (they provide
integrity and non repudiation services), etc.

3.5. Authentication mechanisms

Authentication mechanisms are the first barrier that a user has to overcome
to enter a system. For that reason, and because once a user is inside the
system, an attacker has many more opportunities to achieve his goal; it
is one of the most important mechanisms to be applied. Authentication
mechanisms are often combined with identification mechanisms and it is
usual to refer to this combination as authentication. Identification means
that an entity (the claimant) alleges to a second entity (the prover) to
have certain identity, whereas authentication means to prove this identity
to the prover. Although they are commonly used together, the strength
of a combined mechanism relies on the authentication part, which we will
describe in the next paragraphs.

Authentication implies that the claimant shows some credential to the
prover. Traditionally, three types of credentials have been used: some in-
formation that is shared between the user and the system (“something you
know”), some object that is owned by the user (“something you have”)
or some biometric characteristic or individual behaviour (“something you
are”). Each type of credential results on a different method of authentica-
tion.

Authentication systems can be seen as the front door to information sys-
tems which has brought about an increasing interest in reinforcing this type
of mechanism. It is possible to combine several of these methods to have
stronger authentication systems, which are known as two or three factor
authentication systems; for example, having a smart card and also know-
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ing some password. Two and, to a less extent, three factor authentication
systems are more common every day.

3.5.1. Something you know

Knowing something, such as a password or a PIN, is the most commonly
used method of authentication. However, careless password selection (eas-
ily guessable) and the difficulties for remembering strong passwords raise a
problem difficult to solve: passwords easy to recall are easily guessable and
passwords difficult to guess are recalled with difficulty. Despite its weak-
nesses, this method still stands as the most frequent form of authentication,
mainly because it is very easy to implement and well accepted by all users.

However, using the same password for a long period (they are usually
changed after several months of use) is completely inappropriate when au-
thentication is done to access a server or a network node. The transmission
of a password through a network, either in clear or in an encrypted mode,
involves a high risk of interception and, therefore, of impersonation. One
time passwords (OTP) can be used to overcome this problem as they are
credentials that change every time that a user attempts to enter the system.

There are several methods to build one time passwords systems. For
example, in the method used in GSM communications, each user and the
server share a password that is used to encrypt a random number (a chal-
lenge) which is sent in every connection from the server to the user. In
every connection attempt, the server sends a new challenge, so its encryp-
tion will be different each time. If an attacker intercepts the transmitted
credential, it will not imply an identity theft. The reason is that, in the
next connection attempt, the server will send a different challenge and the
attacker, not knowing the key to encrypt it, will not be able to send back
the appropriate credential.

However, the current trend to build authentication systems is to use
digital signatures. The server sends a challenge to the user, who signs the
challenge and sends it back to the server. The server only has to verify the
signature of the user.

3.5.2. Something you are

The disadvantages of basing authentication systems on recalling a string
of characters (difficulties for remembering correctly, the need of changing
them periodically, etc.) has raised the interest in automatizing some of the
ancient authentication methods that are used by human beings (and also
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by animals): our anthropological characteristics, which include biological
ones. Indeed, the credentials that we have mainly used throughout history
have been our biometric characteristics: our face, our voice, our eyes, etc.
However, the development of biometric authentication systems has been
slower than expected, mainly because of the difficulties to achieve their
goals and also because of the cost of the necessary equipment. On the
other hand, current progress in artificial intelligent techniques is helping to
increase the use of biometric systems and their development.

Biometric systems may be of different types but all of them have the
advantage of not requiring the recalling of long character strings, as au-
thentication data is incorporated in the user itself. Biometric data can be
physiological or behavioral and, once it is measured, it is compared with
biometric data that has been previously collected and stored. Some exam-
ples of biometric data, beyond the already mentioned, are the typing style,
the characteristics of handwritten signature, mouse movements, etc.

Among the first type of characteristics, the properly called biometric,
the fingerprints are the most used, followed by the iris and retinal vein
pattern, hand geometry, palm prints, voice, face, etc. In all of them, a
pattern with the most distinctive characteristics is constructed from a set
of images or recordings of the biometric feature in consideration. Usually,
the pattern has a notably smaller size in bytes compared to the size of
the original images or recordings. During the authentication process, a
new image or recording is obtained and a fresh pattern is deduced and
compared with previously stored ones.

Although there are unquestionable advantages, there also exist several
obvious disadvantages. First of all, these credentials are not secret: face,
voice, fingerprint and, to less extent, iris and retina can be registered by any-
one. Additionally, unlike passwords, these credentials cannot be changed
(obviously except for the use of surgery) once there exist any suspicion that
they have been jeopardized. For this reason, it is not advisable to send the
patterns through any network for its comparison with other biometric data
stored in a remote database.

Secondly, many of the strictly biometric systems are not easily accepted
by the users. Main reasons are the apprehension of presenting the ocular
globe, the hand, etc. to the authentication system and the users’ reluctance
to give this kind of personal data to companies or organizations even when
the purpose asserted by the companies is user authentication exclusively.

Furthermore, biometric authentication devices are complicated to ad-
just. The main reason is that their most relevant parameters, rate of false
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acceptance (percentage of impostors that are accepted) and rate of false
rejection (percentage of legitimate users that are rejected), are inversely
proportional. Therefore, reducing the first one implies an increase of the
second one, and vice versa. This situation has increased interest in multi-
modal systems which combine several biometric authentication methods.

Finally, it is worth emphasizing that biometric credentials are often not
used for authentication purposes but for both identification and authenti-
cation simultaneously. In that case, the credential presented by the user
(his biometric data) is compared with the data stored in a database that
contains the biometric data of all users until a match is found. This proce-
dure is called 1:N, because one pattern is compared with N. It is more time
consuming than purely biometric authentication procedures, which do not
aim to identify the user using the biometric data. In purely biometric au-
thentication procedures (excluding identification), the user first introduces
an identification code that is used as an index to retrieve certain authenti-
cation data from the database. Then, the retrieved data is compared with
the credential presented by the user. This procedure is called 1:1 because
one pattern is compared exclusively with another one, and it is the only
type of biometric system used when the number of users is high. Although
rare, 1:1 authentication systems based on passwords can also be found.

3.5.3. Something you have

With regard to the last kind of authentication systems, those based on the
possession of an object, it is worth mentioning that nowadays, there is only
one system of this type being used and, it is based on the possession of a
smart card, usually with cryptographic capacities. In two factor authenti-
cation systems (those that combine two of the three types of credentials),
the possession of a smart cards is complemented with the knowledge of
some data shared between the user and the card, or the matching of some
user’s biometric characteristics with a biometric pattern stored in the card.
Systems that combine the possession of a smart card with some biomet-
ric measure stored exclusively in the smart card present the advantage of
maintaining users’ biometric data under his own control (and not under the
control of a company or organization), which prevents all possible concerns
related to personal data privacy.
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3.6. Access control mechanisms

After user authentication, and provided that it has been successful, access
control service takes place. This service is implemented by mechanisms
with the same name. Access control services have the goal to allow users
to access the system resources which they are authorized to use. For this
reason, they are sometimes named as authorization services. It is common
that a user must pass through several access control points before access
is granted. For example, a user wishing to access certain registries of a
database should probably have to pass first the operating system access
control mechanism and afterwards, the database one.

3.6.1. Access control policies

A central aspect in access control services is the access control policy which
is comprised by the rules that define who, under which conditions and
what data can be accessed. The rules can be specified in high or low levels
according to the desired grade of granularity.

There are two main types of high level policies: open and closed. In
the first one, access is granted by default except otherwise stated. On
the contrary, in the second one, access is denied by default except if it is
explicitly allowed. Obviously, the second ones are much more reliable than
the first ones and, they are actually the only ones which have been broadly
implemented. For example, firewalls are usually configured by default to
deny all connections but those specifically directed to some port or services.

In other words, access control services establish a filter between the
subjects and the objects they want to access. This filter has to be applied
in all access attempts and cannot be avoided in any case. Firewalls are
again a good example of this concept.

3.6.2. Access control models

The terms subject, object and right to access have a specific meaning in
the access control models proposed to provide access control services. A
subject is any active entity that may access any resource in the system;
users, processes or programs are the usual subjects in the context of access
control models. An object is any passive entity that can be accessed by
another entity; examples of objects are physical resources, pages of memory,
registries, data, etc. Note that a program may be either a subject or an
object. Finally, a right or privilege to access is the authorization that a
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subject has on certain object; some examples of rights of access are reading,
writing, execution, etc.

3.6.2.1. Access matrix model

The most widely spread access control model is the access matrix model. It
was first proposed by Graham and Denning1 in 1972 and by Lampson2 in
1974, and it was later improved by Harrison, Ruzzo and Ullman3 in 1976.
In this latter model, the names of the subjects identify the rows of the
matrix and the names of the objects identify the columns. Each entry of
the matrix contains the access rights of the corresponding subject (row) on
the corresponding object (column).

The implementation of this model can be very problematic if the system,
as it is most common, has a high number of subjects and objects. In this
situation, a very large matrix must be created and its storage can result
unfeasible. Instead, each column or row is independently stored, keeping
only the entries that contain some access right.

If columns are used, the mechanism is known as Access Control List
(ACL). For each object, the subjects that are allowed to access it with
an indication of the specific rights are specified. This is the access con-
trol mechanism that was first implemented and currently the most broadly
spread.

If rows are used, the mechanism is known as list of capabilities. It
specifies, for each subject, the set of objects that the subject can access
with an indication of the specific rights. Implementations of this model
are less common because its maintenance is more tedious, given that it is
usually the set of subjects the one that suffers more changes during a system
normal operation (insertion and deletion of users, update of responsibilities,
etc.)

The access matrix model and the mechanisms used to implement it
regulate the access of subjects to the objects but they do not take care of
what these subjects do with the objects once the subjects have access to
them. Thus, once a subject has acquired some information, the models do
not prevent him from spreading such data. In other words, the owner of an
object has the discretional right of granting other subjects to access that
object. This is the reason why this model is also called discretionary access
control model.
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3.6.2.2. Mandatory access control models

Mandatory or non-discretionary access control models appear to counteract
the possible diffusion allowed by discretionary models. Mandatory models
aim to control the flow of information. These models are specified by the
objects, the subjects and a set of ordered security levels used to classify ob-
jects and subjects. First, mandatory access control models classify objects
and subjects into a set of categories, which are assigned certain security
level regarding confidentiality or integrity . Therefore, each object and
subject has a security label comprised by a category and a security level.
When a subject wants to access certain object, access is granted depending
on the comparison of their security labels. Since the appearance of the
Bell and LaPadula model4 in 1973 and the Biba model5 in 1977, numerous
mandatory models have been and are being proposed.

3.7. Data encipherment mechanisms

Data encipherment has been, par excellence, the security mechanism mostly
used since ancestral times. There are solid evidences of its use back in
the Classical Antiquity and even before. However, because of the lack of
formal theoretical foundations, up until 1949 data encryption had not been
considered a scientific area.6

The discipline that addresses data encryption is called cryptography
(from kryptos and grapho, which mean covered, or hidden and writing re-
spectively), and it is defined as the study of the principles, methods and
means to hide the meaning of a message but not the message itself. It is
important to remark this distinction as there is another discipline, steganog-
raphy (from steganos and grapho, which mean hidden and writing respec-
tively), which addresses the study of the principles, methods and means to
hide a message. Thus, cryptography allows to see the message but not to
interpret it, whereas steganography makes the message itself invisible.

In detail, a cryptosystem is comprised by:

• A sender (usually known by Alice and represented by A) that creates a
message in clear or plaintext that belongs to a space of messages M =
{m1, m2, ...}. Plaintexts are formed using a given alphabet and must
follow a set of syntactic and semantic rules.

• An encryption device, which transforms the plaintext in an unintelligible
message known as ciphertext or cryptogram. The ciphertext belongs to a
space of ciphertexts or cryptograms C = {c1, c2, ...}. The alphabet used
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to form ciphertexts can be the same as the one used for plaintexts or a
different one. An encryption function belongs to the family Ek : M → C

and is determined by an encryption key k ∈ K = {k1, k2, ...}.
• A storage or transmission channel.
• A decryption device who works inversely to the encryption device, that

is, it produces the plaintext from the ciphertext. The decryption function
belongs to the family E−1

k : C → M and is determined by a decryption
key k−1 ∈ k−1 = {k−1

1 , k−1
2 , ...}.

• A receiver (usually known by Bob and represented by B).

Moreover, a protocol to convey the interchange or negotiation of keys must
be added. Additionally, it is assumed that there exists an attacker who
wants to intercept the message and decipher it using cryptanalysis tech-
niques.

The fundamental elements of a cryptosystem are the encryption and
decryption devices, which can be implemented by hardware or by software.
An encryption device consists of an encryption algorithm which depends on
a parameter called encryption key. Similarly, a decryption device consists of
a decryption algorithm that depends on a decryption key. Sometimes, the
encryption device also includes a key generator system which is in charge
of creating the encryption and decryption keys.

The encryption algorithm must be computationally irreversible; that is,
it should be very difficult to reverse with the current processing power unless
some additional information is known, ideally the decryption key. Thus, any
entity knowing this information will be able to decrypt the ciphertext and
obtain the plaintext (provided that the decryption algorithms are publicly
known, as it usually happens). Even knowing the algorithms, it should still
be very difficult to infer the plaintext from the ciphertext without knowing
the required information.

Ideally, the key generator must produce random keys, although if it
relies on an algorithm it will produce, at most, pseudorandom data which
in the best case scenario will pass pseudorandomness criteria, among which
Golomb’s postulates stand out.

According to Simmons,6 the era of scientific cryptography began with
Claude Shannon. Shannon establishes the two general principles which
must inspire the construction of an encryption algorithm: the diffusion and
the confusion.7

Confusion means that the statistical properties of the symbols in the
ciphertext do not reveal any information about the statistical properties of
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the symbols in the plaintext. This is done to prevent a cryptanalyst to gain
information about the plaintext from the ciphertext.

Diffusion means that the influence of a symbol of the plaintext affects as
many symbols as possible in the ciphertext. Thus, the statistical properties
of one of the symbols in the plaintext diffuse over the majority of the
ciphertext, which leads to a concealment of the statistical properties of the
plaintext given the ciphertext. Provided that plaintext and ciphertext are
represented as binary numbers, this principle is exemplified by making each
bit in the ciphertext to depend on all the bits in the plaintext.

Extending these ideas about the diffusion, it is also desirable that the
alteration of any symbol of the key, influences as many symbols as possible
in the ciphertext.

Another two concepts frequently used in the design of binary algorithms
are the avalanche criterion and the strict avalanche criterion. The first
one is satisfied by those algorithms in which, if a bit in the plaintext is
changed, a percentage of the bits in the ciphertext changes. The second
criterion implies that each bit of the ciphertext must change with one-half
probability whenever a bit in the plaintext changes.

3.7.1. Attacks

The science that addresses the study of systematic methods to decrypt
encrypted information is called cryptanalysis. Attacks with this goal are
denoted as cryptanalytical and its practitioners are called cryptanalysts.
In some sense, cryptanalysis and cryptography can be considered opposite
sciences.

One of the assumptions taken when studying the defensive methods
against cryptanalysts is that they have access to at least a whole cryp-
togram. It is also assumed that cryptanalysts know the encryption algo-
rithm but not the decryption key. This assumption relies on Kerchoffs’
principle that establishes that the security of an encryption algorithm must
be based exclusively on the secrecy of the key and not on the algorithm
that has been used.8 Therefore, a cryptanalyst’s main goal is to obtain the
decryption key so he can not only produce the plaintext that corresponds
to the ciphertext he knows, but also to decrypt every ciphertext he may in-
tercept. A less ambitious goal is to produce the plaintext that corresponds
to a certain ciphertext. In any case, if it is possible to find out one of both,
a plaintext for a given ciphertext or the decryption key, the encryption
algorithm is said to be vulnerable or broken.
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There are several situations that a cryptanalyst may face, and therefore,
several types of attacks which he may elaborate. Next we will describe the
most relevant of these attacks.

The most unfavorable case scenario for a cryptanalyst is that in which
he has access only to the ciphertext. In this case, the attack is denominated
ciphertext-only attack. Under this assumption, and even knowing the en-
cryption algorithm, the only options left to the attacker are to statistically
analyze the ciphertext (usually, in order to search repeated patterns) or
to try all possible decryption keys in the space K−1. For obvious reasons,
the latter attack is known as exhaustive search or brute force attack; the
attacker’s probability of success increases as the size of the decryption key
space decreases.

A second case, more advantageous for the attacker, takes place when
he knows a cryptogram and the corresponding plaintext, as well as the
encryption algorithm. To infer the plaintext which corresponds to certain
parts of a ciphertext can be quite easy. For example, messages transmitted
by means of standard protocols have the same symbols in the same positions
and, certain fields (sender, receiver, etc.) can be easily guessed. This type
of cryptanalysis is called known-plaintext attack.

The best situation for the cryptanalyst is that in which he can chose a
plaintext of any length and can obtain the corresponding ciphertext. This
kind of attack is denoted as chosen-plaintext attack. This attack may take
place when an attacker has access to a file in a computer containing the
encrypted passwords of its users (as it happened in Unix); the attacker can
collect a high number of plaintext-ciphertext pairs by introducing a number
of different passwords.

Finally, another common attack is the one called chosen-ciphertext at-
tack. In this case, the cryptanalyst chooses a ciphertext (for example, a
chain of zeroes) and decrypts it to study the characteristics of the plaintext
and, thus infer the key. A typical example of this type of attack may take
place when the key is stored in a secure device and it cannot be accessed
by users. This attack may also take place in public key cryptosystems as
we will explain in the following sections.

3.7.2. Cryptosystems classification

Cryptosystems and by extension the encryption algorithms can be classified
according to several criteria of which the most important ones are:

(1) According to the type of transformation applied to the plaintext in
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order to produce the ciphertext, they can be classified into substitution,
transposition or product ciphers.

(2) According to the type of key, they are divided into symmetric (secret)
key cryptosystems or asymmetric (public) key cryptosystems.

(3) According to the number of plaintext symbols encrypted at the same
time, they can be categorized as block or stream ciphers.

Next, we will describe in more detail each of these systems.

3.7.2.1. Substitution, transposition and product ciphers

Substitution ciphers replace each symbol of the plaintext alphabet by an-
other symbol from the ciphertext alphabet, according to a rule specified
by the encryption key. By contrast, transposition ciphers change the posi-
tion of the symbols in the plaintext; such a permutation is also determined
by the encryption key. Finally, product ciphers apply transposition and
substitution consecutively, being this an effective manner of obtaining high
levels of diffusion and confusion.

3.7.2.2. Symmetric or secret key cryptosystems

Symmetric or secret key cryptosystems have been known before Common
Era; their most prevalent characteristic is that the decryption key is the
same as the encryption key; more precisely, one can be inferred one from
the other in reasonable bounds of time. Assuming that the keys are equal
(k = k−1), which is quite common in this kind of cryptosystems, the system
can be represented as:

E(k,m) = c (3.1)

E−1(k, c) = m (3.2)

Then, it is obvious that the key must be a secret, shared exclusively between
Alice and Bob, as its knowledge by a third party would lead to the discov-
ery of the plaintext. For this reason, these systems are denoted as secret
key cryptosystems. Additionally, they present an absolute symmetry when
Alice transmits a message to Bob and when it is Bob who transmits a mes-
sage to Alice. For this reason these systems are also known as symmetric
cryptosystems.

There is a high number of examples of this kind of algorithms, some
of the most relevant are AES (Advanced Encryption Standard),9 which
is the encryption standard of the U.S. government, IDEA (International
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Data Encryption Standard), the RC-X family (with X ranging from 2 to
6), Twofish, Blowfish, A5 (used in GSM cellular networks), and DES (Data
Encryption Standard),10 which is the former encryption standard of the
U.S. government and still the most popular and extensively used, despite
its age and obsoleteness.

The key length is a very important aspect of these algorithms and, in
general of all encryption methods. It is a bound to the strength of the
algorithm as, if no other vulnerability exists, the only way to attack the
cryptosystem is trying all possible keys, which will be more difficult as the
key space grows. Obviously, as computer power still follows Moore’s law,
key lengths that are considered as appropriate today, will be insufficient
tomorrow. For example, 56-bit DES keys, which were extensively used a
few years ago, now provides a ridiculous strength. Nowadays, the most
common algorithms use key lengths ranging from 128 (|K| = 2128) to 256
(|K| = 2256), although there are some algorithms that use larger ones.

Symmetric cryptosystems have been the mechanism mainly used to pro-
vide data confidentiality and it is predictable that this situation continues
as their speed is higher to that of asymmetric ones.

3.7.2.3. Asymmetric or public key cryptosystems

The main problem of symmetric cryptosystems has been the transmission
of the secret key from Alice to Bob. The key could not be transmitted
through the same channel as the message because it must remain secret and
the channel is assumed to be dangerous. Therefore, firstly, it is necessary
to find a secure channel in order to transmit the key which poses important
logistic problems. This problem has been present from the antiquity till
the decade of the seventies.

Indeed, at the end of the seventies, Diffie and Hellman discovered a new
type of cryptosystems that used a pair of different encryption-decryption
keys which were such that it was not feasible to infer one from the other,
without knowing some additional information.11 This discovery supposed
a landmark in the history of cryptography, which began the public key
cryptography era.6

Actually, the way of operation of these systems is the following one.
First of all, Alice (who wishes to receive encrypted messages from Bob and
other users) creates two keys (an encryption key and a decryption key) and
discloses one which becomes the encryption key and, it is known as the
public key. The other key must remain secret only known by Alice; this
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key becomes the decryption key and it is known as the private key.
It must be noticed that in the great majority of this type of cryptosys-

tems, once the key pair has been generated, any one of them can be chosen
to be the public or the private key. This fact is important for digital sig-
nature mechanisms built on public key cryptosystems.

From the moment in which Bob obtains Alice’s public key, he can send
her encrypted messages by using her public key. The messages encrypted
this way can be decrypted only with the corresponding private key, which
is assumed to be exclusively known by Alice. If Alice’s public and private
keys are denoted with pkA y skA, the described communication can be
represented as:

E(pkA,m) = c (3.3)

D(skA, c) = m (3.4)

Reciprocally, if Alice wishes to send Bob an encrypted message, she will
need to use Bob’s public key and Bob can in turn decrypt the message
using his private key. If Bob’s public and private keys are denoted with
pkB y skB , the described communication can be represented as:

E(pkB , m) = c (3.5)

D(skB , c) = m (3.6)

This way of functioning, which clearly distinguishes these schemes from
those of secret key, is the reason why the former are known as public key
cryptosystems. Additionally, the asymmetry between the operations per-
formed by Alice and Bob when they exchange an encrypted message (they
have to cipher and decipher with different keys) is what makes these systems
be known as asymmetric cryptosystems.

The powerfulness of asymmetric cryptosystems relies on the difficulty
of deducing the private key from the public one unless some additional in-
formation is known. This additional information cannot be deduced either
from knowing the encryption algorithm or from the public key. This con-
sideration led Diffie and Hellman to consider one-way trap door functions
as ideal candidates for implementing public key cryptosystems. Mathe-
matically, a one-way function y = f(x) with x ∈ A and y ∈ f(A) is such
that:

(1) For every x ∈ A, f(x) is very easy to calculate.
(2) For almost every y ∈ f(A), it is very difficult to find x such that

x = f−1(y).
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In other words, one-way functions are easy to compute but its inverse is
virtually impossible to find. The existence of such functions is a conjec-
ture, although its existence is quite an extended belief. In particular, a
common view is that one-way functions currently used in cryptography are
indeed one-way functions. An example of such functions is the modular
exponentiation:

y = gxmod(p) (3.7)

being g and x integers, and p a large prime number (more than 200 decimal
digits). Its complexity is O(y = log(p)). On the other hand, the inverse
function, the discrete logarithm:

x = logg(y)mod(p) (3.8)

has a complexity of O(e
√

ln(p)ln(ln(p))) provided that the most efficient al-
gorithm known till now is used. Furthermore, it is believed that it does
not exist a more efficient algorithm for its resolution. Nonetheless, some
particular values of p allow solving it in polynomial time. Analogously,
a one-way trap door function (whose existence has neither been proven)
is a function easy to compute but, its inverse is practically impossible to
find unless some additional information is known (the trap). This informa-
tion cannot be deduced from the knowledge of f(x). Formally, a family of
one-way functions depending of a parameter z, f(x, z), is also a trap door
function if:

(1) Once z is known, it is very easy to produce algorithms Ez and E−1
z to

compute y = f(x, z) and x = f−1(y, z), respectively.
(2) If z is unknown, for almost every y ∈ f(A), it is virtually impossible to

find an algorithm E−1
z to compute x ∈ A such that x = f−1(y, z) even

knowing Ez.

In other words and regarding public key cryptosystems, the knowledge of
the trap (z) allows computing the encryption and decryption keys and,
consequently, the encryption and decryption algorithms respectively, but
its ignorance makes unfeasible to find E−1

z even knowing Ez.
Despite the great advantages that this public key cryptosystems have,

mainly because they do not need a secure channel to exchange the keys, they
are extraordinarily slow when compared with symmetric schemes. This is
the reason why its use is restricted to very small messages (some tens of
characters) either for providing confidentiality or for implementing digital
signatures.
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Another important disadvantage is the absence of authentication of the
sender of an encrypted message. Indeed, as any sender uses the same key
to encrypt messages for Bob (all of them use Bob’s public key), Bob cannot
deduce who is the sender of any of the messages he receives. Contrarily,
in secret key cryptosystems, it is possible to authenticate the sender of a
received ciphertext as it is usual that, in this type of systems, each pair of
users share a different key.

Leaving digital signatures for the following section, the main application
of public key cryptosystems is to provide a secure channel for secret key
cryptosystems. This way, secret key cryptosystems keep being used almost
exclusively to provide confidentiality. Indeed, an elegant and simple way to
establish such a channel is that Alice generates a fresh secret key and sends
it encrypted with Bob’s public key to Bob. This operation is feasible even
with slow asymmetric algorithms, because of the small size of symmetric
keys. Once Bob receives the encrypted secret key, he can decrypt it with his
private key and use it, from then on, to exchange confidential messages with
Alice by using a symmetric key cryptosystem. Additionally, there will be no
restrictions on the size of the messages imposed by asymmetric paradigms.
Therefore, the combination of asymmetric and symmetric cryptosystems
allows taking the maximum advantage from both; the first one contributes
to create a secure channel and the second one to encrypt large amounts of
data.

Contrarily to secret key cryptosystems, in public key cryptosystems
there is only one extensively used encryption algorithm, the RSA algo-
rithm,12 even when it was the first one to be proposed. Although more
rarely, the Diffie-Hellman public key algorithm described in their seminal
paper is also used; nevertheless, the goal of this algorithm is to negotiate
a secret key, which can be used afterwards in a secret key cryptosystem
over insecure channels. These systems require quite large keys to provide a
strength equivalent to the one obtained by secret key cryptosystems with
much smaller keys; for example, RSA would require at least a 1024-bit key.
The use of larger keys and the fact that these algorithms rely on number
theory makes them much slower than secret key ones.

In recent years, interest on certain public key cryptosystems based on a
new paradigm has grown; they are based on elliptical curves instead of on
number theory. Although they are not completely trusted by all because of
their youth (number theory exists since the antiquity while elliptical curves
are relatively recent in comparison), they require much smaller key sizes
compared to other public key algorithms. Thus, they are rather suitable
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for applications that need light cryptographic algorithms.

3.7.3. Stream and block cryptosystems

Stream ciphers are built on algorithms that transform the symbols from the
plaintext into symbols of the ciphertext one at a time. Usually, after de-
composing the plaintext into symbols, the sequence of symbols is encrypted
with a sequence of keys K = {k1 k2 k3 ...} or keystream.13 Sometimes, the
symbols of the key sequence depend on the symbols of the plaintext previ-
ously encrypted. The key sequence can be periodic or not; in the first case,
the cipher is known as periodic stream cipher and non-periodic otherwise.

The simpler but most used stream cipher is comprised by a keystream
generator that produces a sequence of bits that are used one at a time to
apply the exclusive-or operation on one bit of the plaintext. Thus, if the
keystream is represented by {k1 k2 k3 ...} and the bits of the plaintext by
{m1 m2 m3 ...}, then the bits of the ciphertext, {c1 c2 c3 ...}, are calculated
as follows:

ci = mi ⊕ ki (3.9)

By the properties of the exclusive-or operation, the corresponding decryp-
tion function is the following:

mi = ci ⊕ ki (3.10)

If the keystream has a period larger than the length of the plaintext, the
key generator is also known as running key generator. Provided this, if the
generated keystream is a random bit sequence, the cipher provides perfect
secrecy,7 property that is only provided by this kind of ciphers.

Keystream generators can be classified into random or pseudorandom.
First ones obtain the keystream by registering random processes which can
be natural or not, and second ones build the keystream by means of a
pseudorandom algorithm.

Random key stream generators fulfill the second condition for perfect
secrecy. However, they have the disadvantage of requiring a continuous
key exchange to avoid keystream reuse. Therefore, this type of generators
is used in rare occasions, usually if maximum security is required and for
infrequent communications.

Amongst these generators, the most used is the one based on the white
noise created by a resistance at ambient temperature (the lower the tem-
perature, the less the quantity of white noise). The noise is amplified and
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made the input of a logic gate pulse generator; the output is stored in a
one-bit counter and sampled periodically to obtain the random bit stream.
Other natural processes which are random in its magnitude or at the mo-
ment of happening and are used as sources to obtain random data are the
following: the radioactive decay, the atmospheric noise, the differences of
potential between very close capacitances, etc. Nevertheless, there are also
some sources of randomness in computers that can be used to produce
keystreams: the clock of the system, the amount of used memory, the num-
ber of occupied blocks in the disc, the time between a user’s consecutive
pulsations when writing a random text, etc.

On the contrary, pseudorandom keystream generators do not produce
a random sequence but they can generate it as large as desired without
the logistic problems of the random ones. The pseudorandom algorithm
depends on a parameter, the random seed, which determines the keystream
and must be changed every time a new message is encrypted or when the
message size exceeds the period of the cipher.

In any case, although no finite algorithm can generate real random se-
quences, it does not mean that pseudorandom sequences are unacceptable,
in fact, some of them are sufficiently good to be used as running keys.

In practice, if a real random keystream is desired, some unpredictable,
and usually natural phenomena should be registered and communicated to
the ciphertext receiver. Obviously, in the case of very large plaintexts, as the
key cannot be reused, an enormous storage capacity is needed, which makes
this approach unfeasible for most scenarios. In this situation, it is necessary
that sender and receiver use generators based on deterministic phenomena,
that is, pseudorandom generators that produce the same keystream.

Unlike stream ciphers, block ciphers divide plaintext in relatively large
blocks equal in size and encrypt each of them separately using the same key.
The block size depends on the encryption algorithm; some of them require
a specific size while others let the user choose it. Similarly, the key length
also depends on the encryption algorithm, sometimes it can be chosen by
the user and it is fixed other times.

Moreover, while the main problem for building stream ciphers is the
design of the keystream generator (the encryption algorithm was a simple
exclusive-or operation), in block ciphers the principal difficulty is the design
of the encryption algorithm (the key in this case is the same for all blocks
and finite).

The mode of operation described for block ciphers presents some disad-
vantages because the encryption of a block of plaintext does not have any
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effect in the rest of blocks. Thus, the repetition of a block of ciphertext
provides valuable clues for cryptanalysts. Moreover, an active attacker may
change the order of ciphertext blocks, delete or copy some of them without
being detected. To counteract these vulnerabilities, other modes of opera-
tions have been proposed; the most common are known by the acronyms
CBC, OCB and OFB.

On the other hand, as the overall length of the plaintext must be a
multiple of the block size, some padding may have to be added to the
last block such as white spaces, zeroes or any other suitable character.
Thus, the length of the resulting ciphertext will be larger than the length
of the plaintext. Still worse, if the padding symbols are very numerous
and equal, the last ciphertext block can provide priceless information to
cryptanalysts. Implementations of each algorithm must anticipate specific
solutions to address this issue.

In general, all block ciphers present the same structure:

(1) An initial transformation that may depend or not on the key.
(2) A cryptographic algorithm built as the product of substitutions (lineal

and non lineal) and permutations; it is iterated a number of times,
usually 4, 8, 16 or 32.

(3) An expansion key algorithm.
(4) A final transformation which is the inverse of the initial one.

Besides, in the second step, the majority of ciphers divide the block into
two equal parts, the right one and the left one. In every iteration, only
one half is encrypted and then permuted with the other half before the
next iteration takes place. This way of functioning is known as Feistel
structure14 and has dominated the design of block ciphers for a long time.

Some well known examples of block ciphers are DES, IDEA, AES, etc.

3.8. Digital signature mechanism

Although asymmetric cryptosystems can be used to provide confidential-
ity of messages, due to their slowness, its fundamental utility, besides the
encryption of secret keys, is to provide origin authentication and message
integrity by means of the cryptographic mechanism known as digital signa-
ture. To achieve this, the author of the message (Alice) has to encrypt it
with her private key. Since what is encrypted with the private key can only
be decrypted with the public key and the former cannot be inferred from
the later, any receiver (Bob) can decrypt the message with Alice’s public
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key and have guarantees that the sender of the message is Alice.
In other words, if Alice wishes to sign a message, the only thing she has

to do is to encrypt it with its private key skA. In turn, the receiver of such a
message, Bob, will have to decrypt it with Alice’s public key pkA, to verify
that it has been sent by Alice. If this operation is successful, Alice could
not deny that she is the author of the message. Moreover, as the digital
signature depends also on the message, if the message changes, the signature
will be different (contrarily to what happens with handwritten signatures)
therefore, this feature allows proving the message’s integrity or the absence
of alterations. In summary, such a digital signature mechanism is stronger
than handwritten signatures, because it allows proving message integrity
and origin authentication whereas handwritten signature, which depends
only on the calligraphic characteristics of the signer, can only provide origin
authentication.

The processes just described are one of the possible implementations of
the generation and verification transformations of digital signature mech-
anisms. In the described case, digital signatures are built using a specific
type of public key cryptosystems, but it is not the only way to construct
them. General digital signature mechanisms are defined by a signing pro-
cess and a verification process. The signing process is specified by a secret
key known to the signer (also known as private key) and outputs a digital
signature given a message. The verification process is public and, given a
signed message and a digital signature, establishes whether the given digital
signature has been generated on the given message by a specific signer.

As some of the cryptographic functions underlying digital signatures
may be very slow and expensive (more if public key cryptosystems are
used), digital signature creation is usually preceded by an additional step.
Firstly, a summary of the message is computed. This summary is supposed
to be much smaller than the message itself and, consequently, it is assumed
that the signing operation will be less time consuming. It is this summary
what it is signed using the private key of the signer. As a conclusion, the
process comprises the following steps:

(1) First, the signer of a message M , Alice, calculates its summary R (also
known as digital fingerprint or hash) by using a cryptographic hash
function. This type of functions must satisfy two conditions.
The first one establishes that it is highly improbable that two different
messages result in the same hash. In other words, if M1 and M2 are
two different messages and their hashes are R1 and R2 respectively, the
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probability of R1 being equal to R2 is negligible.
The second condition establishes that given a message M1 and its hash
R, it is very difficult to find another message M2 that has the same
hash R.

(2) Then, Alice creates a digital signature on the hash R using a digital
signature generation algorithm and her private key.

(3) Finally, Alice attaches the message to the digital signature and sends
both to Bob.

Bob, the receiver, upon reception of the message and the digital signature
of its hash, performs the following steps:

(1) First, he separates the message and computes its hash using the same
hash function used by Alice.

(2) Then, he applies the verification algorithm using Alice’s public key, the
received digital signature and the hash obtained in step 1.

If this process finishes successfully, Bob has corroborated the following:

(1) The received message M was the one that Alice actually sent (and she
cannot deny it).

(2) The message M has not been modified from the moment it was signed
to the moment the signature has been verified.

It is interesting to remark that digital signature mechanisms do not pro-
vide confidentiality (as it happens with handwritten signature) because the
message is usually sent in clear along with the signature or it can be easily
obtained applying the verification transformation on the digital signature
(everyone may know the signer’s public key necessary to perform this pro-
cess). In synthesis, digital signature mechanisms do not have as aim to
provide confidentiality but message integrity and origin authentication.

There are only a few signature and hash algorithms that are used in daily
practice. Among the first ones, RSA11 (from its authors’ surnames: Rivest,
Shamir and Adlemann) and DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm, upon which
is built DSS, the Digital Signature Standard used in U.S. government15) can
be remarked. Among the second ones, MD-5 (Message Digest, by RSA Data
Security Inc.) and the family of SHA algorithms (Secure Hash Algorithm,
on which SHS, the Secure Hash Standard used also in U.S. government, is
built16) stand out.
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3.9. Digital certificates

From what has been said up until now it can be understood that, public
key mechanisms are of extraordinary relevance in a globalised world that
operates more and more every day, by means of electronic transactions.
Nevertheless, there is still another problem that must be overcome. How
can one be sure that a public key purportedly owned by Alice does actually
belong to her? Obviously, if Alice repudiates this public key and the corre-
sponding private one, it is not possible to attribute her any responsibility
(legal or not) derived from the use of that pair of keys to create digital
signatures. It is necessary a mechanism that guarantees that a public key
belongs to a certain entity. This is the aim of public key certificates or
identity certificates.

In synthesis, a public key certificate or identity certificate is an elec-
tronic document digitally signed by a Trusted Third Party (TTP) known
as Certification Authority (CA). The public key certificate vouches for the
binding between a public key and its owner, who is identified by its name
or any other data that allows his identification. Therefore, the user who
wishes to obtain a certificate must first identify and authenticate himself to
the CA. This process is more or less strict according to the intended use of
the certificate; thus, it can vary from an on-line identification (in this case
the association is usually established only between an email address and
the public key) to a physical identification corroborated by a personal iden-
tification document. Naturally, in the first case, the messages signed with
the private key corresponding to such a public key will lack of complete
reliability. Public key certificates and their corresponding private keys can
be stored in smart cards, thus preventing its replication although, in this
case, a specific reading device is necessary to access them.

Consequently, if Bob wishes to verify the authorship and integrity of a
message signed by Alice, he should follow the following steps:

(1) First, he will obtain Alice’s public key certificate which is usually at-
tached to the message and should be signed by certain CA.

(2) Then, he will extract Alice’s public key pkA from the certificate.
(3) Finally, he will verify the authenticity of the key by verifying the CA’s

signature on Alice’s public key certificate.

If everything is correct, the CA, which is trusted by Bob, attests that the
obtained public key is actually owned by Alice. From what has been said,
public key certificates can be stored and transmitted without requiring con-
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fidentiality because the information they contain is public and its fraudulent
modification will be detected during the verification of the CA signature.

In summary, the main benefit for a user is that he can obtain in a
trustworthy and reliable way, the public keys of several signers provided
that he knows a unique public key, the one of the CA, which is a trusted
entity to vouch for the relation between a public key and certain user.

It is worth to remark that public key certificates are issued not only for
physical persons but also for entities and computers. The main additional
types of public key certificates are those that attest the public key of Certi-
fication Authorities (signed by themselves or by other CA), servers (usually
used to establish SSL connections), software developers (that allow their
users to verify the integrity and authorship of downloaded software) and
physical persons.

Although there are several certificate formats, the most frequently used
is the one defined in the X.509 recommendation by the ITU-T (Telecom-
munication Standardization Sector Of the International Telecommunica-
tion Union) and the ISO/IEC (International Organization for Standardiza-
tion/International Electronic Commission).17

3.10. Audit logs

Audit logs store all the accesses or attempts of access of all users to a given
system. In every case, the user identification, the terminal and the starting
time are registered. In addition, if access is granted, other data such as the
finishing time, the accessed objects and information about programs, data
and physical resources may also be registered.

This mechanism differs from the ones exposed in previous sections, as
it has a posteriori effect when the registered data is inspected (routinely or
because an incident happened) and unauthorized accesses or behaviors are
noticed. Therefore its function is dissuasive provided that its existence is
known, as non expert attackers may desist in their actions if they do not
know how to elude it.

Operating systems always include this type of logs although informa-
tion systems usually maintain others of their own. For example, it is very
common that database management systems have their own one. Thus,
the operating system knows which database has been acceded but not the
specific actions the user has done once he has been granted access to the
database; these actions are registered by the database management system
audit log.
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In all cases, the great problem of these mechanisms is the high volume of
information that they may have to store for each access operation. In large
systems, which accumulate numerous daily accesses, this problem makes
audit logs routine examination (for example, weekly or monthly) almost
impossible. For this reason, they are only used to persecute the actions
of a particular user when there are indications of unauthorized activities.
Thus, the potential of this mechanism to discover intrusions is wasted when
there are no suspicions of illegal actions.

It is at this point where artificial intelligence techniques can be of great
aid. They allow the automatic analysis of great volumes of information
and, although some developments already exist, there are still lots more to
do.

3.11. Physical security

Physical security addresses the security of hardware and auxiliary installa-
tions from material, natural or human threats that come from the equip-
ment operational environment. In the sixties and seventies, when comput-
ers were being introduced into companies and governmental organizations,
physical security was the main concern. The reasons were the high price
of hardware, the small quantity of processed data, the limited number of
automated processes and the usual concentration of equipment in data pro-
cessing centers.

This way, the kind of incidents that people were more concerned about
were fires, floods, earthquakes, thefts and sabotages. Consequently, the
more deployed security mechanisms were fire and floods prevention, detec-
tion and extinction, constructional (like choosing locations far away from
geologic faults), access control of objects and individuals, etc.

The progressive decrease of equipment prices, the increase of automated
data and processes, and the generalization of distributed computing, with
the consequent fragmentation risk, have dramatically modified the attention
paid to physical countermeasures (it has decreased in comparison with the
higher concerns placed on protecting data and software) and their focus.

3.11.1. Intrusion prevention

A physical security aspect that is on the increase nowadays is intrusion
prevention. We can already find very antique security mechanisms with
this goal in the Ancient Egypt, as pharaohs and other high dignitaries
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placed tramps in their tombs to avoid their desecration and plundering.
More recently, encryption devices have been designed to be destroyed when
the enemy is about to capture them and encryption keys have been written
with water soluble inks (mainly the ones used in warships) or over easily
inflammable materials to facilitate their rapid elimination. Some examples
of this kind of mechanisms appear in current fiction, as the cryptex of The
Da Vinci Code or the ingenious systems that are common in the Indiana
Jones films.

Today, physical countermeasures have focused on the problems caused
by intrusions on equipments under the control of isolated individuals or
on equipments placed at inherently compromised locations. This has led to
the development of tamper resistant systems, which have as goal to prevent
intrusions on the equipment. The National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST) has even published a standard that specifies several levels
of protection that encipherment equipments may offer against intrusions.18

Besides tamper resistant equipments, another type of devices whose goal is
to detect intrusions but not to prevent them has also been developed. This
type of equipment is denoted as tamper evident.

A well-known example of system frequently located at potentially hos-
tile locations is Automatic Teller Machines (ATM), which store cash and
confidential data (cryptographic keys). Protection systems range from tem-
perature sensors and accelerometers (to detect the opening of the equipment
and its movement) to encryption algorithms deployed on the very same key-
board (to avoid its manipulation in order to capture the characters typed
in before they are encrypted). In some type of ATM, cryptographic keys
are stored in memory cards that erase their content when an intrusion is
detected.

Currently, the main concern is the prevention of physical intrusions in
smart-cards that have cryptographic capabilities, specially, those that can
generate digital signatures. This kind of smart-cards generate signatures
inside the card, therefore the private key does not need to leave the card,
action that would compromise it. It is a requirement to strongly protect
this type of smart cards against physical intrusions that have as a goal to
obtain the private key. The minimum required security level is EAL 4+
when evaluated according to standard ISO 15408.19
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3.11.2. Electromagnetic emanations

Another issue that has attracted great attention in the past years is the
electromagnetic radiations emitted by electronic devices, peripheral equip-
ments, power lines and communication cables. These radiations can be
intercepted using not very sophisticated or expensive devices from outside
the rooms where the attacked equipment is located, in order to obtain in-
formation that is being processed (or transmitted) or data stored in the
equipment (such as cryptographic keys).

The optimal solution is to shield the room where the electronic devices
are placed (that is, to build a Faraday cage) or to use equipments (comput-
ers, printers, scanners, etc.) that have obtained TEMPEST certification
according to NATO and U.S. standards. Devices that comply with TEM-
PEST requirements usually protect themselves by shielding their radiations
or, more rarely, by perturbing them with spurious signals. Traditionally,
monitors based on cathode ray tubes as well as, transmission channels that
connect them to computers and electric power networks were especially
vulnerable in this regard. Fortunately, modern flat screens and optical
fiber cables reduce to a great extent the amount of emissions facilitating,
therefore, their TEMPEST certification.

Devices protected against the interception of electromagnetic emissions
are nearly exclusive to diplomatic or military contexts. This type of protec-
tion may increase the price by 300% and make rather difficult to upgrade
the equipment.

3.11.3. Physical access control systems

Finally, a third issue that has raised the attention of security researchers is
physical access control systems. Although it is not usual for companies to
concentrate all their computer equipment in a single room, some of them,
such as telecommunication or Internet service providers and banks, still
keep large data centers (rooms or buildings) whose criticality makes nec-
essary to deploy rigorous physical access control systems. Nowadays, this
problem must also be considered when protecting critical infrastructures
such as airport installations or water and energy supply systems.

Biometric systems used as authentication mechanisms are playing a fun-
damental role in this context. When implementing physical access control
systems, the most frequently used biometric mechanisms are those based
on the characteristics of iris, hand geometry, palm prints, voice and face,
leaving fingerprint systems aside.
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It is worth mentioning that there exist several experimental systems
whose objective is not to authenticate individuals but to detect some spe-
cific emotional or physiological state as a symptom of dangerous behavior,
to avoid their access to critical places. It is of common use in this kind of
systems, to apply artificial intelligent techniques to deduce anxiety levels
from the measurement of body temperature variations, facial expressions,
pulse, respiration frequency, etc. This kind of systems is especially con-
venient for airports, legal courts, governmental buildings or critical infras-
tructures. However, some psychologists doubt that the relation between
high anxiety levels and potential dangerous behaviors is so clear, specially,
if it is considered that, our modern society has a high number of anxiety
sources, which do not always imply future criminal behaviors.
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Over the last decades, the development of empirical research in the social
and economic sciences has led to an increasing demand by researchers
for access to data. At the same time, the capacity of modern computer
systems has grown considerably, so that now enormous amounts of data
can easily be stored and processed. Evidently, there is a trade-off be-
tween gaining knowledge from large databases and protecting the privacy
of individuals, organizations and companies. This chapter contains an
overview of the various aspects related to this problem. It is outlined
how privacy issues can be measured and quantified, and how confiden-
tial data sets or outputs can be masked such that the confidentiality of
respondents is maintained. In addition, a survey of techniques for as-
sessing the analytical validity of masked data sets and outputs will be
given.
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4.1. Introduction

The past decades have seen a constantly increasing demand from society,
economy and research organizations for access to accurate information. The
principal reason for this demand is that society has become more and more
information-based, so that statistical analyses based on large amounts of
collected data are increasingly used for governing all kinds of societal and
economic processes. Therefore, it is commonly accepted that providing
sufficient information to government agencies, researchers, etc., is necessary
for the common good.

Collecting and processing information for societal and economic pur-
poses is not a new issue at all. However, due to the enormous advances
in technology, statistical information nowadays has a much higher quality
than it used to have 10 or 20 years ago. As an example, the capacity of
databases and information systems has grown considerably over the last
decades, so that now huge amounts of data can easily be stored and pro-
cessed.1,2 At the same time, powerful data mining tools and statistical
methods for analyzing high-dimensional data have been developed.3

Although it is unquestionable that society benefits to a large extent from
the advances in information technology, it is equally unquestionable that
the available information should not be disseminated without restriction.
In fact, it is a basic ethical principle that the privacy of individuals, orga-
nizations and companies should be protected as far as possible. In most
countries and supranational organizations, this principle is expressed in a
number of data protection laws and regulations (notable examples are the
Directive on the Protection of Personal Dataa enacted by the European
Union and the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to
Automatic Processing of Personal Datab enacted by the Council of Europe).
As a consequence of these laws and regulations, there is an obvious trade-
off between delivering information to data users and protecting the privacy
of individuals, i.e., between the common good and the individual good.
This trade-off, which is known as the statistical disclosure control problem,
concerns all kinds of data holders, e.g., statistical offices, non-governmental
organizations, companies (collecting consumer data) and private owners of
databases.

On the other hand, there is a variety of groups of data users that are
ahttp://ec.europa.eu/justice home/fsj/privacy/index en.htm
bhttp://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/108.htm
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affected by the statistical disclosure control problem. Typical examples of
data users are governments, researchers, companies and the media. For
each combination of data holders and data users, it is necessary to develop
a strategy for accessing confidential data in order to extract the largest pos-
sible amount of information without violating privacy and data protection
laws. Consequently, methods for measuring and quantifying terms such as
“privacy”, “confidentiality”, “data utility” and “information content” have
to be developed.

This chapter contains an overview of various aspects related to the trade-
off between privacy and data access. In Section 4.2 some typical examples
of data holders (collecting and storing information) and data users (de-
manding access to this information) will be presented. Section 4.3 outlines
the most commonly used strategies for regulating the access to confiden-
tial information. In particular, it is explained how privacy issues can be
quantified and measured, and how confidential data sets or outputs can be
masked such that the privacy of individuals is maintained. In Section 4.4 it
will be outlined how the utility and the information content of a published
data set or output can be measured. A summary of the chapter will be
given in Section 4.5.

4.2. Examples of data-collecting institutions and data users

In this section some typical examples of data holders and data users are
considered. Each of these examples is characterized by a data collecting in-
stitution, a (possibly large) number of individuals whose data are collected
and stored (and whose privacy has to be maintained), and various kinds of
legitimate data users whose aim is to access the collected data (and to use
data mining tools for analyzing them). In addition, each example involves
so-called “data attackers” (also termed “data snoopers”) that might benefit
illegally from the information published by the data holder.

(1) Official statistics. Most countries and political communities (such as
the European Union) have established statistical offices that collect
and store large amounts of data about their citizens. In many cases,
citizens are even committed by law to provide these institutions with
confidential information. A typical example of officially collected data
are census data, which are collected by many countries in various forms.
As a consequence, statistical offices possess large databases containing
highly accurate information on many aspects of society. This infor-
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mation could, for example, be used by governments (that could ad-
just their policy according to the collected information), intelligence
services (that could use the collected information for detecting terror-
ist activities), the media or researchers at universities. On the other
hand, statistical offices are committed by law to guarantee confiden-
tiality when they release data collected from citizens or companies, so
that data snoopers are prevented from using sensitive information for
their purposes (as an example, officially collected data could be misused
by companies for analyzing competitors). Consequently, guidelines on
the safe release and dissemination of officially collected data have to
be developed. This has been accomplished by a number of officially-
organized research projects.4,5

(2) Medical data. Storage and dissemination of medical data is consid-
ered to be a particularly sensitive issue with respect to privacy main-
tenance.6 Medical data are collected by pharmaceutical companies,
but also by health insurance companies, hospitals and epidemiologists,
where e-health systems have led to an enormous increase in electroni-
cally stored data. Similar to officially collected data, providing accurate
personal information to health organizations and insurance companies
is mandatory in many countries. Also, recent advances in DNA se-
quencing have led to large databases containing highly sensitive infor-
mation on genetic codes. This information can be used for identifying
individuals (and their patient characteristics) almost uniquely. Shar-
ing the information contained in medical databases clearly leads to an
enormous societal benefit, since it may result in improved diagnostics,
medical care, prevention of diseases, and also in a reduction of admin-
istrative costs. On the other hand, patient data can easily be misused
for commercial purposes. Typical examples are insurance companies
that might discriminate employees or customers because of their pa-
tient histories. As a consequence, strict regulations have to be imposed
on data users (e.g., researchers at universities) working with medical
data.

(3) Consumer data collected by companies. Recent advances in hardware
technology, along with the development of credit card, loyalty card and
e-commerce systems have led to an enormous amount of data on con-
sumer and customer behavior. These databases constitute a valuable
source of information for marketing companies and advertising agencies
(i.e., for legitimate data users applying consumer profiling techniques
to the data). It is unquestionable that a large group of customers might
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benefit from the analysis of their data, since it may lead to customized
information, recommendations or discount campaigns. On the other
hand, data snoopers could misuse customer data for illegal advertising
or profiling activities. It is therefore necessary to regulate the data
transfer between data-holding companies and data-processing compa-
nies, so that sensitive customer information is not made available to a
broader public and is not diverted from its intended use.

Clearly, this section cannot provide a comprehensive overview of all
kinds of privacy problems but is rather focused on discussing some typical
examples of data-collecting institutions and data holders. It is important
to note that the differentiation between data users and data holders might
not even be easy in many practical situations. This is, e.g., the case when a
data-collecting company is subdivided into several departments, where each
department could at the same time be a data holder (providing information
to other departments) and a data user (demanding information from other
departments). In these cases, it is often advisable to partition the collected
data, so that different departments either possess different sets of obser-
vations containing the same attributes (horizontal partitioning) or possess
different attributes of the same sets of observations (vertical partitioning).7

4.3. Strategies for controlling privacy

This section contains a brief introduction to various strategies for solving
the problem of providing data users with sufficient information while main-
taining the privacy of individuals. All strategies involve a reduction of the
information content of published data sets and outputs (i.e., query results),
and thus also an inevitable reduction of the utility of published data and
outputs. For this reason, privacy-controlling strategies should be designed
such that the highest possible quality of published data and query results
is guaranteed, since only in this case data users will be able to benefit from
the release of the information.

4.3.1. Input control and masked data sets

A popular strategy to balance data protection and data utility is to release
anonymized data, i.e., to control the input of statistical analyses.5,8,9 This
strategy is as follows: First, the confidentiality level of a particular set of
data is assessed. Thereafter, the data are masked (or anonymized), where
anonymization is accomplished by applying so-called “disclosure control
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techniques” (also called “anonymization techniques”) to the data. Disclo-
sure control techniques should be applied such that

(1) confidentiality requirements are satisfied, and
(2) the masked data differ from the original data as little as possible, so

that data utility is preserved to a maximum extent.

After the data have been masked, they are made available to the data
users. The types of disclosure control techniques that have been applied
to the data might also be communicated to the data users (provided that
confidentiality requirements are not affected).

A consequence of applying disclosure control techniques to confidential
data is that data users have to rely on masked data sets with a reduced
information content. This, however, implies that the results of subsequent
statistical analyses based on the masked data will be perturbed to a certain
extent. It is therefore necessary to conduct a thorough analysis of the im-
pact of disclosure control techniques on the results of statistical analyses,
e.g., on explorative methods, estimation, hypothesis testing, etc. Other-
wise, conclusions drawn from the masked data might be invalid.

Generally, disclosure control techniques can be perturbative or non-
perturbative. When a non-perturbative disclosure control technique is ap-
plied to a data set, the information content of the data is reduced without
any distortion of the data values. Popular non-perturbative disclosure con-
trol techniques include subsampling of observations, suppression and gen-
eralization. With data suppression, sensitive data values or attributes are
removed from a data set. Generalization techniques either involve the ag-
gregation of confidential data values and attributes or the combination of
a particular set of categories of qualitative attributes (global re-coding8).

When a perturbative disclosure control technique is applied to a data set,
small errors are artificially introduced into the data. Popular perturbative
masking techniques are:

• Microaggregation.10,11 With this technique, the data values of small
groups of observations are replaced by a summary statistic such as
the group mean. Obviously, microaggregation implies that small errors
(i.e., the deviations of the original data values from their group mean)
are added to the original (confidential) data. A key concept of mi-
croaggregation techniques, which is also the basis of non-perturbative
techniques such as re-coding, is the concept of k-anonymity:12 A data
set is said to satisfy k-anonymity if any combination of values of a
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number of confidential attributes occurs at least k times in the data
set (where k > 1). Consequently, if the group size used for microaggre-
gation is equal to k, k-anonymity is achieved for the microaggregated
data. Clearly, the smaller the value of k is chosen, the higher the infor-
mation content of the masked data will be. Extensions and refinements
of the k-anonymity concept have been developed by Machanavajjhala
et al. and Li et al.13,14

• Addition or multiplication of random noise.15,16 With this technique,
small error terms drawn from a pre-specified random distribution are
added to (or multiplied with) the original data values. These random
errors should either be zero on average (if random noise is added to
a data set) or one on average (if random noise is multiplied with the
original data values).

• Post randomization and data swapping.17,18 With data swapping tech-
niques, a fraction of data values is swapped randomly between observa-
tions. Post randomization (PRAM) uses a predetermined probability
mechanism for “misclassifying” a fraction of data values of the quali-
tative attributes.

• Imputation and simulation of artificial data.19,20 These techniques are
used for masking confidential data by imputing a number of artificially
generated data values or attributes. A typical example of imputation
techniques is the replacement of sensitive outliers by a threshold value
(such as the 25%- or 75%-quantile of the corresponding data distribu-
tion).

4.3.2. Output control

In contrast to input control techniques, output control techniques are used
for restricting or masking the results of queries and statistical analyses
(e.g., association rules or classification rules) based on a confidential data
set. The basic principle of output control techniques is that the original
data should not physically “leave” the data holders. Instead, only the
results of queries or statistical analyses obtained from the data are made
available to the data users. As an example, consider a statistical database
that receives a particular query. The output of this query could either be
the data values of a subset of observations contained in the database or a
statistical model estimate (e.g., an aggregate statistics computed from the
data). After the output of the query has been computed from the original
data, its level of confidentiality is investigated. If disclosure risk is above
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an acceptable level, the output is restricted or perturbed before publication
(“query output perturbation”21).

Typical examples of anonymization strategies for outputs are:

• The controlled remote data processing strategy, which is, e.g., used by
the German statistical offices.22 This strategy requires data users to
send a self-produced software syntax to the data holder (e.g., to a sta-
tistical office). Employees of the statistical office then apply the syntax
to the original (confidential) data set. If the results obtained from the
original data comply with data protection laws, they are sent back to
the data users. Otherwise, suppression or generalization techniques are
applied to the output.

• The release of macrodata sets, i.e., contingency tables which are pro-
duced from an original (confidential) data set. These tables include ag-
gregate values and summary statistics of different kinds of attributes,
where the cells of a contingency table are defined by the value combi-
nations of some qualitative attributes (which might also be included in
the original data set). After a contingency table has been produced,
the level of confidentiality of each of its cells is investigated. This is
necessary because (despite of aggregating the original data) cells could
still reveal sensitive information on the observations contributing to
the value of the cell. If a cell is considered to be sensitive, it has to
be suppressed or masked. For this purpose, various strategies and al-
gorithms have been developed.23 A related strategy would be to hide
sensitive association rules in the original data set before computing a
contingency table.24

4.3.3. Query auditing

In addition to input or output control, query auditing is a widely used tech-
nique for preventing data attackers from disclosing confidential information.
The key idea behind query auditing is that data attackers are potentially
able to submit a large number of different queries to a database in order
to accumulate knowledge and to identify observations. This identification
could in turn lead to a disclosure of sensitive information. With query au-
diting, the queries submitted to a particular database are controlled and
regulated, so that information associated with a particular individual can-
not be revealed by narrowing down its identity.25 Query auditing involves
a restriction of both the number of successive queries (in order to prevent
accumulation of knowledge about observations) and the combinations of
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different kinds of queries (in order to prevent identity disclosure). Query
auditing can generally be combined with the output control strategies pre-
sented above. Examples of query auditing techniques are given in Kentha-
padi et al. and Nabar et al.26,27

Obviously, all strategies for regulating the access of data users to confi-
dential information require data holders to investigate the level of confiden-
tiality of observations contained in their data bases. A key requirement for
this is that terms such as “re-identification risk” and “disclosure risk” of
observations are properly measured and quantified. In the next subsections,
a variety of methods that can be used for operationalizing confidentiality
and privacy are outlined.

4.3.4. Measuring privacy and disclosure risk in published

data sets

This subsection considers techniques for investigating the confidentiality
level of published data sets (i.e., the inputs of statistical analyses). At-
tributes contained in an original (confidential) data set can be classified
into identifiers, quasi-identifiers and outcome attributes.28 Identifiers are
those attributes that unambiguously define an observation (such as name of
a respondent, social security number, address of a company, etc.). Clearly,
the values of these attributes have to be removed before publication. Quasi-
identifiers (also termed key variables) are attributes that can be linked with
an external database (or other external sources of information) in order to
identify observations included in a data set. Unlike identifiers, however,
they cannot be removed from the original data set, as, in principle, any at-
tribute of a data set can be a quasi-identifier (this depends on the external
database under consideration). Outcome attributes contain the most sen-
sitive information included in a data set. The objective of a data attacker
will typically be to get hold of the values of the outcome attributes, so if
he uses the key variables for identifying individuals in the published data
set, he will be able to draw conclusions on the values of the correspond-
ing outcome attributes. This type of attack is commonly referred to as a
background knowledge attack.29

Following these considerations, it is necessary for data holders to con-
struct so-called “scenarios of attack”. By a scenario of attack, the motives
and the strategy of a data attacker can be modeled.30 Typical scenarios of
attack are:

(1) The database cross match: In this case, data attackers aim at identi-
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fying as many observations of a data set as possible (in order to gain
a maximum amount of knowledge about the outcome attributes con-
tained in the data set).

(2) The match for an individual: In this case, the objective of a data at-
tacker is to identify a particular observation in the data set (in order
to get hold of the data values of its outcome attributes).

In order to construct a scenario of attack, data holders have to specify
appropriate sets of key variables and outcome attributes. Also, they have to
make assumptions about the external sources of information available to a
data attacker. Depending on the scenario of attack, privacy issues are either
investigated on the individual level (“personalized privacy preservation”) or
on the mass level. The most common strategies for measuring the level of
confidentiality are:

• The concept of uniqueness.31 With this approach, it is assumed that all
key variables in a data set are qualitative. An individual is considered
to be sensitive if it is the only observation in the population to have
a particular combination of values in the key variables (i.e., if it is a
population unique). Clearly, a population unique can easily be identified
if it is included in a sample. Consequently, the re-identification risk can
be measured by considering the sample uniques, i.e., those observations
in the original data set that are unique with respect to the key variables.
Note that an observation is not necessarily unique in the population if it
is unique in the sample data. A commonly used measure of population
uniqueness is the probability P (Fi = 1|fi = 1), where fi denotes the
frequency of a particular value combination i of the key variables in
the sample and Fi denotes the frequency of this combination in the
population. Various strategies for estimating P (Fi = 1|fi = 1) have
been developed in the literature.32–34

• Matching techniques. Here the re-identification risk of a data set is
measured by simulating database cross matches. It is assumed that
data attackers possess a re-identification file extracted from an exter-
nal database. This file is assumed to include the values of a set of key
variables. The concept of matching techniques is as follows: First, the
re-identification file is matched with the original data set, in the sense
that pairwise comparisons between the observations included in the
original data set and the observations included in the re-identification
data set are performed. These comparisons typically result in a number
of correctly linked observations, a number of falsely linked observations
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and a number of observations where no link is possible. The percentage
of correctly linked observations can then be used as a measure of the re-
identification risk of the observations contained in the original data. In
the literature, various approaches on how to match a re-identification
data set with the original data have been suggested. Most of these
approaches use record linkage techniques for performing pairwise com-
parisons of observations35–37 or statistical matching techniques based
on distance measures.38

It is important to note that both the concept of uniqueness and matching
techniques do not only allow for analyzing the level of confidentiality in the
original data set but also for measuring the impact of disclosure control
techniques on the confidentiality level of the published data set. The latter
issue can be investigated by replacing the original data set with the masked
data set. In particular, if it is possible to identify a set of observations
contained in the masked data set, an additional analysis for investigating
how closely the disclosed data values resemble the original values should be
carried out. A detailed example on how to develop anonymization strategies
for officially collected data sets can, e.g., be found in Hafner and Lenz.39

4.3.5. Measuring privacy and disclosure risk in published

outputs

As outlined above, the output of a database query can either be a subset of
observations contained in the database or the result of a statistical analysis
(such as a contingency table or a number of association rules). If the
output is a subset of observations, the techniques for investigating privacy
in published data sets (as described in the previous subsection) can be
used. If the output of a database query is the result of a statistical analysis,
privacy problems typically occur in the following situations:

• The number of individuals contributing to a statistical output is smaller
than a natural number n. For example, if the mean of a subgroup con-
taining n = 1 observations is published, disclosure of that observation
is highly likely. This problem is associated with measuring the confi-
dentiality level in contingency tables.40

• The statistical output is heavily influenced or dominated by the data
values corresponding to a particular individual. As an example, if the
value of a particular individual dominates the mean of a subgroup of
individuals, data attackers can closely approximate the value of the
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individual by using the group mean. This is one of the reasons why
“outliers”, e.g., individuals with very large or small unique data values
are considered to be particularly sensitive.

• The statistical output can be used to obtain close predictions of the
values of sensitive attributes. A typical example of this type of privacy
problem is a regression relationship between a non-confidential predic-
tor variable and a highly confidential outcome attribute. If (a) the
prediction error of this relationship is small and if (b) the coefficients
of the corresponding regression model are published, data attackers can
use the statistical output for obtaining close predictions of the confi-
dential outcome attribute.

4.4. Measures of the utility of published data sets and
outputs

In this section, the problem of measuring the information loss due to pri-
vacy regulations will be discussed. Clearly, both input and output control
techniques reduce the utility of published information. This reduction can
have the following consequences:

• Practical problems cannot be investigated any more by analyzing
masked data or by interpreting masked outputs.

• It is not possible any more to apply to a masked data set all sorts
of estimation techniques or inferential statistical methods that could
have been applied to the original data. Similarly, since a number of
estimation techniques or inferential statistical methods might lead to
highly sensitive results, a number of query results or statistical outputs
cannot be published any more.

• The results of statistical methods based on a masked data set might
differ strongly from the results based on the original data. Similarly, a
masked output might differ strongly from the original output obtained
from analyzing the original data. Both cases might lead to wrong con-
clusions drawn by the data users.

For these reasons it is necessary to ensure that data users can draw the
same (or at least very similar) conclusions from a masked output or from
a masked data set as they would have drawn from the original data set or
output. Concerning the release of masked data sets, this implies that the
analytic potential of the masked data has to be investigated before publi-
cation. According to the authors of a major research project conducted by
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the German statistical offices,5 the analytic potential of a data set com-
prises “all possibilities to analyze practical problems by means of applying
descriptive or inferential statistical methods to the data”. It should thus
be guaranteed that data users obtain the same results (or at least similar
results) from the published data as they would have obtained from an anal-
ysis of the original (confidential) data. Similar arguments hold true when
masked results of database queries or masked outputs are made available
to data users.

The aspects outlined above should be reflected by any measure of data
utility. Commonly used strategies for measuring data utility are:

(1) The index-based approach. With this approach, the effect of input or
output control techniques on data utility is measured by a set of indices
that characterize the multivariate distribution of a data set. Typical
examples are means, variances and higher-order moments, which are
either contained in a masked output or have been computed from a
masked data set. Generally, disclosure control techniques should not
lead to a large bias in these indices. In the same way, cost measures
(such as variance or entropy) can be used for measuring the effect of
anonymization techniques on data utility.41

(2) The application-based approach. This approach can be regarded as an
extension of the index-based approach. The effect of disclosure control
techniques is investigated by considering the results of several types
of statistical analyses (such as regression, clustering and classification
methods, significance tests, etc.). These results are either obtained from
a masked data set or are contained in a masked output. If the results
obtained from the original data differ largely from the published re-
sults, there is evidence for a strong reduction in data utility. To obtain
realistic measures of data utility via the application-based approach,
it is required that the types of statistical analyses applied to the data
represent a comprehensive summary of relevant practical problems.

(3) The theory-based approach. With this approach, the properties of mask-
ing techniques and their effect on the results of statistical analyses are
investigated analytically. By deriving theoretical results (e.g., on the
unbiasedness or consistency of statistical estimators based on a masked
data set), it is possible to assess the impact of masking techniques on
data utility. In addition, in some cases it is possible to develop cor-
rection procedures that remove the bias caused by masking techniques.
As an example of the theory-based approach, consider the addition of
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random noise to confidential data: From measurement error theory, it
is known that adding random noise to data may cause a bias in lin-
ear model estimators. However, this bias can be removed by applying
specially developed correction techniques42 to the masked data. In the
same way, the bias caused by microaggregation can be removed in a
number of situations.43

4.5. Conclusion

As outlined in the previous sections, societal benefit can be increased
tremendously by an efficient usage of information stored in large databases:
Resources can be allocated more efficiently, administrative costs can be re-
duced, and the needs of society can be investigated more thoroughly. On
the other hand, storing and processing information should not compromise
the privacy of individuals, organizations and companies. It is important to
note that data protection laws and regulations do not only help to main-
tain privacy but also lead to high standards on data quality. In fact, data
quality heavily relies on the willingness of respondents to provide correct
information, so that accurate information is more likely to be obtained if
the privacy of respondents is not compromised.

Clearly, in many cases, “absolute” anonymity can only be ensured by
publishing no data or outputs at all, while the utility of published data
and outputs is maximized by applying no anonymization techniques at all.
In each of these two “extreme” situations, either the common good or the
individual good is compromised to a large degree. Therefore, the goal of
any strategy for publishing data sets and outputs must be to find the proper
balance between privacy and data utility. Since it is difficult to measure
terms such as “privacy”, “disclosure risk” and “data utility” unambiguously
and in an objective way, the needs of data users and data holders have to be
investigated carefully. Realistic scenarios of attack have to be developed,
while, in addition, data holders have to be aware of the needs of legitimate
users of their data. The process of creating masked data sets and outputs
for publication is summarized in Figure 4.1.

It is further important to note that both the technology for storing and
processing information and the development of statistical software and data
mining tools are subject to continuous improvement. By using artificial in-
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Fig. 4.1. The diagram shows the various steps involved in creating masked data sets
and outputs.

telligence techniques (e.g., neural networks, genetic algorithms or methods
for image analysis), data mining tools are now able to generate highly accu-
rate detection and prediction rules, even from moderately large databases.
These tools should be designed such that relevant statistical patterns can
be recognized without compromising the privacy of unaffected respondents.
As an example, pattern-based discovery tools for detecting terrorist activi-
ties should be able to accurately identify suspicious persons but should also
have an integrated privacy-protection mechanism to safeguard civil rights.

The relationships discussed above imply that research in privacy and dis-
closure control has to go hand in hand with the development of information
technology. As a consequence, various branches of science are concerned
with improving the existing methods for dealing with privacy issues: Com-
puter scientists have to develop efficient techniques for investigating privacy
and disclosure risk on both the mass level and the individual level. In ad-
dition, techniques and algorithms for dealing with “privacy-compromising”
queries and for anonymizing large amounts of data have to be improved.
On the other hand, expert knowledge of various groups of data users is
necessary for investigating disclosure risk and the analytic potential of a
data set. For example, the expertise of econometricians, social scientists
and medical researchers can be used for identifying groups of data attack-
ers and for developing realistic scenarios of attack. Finally, mathematicians
and statisticians have to investigate the properties of anonymization tech-
niques and privacy measures. For example, the efficiency loss caused by
the application of disclosure control techniques to a data set has to be in-
vestigated and quantified, either via simulation or analytical techniques. In
addition, methods on how to correct a possible “anonymization” bias have
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to be improved.
A close cooperation between the above-mentioned branches of science

will help to manage the trade-off between privacy and data utility, so that
individual members of society will benefit from both knowledge discovery
and the protection of their right of informational self-determination.
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Many situations demand for publishing confidential data without reveal-
ing the identity of data owners. For this purpose, anonymization meth-
ods are specially important in order to minimize both the disclosure risk
and the information loss of the released data.

In this chapter, we describe a methodology for numerical data
anonymization based on a novel strategy for preprocessing data. The
key point of this strategy is to desemantize the data set, i.e. to gather
all the values together in a single vector regardless of the attribute they
belong to. Data anonymization is achieved by modeling the prepro-
cessed data in a way that it is accurate enough to be representative of
the original data, but sufficiently dissimilar not to reveal the confidential
information.

In order to prove the validity of our methodology, we present four
different approaches for the modeling step of the anonymization process.
Those approaches outperform some of the best methods available in the
literature in terms of the trade-off between privacy preservation and
information loss.
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5.1. Introduction

Manipulating large data volumes is an increasingly common practice in
many organizations in this Information Era. The sharp rising in the use
of the Internet, for instance, provides companies with a vast amount of
personal data. In many cases, this information may be sensitive and thus,
there is a growing public concern about how it is managed. On the other
hand, however, these data may be interesting to be analyzed for several
purposes such as medical research, public security, decision support, market
analysis, etc.

In view of this state of the art, it is clear that some data must be publicly
released but as far as to whom the sensitive and private information is
concerned should not be revealed. In order to protect data confidentiality
it is necessary to anonymize the data, i.e., to perturb or summarize them in
some manner so that the individual respondent cannot be identified. With
this process, however, the statistical usefulness of the resulting data are
likely to be lessened.

Therefore, we can assert that there exists a trade-off between the statis-
tical usefulness of data and the protection of individual privacy. According
to this, a wide range of anonymization methods has developed which aim
at guaranteeing an acceptable level of protection for the confidential data,
while preserving their statistical significance.

These methods are classified depending on the form and type of data
they handle and the way they modify it in order to achieve the protec-
tion. Firstly, in this work we assume to manipulate microdata that refer
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to individual units as opposite to aggregated data. Microdata are formed
by individual records that contain values of variables for a single person,
a business establishment, or any other individual unit. Microdata files are
useful for research or analytical purposes and, therefore, third parties have
increased their demand for statistical data in microdata format. Secondly,
the type of data that an anonymization method is intended to handle is
relevant to its characteristics: numerical or categorical attributes. Finally,
taking into account the effect on the original data, protection methods can
be classified into three different categories: perturbative, non-perturbative,
and synthetic data generators: (i) Perturbative methods distort the original
data set slightly modifying the original data values. In this way, the com-
binations of values which unambiguously identify an individual (or respon-
dent) in the original data set disappear, and new combinations appear in
the protected data set. This obfuscation makes it difficult for an intruder to
link the values of the protected data set to its owner. (ii) Non-perturbative
methods do not distort the original data set. Instead, they make partial
suppressions or detail reductions in it. Due to this, the combinations of
values that originally identified an individual may be changed into a more
general composition that is likely not to be specific of a respondent. And
finally, (iii) Synthetic data generators build a data model from the original
data set, and afterward, a new (protected) data set is randomly generated
constrained by the model computed. Although these methods allow us to
have a certain control over the statistical information we preserve, privacy
might not be guaranteed.

This chapter tackles the creation of a new methodology for anonymizing
numerical microdata. Thus, we will handle data sets consisting only of
numerical attributes that refer to individual units.

Given that the original microdata set may contain confidential informa-
tion, one of our goals will be to assure that third parties are not able to reveal
the identity of the individuals in the released data set. In other words, our
methods have to give some certainty about the privacy protection achieved.

On the other hand, since microdata files are increasingly used for statis-
tical purposes in many areas, the protected data set must be as statistically
accurate as possible. Our methods have to assure, therefore, sufficient fi-
delity of the released data to the original one.

Anonymization methods aim at guaranteeing a certain balance in this
trade-off, depending on the value of some parameters. Hence, the majority
of these methods allows us to modify their results in order to give more
importance to statistical accuracy or privacy protection.
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Our main objective is not the creation of an anonymization method
itself, but of a general methodology. This methodology will allow us to
weight the balance of the trade-off not only by changing the value of some
parameters, but by allowing the user the freedom of completely designing
some of its parts.

As a result, this methodology may accept both perturbative methods
and synthetic data generators, whereas the complexity of the resulting data
protection method may range between a very simple approach and the most
intricate algorithm.

In order to prove the validity of the proposed methodology, we present
different approaches based on artificial intelligence techniques to the its
parts that are designable by the user. These are adequate for several sce-
narios and in some aspects outperform the existing methods. They range in
complexity from the simplicity of an average to the intricacy of an artificial
neural network.

All the anonymization methods presented in this chapter are extracted
from the artificial intelligence (AI) literature. Specifically, microaggrega-
tion, a type of perturbative protection method, ONN and PoROP-kare
based on typical AI techniques, such as clustering. the use of artificial
neural networks for data anonymization or polynomial regressions, a well-
known tool for data mining and data analysis.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we present some
preliminaries needed later on. Section 5.3 presents the overview of the
methodology employed in this chapter. Next, in Section 5.4, we expound
the details of the preprocessing block of our methodology. Section 5.5 de-
picts some approaches to the second block of our methodology, the data
fitting. Section 5.6 gives the details about the experiments performed in
order to evaluate our methodology. Finally, in Section 5.7 we draw some
conclusions related both to the specific approaches presented and the gen-
eral aspects of our methodology proposal.

5.2. Background and State of the Art

In this section we explain some concepts on which we base our methodology.
Namely, we first detail the scenario where a microdata protection method is
applied to preserve the privacy of the owners of some statistical data. Next,
we describe the ways the quality of a microdata protection method may be
measured, according to the levels of privacy and statistical utility that it
provides. Later, we present two state-of-the-art anonymization methods:
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rank swapping and microaggregation. Finally, we give a brief description of
a general artificial neural network and we point out the basic characteristics
of the backpropagation algorithm.

5.2.1. Microdata protection scenario

We will consider a microdata set X as a matrix with n rows (records) and
k columns (attributes). Each row contains the values of the attributes for
an individual. The attributes in a data set can be classified into three
non-disjoint categories: (i) Identifier attributes unambiguously identify the
individual, e.g., the passport number; (ii) Quasi-identifier attributes may
identify the individual when some of them are combined. For instance, age,
postal code or job do not generally identify unambiguously an individual,
but the set of people working at DAMA-UPC, living in a certain town and
being born in 1984 contains a single individual; (iii) Confidential attributes
contain sensitive information about the individual, e.g., the salary.

Considering this classification, a data set X is divided into X =
id

∥∥ Xnc

∥∥ Xc, where id are the identifiers, Xnc are the non-confidential
quasi-identifier attributes, Xc are the confidential attributes, and

∥∥ denotes
concatenation. As introduced previously, before releasing a dataset X with
confidential attributes, some anonymization methods ρ may be applied,
leading to a protected dataset X ′.

We will assume the following scenario, similar to the framework pre-
sented in.1 Firstly, identifier attributes in X are either removed or en-
crypted, and therefore, we will consider X ′ = X ′

nc

∥∥ X ′
c. Confidential

attributes Xc are not modified, and so we have X ′
c = Xc. This is done in

order to have the best accuracy in the information that third parties are
really interested in. Finally, the anonymization method itself is applied to
non-confidential quasi-identifier attributes, in order to preserve the privacy
of the individuals whose confidential data are being released. Thus, we
have X ′

nc = ρ(Xnc). This scenario allows third parties to have precise in-
formation on confidential data without revealing whom these data belongs
to.

In this scenario, an intruder might have obtained the non-confidential
quasi-identifier data (Xnc), together with the identifiers (id), of the indi-
viduals represented in our microdata set, from another source. Note that
it is not difficult to obtain, for instance, the address, age and name of an
individual, together with its passport number. Once we release the pro-
tected data set X ′

nc, the intruder has access to these data set and thus he
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has both the protected data set (X ′
nc

∥∥ Xc) and part of the original data
set (id and Xnc).

Record linkage (RL) is defined as the process of linking pairs (or groups)
of records from a set of databases. A simple criterion to link two of them
may be finding the closest pairs under a given distance. Typical applications
of record linkage may include de-duplicating a database or deciding which
two records from different sources refer to the same person.

By means of record linkage, the intruder (let us refer to him as Ben)
might be able to link some individuals represented in X ′

nc with some in Xnc.
Let us suppose that Ben has linked the non-confidential attributes referring
to a specific individual (Kate), i.e., he already knows which record in X ′

nc

refers to her. Since the released data set contains Xc, Ben is apprised of the
confidential data about Kate, for instance, her income. Figure 5.1 shows a
schema of this process, followed by an intruder to discover the identity of
some individuals.

This situation is what the anonymization methods try to avoid, so one
of their aims is to make re-identification of individuals hard to achieve, or
at least, make its result uncertain.

Protected Microdata

( X’ )

X’nc Xc

Protected

non-con!idential

quasi-identi!ier 

attributes

Original

con!idential

attributes

Original Microdata 

from another source

Xnc id

Idendi!iers

Original

non-con!idential

quasi-identi!ier 

attributes

Xc id

Idendi!iers

Original

con!idential

attributes
Record Linkage

Fig. 5.1. Process followed by an intruder in order to disclose confidential values through
record linkage in our scenario
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5.2.2. Information loss and disclosure risk

The main objective of all anonymization methods, as introduced formerly,
is to guarantee a good level of privacy protection while preserving the statis-
tical usefulness of the released file. In other words, they aim at minimizing
both the disclosure risk (DR) and the information loss (IL) of the pro-
tected data set. Disclosure risk measures the capacity of an intruder to
obtain some information about the original data set from the protected
one, by means of techniques like record linkage. Information loss measures
the reduction of the statistical utility of the protected data set with respect
to the original one.

However, the higher one of these parameters, the lower the other is,
and thus finding the optimal combination of these two measures becomes
a difficult and challenging task. Moreover, in some situations an organi-
zation could be interested in releasing the data by fixing a desirable level
for one of the parameters. For these two reasons it becomes necessary to
compute both measures very accurately before releasing the protected data
set, ensuring enough protection level and statistical utility.

Some approaches are presented in the literature to calculate the infor-
mation loss. In2 the authors compute the average difference between some
statistics calculated on both the original and the protected microdata. A
probabilistic variation of this measure was presented in.3 A different ap-
proach may be found in,4 where some measures (accuracy, completeness,
and consistency) are calculated over the protected data to evaluate the
information loss.

In order to compute the disclosure risk, many works as2,5,6 use record
linkage methods2,7,8 to evaluate the amount of links an intruder is capable
of discovering. Alternatively, in9 the authors define a framework for pri-
vacy protection where the intruder can only query the database by using
propositional sentences. If the database answers these queries with enough
level of generalization, it is difficult for the intruder to infer any confidential
information of a specific individual. The measure of disclosure risk in this
scenario is the percentage of individuals for which an intruder is able to
discover the value of a confidential attribute.

Normally, information loss and disclosure risk are combined to obtain an
overall value about a specific protection method, that weights the relation
between information loss and disclosure risk. One approach was presented
in,2 where the authors combine both IL and DR in a score using an arith-
metic mean. Another approach is the risk-utility (R-U) maps,10,11 that
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show graphically the relation between a numerical measure of statistical
disclosure risk (R) and data utility (U).

Among all of these possibilities, we selected the measures presented in,2

mainly because a lot of protection methods have been evaluated using this
score, and therefore, we can compare our results with many other works
easily. In addition, this measure allows modifications of the IL computa-
tion and the DR computation. Particularly, we compute the IL value by
weighting five different measures reflecting statistical loss, and the DR by
combining the result of three methods that reflect the privacy protection.

5.2.3. State of the art in microdata anonymization methods

This section describes two state-of-the-art microdata anonymization meth-
ods: rank swapping and microaggregation. We will pay special attention
to the latter, since it is specifically compared to one of our approaches in
the experiments section.

5.2.3.1. Rank swapping

Rank swapping is a widely used microdata protection method, which was
originally described in.12 In the comparisons made in,13 it was ranked
among the best microdata protection methods for numerical attributes.

Rank swapping with parameter p and with respect to an attribute attrj

(i.e., the j-th column of the original data set X) can be defined as follows.
Firstly, the records of X are sorted in increasing order of the values xij of
the considered attribute attrj . For simplicity of notation, assume that the
records are already sorted, i.e., xij ≤ x`j for all 1 ≤ i < ` ≤ n. Then,
each value xij is swapped for another value x`j , randomly and uniformly
chosen in a certain limited range depending on the value of p. Finally,
the sorting step is undone. Rank swapping of a data set usually consists in
running the algorithm explained above for each attribute to be protected, in
a sequential way. We will refer to Rank Swapping with parameter p as RS-p.
The parameter p is used to control the swap range, and is normally defined
as a percentage of the total number of records in X. Intuitively, when p

increases, the difference between xij and x`j may increase, and thus, the
re-identification may be more difficult. On the other hand, the differences
between the original and the protected data set are higher, decreasing in
this way its statistical usefulness.
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5.2.3.2. Microaggregation

In the recent years, microaggregation14,15 has emerged as one of the most
promising protection methods. Given a data set of a attributes, microag-
gregation builds small clusters of at least k elements and replaces the orig-
inal values with the centroid of the cluster to which the record belongs to
(interpreting each record as a point in Ra). In this case, privacy is en-
sured because at least k elements of the original data set are mapped to
the same value in the protected data set. This property is known as k-
anonymity.16–18 The construction of the cluster is aimed at minimizing the
sum of squared errors of the original values with respect to the cluster cen-
troids, in order to achieve the better statistical usefulness of the protected
data.

A simpler approach for microaggregation is to protect each attribute
separately. This corresponds to univariate microaggregation. It was rapidly
replaced with the multivariate microaggregation, where microaggregation is
applied to blocks of attributes. This method is referred to as MIC-vm-k
where v stands for the size of the blocks of attributes and k for the size of the
clusters. The main drawback of these approaches is that it is not assured
that every protected record has at least k equal values in the protected data
set (and k-anonymity is not ensured anymore), to the detriment of their
privacy protection, since two records which are in the same cluster for one
block of attributes may be in different clusters for other blocks.

A possible way of computing the real level of anonymity achieved by a
microaggregation method is to consider the ratio between the total number
n of records and the number of protected records which are different. This
gives the average size of each “global cluster” in the protected data set.
We denote this real anonymity measure by k′. It was introduced in19 and
used in other papers like.20 We will use this measure to compare one of our
approaches to microaggregation.

Finding the optimal multivariate microaggregation (in the sense that
minimizes the sum of the square error) has been proved to be NP-Hard.21

Thus, considering large blocks may be very costly, and so, many heuristic
methods may be found in the literature that solve the problem with an
acceptable efficiency, but may lead to a sub-optimal solution. In this work,
we consider the heuristic microaggregation algorithm called Maximum Dis-
tance to Average Vector (MDAV).15

Regarding information loss, we presented some general measures in the
previous section, which may be applicable to any protection method. Since
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multivariate microaggregation aims at minimizing the Sum of the Squared
Errors (SSE), but there are no optimal solutions in polynomial time, the
actual value of SSE for a given method is a measure of its quality with
regard to information loss.

To sum up, increasing the size of the attribute blocks guarantees a better
privacy protection, but the resulting algorithm tends to be less efficient.
In this chapter, we use specific privacy protection and information loss
measures to evaluate microaggregation methods.

5.2.4. Artificial neural networks

An artificial neural network (ANN) is an interconnected network of simple
processing elements which are also called neurons. Each artificial neuron
computes the output by weighting all of its inputs and then applying a
final output function called activation function. By changing the values of
these connection weights, the network can collectively produce a complex
overall behavior. The process of changing these values is called training
or learning . In this work, we use the backpropagation algorithm presented
in22 for the training phase. Later in this subsection, we outline the main
aspects of this algorithm.

Neurons are arranged in groups called layers. Generally, the pth network
layer contains Mp neurons and each processing element (k = 1, ..., Mp)
computes a single stimulated response as follows:

op
k = fp

k (netpk) netpk =
Mp−1∑

j=1

wp
jkij + θp

k

where op
k is the final output value returned by each neuron in the pth layer,

fp
k is the activation function, wp

jk is the weight assigned to the connection
between neurons j and k, and θp

k is called bias and it is further detailed
in.23 Note that fp

k is applied to the netpk value that each neuron receives
from the neurons of a previous layer (ij , j = 1, . . . ,MP−1) weighted with a
certain wp

jk.
For all layers and for k = 1, ..., Mp, we consider a sigmoid activation

function:

fp
k (x) =

1
1 + e−cx

c ≥ 0 (5.1)

where parameter c modifies the shape of this function and it is directly
proportional to the slope at the origin of the activation function. Thus,
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increasing c, the ability of the ANN to separate patterns tends to be higher,
but the stability of the iterative algorithm may decrease.

Although they have the same structure, layers are classified into three
types: the input layer, that receives the external values; the hidden layers,
that receive the information from a previous layer in the ANN and pass
the results to the next layer; and the output layer, that returns the results
of the ANN. The number of hidden layers is arbitrary and depends on the
scenario.

The number of neurons in the hidden layers influences the complexity
of the patterns that the net will be able to learn. The larger the number
of neurons considered, the larger the complexity of the patterns an ANN
is able to recognize. Note that, increasing the number of neurons, the
complexity of the ANN structure becomes larger.

We assume in our work that there are neither feedback connections
between neurons nor layer-bypassing connections. This means that the
inputs of each layer depend exclusively on the previous layer outputs.

5.2.4.1. The backpropagation algorithm

The backpropagation algorithm allows the ANN to learn from a predefined
set of input-output example pairs. The basic idea of this method is to
adjust the weights of each processing element iteratively.

After initializing the network weights using uniformly distributed ran-
dom numbers, the input data are propagated throughout the ANN. An error
value is then computed at the output layer (first cycle) and, afterward, at
all the hidden layers (second cycle). In this work, for the lth training vector,
the error (El) is computed as the sum of the squared difference between
the desired and the actual output of each neuron. The overall error (E) for
all the training set is then the sum of all these errors (E =

∑
l El).

Based on this error, connection weights are updated using an iterative
steepest descent method. To apply this method we consider the direction
of the gradient (−∇El) and the learning-rate parameter η, so that weights
are updated from step t to step t + 1 as follows:

wjk(t + 1) = wjk(t)− η
∂El

∂wjk
(5.2)

Note that parameter η tunes the norm of the vector that modifies the weight
values. This parameter has an effect on the range of the weights explored
and the probability of divergence. Weights in hidden layers are similarly
adjusted.22
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Here, we assume that the learning process is complete when the overall
error E diminution from step to step is below a certain tolerance threshold.
When the learning process is complete, the ANN has theoretically internal-
ized the hidden patterns in the provided examples, meaning that it should
be able to approximate them.

5.3. A New Desemantization Methodology

This chapter proposes a new generic methodology that aims at helping any
anonymization method to be able to produce a protected set, diminishing
the information loss and the disclosure risk as much as possible. In this
section, we present an overview of our proposal.

As we have seen in the previous section, the number of attributes in a
data set increases the complexity of a protection method and diminishes its
ability to achieve the desired quality for its output. In general, increasing
the number of attributes rises either the disclosure risk, the information
loss, or both. Our work poses a solution to leverage the impact of the
data semantics on the protection methods. The key idea of our proposal
is to break the semantics of the values in the data set. An overview of
the proposed methodology is depicted in Figure 5.2. The whole process is
divided into two different phases: (i) the Data Preprocessing phase where
the data set is transformed and normalized to make the protection process
more straightforward; and (ii) the Protection phase, where a protection
method is applied after preprocessing the data to obtain the final protected
data set to be released. In the following sections we detail both phases
separately, proposing also three new protection methods for the protection
phase.

Preprocessing Protection

Original Data

Preprocessed Data

Fig. 5.2. Global overview of the desemantization methodology
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5.4. Data Preprocessing

As introduced in previous sections, our methodology proposal is divided
into two main blocks. This section goes into further detail about the data
preprocessing block. Particularly, we describe how the two main goals of
this procedure are achieved: to ease the fitting of a model to the original
data and to desemantize the microdata set.

As shown in Figure 5.3, the preprocessing block can be decomposed in
several steps, namely: vectorization, sorting, partitioning, and normaliza-
tion. At the end, sorting, partitioning, and normalization steps are repeated
once. Then, we go into further detail about these steps and illustrate the
process by means of an example.

Vectorization Partitioning NormalizationSorting
D

V VS {Pm }

{Pm }

N = R · a

R

a

P

k

r

Fig. 5.3. Data preprocessing schema

5.4.1. Vectorization

The vectorization step gathers all the values in the data set in a single
vector, regardless of the attribute they belong to. In this way, we ignore
the attribute semantics and, therefore, the possible correlation between
two different attributes in the data set. In other words, we desemantize
the microdata set. This process will play a central role in later discussions
about the results of our methods.

Formally speaking, let D be the original data set to be protected. We
denote by R the number of records in D. Each record consists of a numerical
attributes or fields. We assume that none of the registers contains blanks.
We denote by N the total number of values in D. As a consequence,
N = R · a.
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Let V be a vector of size N containing all the values in the data set. Our
methods treat values in the data set as if they were completely independent.
In other words, the concepts of record and field are ignored and the N values
in the data set are placed in V .

The effect of this step on a certain database is depicted in the upper
half of Figure 5.3.

5.4.2. Sorting

Since the values in the vectorized data set belong to different source at-
tributes, they present a pseudo-random aspect and it becomes very diffi-
cult to fit a model of them. In order to simplify the distribution of the
data, the whole vector is sorted. In this way, our model has to fit an easy
non-decreasing function instead of a more complex function.

Formally, V is sorted increasingly. Let Vs be the sorted vector of size N

containing the sorted data and vi the ith element of Vs, where 0 ≤ i < N .

5.4.3. Partitioning

Even taking into account that data are ordered, fitting a unique model to
the whole data set may not be accurate enough, or too complex. In order
to solve these aspects, we propose to create a partition of the data set, i.e.,
to split it into several chunks containing k values and to fit an independent
model for each of them. Thus, modifying the value of k provides us with
some control over the accuracy of the model by changing the size of the
chunks of data being fitted. In other words, the higher the number of points
per chunk k, the less accurate the model, and vice-versa. Note that if the
data set was not sorted, k would not have this property. We go into further
detail about the influence of this parameter in Section 5.6.

Formally, Vs is divided into smaller sub-vectors or chunks. We define k

where 1 < k ≤ N as the number of values per chunk. Note that if k is not
a divisor of N the last chunk will contain a smaller number of values. Let
P be the number of chunks containing k values. We call r the number of
values in the last chunk, where 0 ≤ r < k. Therefore, N = kP + r. We will
suppose that r > 0, so we have P + 1 chunks (note that r > 0 if and only
if k does not divide N). We denote by Pm the mth chunk.

Let vm,n be defined as the nth element of Pm:
{

vm,n := vmk+n n = 0 . . . k − 1 m = 0 . . . P − 1
vP,n := vPk+n n = 0 . . . r − 1
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The upper half of Figure 5.3 shows the effect of this step on a certain
database.

5.4.4. Normalization

Since the range of the values in the different attributes could differ sig-
nificantly among them, it is necessary to normalize the data to a certain
predefined range of values.

There are many ways to normalize a data set. A possible solution would
be to normalize each attribute separately before the application of the vec-
torization step. However, this normalization method could present prob-
lems with skewed attributes and, therefore, the attributes could not be
merged in the sorting step. For this reason, we propose to normalize the
data stored in each chunk independently. In this way, similar values are
place in the same chunk and, therefore, the chances of avoiding the effect
of skewness in the data are higher.

The range of normalization is usually not relevant to future steps of
the methodology, so it is normally set to [0, 1]. Nevertheless, in some cases
the result of the model we will fit in the next step is highly dependent
on the boundaries of the normalized values. For instance, as discussed in
Section 5.5.3.1, the result obtained by an artificial neural network is very
sensitive to its input range and thus we will explain then how to adjust it.

Formally, we denote the normalized values by v̄m,n, the normalized
chunks by P̄m, and the boundaries of the range we will fit all the data
into by [Bmin, Bmax]. Let maxm and minm be the maximum and the min-
imum values in the mth chunk:

maxm := max
0≤i<k

{vm,i} minm := min
0≤i<k

{vm,i}

The normalized values are then defined as:

{
v̄m,n := (Bmax −Bmin) vm,n−minm

maxm −minm
+ Bmin if maxm 6= minm

v̄m,n := Bmax+Bmin

2 if maxm = minm

where 0 ≤ m < P (or 0 ≤ m ≤ P if k does not divide N ,) and 0 ≤ n < k.
Note that maxm = minm means that all the values in the chunk are the
same. In this case, the normalized value is centered in the normalization
range.
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5.4.5. Re-sorting and re-normalization

One of the goals of the sorting process, apart from making data easier
to fit, is to desemantize the data set, i.e., to merge values from different
attributes in order to break completely the semantic and, therefore, make
the re-identification process more difficult. If the range of values of a certain
attribute differs significantly from the others, it is likely that it is not merged
in previous steps.

In order to appropriately mingle all attributes, once data has been sorted
and normalized, we repeat these two steps. Since the range of values have
been homogenized by normalization, attributes are conveniently mixed in
the second sorting step and thus the data set is correctly preprocessed.

5.5. Data Fitting

Our data anonymization methodology is based on the construction of a
model that fits the original numerical data set to be protected, once they
have been preprocessed through the algorithm described in previous section.
With this model we want to obtain a representation of the original data
which is similar enough to be representative of the original data set, but
different enough not to reveal the confidential information.

This step of our methodology is completely designable by the user, in
the sense that any type of model may be applied in order to fulfill the
requirements of a particular scenario. In this section we present different
approaches to this process, i.e., different data fitting models. First of all,
we propose a model based on the computation of the mean value of each
chunk of data. Next, we present a method based on a regression model.
Finally, we present the use of a model based on artificial neural networks.

5.5.1. Mean value model

The first approach to the data fitting process is the computation of the
mean value of each chunk. Therefore, the protected data set is obtained by
substituting each original value of the mean value of the chunk it belongs
to. We will call the resulting method One Dimension Microaggregation
(Mic1D-k). Below, we describe this algorithm in detail.

Recalling the notation used in the previous section, for each chunk P̄m,
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the mean value of its components is computed:

µm =
k−1∑
n=0

v̄m,n

k
m = 0 . . . P − 1 µP =

r−1∑
n=0

v̄P,n

r

where the latter expression is applied to the last chunk if r > 0, i.e., if k

does not divide the total number of values in the data set.
The protected value p̄m,n for v̄m,n is then:

{
p̄m,n = µm n = 0 . . . k − 1 m = 0 . . . P − 1
p̄P,n = µP n = 0 . . . r − 1

Finally, Mic1D-k de-normalizes the data into the original range, accord-
ingly to the normalization and renormalization steps in the previous block.
Note that, in this approach the range of normalized values is not relevant,
in the sense that the protected values are independent of it. In this case,
normalization process is just used to mix attributes, as explained before,
and thus we will set the normalized range to [0,1].

The protected values are placed in the protected data set in the same
position held by the corresponding vm,n in the original data set. In this
way, we are undoing the sorting and vectorization steps.

5.5.2. Polynomial regression model

The next approach to the data fitting process is to base our model on
regressions. This section describes the use of least square error polynomial
regressions in the data fitting step. We call the method that uses these
regressions PoROP-k, that stands for Polynomial Regression on Ordered
Partitions.

PoROP-k computes firstly the regressions for all the chunks of the par-
tition obtained in the preprocessing step. Once data are modeled, the
protected data set is obtained by adding noise to it. Now we precisely
describe this algorithm.

For each chunk P̄m, polynomial fitting is computed over the following
(X, Y ) points:

(0 , v̄m,0) (1 , v̄m,1) (2 , v̄m,2) · · · (k − 1 , v̄m,(k−1))

When r > 0, the size of the last chunk (P̄P ) is r < k. In this case,
the regression function of this chunk is computed differently: the nearest
last k points of V̄s are used, but only the r points held by P̄P are actually
protected. This guarantees that each polynomial regression is computed
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using the same number of points, so the level of accuracy is homogeneous.
Therefore, in this case, the fitting for the last chunk is computed over the
following (X, Y ) points:

(0 , v̄m,N−k) (1 , v̄m,N−k+1) (2 , v̄m,N−k+2) · · · (k − 1 , v̄m,N−1)

Next, we present the formulæ used to compute the coefficients of a
linear regression, which is the simplest case. Assuming that the resulting
polynomial regression is lm,n = αm +βmn (where n = 0 . . . k− 1), then the
expressions used to compute αm and βm are:

αm =
2

k(k + 1)

[
(2k − 1)

k−1∑
n=0

v̄m,n − 3
k−1∑
n=1

n v̄m,n

]

βm =
2

k(k + 1)

[
−3

k−1∑
n=0

v̄m,n +
6

k − 1

k−1∑
n=1

n v̄m,n

]

These results can be derived from the normal equations as presented in.24

Although formulæ for quadratic and cubic degree regressions are used later
in the experiments, the details about them are omitted for the sake of
simplicity.

Later, PoROP-k methods add Gaussian noise to the polynomial regres-
sion to partially change the order of the points. With the addition of noise,
re-identification will be more difficult for an intruder even knowing the
values of some attributes.

PoROP-k methods may be considered both a protection method and
a synthetic data generator depending on the way used to add noise. If
the Gaussian noise is computed regardless of the original value to protect,
PoROP-k methods can be considered synthetic data generators. We call
this set of methods PoROPs-k. An example of two different regression
curves, quadratic and cubic, computed on the same data set is shown in
Figure 5.4. On the other hand, if the noise addition is dependent on the
point to be protected, PoROP-k methods must be considered perturbative.
In this latter case, we call this method set PoROPp-k. An example of these
is presented in Figure 5.5.

Finally, both PoROP-k methods de-normalize the data into the original
range, accordingly to the normalization and renormalization steps in the
previous block. Note that, in this approach the range of normalized val-
ues is not relevant, in the sense that the result of the regression model is
independent of it. In this case, normalization process is just used to mix
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Fig. 5.4. Example of different regression curves on a set of points from a chunk of data
and the more probable intervals for the protected values when noise is added indepen-
dently of the original values (synthetic method)
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Fig. 5.5. Example of different regression curves on a set of points from a chunk of data
and the more probable interval for the protected values when noise is added taking into
account the original value (perturbative method)

attributes, as explained before, and thus we will set the normalized range
to [0,1].

The protected values are placed in the protected data set in the same
place held by the corresponding vm,n in the original data set. In this way,
we are undoing the sorting and vectorization steps.

Finally, analogously to Mic1D-k, both PoROP-k methods de-normalize
the data into the original range of data and undo the sorting and vector-
ization steps. Again, the normalized range is set to [0,1], since the result of
this method does not depend on it either.

5.5.3. Neural networks

The last approach we considered for the data fitting is the use of Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs). The basic idea of this approach is to use a
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group of ANNs for learning the numerical data set to be protected. ANNs
themselves would be able to perfectly learn all data using a structure as
complex as necessary. However, this is not our goal. As introduced before,
we want to obtain an inaccurately learned data set which is similar enough
to be representative of the original data set but different enough not to
reveal the original confidential values. In order to fulfill these requirements,
our new proposal is based on the use of simple ANN structures combined
with the preprocessing techniques introduced before. We call this approach
Ordered Neural Networks (ONN).

As shown in Figure 5.6, the data fitting process of ONN can be decom-
posed in two steps, namely learning and data protection.

Back

propagation

{Pm }

Learning Data Set Protection

Data set 

propagation

De

normalization

{pm,n }{pm,n }

Fig. 5.6. Data fitting ONN schema

Once data has been preprocessed as explained in previous sections, ONN
applies the backpropagation algorithm taking as training set these data.
Once the learning process finishes, data are protected according to the
accuracy reached previously. Differently from the previous approaches pre-
sented in this chapter, for ONN the range of values after normalization is
highly relevant, in the sense that the result of the model obtained by the
ANNs is highly dependent on it, as we will show in the experiments.

Another restriction of this approach is that we must assure that all the
chunks of the partition have k values. In other words, k must divide the
number of points of the data set. If that is not the case, we can add dummy
values to fulfill this requirement and erase them after the process.

Below, we firstly depict the influence the range of normalization has on
the learning process and later we go into further detail about the learning
and the data protection processes.
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5.5.3.1. Normalization range

As introduced in Section 5.2.4, the ability of a neural network to learn
depends, among other facts, on the range of values of the input data set
and the activation function. In order to make the learning process possible,
it is necessary to normalize the input data set. An input value x is desired
to range between two fitted values −Bin and Bin, where Bin ∈ R+, so that
the output values of the activation function fall between a certain B1out

and B2out. The basic idea is to adjust the boundaries (Bin) in order to
make the normalized input values fit in the range where the slope of the
activation function is relevant, as explained in.23 Figure 5.7 shows the
activation function used and the ranges of normalization.

More formally, using Equation 5.1 we relate the input and output ranges:

B1out =
1

1 + ec(Bin)
B2out =

1
1 + e−c(Bin)

According to this, we set the normalization and renormalization ranges
in the preprocessing block to [−Bin, Bin]. Analogously, the desired output,
which is denoted by ym,n, where 0 ≤ m < P and 0 ≤ n < k, is normalized
between B1out and B2out. The range of values of the desired outputs is
then [B1out, B2out]. Notice that, in the input layer, the outputs fall in the
same range, making the training process easier.

Bin Bin

B1out

B2out

x

f(x)=
1

1+e cx

1

0

Fig. 5.7. Activation function and ranges of normalization
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5.5.3.2. Learning process

Finally, ONN creates an array of ANNs in order to learn the whole data
set, where each ANN is associated to a chunk of data. Therefore, the array
contains P ANNs. The objective for each ANN is to learn the values in
its corresponding chunk, although a specific ANN is not only fed with the
values in that chunk, but uses the whole data set to learn. In some sense,
using the whole data set, we are adding noise to the learning process by
using input data coming from a chunk that is not the one to be learned.

This learning process, in conjunction with the preprocessing techniques
previously explained, make the ANNs internalize the data patterns dis-
tortedly. In this way, the reproduced data are resembling enough to the
original, to maintain their statistical properties, but dissimilar enough not
to disclose the original confidential values.

Specifically, the ANN that learns the values of a chunk P̄m receives
the nth value of that set, v̄m,n, together with the P − 1 nth values of the
remaining chunks. Since the network is intended to learn all values v̄m,n

in P̄m, the desired output is set to ȳm,n = v̄m,n. This process is repeated
iteratively until the learning process finishes.

In our proposal, each ANN contains three layers: the input layer, a single
hidden layer, and the output layer, which can be described as follows:

• Input Layer. The input layer consists of M1 = P neurons. Each of
them takes the data from a different chunk as input. That is, input of
the ith neuron comes from chunk P̄i.

• Hidden Layer. The hidden layer has M2 = nh neurons. As explained
in,23 nh has an effect on the speed of the learning process and the
ability of the network to learn complex patterns.

• Output Layer. The output layer consists of one single neuron (M3 =
1).

The structure of the array of ANNs is shown in Figure 5.8.
All networks learn the original data updating their weights by using

the iterative backpropagation algorithm explained in Section 5.2.4.1. The
quality of the data protection depends mainly on the ANN structure and
the preprocessing parameters.

5.5.3.3. Data protection

Once the ANNs have been trained, and therefore the weights updated, the
last step obtains the protected values for the data set. This includes the
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Fig. 5.8. Array of ANNs used by ONN

data set propagation and the de-normalization, as explained below.
Let p̄m,n be the protected value for v̄m,n. As mentioned before, the mth

ANN of the array has been trained to reproduce v̄m,n when the values in
the P input neurons is v̄0,n, ..., v̄P−1,n. In this way, p̄m,n is defined as the
output obtained when having v̄0,n, ..., v̄P−1,n as input of the mth already
trained ANN.

Finally, the protected value pm,n for vm,n is obtained by de-normalizing
p̄m,n as explained in the previous approaches, in order to undo the normal-
ization and renormalization steps in the preprocessing block.

As in the previous approaches, the protected values pm,n are placed in
the protected data set in the same place held by the corresponding vm,n in
the original data set in order to undo the sorting and vectorization steps.

5.6. Experiments

In this section, we present the experiments performed in order to test our
methodology using real data sets available in the Internet and widely used
for evaluation purposes of data protection methods. In order to prove the
validity of our methodology, we test the three approaches presented in this
chapter and highlight their main properties.

First of all, in Section 5.6.1, we describe the data sets used in the ex-
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periments. Each of the three next sections (5.6.2 to 5.6.4) presents the
experiments performed for each of our three data fitting approaches. In all
of them, we describe the experiments performed and the results obtained.

5.6.1. Data sets description

This section briefly describes the data sets used to evaluate the proposed
methods. For each of them, a reference is given for further details.

5.6.1.1. The Census data set

The first data set, called Census, contains 1080 records consisting of 13
numerical attributes. It was extracted using the Data Extraction System
of the U.S. Census Bureau.25 A complete description about the details of
the construction of these data set can be found in.26

5.6.1.2. The EIA data set

The second data set, called EIA, was obtained from the U.S. Energy Infor-
mation Authority.27 It contains 4092 records consisting of 15 attributes.
We have discarded the 5 non-numerical attributes and the 5 identifier at-
tributes.

5.6.1.3. The Water-treatment data set

The Water-treatment data set was extracted from the UCI repository28

and contains 35 attributes and 380 entries. As we will explain in the next
section, we have selected 9 out of the 35 attributes in these data set.

5.6.2. Mic1D-k evaluation

We have tested Mic1D-k and compared our results with those obtained by
the MDAV microaggregation algorithm, using the Census25 and Water-
treatment28 data sets presented previously. These data sets have been used
in previous works13,19 to compare different microaggregation techniques.

As shown in,20 when protecting a data set using multivariate microag-
gregation, the way in which the data are split to form blocks is highly
relevant with regard to the degree of privacy achieved (k′ value). Similarly
to this work, we have reduced both data sets to have 9 attributes. Note
that, although Census has been used with 13 attributes in other experi-
ments of this chapter, in this case we have selected attributes a1 to a9, in
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order to be able to make three blocks of three attributes, as we describe
below.

In both data sets, attributes a1, a2 and a3 are highly correlated, as well
as attributes a4, a5 and a6, and attributes a7, a8 and a9. On the contrary,
attributes of different blocks are non-correlated. For our experiments, when
protecting data using MDAV microaggregation, we assume attributes to be
split into three blocks of three attributes each. Also, we consider two situa-
tions when protecting the data sets using MDAV microaggregation: block-
ing correlated attributes and thus non-correlated blocks, i.e., (a1, a2, a3),
(a4, a5, a6) and (a7, a8, a9); or blocking non-correlated attributes but cor-
related blocks, i.e., (a1, a4, a7), (a2, a5, a8) and (a3, a6, a9). Testing these
two cases will let us study the impact of the choice of the attributes for the
microaggregation groups, based on their correlations.

For each data set and attribute selection method, we apply MDAV
microaggregation using the same parameterizations as those in previous
works.19,20 Namely, we protect the data sets using MDAV with parameter
k = 5, 25, 50, 75, 100 for the Census data set, and k = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 for
the Water-treatment data set. The selection of these values aims at cover-
ing a wide range of SSE values and, thus, studying scenarios with different
information loss values.

For Mic1D-k, we use k = 3000, 3200, 4000, 4400, 5000 for the Census
data set and k = 300, 500, 800, 850, 900 for the Water-treatment data set.
Note that, since Mic1D-k desemantizes the data set, there is no point in
considering different situations related to the correlation of the attributes
and, therefore, we protect the data set just once for each parametrization.
In order to make the comparison fair, we have chosen the values of k in
Mic1D-k to obtain similar SSE values to those obtained by MDAV after
protecting the data sets.

We consider that a possible intruder knows the value of three random
attributes of the original data set. Different tests are performed assuming
that the intruder knows different sets of three attributes. Depending on
these attributes the intruder will have information coming from one or
more groups (of those three created by microaggregation). Table 5.2 shows
all the considered possibilities.

Firstly, we suppose that the three known attributes belong to the same
MDAV microaggregated block (e.g. (a1, a2, a3) in the correlated scenario
or (a1, a4, a7) in the non-correlated). Since the size of the three microa-
greggation blocks is 3, there are only three options to consider. We denote
this case by 1G. Since the intruder only has access to data from one group,
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Table 5.1. Types of nodes participating in the NTS and settings of test scenarios.

Type of player Forwarding approach Sleep mode s1
a s2

b s3
c

Strategy-Based (SB) reputation based never 10 20 40
Adaptive Sleep (AS) forward if in idle mode if sr > 0.4 10 5 4

Adaptive Forwarding (AF) if sr < 0.4 never 10 5 4
Cooperative (C) always forward never 10 5 4
Selfish 1 (SF1) always discard never 10 15 4
Selfish 2 (SF2) forward with prob. 0.5 never 10 10 4

a distribution of players in scenario 1 (s1), b distribution of players in scenario 2 (s2), c

distribution of players in scenario 3 (s3).

Table 5.2. Different groups of variables known by the intruder in the
Mic1D-k scenario

C
o
rr

el
a
te

d

1G (v1, v2, v3), (v4, v5, v6), (v7, v8, v9)

2G
(v1, v2, v5), (v1, v3, v7), (v2, v3, v6), (v1, v4, v5), (v2, v4, v6)

(v5, v6, v9), (v6, v7, v8), (v1, v8, v9), (v2, v7, v9)

3G
(v1, v4, v7), (v1, v5, v8), (v1, v6, v9), (v2, v4, v7), (v2, v5, v8)

(v2, v6, v9), (v3, v4, v7), (v3, v5, v8), (v3, v6, v9)

N
o
n
-c

o
rr

el
a
te

d

1G (v1, v4, v7), (v2, v5, v8), (v3, v6, v9)

2G
(v1, v4, v5), (v1, v3, v7), (v4, v7, v8), (v1, v2, v5), (v2, v4, v8)

(v5, v8, v9), (v3, v6, v8), (v1, v6, v9), (v3, v4, v9)

3G
(v1, v2, v3), (v1, v5, v6), (v1, v8, v9), (v2, v3, v4), (v4, v5, v6)

(v4, v8, v9), (v2, v3, v7), (v5, v6, v7), (v7, v8, v9)

MDAV ensures the k-anonymity property (this is the best possible scenario
for MDAV). However, note that, generally, the intruder cannot choose the
attributes obtained from external sources and it might be difficult to ob-
tain all the attributes coming from the same group. Secondly, we assume
that the known attributes belong to two different MDAV microaggregated
groups. There are many possible combinations of three attributes under
this assumption, so nine of them were chosen randomly. We refer to this
case as 2G. Finally, case 3G is defined analogously to 2G, and also nine
possibilities of known attributes are considered. Note that, in both scenar-
ios 2G and 3G, k-anonymity is not ensured by MDAV. Note also that, if
the intruder had more than three attributes, it would not be possible to
consider 1G. We are considering the case where the intruder only has three
attributes to study a scenario where MDAV preserve k-anonymity.

The first column of Tables 5.3 and 5.4 presents the parameter that de-
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fines both methods (k for MDAV and k for Mic1D). In the second one
we present the SSE values for all the parameterizations and situations de-
scribed before. Note that the range of SSE covered by the two methods is
similar, so this allows us to compare the disclosure risk of both methods
fairly. For all these scenarios, we compute k′ and the mean of all the k′

values in each situation is presented in the remaining three columns. Note
that, whereas MDAV is affected by the fact that the chosen attributes
are correlated or not, this effect is not noticeable using Mic1D-k. Specifi-
cally, when the attributes in a group are not correlated, the information loss
(SSE) using MDAV tends to be increased since we are trying to collapse the
records in a single value, using three independent attributes or dimensions.
Nevertheless, this effect can be neglected with our technique since, thanks
to the data preprocessing (desemantization), the whole microaggregation
process is performed on a single dimension (vector of values), the semantics
of attributes are ignored and the effect caused by attribute correlations is
avoided.

Table 5.3. SSE and real k′ values using MDAV-k and Mic1D-k methods assuming that
different groups of variables are known by the intruder using the Census data set

SSE k′

1G 2G 3G

M
D

A
V

-k

5 64.99 5.00 1.92 1.00
25 223.73 25.12 7.00 1.09
50 328.31 51.43 14.66 1.41
75 382.34 77.14 23.18 1.96

100 428.68 108.00 35.00 3.33

M
ic

1
D

-k

3000 32.27 8.37 9.87 5.77
3200 89.18 11.97 13.76 8.26
4000 129.06 20.10 22.09 13.89
4400 310.63 23.15 26.94 17.01
5000 738.12 72.83 76.08 55.02

Correlated attributes

SSE k′

1G 2G 3G

M
D

A
V

-k

5 58.49 5.00 1.96 1.02
25 260.13 25.12 7.35 1.24
50 356.47 51.43 15.86 2.05
75 563.79 77.14 24.38 2.83

100 721.91 108.00 36.14 4.62

M
ic

1
D

-k

3000 32.27 5.63 8.51 8.04
3200 89.18 8.01 11.95 11.83
4000 129.06 13.53 19.45 19.19
4400 310.63 16.62 23.64 22.45
5000 738.12 59.77 67.72 67.25

Non-correlated attributes

Results show that, in general, Mic1D-k achieves lower disclosure risk
levels (larger values of k′) than those achieved by MDAV for similar in-
formation loss (SSE), especially when the attributes chosen come from
different microaggregated groups (2G and 3G), which is the most common
case. When the intruder has access to the three attributes coming from a
single microaggregated group, MDAV presents k′ values which are similar
or, in some cases, even larger than those obtained by Mic1D-k (compar-
ing cases with similar SSE). This is normal since MDAV preserves the
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Table 5.4. SSE and real k′ values using MDAV-k and Mic1D-k methods assuming that
different groups of variables are known by the intruder using the Water data set

SSE k′

1G 2G 3G

M
D

A
V

-k

5 28.18 5.09 1.94 1.00
10 46.14 10.00 3.14 1.01
15 72.03 15.20 4.42 1.01
20 94.24 20.00 5.75 1.04
25 114.56 25.33 7.28 1.10

M
ic

1
D

-k

300 32.67 1.62 1.51 1.10
500 65.89 3.25 3.39 1.76
800 80.95 7.87 7.55 4.67
850 132.13 9.65 10.03 6.65
900 255.64 12.95 13.61 9.14

Correlated attributes

SSE k′

1G 2G 3G

M
D

A
V

-k

5 69.51 5.00 2.03 1.03
10 126.21 10.00 3.55 1.16
15 173.96 15.20 5.28 1.39
20 259.07 20.00 7.00 1.53
25 247.58 25.33 9.22 1.91

M
ic

1
D

-k

300 32.67 1.11 1.35 1.35
500 65.89 1.78 2.58 2.63
800 80.95 4.74 7.17 6.88
850 132.13 6.54 9.77 8.67
900 255.64 9.07 14.52 11.71

Non-correlated attributes

k-anonymity in this case. However, in the remaining scenarios (2G and
3G), that represent most of the cases, Mic1D-k achieves larger k′ values
than those obtained by MDAV when similar SSE values are compared. In
other words, Mic1D-k is able to keep much better the statistical usefulness
of data for a similar level of privacy protection.

5.6.3. PoROP-k evaluation

We test PoROPs-k and PoROPp-k methods using linear, quadratic and
cubic regressions. The range of values for the number of points per chunk
k has been defined in order to test a wide spectrum of cases ranging from
low to high IL values. Since the distribution of values in each data set is
different, values of k are chosen specifically for each one, namely, for the
Census data set k ranges from 2000 to 10000, while it ranges from 6000
to 18000 for the EIA data set. We execute each configuration five times
performing 510 tests in total. The average IL, DR and score values for each
configuration and both data sets are presented in Figure 5.9. Table 5.5
shows the detail of the scores obtained from the experiments. Note that
the figures and tables presented in this section only show the results using
the synthetic version (PoROPs-k). The results obtained by PoROPp-k are
almost identical and are omitted for the sake of simplicity.

In general, being able to control the IL is important, especially when
we are interested in keeping the statistics in the protected data set. As we
can see in the first row of Figure 5.9, PoROP-k methods present a strong
relation between IL and the value of parameter k. Normally, when param-
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eter k increases, IL increases. Note that this can be observed regardless of
the model regression and the data set. In our case, the preprocessing phase
is very important to guarantee this strong relation, since by vectorizing,
ordering, partitioning and normalizing PoROPp-k makes it possible to find
a regression model that accurately fits the data set.

Observing the same figure, we can see that the more complex the poly-
nomial model, the lower the information loss. This happens because by
increasing the complexity of the regression function, we also increase the
fitting capabilities of the polynomial models.

A decrease in the information loss typically implies an increase in the
disclosure risk. The second row of Figure 5.9 presents the evolution of the
disclosure risk as a function of k. We can observe that, as the complexity
of the regression model increases, PoROP-k methods generally present a
larger DR.

Table 5.5. PoROPs-k average scores using the Census and the EIA data set

k Linear Quadratic Cubic

2000 42.1 42.2 42.3
3000 41.3 41.8 42.0
4000 40.3 41.9 42.0
5000 37.6 41.1 41.6
6000 42.1 41.4 41.9
7000 40.9 31.9 35.5
8000 41.1 34.0 37.6
9000 51.6 36.0 41.1
10000 61.5 40.4 42.9

Census

k Linear Quadratic Cubic

6000 36.1 39.1 38.0
8000 34.0 35.2 35.6
10000 33.8 33.3 35.1
12000 43.4 33.0 33.7
14000 52.1 39.9 34.3
16000 40.7 38.1 33.2
18000 69.4 38.3 33.2

EIA

However, the overall decrease on the information loss compensate for the
increase on the disclosure risk. This is shown in the last row of Figure 5.9,
where we can observe that the score values obtained by quadratic and
cubic regression models are in general lower than the values obtained by
the linear regression models. This effect is clearer when the chunks of the
partition have a large number of points. In these cases PoROP-k methods
outperform the results obtained by the use of a simple regression model
due to their greater fitting capabilities.

Table 5.5 shows that, by increasing the complexity of the regression
functions, we achieve a better quality in the protection. Specifically, in the
Census data set, the best scores are obtained using quadratic regression
(31.9), while the best scores using linear regressions are 37.6. Analogously,
when using the EIA data set the best scores are obtained using cubic re-
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Fig. 5.9. PoROPs-k results of information loss, disclosure risk and score using the
Census and the EIA data set
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gressions instead of linear regressions.

5.6.4. ONN evaluation

In this section, we compare ONN with the best ranked protection meth-
ods presented in the literature. The survey in13 reviews the most common
protection methods concluding that Rank Swapping (RS-p) and Microag-
gregation (MIC-vm-k) are the two methods that obtain lower scores for
numerical data protection. For this reason, we compare ONN with these
two methods. Specifically, we have chosen the best five parameterizations
for RS-p and MIC-vm-k. In order to test the three methods, we use the
Census data set presented previously.

The ONN parameters are: number of chunks in the partition (P ), nor-
malization range size (B), learning rate parameter (E), activation function
slope parameter (C), and number of neurons in the hidden layer (H).

Another parameter, regarding the disclosure risk evaluation, is the num-
ber of attributes used by an intruder to reveal data using RL techniques (V ).
We have divided our experiments into two different scenarios. Firstly, we
assume that the intruder only has half of the original protected attributes
(V = 7). This scenario was used in.29 Secondly, we assume that the in-
truder is able to obtain all the original attributes (V = 13). This scenario
could be considered to be the most favorable scenario for the intruder.

The values selected for each factor were chosen according to an exhaus-
tive empirical search among a realistic set of parameters. The best-score pa-
rameter sets, for both cases of the V parameter, are presented in Table 5.6.
These sets of configurations are later referred to as ONN-A, ONN-B, etc.

Table 5.6. ONN parameters used in the experiments
P B E C H

A 8 0.8 0.4 4.0 8
B 10 0.8 0.1 3.5 8
C 10 0.8 0.1 3.0 8
D 10 0.8 0.1 4.0 8
E 8 0.8 0.1 4.0 2

P B E C H

A 8 0.8 0.4 4.0 8
B 8 0.8 0.3 4.0 8
C 8 0.8 0.1 4.0 2
D 10 0.8 0.1 3.5 8
E 8 0.8 0.1 3.5 2

We have also run RS-p and MIC-vm-k using their best five parameteri-
zations, extracted from,13 so we can fairly compare to them.

The left side of Table 5.7 shows the scores in the first scenario. As we
can observe, the IL when protecting data using ONN is, in general, lower
than that obtained using RS-p or MIC-vm-k. This means that ONN is able
to fit the data set better than the other two approaches. These results are
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consistent with the methodology used by ONN to protect data. Since ONN
is trained using the data set after being preprocessed, the patterns learned
depend on values that come from different individuals in the original data
set. Because of this, an intruder should know the values in each chunk to be
able to understand the learned patterns. Since this information is no longer
available after protecting the data, ONN can get lower IL while preserving
relatively good rates of DR.

Table 5.7. ONN average results for IL, DR, and score using V = 7 and V = 13 vari-
ables

Param. IL DR Score

R
S
-p

p=14 23.83 24.21 24.02
p=17 27.40 21.87 24.64
p=12 21.08 27.83 24.45
p=15 27.44 23.62 25.53
p=13 25.39 26.35 25.87

M
IC

-v
m

-k

v=4 k=17 23.98 31.67 27.82
v=4 k=19 26.10 31.09 28.59
v=4 k=11 21.27 36.22 28.74
v=3 k=20 21.95 35.85 28.90
v=3 k=15 18.98 39.33 29.15

O
N

N

A 20.42 26.25 23.33
B 20.59 26.95 23.77
C 20.31 27.26 23.78
D 20.66 26.96 23.81
E 22.38 25.65 24.01

V = 7

Param. IL DR Score

R
S
-p

p=14 23.83 31.32 27.58
p=17 27.40 28.43 27.92
p=12 21.08 35.83 28.46
p=15 27.44 30.51 28.98
p=13 25.39 33.79 29.59

M
IC

-v
m

-k

v=4 k=17 23.98 40.80 32.39
v=4 k=19 26.10 40.10 33.10
v=4 k=11 21.27 46.45 33.86
v=3 k=20 21.95 46.70 34.33
v=3 k=15 18.98 50.94 34.96

O
N

N

a 21.45 33.52 27.49
b 22.23 32.99 27.61
c 22.38 33.04 27.71
d 20.59 34.88 27.73
e 22.56 33.20 27.88

V = 13

Regarding DR, the best disclosure risk corresponds to RS-p. These
results make sense because when the intruder has a reduced set of variables,
it is very difficult to re-identify individuals because, by swapping, RS-p
mixes values from different individuals. ONN presents a good DR, better
than that obtained by MIC-vm-k.

Observing the scores, ONN shows to be the best protection method
among those compared in this work and, therefore, all the methods studied
in.13 Note that, although the DR is lower for RS-p, the scores show that
ONN is better ranked, meaning that the benefits obtained by avoiding the
IL compensate for the increase in the DR.

The left side of Table 5.7 shows similar results for the second scenario,
where the intruder has all the variables. As we can observe, the results
are very similar. It is important to notice though the larger the number
of variables known by the intruder, the more similar the DR presented by
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RS-p and ONN.

5.7. Conclusions

We have presented a new methodology for numerical microdata anonymiza-
tion, i.e., a methodology that aims at guaranteeing the privacy protection
of a data set, while preserving its statistical significance.

Our methodology presents a new way of preprocessing the data based on
their desemantization. We gather all the values in a single vector, indepen-
dently of the attribute they belong to. Thanks to that, possible relations
between attributes are omitted and, therefore, it is more difficult for an
intruder to re-identify the individuals. The data in this vector are sorted in
order to mix all the attributes and make a data modeling easier. Once data
are preprocessed, our methodology fits a model to the sorted data. This
step is completely designable by the user, allowing the resulting method to
be adapted to a specific scenario, in order to fulfill some particular require-
ments.

We have presented and tested three approaches to these data fitting
step, with the result of three different data protection methods in the same
methodology framework: Mic1D-k, PoROP-k and ONN. These methods
cover both perturbative methods and synthetic data generators, several
scenarios and a wide range of complexity of their algorithms. In view of
their results we can assert that our methodology, specifically the key point
of data desemantization, is a valid and powerful approach to the numerical
microdata anonymization problem.
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Statistical disclosure control involves the sanitization of personally iden-
tifying information in data sets prior to their dissemination. Such a
process typically results in a loss in utility of the data. A data publisher
is thus confronted with two requirements to fulfill – ensuring the safety of
respondents and maintaining statistical utility in the anonymized data.
Existing approaches model the first requirement as a constraint in an
optimization framework directed towards maximizing data utility. An
immediate consequence of this method is the requirement for exhaustive
analysis if the much desired trade-off behavior between privacy levels
and data utility has to be explored. In this chapter, we explore an alter-
native framework based on multi-objective optimization to cater to the
data publisher’s requirements. We show how the requirement of spec-
ifying parameter values of an anonymity model can be eliminated by
formulating privacy as an explicit objective to maximize. Further, we
discuss the application of evolutionary algorithms as a solution method
with a focus on solution representation and operator requirements. We
also present empirical results to demonstrate that the approach is a more
practical optimization framework for a data publisher.
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6.1. Introduction

Various scientific studies, business processes and legal procedures depend
on quality data from large data sources. However, such data sources often
contain sensitive personal information, dissemination of which is governed
by various privacy requirements. Data in such cases need to be sanitized off
personally identifying attributes before it can be shared. Anonymizing data
is challenging because re-identifying the values in sanitized attributes is
not impossible when other publicly available information or an adversary’s
background knowledge can be linked with the shared data.

Anonymization of data sets (tables) involve transforming the actual data
into a form unrecognizable in terms of the exact values by using general-
ization and suppression techniques.1 Generalization of data is performed
by grouping together specific data attribute (quasi-identifiers) values into
a more general one. An example of this is replacing a specific age by an age
range. Quasi-identifier attributes typically correspond to publicly available
information such as phone numbers, postal code, age, etc. Data suppres-
sion, on the other hand, removes entire tuples making them no longer ex-
istent in the data set. Performance of such data modification is gauged by
their ability to satisfy one or more privacy constraint, typically enforced
by models such as k–anonymity,2,3 `–diversity4 and t–closeness.5 These
privacy models prevent the accurate re-identification of an individual or
sensitive information pertaining to the individual.

An unavoidable consequence of performing anonymization is a loss in
the quality of the data set. Researchers have therefore looked at different
methods to obtain an anonymization that can satisfy the privacy constraint
with minimal loss of information.

Several algorithms have been proposed to find effective k–
anonymization. The µ-argus algorithm is based on the greedy general-
ization of infrequently occurring combinations of quasi-identifiers and sup-
presses outliers to meet the k–anonymity requirement.6 Sweeney’s Datafly
approach used a heuristic method to generalize the attribute containing the
most distinct sequence of values for a provided subset of quasi-identifiers.2

Sequences occurring less than k times are suppressed. In the same work,
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Sweeney proposed a theoretical algorithm that can exhaustively search all
potential generalizations to find the one that minimally distorts the data
during anonymization. Samarati proposed an algorithm1 that identifies all
generalizations satisfying k–anonymity. Choice of an optimal generaliza-
tion can then be made based on certain preference information provided
by the data recipient. Bayardo and Agrawal proposed a complete search
method that iteratively constructs less generalized solutions starting from
a completely generalized data set.7

A genetic algorithm based formulation to find optimal k–anonymous
generalizations was first proposed by Iyengar.8 Although the method can
maintain a good solution quality, it has been criticized for being a slow
iterative process. In this context, Lunacek et al. introduced a new crossover
operator that can be used with a genetic algorithm for constrained attribute
generalization and effectively showed that Iyengar’s approach can be made
faster.9

A major shortcoming in all these approaches is the single-objective
treatment of privacy and utility. The focus has always been concentrated
on maximizing the utility of an anonymization, given a privacy constraint
specified by a pre-defined value(s) for the involved parameter(s). It is im-
portant to note that privacy in this framework receives no attention in
terms of optimality. Instead, the requirement that a data publisher has
strong understanding of the impact of choosing a parameter value in a pri-
vacy model is strictly enforced. In order to do so, a data publisher needs
to answer questions of the following form.

• How does privacy/utility change with changes in utility/privacy?
• Given a particular choice of privacy and utility levels, is there a solution

that can improve one aspect without affecting the other?
• Given a particular choice of privacy and utility levels, is there a solution

that can improve one aspect with tolerable change in the other?

Answering these questions using existing techniques will require us to per-
form an exhaustive enumeration of parameter values in the privacy model
to determine what is suitable. Nonetheless, it is imperative that the data
publisher understands the implications. There is clearly a trade-off in-
volved. Setting the parameter to a “very low” value impacts the privacy
of individuals in the data set. Picking a “very high” value disrupts the in-
ference of any significant statistical information from the anonymized data
set. Such conflicting characteristics define the nature of a multi-objective
optimization problem.
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In this chapter, we shall explore multi-objective formulations incorpo-
rating a data publisher’s requirements to maximize data privacy levels, and
at the same time, maintain the data utility at a maximum. The chapter will
demonstrate how a series of optimization problems can be formulated on
a given anonymity and data utility model, depending on the requirements
of the data publisher. Our approach is significantly different from the as-
sumed norm in the sense that we no longer treat privacy as a constraint
in the optimization framework. Rather, privacy is modeled explicitly as an
objective to maximize along with the data utility. We shall show how a
multi-objective evolutionary algorithm can be employed here to obtain a
global picture of the mutual effects of privacy and utility.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. A concise back-
ground on multi-objective optimization is presented in Section 6.2. Section
6.3 provides a preliminary background on statistical disclosure control. Sec-
tion 6.4 provides a description of the multi-objective problems we can for-
mulate on a privacy model. The specifics of the solution methodology as
particular to solving the problems using an evolutionary algorithm is also
given here. A brief discussion on the interpretation of results is presented
in Section 6.5. Finally, Section 6.6 concludes the chapter.

6.2. Multi-objective Optimization

In real world scenarios, often a problem is formulated to cater to several
criteria or design objectives and a decision choice to optimize these ob-
jectives is sought for. An optimum design problem must then be solved
with multiple objectives and constraints taken into consideration. This
type of decision making problems fall under the broad category of multi-
objective or vector optimization problem. Multi-objective optimization dif-
fers from single-objective ones in the cardinality of the optimal set of solu-
tions. Single-objective optimization techniques are used to find the global
optima. There is no such concept of a single optimum solution in case of
multi-objective optimization. This is due to the fact that a solution that
optimizes one of the objectives may not have the desired effect on the oth-
ers. As a result, it is not always possible to determine an optimum that
corresponds in the same way to all the objectives under consideration. De-
cision making under such situations thus requires some domain expertise
to choose from multiple trade-off solutions depending on the feasibility of
implementation.

Formally we can state a multi-objective optimization problem (MOOP)
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in statistical disclosure control (SDC) as follows:

Definition 6.1 (SDC MOOP).
Let f1, . . . , fM denote M objective functions to maximize while perform-

ing a modification of a given table PT. Find a generalized table RT∗ of PT

which optimizes the M -dimensional vector function

f(RT) = [f1(RT), f2(RT), . . . , fM (RT)]

where RT is a generalized version of PT.

The objective functions in this case are either related to the privacy or
utility level maintained in an anonymized table. Note that the privacy level
can be inferred with respect to different privacy models. Hence the number
of objectives can be more than two. In order to find an optimal solution to
the SDC MOOP, we must be able to compare anonymizations with respect
to all the objectives in hand. However, due to the conflicting nature of
the objective functions, a simple objective value comparison between two
anonymizations cannot be performed. Most multi-objective algorithms thus
use the concept of dominance to compare feasible solutions.

Definition 6.2 (Dominance and Pareto-optimal set). Given a table
PT and M objectives to maximize, a generalized table RT1 of PT is said to
dominate another generalized table RT2 of PT if

1. ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M} fi(RT1) ≥ fi(RT2) and
2. ∃j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M} fj(RT1) > fj(RT2)

RT2 is then said to be dominated by RT1, denoted by RT2 ¹ RT1. If the
two conditions do not hold, RT1 and RT2 are said to be non-dominated
w.r.t. each other, denoted by the � symbol. Further, all generalized tables
of PT which are not dominated by any possible generalized version of PT

constitutes the Pareto-optimal set.

In other words, a Pareto-optimal solution is as good as another solution
in the Pareto-optimal set and better than other feasible solutions outside
the set. The surface generated by these solutions in the objective space is
called the Pareto-front or Pareto-surface. In the context of disclosure con-
trol, the Pareto-front for the two objectives – maximize privacy (as given
by a parameter, say k) and minimize loss – provides the decision maker
an understanding of the changes in the information loss when k is varied.
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Consider two anonymized versions RT1 and RT2 of a data set, with cor-
responding k and loss as (k1, loss1) and (k2, loss2) respectively. Let us
assume that k1 < k2 and loss1 = loss2. A decision maker using RT1,
and unaware of RT2, misses on the fact that a higher k value is possible
without incurring any increase in the loss. A multi-objective algorithm us-
ing the dominance concept can expose this relationship between RT1 and
RT2, namely RT1 ¹ RT2. As another example, consider the case with
loss2 − loss1 = ε > 0. RT1 and RT2 are then non-dominated solutions,
meaning that one objective cannot be improved without degrading the
other. However, if ε is a relatively small quantity acceptable to the decision
maker, RT2 might be preferable over RT1. Such trade-off characteristics are
not visible to the decision maker until a multi-objective analysis is carried
out. Thus, the objective of the analysis is to find the Pareto-optimal set
from the set of all possible anonymized versions of a given data set.

6.3. Statistical Disclosure Control

Public distribution of personal data is a requirement to facilitate various
scientific studies. Statistical organizations collecting information for such
purposes often face standard security issues when distributing the data,
thereby forcing them to enforce disclosure controls to protect the identity
of individuals represented in the collected information. However, the sole
purpose of collecting the information would be lost if the controls prohibit
any kind of statistical inference being made from the distributed data. Sta-
tistical disclosure control thus involves mediating the risk of publicly dis-
seminated information with the statistical utility of the content.

Most models in statistical disclosure control employ data recoding using
generalization and suppression schemes in their attempt to hide the infor-
mation content of a data set in its exact form. A generalization scheme
performs a one-way mapping of the data values to a form unrecognizable
from the original values or to a form that induces uncertainty in recognizing
them. More than often it may not be possible to enforce a chosen level of
privacy due to the presence of outliers in the data set. In such a situation,
a suppression scheme gets rid of the outliers by removing them from the
data set altogether.

The resultant data set from a generalization, coupled with or without
a suppression scheme, affects the utility of the data. Statistical inferences
suffer as more and more diverse data are recoded to the same value, or
records are deleted by a suppression scheme. One can argue that the pri-
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vacy requirement ensures the non-inference of any individual information
while the utility requirement enforces the inference of accurate aggregate in-
formation. A summary statistic relying on accurate individual information
therefore deteriorates when stronger privacy is implemented. The harder
problem is a quantification of this deterioration, in effect, the information
lost in the process of data recoding.

6.3.1. Preserving privacy

A data set PT can be visualized as a tabular representation of a multi-set
of tuples r1, r2, . . . , rnrow where nrow is the number of rows in the table.
Each tuple (row) ri comprises of ncol values 〈c1, c2, . . . , cncol

〉 where ncol is
the number of columns in the table. The values in column j correspond
to an attribute aj , the domain of which is represented by the ordered set
Σj = {σ1, σ2, . . . , σnj}. The ordering of elements in the set can be implicit
by nature of the data. For example, if the attribute is “age”, the ordering
can be done in increasing order of the values. For categorical data, obtaining
an ordering requires the user to explicitly specify a hierarchy on the values.
A hierarchy can be imposed based on how the values for the attribute can
be grouped together. Fig. 6.1 shows an example hierarchy tree for the
attribute “marital status”. The leaf nodes in this example constitute the
actual values that the attribute can take. The ordering for these values can
be assigned based on the order in which the leaf nodes are reached in a
preorder traversal of the hierarchy tree. The numbering on the leaf nodes
specify this ordering. An internal node in the hierarchy tree specify valid
groupings of child nodes.

Given such orderings on the attribute domains, a generalization specifies
a valid grouping of the domain values for a particular attribute. Formally,
a generalization Gj for an attribute aj is a partitioning of the set Σj into
ordered subsets 〈Σj1 ,Σj2 , . . . , ΣjK

〉 which preserve the ordering in Σj , i.e.
if σa appears before σb in Σj then, for σa ∈ Σjl

and σb ∈ Σjm , l ≤ m.
Further, every element in Σj must appear in exactly one subset. The el-
ements in the subsets maintain the same ordering as in Σj . For the age
attribute having values in the range of [10, 90], a possible generalization
can be 〈[10, 30], (30, 50], (50, 70], (70, 90]〉. A possible generalization for the
marital status attribute can be 〈Not Married, Spouse Absent, Civ-spouse,
AF-spouse〉. It is important to note that generalizations for categorical
data is dependent on how the hierarchy is specified for it. Further, gen-
eralizations are restricted to only those which respect the hierarchy. The
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Marital 
Status

Not Married Married

Once
Married

Never
Married

Spouse
Absent

Spouse
Present

AF−spouseCiv−spouseDivorced Widowed Seperated

1 2 3

4 5

6 7

Fig. 6.1. Hierarchy tree for the marital status attribute. Numbering on the leaf nodes
indicate their ordering in Σmarital status.

generalization is said to be constrained in such a case. For example, the gen-
eralization 〈{Divorced, Widowed}, {Separated, Never Married}, Married〉
is not valid for marital status since the hierarchy tree specifies that the
values {Divorced, Widowed, Separated} can only be generalized as Once
Married, if at all.

Given the generalizations G1, G2, . . . , Gncol
, the data set PT can be

transformed to the anonymized data set RT by replacing each value vij

at row i and column j in PT by Gj(vij) where Gj(vij) gives the index
of the subset to which vij belongs to in the generalization Gj . For the
example generalization of the age attribute shown earlier, an age value of
say 35 would thus be recoded by the range (30, 50], or in other words,
Gage(35) = 2. Note that, if a particular generalization Gj is equal to the
domain of values Σj , say Gage = 〈[10, 90]〉 or Gmarital status = 〈Marital
Status〉, all values of the corresponding attribute will be transformed to the
same subset index 1, in which case all information in that attribute is lost
and the cell is suppressed.

Once the transformation is complete, equivalent tuples may appear in
RT. Two tuples are equivalent if the recoded values for the quasi-identifiers
are the same in both. Thus, the adopted generalization scheme maps the
original values (which may be different) corresponding to a column in the
two tuples to the same anonymized form. For example, both age values
35 and 45 will be mapped to (30, 50] by the generalization shown earlier.
Equivalent tuples can then be grouped together into equivalence classes. In
other words, an equivalence class groups all tuples in PT that got trans-
formed to the same tuple in RT under some generalization.
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Although a generalization transforms the exact content of some or all
data values, it is not impossible to re-establish the identity of a represented
individual from the anonymized data set. Sweeney demonstrated this by
using a linking attack on an anonymized medical insurance data set3 of
the Massachusetts state employees. The data set had been distributed for
the purpose of research. Linking attacks can be launched by using infor-
mation from other publicly available data sources to directly match shared
attributes between the two data sources and arrive at a re-identification.
For example, the governor of Massachusetts at that time, William Weld,
was a state employee and hence his medical records were in the data set.
Although the name was not revealed in the data, other pieces of information
such as postal code, date of birth, gender etc. of the represented individuals
were present. Governor Weld lived in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Sweeney
managed to purchase a voter’s registration list (containing information such
as name, postal code, date of birth, gender etc.) for Cambridge. Sweeney
observed from the voter’s list that six people had Weld’s particular birth
date, three of which were men, and Governor Weld was the only one in his
postal code, thereby revealing the exact way to identify his records on the
medical data.

Matching shared attributes between different data sources can be made
ambiguous by altering the released information to map to more number of
individuals represented in the data set. In other words, the larger the size
of the equivalence classes induced by a generalization, the more uncertainty
there will be in identifying an individual. The k–anonymity model is thus
proposed.2,3

Definition 6.3 (k–Anonymity problem). Given a data set PT, find a
set of generalizations for the quasi-identifiers in PT such that the equiva-
lence classes induced by anonymizing PT using the generalizations are all
of size at least k.

The problem can also be explained as obtaining the generalizations un-
der which every tuple in RT is same as at least k−1 other tuples. A linking
attack in this case can at best identify the equivalence class of an individ-
ual, but cannot certify which one of the k records in the equivalence class
corresponds to the individual.

k–anonymity is conceptually a simple privacy model but has certain
drawbacks when other forms of attacks are taken into consideration. To
demonstrate such attacks, the set of attributes is first divided into sen-
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sitive and non-sensitive classes. A sensitive attribute is one whose value
must not be revealed (or get revealed) for any tuple in the data set. All
other attributes are considered non-sensitive. Non-sensitive attributes usu-
ally constitute the quasi-identifiers. A homogeneity attack can result in
unwanted disclosure of the sensitive attribute value for an individual if the
equivalence classes in a k–anonymization have little or no diversity in the
sensitive attribute values. An attacker, after successfully determining the
equivalence class to which an individual’s record belongs, knows the pos-
sible sensitive attribute values for the individual. If all sensitive attribute
values in that equivalence class are the same, the attacker establishes an
exact identification. Even for the case when the values are not all same,
the attacker can apply existing background knowledge on the individual to
eliminate possibilities. Such attacks exploit the non-existence of diversity in
the sensitive attribute values in an equivalence class. Thus, the `–diversity
model enforces a diversity property on the classes.4

Let as be a sensitive attribute in a data set with the domain of values
Σs = {σ1, σ2, . . . , σns}. Further, let Q1, . . . , Qp be the equivalence classes
induced by a generalization. If c(σ)j , where σ ∈ Σs, denotes the count of
the number of tuples with the sensitive attribute value σ in Qj , then the
`–diversity problem can be stated as follows.

Definition 6.4 (`–Diversity problem). Given a data set PT, find a set
of generalizations for the quasi-identifiers in PT such that for each equiva-
lence class induced by anonymizing PT using the generalizations, the rela-
tion

c(σ)j

|Qj | ≤
1
`

(6.1)

holds for all σ ∈ Σs and j = 1, . . . , p.

In other words, the `–diversity property guarantees that a sensitive at-
tribute value cannot be associated with a particular tuple with a probability
more than 1/`. The higher the value of `, the better is the privacy.

However, the `–diversity model ignores the distribution of the sensitive
attribute values. If it so happens that certain sensitive attribute values are
not well represented in the original data set then achieving `–diversity may
not only become difficult but can also be impossible. The difficulty arises
because there may not be many diverse values of the sensitive attribute that
can help maintain the diversity property for a high value of `. For example,
if a sensitive attribute can take only 2 possible values, say tested positive or
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negative in a viral test, then one can never find a 3–diverse anonymization.
Further, two different generalizations resulting in anonymizations with the
same ` can be very different in terms of the statistical information they
portray to an attacker. For example, if an equivalence class has equal num-
ber of records with positive and negative values – a 2–diverse class – then
an attacker can infer that an individual tested positive (or negative) with
50% probability. On the other hand, consider the case when 90% records
have positive and 10% records have negative in the sensitive attribute. This
equivalence class is also 2–diverse, but with the difference that an attacker
now knows that 90% of the individuals represented in the class tested posi-
tive. Such skewness attacks demonstrate that even if two equivalence classes
are similarly diverse, the privacy risk present in them can be very different.
Another attack possible on an `–diverse equivalence class is the similarity
attack. Similarity attacks exploit semantic relationships present between
the sensitive attribute values of an equivalence class to deduce important
information about an individual. For example, if an individual’s record
belongs to an equivalence class with the sensitive attribute (say disease)
values “gastric ulcer”, “gastritis” and “stomach cancer” then the attacker
at least knows that the individual has some stomach related problem. The
t–closeness model is thus proposed to avoid such forms of attacks.5 The
t–closeness model limits what an attacker can learn from an equivalence
class on top of what it already knows from the entire anonymized data set.

Definition 6.5 (t–Closeness problem). Given a data set PT, find a set
of generalizations for the quasi-identifiers in PT such that for each equiva-
lence class induced by anonymizing PT using the generalizations, the differ-
ence in distribution of a sensitive attribute in a class and the distribution
of the attribute in the whole data set is no more than a threshold t.

The question that comes to mind at this point is whether a privacy
model can be applied to any data set given a particular value for its pa-
rameter. For k–anonymity, a data set is made anonymous by suppressing
all tuples that belong to equivalence classes of size less than k. Similar sup-
pression methods can be used to enforce the `–diversity or t–closeness prop-
erty. The case without suppression can be modeled into the scenario with
suppression by assigning an infinite loss when suppression is performed.7

However, it should be noted that the presence of outliers will always force
the requirement for suppression, in which case the loss measurement will al-
ways become infinite. Furthermore, even though suppression is not allowed,
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such an approach enforces a privacy property by suppressing outliers. If
all the data points in the data set have to stay in the anonymized data
set as well, the desired privacy properties cannot be ascertained even after
adopting such modeling.

As pointed out earlier, a fundamental outcome of applying these dis-
closure control mechanisms is a degradation in the quality of the data set
for statistical studies. It is not trivial how decisions on a parameter of a
privacy model affects the information content of a data set. In the next
section, we shall see how the information lost as a result of a particular
anonymization technique can be quantified to measure data utility.

6.3.2. Estimating information loss

An optimization algorithm requires a numeric representation of the infor-
mation loss associated with a particular generalization. A quantified loss
value enables the optimization algorithm to compare two generalizations for
their relative effectiveness. Loss (cost) metrics assign some notion of penalty
to each tuple whose data values get generalized or suppressed, thereby re-
flecting the total information lost in the anonymization process. However,
cost quantification is a relatively harder and sparsely researched area. One
should understand that the notion of information loss can vary from ap-
plication to application. Hence, most of the proposed cost metrics are not
rigorous enough to capture the data utility as would be perceived by a data
publisher. They are rather estimates to compare different privacy models
under a common test bed.

Early notion of utility is based on the number of generalization steps
one has to take to achieve a given privacy requirement.1 Such a method as-
sumes that attribute domains can be progressively generalized and a partial
order can be imposed on the domain of all generalizations for an attribute.
For instance, postal codes can be generalized by dropping a digit from right
to left at each generalization step. Postal addresses can be generalized to
the street, then to the city, to the county, to the state, and so on. Given
that such orderings can be imposed, a distance can be computed between
two different generalizations for an attribute. The result is a distance vec-
tor with an entry for each attribute. Maximal utility is then said to be
achieved if one can find generalizations for the attributes that satisfy the
privacy requirement and results in a non-dominated distance vector com-
puted from the origin (the case of no generalization). A non-dominated
distance vector is one whose distance values are not higher than in another
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vector in all the attributes. In other words, utility is considered to be most
when generalizations recode data values only to the extent necessary to
achieve the privacy property.

Numerical estimations of information loss started with the general loss
metric proposed by Iyengar.8 The general loss metric computes a normal-
ized information loss for each data value in an anonymized data set. The
assumption here is that information in every column is potentially impor-
tant and hence a flexible scheme to compute the loss for both numeric and
categorical data is required.

Consider the data value vij at row i and column j in the data set PT.
The general loss metric assigns a penalty to this data value based on the
extent to which it gets generalized during anonymization. Let gij = Gj(vij)
be the index of the subset to which vij belongs to in the generalization Gj ,
i.e. vij ∈ Σjgij

. The penalty for information loss associated with vij is then
given as follows:

loss(vij) =
|Σjgij

| − 1

|Σj | − 1
(6.2)

For categorical data, the loss for a cell is proportional to the number of
leaf nodes rooted at an internal node (the generalized node) of the hierarchy
tree. The loss attains a maximum value of one when the cell is suppressed
(Gj = 〈Σj〉), or in other words, when the root of the tree is the generalized
node. Subtracting one ensures that a non-generalized value incurs zero loss
since the cardinality of the subset to which it belongs would be one. The
generalization loss is then obtained as the total loss over all the data values
in the data set.

GL =
nrow∑

i=1

ncol∑

j=1

loss(vij) (6.3)

Further, when a row is suppressed, all cells in the row are suppressed
irrespective of the generalization. Each cell thereby incurs a loss of one.
Let nsup be the number of rows to be suppressed in the data set. The
suppression loss for the data set is then given as,

SL = ncol × nsup (6.4)

A widely used cost metric, called the discernibility metric, assigns a
penalty to each tuple based on the number of tuples in the transformed data
set that are indistinguishable from it.7 A tuple belonging to an equivalence
class of size j is assigned a penalty of j. A suppressed tuple is assigned
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a penalty equal to the number of tuples in the data set. The idea behind
using the size of the equivalence class as a measure of data utility is to
penalize generalizations that result in equivalence classes bigger than what
is required to enforce a given privacy requirement. A variant of this is to
use the normalized average equivalence class size.10

Data utility is often measured in conjunction with privacy in an at-
tempt to combine both objectives into a single metric. A metric of such
nature favors generalizations that result in maximum gain in the informa-
tion entropy for each unit of anonymity loss resulting from the generaliza-
tion. Methods employing such a metric progressively increase the amount
of generalization, called a bottom up generalization approach,11 or decrease
it, called a top down specialization approach,12 with the objective of max-
imizing the metric without violating the anonymity requirement. Another
metric, called usefulness, measures utility as the average diversity in the tu-
ples belonging to an equivalence class.13 This measurement is similar to the
general loss metric, with differences being in the treatment of interval based
attribute domains. For such domains, the loss is assigned as the normalized
distance between the maximum and minimum values of the attribute in the
equivalence class. Further, a complementary metric, called protection, uses
the inverse of the tuple diversities as a measure of the privacy factor. By
doing so, the two metrics inherently exhibit a reciprocal relationship, use-
ful when a data publisher wants to modulate the anonymization process
towards one objective or the other.

Researchers also argue that utility metrics should not only capture the
information loss caused by the anonymization but also account for the im-
portance of the different attributes. For example, given a disease analysis
data set, an age attribute may be considered more critical than a zip code
attribute. Generalizations that are able to maintain the age attribute more
accurately should thus be favored. Based on this, the weighted normalized
certainty penaltymetric uses a weighted sum of the loss measurements in
different attributes of the data set.14 The loss measurement is similar as
in the general loss metric and the usefulness metric. Introduction of such
preference characteristics indicates that the measurement of utility can be
a very subjective matter after all.

We want to re-emphasize that the notion of utility is still not understood
well, probably much because of its subjective nature. Nonetheless, multi-
objective formulations do not assume any inherent property in the cost
metric used. The cost metric is only used in its functional form to evaluate
the effectiveness of a generalization in maintaining the utility factor. The
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metric may be different for different purposes, however, the objective of the
analysis remains the same.

6.4. Evolutionary Optimization

Any disclosure control mechanism has to cater to two primary objectives
– maintaining a high privacy level and facilitating statistical inquiries by
reducing the information loss. One should understand that both of these
objectives are rather subjective in nature. The privacy level required in a
shared data source is dictated by the sensitivity of the personal information
contained in the source. This is often determined by the concern displayed
by the individuals represented in the source about the extraction of certain
pieces of information in its exact form. The requirement of data utility is
determined by the nature of the analysis to be performed on the data set. It
is therefore possible what evaluates as unusable for one statistical study is
sufficient in another context. Such subjectivity compels a data publisher to
reevaluate the control mechanisms under the light of the expressed relevance
of the two objectives. Furthermore, the two objectives are conflicting in
nature, meaning that a control mechanism cannot attain both at the same
time. Thus, even if both objectives are specified as being equally important,
a chosen control will always exhibit a bias towards one or the other. Given
that such bias could be unavoidable, the data publisher must make a best
attempt in understanding the deviations brought forth in the objectives
by the selection of one control over another. This not only postpones the
subjectivity of the two objectives to a post-analysis stage, but also aids
the decision making process with a comprehensive overview of the effects
of incremental modification in the expressed subjective relevance.

Classical approaches to solve multi-objective problems are mostly based
on transformations of the problem into single objective instances. A typical
method is the assignment of weights to objectives and then performing a sin-
gle objective optimization of the scalarized objective function values. Other
methods require the specification of preference orderings on the objective
functions. Noticeably, these methods can only return a single solution from
a single run and hence trade-off analysis shall require multiple runs to be
performed. Recent advances in population-based evolutionary optimization
have proved to be particularly effective in overcoming this bottleneck. The
artificial intelligence community has seen a major flow of algorithms using
dominance as the decisive factor for natural selection. These algorithms
can not only identify non-dominated solutions, but also eliminate the need
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for repeated analysis by using population based approaches.
In the next few sections, we shall consider the k–anonymity model with

the general loss metric as a working platform to describe the problem for-
mulations. Nevertheless, formulations for other privacy models and utility
metrics are not very dissimilar. We shall also see how specifics related to
the application of an evolutionary algorithm to the problems are resolved.

6.4.1. Multi-objective analysis

A multi-objective analysis is not intended to provide the data publisher a
“best” value for the parameter(s) involved in an anonymization technique.
Rather, the methodology is meant to understand the implications of choos-
ing a particular value for the parameter(s) in terms of the resulting privacy
and the data utility. Hence, we shall often find that one or more solutions
returned by the optimization process are trivially not acceptable either in
terms of privacy or utility, or in some cases both. It is not our objective to
consider such solutions as degenerate and prohibit them from appearing in
the solution set. For example, an extreme solution will correspond to a situ-
ation where every tuple in the data set belongs to its own equivalence class,
thereby resulting in no privacy and maximum utility. Another extremity is
the case where all tuples are grouped together in a single equivalence class
resulting in maximum privacy but no utility. One cannot deny the fact
that in the case of privacy versus utility, both of these are possible solu-
tions. The multi-objective optimization does not incorporate the required
domain knowledge to identify these extremities (or other such solutions)
as being impractical. Only the data publisher has the requisite knowledge
to make such identification and disregard such solutions. This is often a
post-optimization process.

Furthermore, the multi-objective analysis is not a direct means of pro-
tecting privacy. The problem formulations we present here shall show how
privacy can be modeled as an objective to maximize rather than being
treated as a constraint. By doing so, we can provide clues to the data pub-
lisher as to what levels of privacy can be obtained (for example by using
k–anonymity) for a given amount of information loss. This trade-off anal-
ysis can be used by the data publisher to finally decide what privacy can it
offer. More specifically, it offers the data publisher a method to understand
the effects of setting a parameter in a privacy model on the utility of the
data.
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6.4.1.1. In the absence of suppression

The presence of outliers in a data set makes it difficult to find a suitable
value of k when suppression of data is not allowed. In this formulation,
we strictly adhere to the requirement that no tuple in the data set can be
deleted. Intuitively, such a strict requirement makes the k–anonymity prob-
lem insensible to solve for a given k as the optimization algorithm will be
forced to overly generalize the data set in its effort to ensure k–anonymity.
The outliers usually belong to very small equivalence classes and the only
way to merge them into a bigger one is by having more generalization. This
results in more information loss which is often not acceptable to an user.

Although solving the k–anonymity problem is not possible in terms of
its strict definition, it is worth noting that a generalization can still affect
the distribution of the equivalence classes even when suppression is not
allowed. An equivalence class Ek in this description groups all tuples that
are similar to exactly k−1 other tuples in the anonymized data set. An ideal
generalization would then maintain an acceptable level of loss by keeping
the number of rows in smaller equivalence classes (small k) relatively lower
than in the bigger equivalence classes. Although this does not guarantee
complete k–anonymity, the issue of privacy breach can be solved to a limited
extent by reducing the probability that a randomly chosen row would belong
to a small equivalence class.

With this motivation we define the weighted-k–anonymity multi-
objective problem to find generalizations that produce a high weighted-k
value and low generalization loss. Each equivalence class Ek defines a k

value, k ≤ nrow, for its member tuples – every tuple in the equivalence
class is same as exactly k − 1 other tuples in the same class.

Note that this notion of an equivalence class is different from the one
stated in the k–anonymity problem (Def. 6.3). Two rows in the original
data set belong to the same equivalence class in the k–anonymity definition
if the generalization transforms them into the same tuple. In this formula-
tion, two rows belong to the same equivalence class Ei if a generalization
makes them i–anonymous.

The weighted-k for a particular generalization inducing the equivalence
classes E1, E2, . . . , Enrow on the anonymized data set is then obtained as
follows:

kweighted =
∑nrow

i=1 (i · |Ei|)∑nrow

i=1 |Ei| (6.5)

The problems introduced by the presence of outliers can also be ad-
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dressed by using the concept of local recoding.15 A local recoding scheme
produces a k–anonymization by using an individual generalization function
(instead of a global one) for each tuple in the data set. This is a more
powerful scheme compared to having a single generalization function since
outliers can be easily suppressed without the drawbacks of an over general-
ization, hence data utility can be maintained. The weighted-k–anonymity
based generalization is orthogonal to this concept in certain ways. Local
recoding explores the domain of generalization functions and uses multiple
points in this domain to recode different subsets of the data set differently.
This puts outliers in their own subset(s), thereby making it easy to enforce
a given minimum equivalence class size (k). Weighted-k–anonymity, on
the other hand, works with a single generalization function and instead of
trying to enforce a fixed minimum equivalence class size, flexibly creates
equivalence classes of different sizes with no minimum size constraint. The
outliers then must lie on smaller equivalence classes in order to maximize
data utility. The common criteria in both the methods is that the outliers
gets treated differently than the rest of the data set.

In most cases, not all equivalence classes with all possible k values will
be generated. The weighted-k value provides a sufficiently good estimate of
the distribution of the equivalence classes. A high weighted-k value implies
that the size of the equivalence classes with higher k is relatively more than
the size of the lower k ones. The multi-objective problem is then formulated
as finding the generalizations that maximize the weighted-k and minimize
the generalization loss.

6.4.1.2. With pre-specified suppression tolerance

In this problem, we enable suppression and allow the user to specify an
acceptable fraction, denoted by η, of the maximum suppression loss possi-
ble (nrow · ncol). Such an approach imposes a hard limit on the number of
suppressions allowed.7 However, by allowing the user to specify a suppres-
sion loss limit independent of k, the optimization procedure can be made
to explore the trade-off properties of k and generalization loss within the
constraint of the imposed suppression loss limitation.

When suppression is allowed within an user specified limit, all tuples
belonging to the equivalence classes E1, . . . , Ed can be suppressed, such
that d satisfies the relation

d∑

i=1

(|Ei| · ncol) ≤ η · nrow · ncol <
d+1∑

i=1

(|Ei| · ncol) (6.6)
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Satisfying the relationship results in the suppression of tuples beginning
from the ones which has the least number of duplicates (smaller equiva-
lence class) and ending when further suppression will violate the specified
tolerance. Thus, the k value induced by the generalization is equal to d+1,
which also satisfies the suppression loss constraint. We can now define
our optimization problem as finding the generalizations that maximize d

and minimize the generalization loss. The problem can also be viewed as
the maximization of k and minimization of GL satisfying the constraint
SL ≤ η · nrow · ncol.

6.4.1.3. For comprehensive overview

The third problem is formulated as an extension of the second one where
the user does not provide a maximum limit on the suppression loss. The
challenge here is the computation of k, GL and SL for a generalization
without having a baseline to start with. Since the three quantities are
dependent on each other for their computation, it is important that we
have some base k value to proceed. The weighted-k value is adopted at
this point. Although not very precise, the weighted-k value provides a
good estimate of the distribution of the equivalence classes. If a very high
weighted-k value is obtained for a generalization then the number of tuples
with low k’s is sufficiently small, in which case we can suppress them. If
the weighted-k value is low then most of the tuples belong to equivalence
classes with low k. In this case, a higher amount of suppression is required to
achieve an acceptable k for the anonymized data set. Also, high weighted-k
generally implies a high generalization loss. Such trade-off characteristics
are the point of analysis in this problem.

To start with, a particular generalization’s weighted-k value is first
computed. Thereafter, all tuples belonging to an equivalence class of
k < kweighted are suppressed, enabling the computation of SL. This makes
the k for the anonymized data set equal to at least kweighted. The gen-
eralization loss GL is then computed from the remaining data set. The
multi-objective problem is defined as finding the generalizations that max-
imize kweighted and minimize the generalization and suppression losses.

6.4.2. Solution encoding

Before applying an evolutionary algorithm to obtain solutions to the fore
mentioned problems, a viable representation of the generalizations has to
be designed for the algorithm to work with. Consider the numeric attribute
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Inc Not−inc Fed State Local Private Unempl.

Workclass

Self−empl. Government

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 1 0 0 1 1

{Inc},{Not−inc},{Fed,State,Local},{Private},{Unempl.}
1−2−345−6−7

Fig. 6.2. Example generalization encoding for the workclass constrained attribute. ith

bit is 0 if ith and (i + 1)th intervals are combined, otherwise 1.

age with values in the domain [10, 90]. Since this domain can have infinite
values, the first task is to granularize the domain into a finite number of
intervals. For example, a granularity level of 5 shall discretize the domain to
{[10, 15], (15, 20], . . . , (85, 90]}. Note that this is not the generalization used
to anonymize the dataset. The discretized domain can then be numbered
as 1 : [10, 15], 2 : (15, 20], . . . , 16 : (85, 90]. The discretized domain still
maintains the same ordering as in the continuous domain. A binary string
of 15 bits can now be used to represent all possible generalizations for the
attribute. The ith bit in this string is 0 if the ith and (i + 1)th intervals are
supposed to be combined, otherwise 1. For attributes with a small domain
size and a defined ordering of the values, the granularization step can be
skipped. For categorical data, a similar encoding can be obtained once an
ordering on the domain values is imposed as discussed in Section 6.3. Fig.
6.2 shows an example generalization encoding for a “workclass” attribute.
The individual encodings for each attribute are concatenated to create the
overall encoding for the generalizations for all attributes.

6.4.3. Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II

The Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II)16 is a pop-
ular evolutionary algorithm to perform multi-objective optimization. It
employs the concept of dominance, as discussed in Section 6.2, to find
Pareto-optimal solutions in the space of all possible generalizations of a
given data set. Note that NSGA-II is just an algorithm of choice in this
study. Other evolutionary algorithms do exist that can help perform a simi-
lar analysis.17 However, the primary objective in this chapter is not to focus
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on performance analysis of multi-objective optimization but to demonstrate
the usage of pre-existing techniques in the artificial intelligence community
to resolve the problems in disclosure control. The extensive usage of NSGA-
II in solving real world problems has motivated us to choose NSGA-II over
others. Having said so, these algorithms are typically very generic. Any
application of the algorithm thus requires appropriate problem and opera-
tor representations. We have already discussed how a solution in SDC can
be represented for NSGA-II. Other components are discussed in subsequent
sections.

Non−dominated Sorting

P Qt t

Rt

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Crowding distance
sorting

Pt+1

Fig. 6.3. One generation of NSGA-II.

The algorithm starts with a population P0 of N random generalizations.
A generation index t = 0, 1, . . . , GenMAX keeps track of the number of it-
erations of the algorithm. Each trial generalization is used to create the
anonymized dataset and the corresponding values of the quantities to be
optimized are calculated. Each generation of NSGA-II then proceeds as
follows. An offspring population Qt is first created from the parent pop-
ulation Pt by applying the usual genetic operations of selection, crossover
and mutation.18 This is done by first forming a mating pool of best so-
lutions, next recombining solutions from this pool to generate offspring,
and finally mutating the offspring to get a new solution. For constrained
attributes, a special crossover operator is used as discussed in the next
subsection. The offspring population also gets evaluated. The parent and
offspring populations are then combined to form a population Rt = Pt∪Qt

of size 2N . A non-dominated sorting is applied to Rt to rank each solution
based on the number of solutions that dominate it. Rank 1 solutions are
all non-dominated solutions in the population. A rank r solution is only
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dominated by solutions of lower ranks.
The population Pt+1 is generated by selecting N solutions from Rt. The

preference of a solution is decided based on its rank; lower the rank, higher
the preference. By combining the parent and offspring populations, and
selecting from them using a non-dominance ranking, NSGA-II implements
an elite-preservation strategy where the best solutions obtained are always
passed on to the next generation. However, since not all solutions from
Rt can be accommodated in Pt+1, a choice is likely to be made when the
number of solutions of the currently considered rank is more than the re-
maining positions in Pt+1. Instead of making an arbitrary choice, NSGA-II
uses an explicit diversity-preservation mechanism. The mechanism, based
on a crowding distance metric,16 gives more preference to a solution with a
lesser density of solutions surrounding it, thereby enforcing diversity in the
population. The NSGA-II crowding distance metric for a solution is the
sum of the average side-lengths of the cuboid generated by its neighbor-
ing solutions. Fig. 6.3 depicts a single generation of the algorithm. For a
problem with M objectives, the overall complexity of NSGA-II is O(MN2).

6.4.4. Crossover for constrained attributes

The usual single point crossover operator in a genetic algorithm randomly
chooses a crossover point. It then creates an offspring by combining the bit
string before the crossover point from one parent and the bit string after
the crossover point from the other. As shown in Fig. 6.4 (left), such an
operation can result in an invalid generalization for constrained attributes.
Iyengar proposed modifying such invalid generalizations to the nearest valid
generalization.8 However, finding the nearest valid generalization can be
time consuming, besides destroying the properties on which the crossover
operator is based on. In this regard, Lunacek et al. proposed a special
crossover operator that always create valid offspring for constrained at-
tributes.9 Instead of randomly choosing a crossover point, their operator
forces the crossover point to be chosen at a location where the bit value
is one for both parents. By doing so, both parts (before and after the
crossover point) of both parents can be guaranteed to be valid general-
izations individually, which can then be combined without destroying the
hierarchy requirement. Fig. 6.4 (right) shows an instance of this operator.
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Inc Not−inc Fed State Local Private Unempl.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12−345−6−7 = 0 1 0 0 1 1

1−2−3−4−5−6−7 = 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 1 1 = 12−34−5−6−7

1 1 1 0 1 1 = 1−2−3−45−6−7

usual crossover

Invalid generalizations

12−345−6−7 = 0 1 0 0 1 1

1−2−3−4−5−6−7 = 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 1 1 = 12−3−4−5−6−7

1 1 0 0 1 1 = 1−2−345−6−7

special crossover

Valid generalizations

crossover point
chosen where 
both parent 
bits are 1

randomly chosen 
crossover point

Fig. 6.4. Usual single point crossover (left) and special crossover for constrained at-
tributes (right). Usual operator may generate invalid offspring generalizations. Special
operator always creates valid offspring generalizations.

6.4.5. Population initialization

In order to be able to use the special crossover operator, the validity of
the parent solutions must be guaranteed. This implies that the initial ran-
dom population that NSGA-II starts with must contain trial solutions with
valid generalizations for the constrained attributes. For a given hierarchy
tree, the following algorithm can generate valid generalizations for the con-
strained attributes in the initial population.

Starting from the root node, a node randomly decides if it would allow
its subtrees to be distinguishable. If it decides not to then all nodes in
its subtrees are assigned the same identifier. Otherwise the root of each
subtree receives an unique identifier. The decision is then translated to the
root nodes of its subtrees and the process is repeated recursively. Once all
leaf nodes are assigned an identifier, two adjacent leaf nodes in the imposed
ordering are combined only if they have the same identifier. Since a parent
node always make the decision if child nodes will be combined or not, all
generalizations so produced will always be valid.

6.5. Some Empirical Results

We show here some results obtained by applying the NSGA-II algorithm
to a standard “adult census” test data seta. The data was extracted from
a census bureau database and has been extensively used in studies related
to k–anonymization. All rows with missing values are removed from the
dataset to finally have a total of 30162 rows. The attributes “age”, “educa-
tion”, “race”, “gender” and “salary class” are kept unconstrained, while the
attributes “workclass”, “marital status”, “occupation” and “native coun-
aftp://ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/machine-learning-databases/adult/
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try” are constrained by defining a hierarchy tree on them. The remaining
attributes in the dataset are ignored.

For NSGA-II, we set the population size as 200. The maximum number
of iterations is set as 250. A single point crossover is used for uncon-
strained attributes while Lunacek et al.’s crossover operator is used for
constrained attributes. Also, mutation is only performed on the uncon-
strained attributes. The remaining parameters of the algorithm are set as
follow: crossover rate = 0.9, mutation rate = 0.1 with binary tournament
selection. We ran the algorithm with different initial populations but did
not notice any significant difference in the solutions obtained. The results
here are from one such run.

Fig. 6.5. Solutions found by NSGA-II when suppression is not allowed. Each point
corresponds to a generalization with a particular value of kweighted and GL, thereby
demonstrating the trade-off behavior. Generalization loss increases as bigger equivalence
classes are generated. Inset figures show cumulative distribution of |Ek| as k increases.
Distribution of equivalence class sizes can be very different for two solutions.
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Fig. 6.5 shows the different trade-off solutions obtained by NSGA-II
when no suppression is allowed on the data set. A point in the plot cor-
responds to a solution that induces a particular distribution of equivalence
class sizes (k values) on the anonymized data set. As expected, the gener-
alization loss increases as the distribution of equivalence classes gets more
inclined towards higher k values. In the absence of suppression, a single k

value is often hard to enforce for all tuples in the data set. Thus, a solution
here results in different k values for different tuples. A higher weighted-k
value signifies that most tuples have a high k value associated with them, in
which case, the generalization loss is higher. A solution with low weighted-k
value results in a generalization with low k values for its tuples.

The inset figures in the plot depict the cumulative distribution of the
number of tuples belonging to equivalence classes (y-axis) with different k

values (x-axis). Note that the distributions for the two example solutions
are not complementary in nature. For the solution with lower generalization
loss, the distribution has a continuously increasing trend, implying that
equivalence classes of different k values exist for the solution. The other
solution shows an abrupt increase signifying that the tuples either belong
to equivalence classes with very small k or ones with very large k. The
sought balance in the distribution can therefore exist with an acceptable
level of generalization loss.

Fig. 6.6 shows the trade-off between k and loss = GL + SL when a
maximum of 10% suppression loss is allowed. The top-leftmost plot shows
all the solutions obtained for the problem. Each subsequent plot (follow
arrows) is a magnification of the steepest part in the previous plot. Each
plot shows the presence of locally flat regions where a substantial increase
in the k value does not have a comparatively high increase in the loss.
These regions can be of interest to a data publisher since it allows one to
provide higher levels of data privacy without compromising much on the
information content.

Interestingly, the trend of the solutions is similar in each plot. The exis-
tence of such repeated characteristics on the non-dominated front suggests
that a data publisher’s choice of a specific k, no matter how big or small,
can have avenues for improvement, specially when the choice falls in the
locally flat regions. A choice of k made on the rising parts of the front is
seemingly not a good choice since the publisher would then be paying a
high cost in degraded data quality without getting much improvement on
the privacy factor. The rational decision choice in such a case would be to
lower the value of k to a flat region of the front.
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Fig. 6.6. Solutions found by NSGA-II with suppression tolerance η = 10% . Top-
leftmost plot shows all obtained solutions. Each point corresponds to a generalization
with a particular value of k and loss, and with a maximum of 10% suppression loss.
Each subsequent plot (follow arrows) is a magnification of a region of the previous plot.
Solution set depicts flat regions in the non-dominated front, implying that one objective
can be substantially improved with negligible changes in the other. Such trends are
visible in all parts of the front.

6.6. Summary

We presented the method of multi-objective analysis to demonstrate that
the choice of a parameter in a privacy model can be made in a much in-
formed manner rather than arbitrarily. The multi-objective problems are
formulated to cater to differing requirements of a decision maker, primarily
focused on the maximization of the privacy parameter and minimization of
the losses. For generalizations without suppression, an unique value for the
parameter may not be available. However, generalizations may be possible
that provide a higher level of privacy for a higher fraction of the dataset
without compromising much on its information content. When suppression
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is allowed up to a hard limit, the nature of the non-dominated solution set
can provide invaluable information on whether an anonymization exists to
improve a particular value of the model parameter without much degra-
dation in quality of the data. First-level explorations in this context can
begin with gaining an overall understanding of the trade-off characteristics
in the search space. The formulations presented in this chapter also address
the data publisher’s dilemma. They provide a methodology to analyze the
problem of data anonymization in manners that appeal to the actual en-
tity that disseminates the data. We believe that such an analysis not only
reinstates the data publisher’s confidence in its choice of a particular pri-
vacy model parameter, but also identifies ways of examining if the level of
privacy requested by a human subject is achievable within the acceptable
limits of perturbing data quality.

Future work in this direction can start with examination of the frame-
work with other models of privacy preservation. Hybrid models catering to
different forms of attacks are also required. Work on this can begin with an
exploration on what trade-offs are generated when looking for the existence
of two or more privacy properties simultaneously.
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The main difficulty when defining protection methods is to find a good
trade-off between information loss and disclosure risk. As maximum
protection is achieved when the data is completely distorted and, thus,
usually useless, utility and risk are in a contradiction.

In this paper we consider the problem of evaluating information loss
when users intend to use data for clustering. We will consider informa-
tion loss in this context. We will review some cluster-specific information
loss measures and show some results about their comparison with generic
ones.
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7.1. Introduction

Statistical offices and companies need to transfer their data to third par-
ties for their analysis. Nevertheless, transferred data should not allow the
disclosure of personal and/or confidential information. Privacy Preserving
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Data Mining1,2 (PPDM) is the area of research that studies methods that
permit data owners such data transfer avoiding disclosure. This area also
studies methods that permit data owners to perform data analysis without
disclosing information to the people that will analyses the data. Statistical
Disclosure Control (SDC) is an area with similar interests, focused on the
data from National Statistical Offices.

Two main approaches can be distinguished in PPDM, the cryptographic
approach and the perturbative approach. The cryptographic approach3 is
based on secure multiparty computation.4 The typical scenario in this
approach consists of several parties that want to compute a function f

from their data, but without disclosing their own data to the other parties.
The perturbative approach5–7 consists of modifying the original data (e.g.
adding some noise) and then publishing them, or transferring them to third
parties, for their subsequent analysis. Such protection is based on the fact
that the disclosure of sensitive information is not possible when data have
been perturbated with an adequate level of noise.

In this paper we focus on the perturbative approach. The difficulties of
this approach are that in order to ensure a complete protection (to avoid,
at any rate, disclosure risk) the degree of distortion (the quantity of noise
to be added) might be very large, and this makes data useless for analysis.
In fact, the more distortion data suffers the less data utility.

Therefore, in the perturbative approach, data protection and data util-
ity are in contradiction, and, in practice, a good trade-off between the two
terms has to be found. In this way, good protection mechanisms are those
that ensure a reasonable level of privacy while permitting, at the same time,
the user to obtain the same result from the protected data as the one he
would obtain from the original data.

As a good trade-off between data protection and data quality is sought,
two families of measures8 have been defined. They measure these two qual-
ities of the data: disclosure risk and information loss.

Information loss measures will be reviewed in Section 7.2.2. However,
an important question arises with respect to these measures. Formally,
information loss measures are defined to evaluate the extent in which the
perturbated data is useful for performing the same analysis and inferences
as the ones performed with the original data.

Nevertheless, such data utility depends on the analysis and inferences
to be performed. So, an important aspect to be taken into account is the
intended use of the data by the third party. However, as such use is usually
not known, and it might be rather diverse for a single file (see, e.g., the case
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of the data published in the web that can be used by different researchers for
completely different purposes), generic information loss measures have been
developed. They are measures for a non specific use. They are formally
defined as the divergence of a few statistics between the original data file
and the protected data file. The probabilistic information loss measure9 is
an example of such measures. See8,10,11 for details on such measures.

Due to the difficulty of knowing the intended data use, generic measures
play an important role on the evaluation of protection methods. See e.g.8,10

Nevertheless, due to the possible divergence between such measures and
the results of concrete analysis of the data, it is also important to develop
analyses of the influence of the protection methods on particular tools for
data analysis.

In this paper we consider this problem in the particular case that the
user applies clustering to the protected data. Formally, we will define spe-
cific information loss measures, in contrast to generic ones. More specifi-
cally, we will define cluster-specific information loss measures, as the final
goal is to evaluate the divergence between the results applying clustering
in the original data and the protected data.

Besides of information loss, another aspect to be considered when evalu-
ating protection methods is disclosure risk. Disclosure risk measures8 are to
determine to what extent a protected file ensures privacy. There are a few
approaches for measuring the risk. Our approach is based on record linkage
algorithm. Formally, a subset of the original data (the one we presume the
intruder has) is linked against the protected data (the one published). The
proportion of correct links corresponds to a measure of the risk. As such
measures do not depend on the data use, we will not discuss such measures
in detail.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 7.2 we review some
preliminaries that are needed latter on. In particular, we review information
loss measures and some aspects related with fuzzy clustering. Then, in
Section 7.3 we consider the definition of cluster-specific information loss
measures. The paper finishes with some conclusions.

7.2. Preliminaries

This section starts with a review on protection methods and generic infor-
mation loss measures, and then moves to fuzzy clustering and related topics.
We will review fuzzy c-means and a few other algorithms for fuzzy cluster-
ing. Such algorithms will be used latter when defining the cluster-specific
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information measures.

7.2.1. Protection methods

In this section we review a few perturbative protection methods (masking
methods) for numerical data. They were discussed and compared in8 with
respect to their trade-off between information loss and disclosure risk. The
description uses the following notation: X is the original data file, and X ′

is the new masked one. xi,V corresponds to the value in the i-th record for
variable V . The description is based on.6,12

Additive noise. Data is perturbated adding noise into the original file.
In order to have a low information loss, the random noise has the same
correlation structure as the original data.13

Data distortion by probability distribution. This protection
method is defined by three steps. The steps are applied to each variable
separately. First, we need to identify an underlying density function
and determine its parameters (using e.g. a fitting algorithm). Second,
generate distorted series using the estimated density function. Third,
the distorted series are put in place of the original ones.

Resampling. This method, that is applied to each variable separately,
consists on applying three steps. Their description assumes that V is
the variable and that the database contains n records. The steps are
as follows. First, obtain t independent samples for variable V obtained
from the original file with replacement. Let X1, . . . , Xt be such samples.
Second, order the samples (using the same ordering criteria in all cases).
Let X ′

i be the samples once ordered. Third, define the value for variable
V of the new j-th record (for j = 1, . . . n) as the average of the j-th
values in samples X ′

i (i.e., x′j,V =
∑t

i=1 X ′
ij/t for j = 1, . . . , n).

Microaggregation. Records in the original file X are grouped in small
clusters. For a fixed k, all clusters should contain at least k records and
at most 2k records. Thus, their size is small. Then, for each record x

in X define the masked version x′ as the value of the centroid of its
corresponding cluster.
In the case of considering data files with several variables, univariate
and multivariate approaches can be distinguished. Univariate methods
consider each variable at a time. That is, when m variables are consid-
ered, m sets of clusters are built. An optimal method for the univariate
case is given in.14 Multivariate methods apply microaggregation consid-
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ering sets of variables. It is proved that the optimal microaggregation
is NP-hard15 in the multivariate case, due to this, heuristic methods
are applied.

Lossy compression. The approach consists on taking a numerical data
file as an image. Then, a lossy compression method is applied to the
image, obtaining a compressed image. Such compressed image corre-
sponds to the masked file. JPEG has been used for such purpose.

Rank swapping. Rank swapping is applied to each variable V in a n-
record file X following the next steps. First, the values for V in X are
ordered (in ascending order). Let Y be such values. Then, for each
Yi select Y ′

i as any of the values in Y (random selection) occupying
positions [i− p ∗n, i + p ∗n]. Here, p is a fixed percentage. Then, undo
the ordering on Y ′ obtaining X ′.

7.2.2. Generic information loss measures

As we have stated in the introduction, information loss measures are to
evaluate in what extent the analysis on the original data and the analysis on
the protected data diverge. Generic information loss measures are defined
to measure general aspects of the data so that they are useful in different
contexts. In this section we review briefly some of these measures. This
description is based on our previous work.12

First steps on the definition of this family of information loss mea-
sures were presented in10 and.8 There, information loss was defined as the
discrepancy between a few matrices obtained on the original data and the
masked one. Covariance matrices, correlation matrices and a few other ma-
trices (as well as the original file X and the masked file X ′) were used. Mean
square error, mean absolute error and mean variation were used to compute
matrix discrepancy. e.g., mean square error of the difference between the
original data and the protected one is defined as (

∑n
i=1

∑p
i=1(xij−x′ij)

2)/np

(here p is the number of variables and n is the number of records).
Nevertheless, these information loss measures are unbounded, and prob-

lems appear e.g. when the original values are close to zero. To solve these
problems,11 proposed to replace the mean variation of X and X ′ by a mea-
sure more stable when the original values are close to zero.

Trottini16 detected that using such information loss measures together
with disclosure risk measures for comparing protection methods was not
well defined because information loss measures where unbounded. That is,
when an overall score is computed for a method (see10 and11) as e.g. the
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average of information loss and disclosure risk, both measures should be
defined in the same commensurable range. To solve this problem, Trottini
proposed to settle a predefined maximum value of error. More recently, in,9

probabilistic information loss measures were introduced to solve the same
problem avoiding the need of such predefined values.

Here we review such measures introduced in.9 Let us start considering
the discrepancy between a population parameter θ on X and a sample
statistic Θ on X ′. Let Θ̂ be the value of that statistic for a specific sample.
Then, the standardized sample discrepancy corresponds to

Z =
Θ̂− θ√
V ar(Θ̂)

where V ar(Θ) is the variance of Θ (defined below).
This discrepancy can be assumed to follow a N(0, 1) (see9 for details).

Then, we define the probabilistic information loss measure, pil, for Θ̂ as
follows:

pil(Θ̂) = 2 · P
(
0 ≤ Z ≤ θ̂ − θ√

V ar(Θ̂)

)
(7.1)

Five particular measures based on this approach are described below.
They are the same five measures previously used in,8,9 and,10 among others.
The measures are based on the following statistics:

• Mean for variable V (Mean(V )):

n∑

i=1

xi,V /n

• Variance for variable V (V ar(V )):

n∑

i=1

(xi,V −Mean(V ))2/n

• Covariance for variables V and V ′ (Cov(V ′V ′)):

∑n′
i=1

(
xi,V −Mean(V )

)(
xi,V ′ −Mean(V ′)

)

n′
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• Correlation coefficient for V and V ′ (ρ(V, V ′)):

∑n
i=1

(
xi,V −Mean(V )

)(
xi,V ′ −Mean(V ′)

)
∑n

i=1

(
xi,V ′ −Mean(V ′)

)2∑n
i=1

(
xi,V −Mean(V )

)

• Quantiles, Q, for variable V : That is, the values that divide the dis-
tribution in such a way that a given proportion of the observations are
below the quantile. The quantiles for i from 5% to 95% with increments
of 5% have been considered.

pil(Mean), pil(V ar), pil(Cov), pil(ρ) and pil(Q) are computed using
Expression 7.1 above. In fact, for a given data file with several variables
Vi, these measures are computed for each Vi (or pair Vi, Vj) and then the
corresponding pil averaged. In the particular case of the quantile, pil(Q(V ))
is first defined as the average of the set of measures pil(Qi(V )) for i = 5%
to 95% with increments of 5%.

In order to have a single value, the average of these measures is used.
Such average is denoted by aPil. That is,

aPil := (pil(Mean) + pil(V ar) + pil(Cov) + pil(ρ) + pil(Q))/5.

7.2.3. Fuzzy sets, fuzzy partitions, and fuzzy clustering

Fuzzy clustering algorithms are based on the concept of fuzzy partition,
which is based on the concept of fuzzy sets. Formally, a fuzzy set is a
generalization of crisp sets where objects can belong to a set with a partial
membership. In this section we review the concepts of fuzzy sets, fuzzy
partitions and some of the algorithms for fuzzy clustering.

Definition 7.1. Let X be a reference set. Then µ : X → [0, 1] is a mem-
bership function.

Definition 7.2. Let X be a reference set. Then, a set of membership
functions M = {µ1, . . . , µm} is a fuzzy partition of X if for all x ∈ X it
holds

m∑

i=1

µi(x) = 1

Typically, clustering methods are to partition a set of data into disjoint
sets. In the case of fuzzy clustering, a fuzzy partition is built instead of a
crisp one. In this paper we will mainly focus on fuzzy c-means, although
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other algorithms for fuzzy clustering will also be considered. See e.g.17–19

for details on fuzzy clustering. Fuzzy c-means, that was first proposed in20

(see also21), is described in most books on fuzzy sets and fuzzy clustering.
See, e.g., the above mentioned references.

We describe below the fuzzy c-means in some detail. We will use in the
description the following notation. We will use X as the set of objects to
be clustered, that in our case corresponds to the records in the original file.
xk denotes the kth object, as it is common in fuzy clustering. Then, we
want to build c clusters from this data set. In this way, the method builds a
fuzzy partition of X. The fuzzy partition (the clusters) are represented by
membership functions µik, where µik is the membership of the kth object
to the ith cluster. Naturally, i = 1, . . . , c and k = 1, . . . , n = |X|.

Fuzzy c-means needs an additional value m that should satisfy m ≥ 1.
When m is near to 1, solutions tend to be crisp (with the particular case
that m = 1 corresponds to the crisp c-means, or k-means). In contrast,
when m is large, solutions tend to be clusters with large fuzziness in their
boundaries.21

Formally, fuzzy c-means constructs the fuzzy partition µ from X solving
the minimization problem stated below. In the formulation of the problem,
V denotes the cluster centers and vi is used to represent the cluster center,
or centroid, of the i-th cluster.

Minimize

JFCM (µ, V ) = {
c∑

i=1

n∑

k=1

(µik)m||xk − vi||2} (7.2)

subject to the constraints µik ∈ [0, 1] and
∑c

i=1 µik = 1 for all k.
A (local) optimal solution of this problem is obtained using an iterative

process that interleaves two steps. One that estimates the optimal member-
ship functions of elements to clusters (when centroids are fixed) and another
that estimates the centroids for each cluster (when membership functions
are fixed). This iterative process is described in the following algorithm:

Noise clustering (NC), possibilistic c-means (PCM) and fuzzy possibilis-
tic c-means (FPCM) are some of the variations of fuzzy c-means. We have
used them on our analyses. Noise clustering was introduced in22 to reduce
the effects of noisy data (noisy data might distort the position of cluster
centers). To do so, the method introduces a special noise cluster. Possibilis-
tic c-means also includes some noise clusters but in this case there is a noise
cluster for each regular cluster. This method was introduced in.23 Fuzzy
possibilistic c-means is a variation of PCM, introduced in,24 to avoid co-
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Algorithm 7.1 Fuzzy c-means
Step 1: Generate initial µ and V

Step 2: Solve minµ∈MJFCM (µ, V ) computing:

µik =
( c∑

j=1

( ||xk − vi||2
||xk − vj ||2

) 1
m−1

)−1

Step 3: Solve minV JFCM (µ, V ) computing:

vi =
∑n

k=1(µik)mxk∑n
k=1(µik)m

Step 4: If the solution does not converge, go to step 2; otherwise, stop

incident clusters (i.e., different cluster centers converge to the same point)
and to make the final clusters less sensitive to initializations.

7.3. Information loss measures for clustering

Given an original file X and the corresponding protected file X ′, infor-
mation loss measures are based on the comparison of the results of a few
statistics (or data analyses) on both X and X ′. For example, we can com-
pare the mean of X and X ′ for the different variables in the files. Then,
the larger is the difference, the larger the information loss.

Similar approaches can be applied to any other data analysis tool. This
is also the case for clustering. Let us consider a given clustering algorithm
clust with parameters par, and let denote its application to the data file
X by clustpar(X). Then, we can define the information loss of clustpar

applied to the data file X and its protected data file X ′ as the divergence
or distance between clustpar(X) and clustpar(X ′). That is,

IL(X, X ′) = distance(clustpar(X), clustpar(X ′)).

Naturally, it holds that the larger the divergence, the larger the loss. In the
remaining part of this section we discuss this problem with some detail. In
particular, we discuss on how to measure the distance between clusters.

7.3.1. Comparison of crisp clusters

In the case of partitive crisp clustering (that is, a method that returns a
partition of the objects), there are a few tools for comparing the clusters (see
e.g.25,26). To name a few, there exist the Rand27 and the Adjusted Rand
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index, the Jaccard index, and the Mántaras distance.28 We can define the
loss as proportional to the distance, or inversely proportional to the above
mentioned indices.

We review these definitions below. To do so, we consider that Π =
{π1, . . . , πm} and Π′ = {π′1, . . . , π′n} are two crisp partitions, and, therefore,
each of them is a set of clusters. Then, we consider r, s, t and u as follows:
r is the number of pairs (a, b) where a and b are in the same cluster in Π
and in Π′; s is the number of pairs where a and b are in the same cluster
in Π but not in Π′; t is the number of pairs where a and b are in the same
cluster in Π′ but not in Π; u is the number of pairs where a and b are in
different clusters in both partitions. Then, we denote np(Π) as the number
of pairs within clusters in the partition Π.

Rand index:

RI(Π, Π′) = (r + u)/(r + s + t + u)

Jaccard Index:

JI(Π, Π′) = r/(r + s + t)

Adjusted Rand Index: This is a correction of the Rand index so that
the expectation of the index for partitions with equal number of objects
is 0. This adjustment was done assuming generalized hypergeometric
distribution as the model of randomness. That is,

ARI(Π, Π′) =
r − exp

max− exp

where exp = (np(Π)np(Π′))/(n(n− 1)/2) and where max =
0.5(np(Π) + np(Π′)).

Wallace Index:

WI(Π,Π′) = r/
√

np(Π)np(Π′)

Mántaras distance :28

MD(Π, Π′) =
I(Π/Π′) + I(Π′/Π)

I(Π′ ∩Π)

where

I(Π/Π′) = −
n∑

i=1

P (π′i)
m∑

j=1

P (πj/π′i) log P (πj/π′i)
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Table 7.1. (a) Columns 2-6 give the distance and indexes computed for several mi-
croaggregated files when the clustering algorithm selected is the c-means; (b) last col-
umn includes the averaged probabilistic information loss measure (aPIL); (c) last row
corresponds to the correlation of the measures and distance with respect to the aPIL.

k Rand Jaccard Adjusted Rand Wallace Mantaras aPIL

3 0.943 0.454 0.594 0.625 0.416 15.189
4 0.943 0.464 0.602 0.633 0.425 19.325
5 0.936 0.406 0.542 0.577 0.472 22.724
6 0.936 0.408 0.545 0.580 0.473 25.760
7 0.929 0.367 0.499 0.537 0.500 28.750
8 0.933 0.402 0.538 0.574 0.479 31.185
9 0.925 0.359 0.488 0.528 0.513 33.883

Correlation -0.930 -0.882 -0.887 -0.882 0.931 1.000

I(Π′ ∩Π) = −
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

P (π′i ∩ πj) log P (π′i ∩ πj)

Example 7.1. For illustration, we give in Table 7.1 the results obtained
for a few microaggregated files (multivariate with 3 variables at a time, and
k = 3, 4, . . . , 9. Such table gives, for each of the files, the cluster-specific
information loss measures (indices or distances) and the generic informa-
tion loss measure. Such measures correspond to the index or distance that
compares the clusters obtained from the original file and the masked file.
The results corresponds to the case of applying c-means, the crisp clus-
tering method. The table includes also the correlation coefficient for each
of the clustering method and the cluster-specific measure. The correlation
coefficient shows that there is a high correlation between the generic in-
formation loss measure (aPil) and the cluster-specific ones. Note that the
correlation is negative when the indexes are compared against the measure,
and positive when the comparison is with a distance.

7.3.2. Comparison of fuzzy clusters

In the case of fuzzy clusters, there is no such variety of methods. In the
rest of this section we describe a few approaches we have introduced for
tackling this problem.

A first approach12 was to consider the transformation of the fuzzy parti-
tion into crisp sets applying α-cuts. Recall that the α-cut of a fuzzy set for a
given α ∈ [0, 1] is a standard subset (the set of elements with a membership
function larger than α). However, this approach presents a problem as an
α-cut of a fuzzy partition does need to be a partition. Therefore, we cannot
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Table 7.2. (a) Columns 2-5 give the α-cut based
distance computed for several microaggregated
files when the clustering algorithm selected is one
of the fuzzy clustering methods; (b) the last col-
umn includes the averaged probabilistic informa-
tion loss measure (aPIL); (c) last row corresponds
to the correlation of the cluster-specific measures
with respect to the aPIL.

k FCM Noise PCM FPCM aPIL

3 0.026 0.030 0.033 0.035 15.189
4 0.034 0.027 0.041 0.038 19.325
5 0.037 0.029 0.046 0.050 22.724
6 0.038 0.033 0.049 0.064 25.760
7 0.100 0.076 0.052 0.105 28.750
8 0.103 0.078 0.058 0.119 31.185
9 0.072 0.057 0.057 0.053 33.883

0.797 0.764 0.979 0.653 1.000

apply directly the indices and distances for fuzzy partitions. So, we need to
apply an ad-hoc approach. In our experiments we used three α-cuts (with
α1 = 0.9, α2 = 0.5 and α1 = 0.1) and then we used the distance between
the resulting crisp clusters.

Example 7.2. The results given in Table 7.2 follow this approach. They
follow Example 7.1 but using fuzzy clustering methods. As before, the table
includes the measures as well as the correlation coefficient for each of the
clustering method and the cluster-specific measure.

In addition, Table 7.3 presents the results of such distances computed
on the results of different fuzzy clustering algorithms for a data file with
1080 records and 13 variables. Each row corresponds to a different level of
protection (protection using noise addition with a parameter p = 0.1, 0.2,
. . . , 2.0 – the first column indicates the degree of protection). The data
file (named census), which is public and is described in detail in,29 has
been used by several researchers in several experiments.8,11 The Table also
includes the correlation of such measures with respect to the average PIL,9

a generic information loss. It can be observed that there is also correlation
between the cluster-specific measures and the generic ones, although in this
case is not as large as in the case of crisp clustering.

Later on, in order to overcome the difficulties of the previous approach
(α-cuts do not necessarily lead to a partition) and, at the same time, avoid-
ing the transformation from a fuzzy partition to a set of crisps sets, we
proposed two different distances for fuzzy partitions. This result, presented
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Table 7.3. (a) Columns 2-5 give the α-cut based dis-
tance computed for several files (protected with noise ad-
dition with different values of noise, first column) when
the clustering algorithm selected is one of the fuzzy clus-
tering methods; (b) the last column includes the aver-
aged probabilistic information loss measure (aPIL); (c)
last row corresponds to the correlation of the cluster-spe-
cific measures with respect to the aPIL.

p FCM NC PCM PFCM aPIL

0.1 0.0037 0.0030 0.0036 0.0029 4.1310
0.2 0.0084 0.0049 0.0072 0.0063 6.4298
0.4 0.0153 0.0092 0.0136 0.0192 9.2348
0.6 0.0209 0.0141 0.0197 0.0188 12.6145
0.8 0.0310 0.0165 0.0261 0.0270 16.6538
1.0 0.0229 0.0322 0.0318 0.0245 18.5534
1.2 0.0943 0.0796 0.0393 0.0840 24.5021
1.4 0.0314 0.0257 0.0414 0.0560 28.6009
1.6 0.0356 0.0448 0.0491 0.0603 33.7005
1.8 0.0969 0.0735 0.0585 0.0934 35.6461
2.0 0.1622 0.0367 0.0737 0.0654 37.5090

0.7679 0.7403 0.9780 0.8923 1.0000

in,30 permitted us to compare two fuzzy clustering methods: fuzzy c-means
and fuzzy c-means with tolerance.31

The two distances proposed were based, respectively, on the cluster
centers and the membership functions. We define them below.

• Distance based on cluster centers. The distance is solely based
on the cluster representatives of each cluster. That is, their centroids.
First, a mapping between the clusters is obtained so that the clusters of
each clustering result are aligned (the nearest cluster center is assigned
in the alignment). Then, the Euclidean distance between a center and
its associated one is computed. The overall distance is the summation
of the distances between the pairs of clusters. We will denote this
distance by d1.

• Distance based on membership functions. The distance is based
on the membership functions. The computation uses the mapping es-
tablished before, and then computes for each record, the distance be-
tween its membership values to the clusters obtained for the original file
and the membership values to the clusters obtained for the protected
file. We will denote this distance by d2.

The ranges of the two distances are rather different. The maximum val-
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ues we have obtained for d1 and d2 after all our experiments using different
clustering algorithms, parameterizations and noisy data, is 130 for d1 and
5500 for d2.

The application of these distances to real data presents an additional
problem. Clustering algorithms ensure convergence to local optima, but
not to a global one. Due to this, different executions of the method might
result into different clusters.

Local convergence of clustering algorithms is not a big problem in some
applications of unsupervised machine learning. The different fuzzy par-
titions obtained in different executions can represent different knowledge,
and might correspond to different points of view. Nevertheless, in our case,
when we are interested in measuring the information loss, this is a big
problem.

Note that due to the local optima, different executions of the same
algorithm with the same data might result into different clusters. Therefore,
we might have that clustpar(X) 6= clustpar(X) for different executions of
clust with parameter par on the same data set X. Moreover, we might have
that the difference between clustpar(X) and clustpar(X ′) is very large not
because X and X ′ are different but because we are just in rather different
local optima.

In,30 for each data file X, each cluster algorithm clust and each pa-
rameterization par, we have considered several executions of clustpar(X)
computing for each of them its objective function. Then, we have selected
the fuzzy partition with the lowest membership function. Such fuzzy par-
tition is the one used latter for comparison.

Up to 20 executions have been done in30 for each < X, clust, p >. Nev-
ertheless, we still got several local optima as we got a few results with
clustpar(X) 6= clustpar(X ′) when X ′ = X + noise with noise = 0.

Table 7.4 shows the results of the distance between the original file and
the protected one when data is clustered using fuzzy c-means on the whole
file (all 13 variables) and the number of clusters is 10 (i.e., c = 10). The
two distances defined above d1 and d2 are used. Nevertheless, the results
show that the distance is not monotonic with respect to the noise added.
This is due to the different local minima found.

In Table 7.5 we present similar results, but in this case only 2 of the
variables are considered in the clustering. As in this case we get a better
convergence, we have monotonicity of the distance with respect to the noise.
Two cases are presented, one with the number of clusters equal to 10 (i.e.,
c = 10) and the other with the number of clusters equal to 20 (i.e., c = 20).
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Table 7.4. Distances d1 and d2 between the clusters orig-
inated from the original and the protected file for different
values of noise and using the fuzzy c-means (FCM) as the
clustering algorithm. Executions with the number of clus-
ters set to 10 (i.e., c = 10). The values achieved for the ob-
jective function (O.F.) are also included for each protected
file (last columne). The optimal value found for the original
file was 2851. The last row corresponds to the correlation
with aPIL.

p d1 d2 O.F.

0.0 3.21 40.73 2826.0
0.1 3.21 40.67 2827.0
0.2 3.17 40.86 2829.0
0.4 0.32 0.92 2859.0
0.6 3.28 42.09 2844.0
0.8 3.48 43.48 2862.0
1.0 3.55 48.87 2886.0
1.2 2.24 55.56 2908.0
1.4 1.44 18.35 2935.0
1.6 2.27 36.83 2978.0
1.8 2.71 45.59 3006.0
2.0 4.24 96.87 3028.0

0.0125 0.4073

7.3.3. Extensions using intuitionistic fuzzy sets

To solve the difficulties of local optima, we have considered the use of
intuitionistic fuzzy sets for expressing the results of the execution of fuzzy
clustering. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets are used when there is some uncertainty
on the membership function.

Formally, this uncertainty is represented with a pair of functions µ and
ν. µ corresponds to the membership function and ν permits to express the
uncertainty.

Then, using intuitionistic fuzzy sets, we might consider the definition
of an intuitionistic fuzzy partition, which permits us to summarize the 10
or 20 fuzzy partitions obtained from the different executions of the fuzzy
clustering algorithm. Initial steps on the definition of intuitionistic fuzzy
partitions have been presented in.32,33 Our definition for an intuitionistic
fuzzy partition is in such a way that there is convergence to a standard fuzzy
partition when the number of executions increases. That is, the larger the
number of executions, the more similar is the intuitionistic fuzzy partition
to a fuzzy one.

Convergence results have been proven for a few fuzzy clustering meth-
ods. e.g., fuzzy c-means and fuzzy c-means with entropy.34
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Table 7.5. Distances d1 and d2 between the clusters orig-
inated from the original and the protected file for different
values of noise and using the fuzzy c-means (FCM) as the
clustering algorithm; and values for the objective function
(O.F.). Results correspond to the best result after 20 exe-
cutions. Clustering was based on the first 2 variables of the
file and 10 clusters (left) and 20 clusters (right). The optimal
value found for the original file was 225.26 for the case of 10
clusters (left) and 107.06 for the case of 20 clusters (right).
The last row corresponds to the correlation with aPIL.

c = 10 c = 20

p d1 d2 O.F. d1 d2 O.F.

0.0 5E-9 1E-15 225.26 2.86 208.90 107.19
0.1 0.10 0.92 225.67 3.03 157.10 107.20
0.2 0.08 1.74 225.02 0.69 13.46 107.21
0.4 0.21 8.45 224.63 1.80 113.00 106.97
0.6 0.49 25.27 225.45 2.15 73.73 106.67
0.8 3.16 217.38 224.85 3.22 214.29 108.47
1.0 1.29 73.13 226.53 2.80 224.25 108.66
1.2 3.80 252.37 225.21 3.96 259.46 109.11
1.4 0.66 80.99 227.00 4.45 318.17 109.61
1.6 3.13 257.35 228.43 2.92 337.55 112.14
1.8 3.20 315.55 230.97 5.11 454.07 111.77
2.0 3.25 313.78 231.82 5.31 510.52 110.00

0.78 0.87 0.75 0.85

7.4. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have studied cluster-specific information loss measures.
We have reviewed a few approaches for computing the differences between
clusters and we have shown the difficulties such methods pose. In partic-
ular, we have explained that fuzzy clustering algorithms converge into an
optimum that might be a local optimum. This causes some inconveniences
when comparing the results of the same clustering algorithm on both the
original and the protected file.

As a future work, we plan to use our approach based on intuitionistic
fuzzy partitions to evaluate protection methods and, then, compare the
corresponding cluster-specific measures with the generic ones. This will
extend our current results for fuzzy clustering reported in12 and.35
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Health-Care applications involve complex structures of interacting pro-
cesses and professionals that need to exchange information to provide the
care services. In this kind of systems many different professional compe-
tencies, ethical and sensibility requirements as well as legal frameworks
coexist and because of that the information managed inside the system
should not be freely accessed, on the contrary it must be subject to
very complex privacy restrictions. This is particularly critical in dis-
tributed systems, where additionally, security in remote transmissions
must be ensured. In this chapter the contribution of artificial intelli-
gence techniques to deal with privacy preserving in distributed medical
applications is addressed. The particular case of the HomeCare will be
explained since it is especially interesting because of its inherent com-
plexity. Finally, the result of the K4Care project will be briefly analysed.
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8.1. Introduction

Medical environments use to involve high complex structures of interacting
processes and professionals where a high quantity of information is managed
and exchanged.

However, not all information is equal and it may require different degree
of protection. Common information may be of the following types:

• Public: information that is already a matter of public record or knowl-
edge, for example names and sex of politicians or artists.

• Personal : it belongs to a private individual. It depends on his/her deci-
sion to share this information with others, for example, address, phone
number and email address.

• Private: information associated with an individual and whose disclosure
may not be in the individual’s interest, for example credit card number
or bank account number.

• Sensitive: Some types of private information are considered sensitive and
may be protected by privacy laws. This concerns person’s health record,
ethnic origin, religion, political attitude.

• Confidential : information whose disclosure may harm business or per-
sonal integrity. In HomeCare this concerns information, for example,
about psychic state of a person, about oncological diagnosis, or HIV.

Protection methods differ according to the place of information where se-
curity is addressed (during data transitions, storage, or even during data
processing in the system environment).

In medical environments, most pieces of information are usually very
sensitive, private or even confidential and special care is required when
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dealing with them. An important aspect of information security and risk
management is recognizing the value of information and defining appropri-
ate procedures and protection requirements for the information.

In this chapter, some elements to guarantee security and privacy pre-
serving in information technology distributed applications which provide
some kind of support to complex medical domains are addressed. In this
kind of systems many different professional competencies, ethical and sensi-
bility requirements as well as legal frameworks coexist and, because of that,
the information managed inside the system should not be freely accessed, on
the contrary it must be subject to very complex privacy restrictions. This
is particularly critical in distributed systems, where additional security in
remote transmissions must be ensured.

In a medical system, design has to solve all levels of determining user
rights - identification, authentication and authorization. The particular
case of the medical domain of HomeCare assistance will be presented as a
real application, owing to two reasons. First, it is especially interesting be-
cause of its inherent complexity. Indeed, HomeCare involves professionals
from different institutions (hospital, social work organizations, etc.) struc-
turally independent, which must interact around any particular patient,
and which usually are located in different physical places having their own
and independent information systems. Second, long research on building a
distributed platform to support integral management of the care of chronic
disabled patients staying at home has been done in the K4Care European
project1 and the results of the project are a clear example of how artificial
intelligence techniques can contribute to privacy preserving in this kind of
systems.

The chapter has the following structure: it starts presenting the privacy
preserving and security aspects to be taken into account when developing
a distributed system for a medical domain. Specific sections are devoted
to each of these aspects. Ontologies and multiagent systems are presented
as a good solution for this kind of complex and distributed environments,
where different organisational and legal norms must be strictly followed.
The particular case of HomeCare is analysed. The last section gives some
details of the particular solutions used in the K4Care European project.
The chapter ends with a discussion synthesizing the most important issues.
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8.2. Privacy preserving and security in a distributed
platform for medical domains

Privacy preserving and data security is a complex field, which deals with
many different problems and provides different solutions, as privacy and
security can be threatened in many ways. Solutions usually lead to ob-
structions in normal use. Here, the most important problems are described
and methods to reach the desired level of privacy and security are provided
in next sections. Advantages and drawbacks are discussed.

A global privacy preserving and security solution has to start with a
definition of a set of internal privacy and security rules, security guidelines.
These rules specify how the sensitive data has to be treated, where it can
appear. The rules must exactly define physical places of data in each of its
life cycle. At the end, users have to be educated, they should know how the
security protection work and how to resist against (often social) attacks,
including safe habits regarding password.

To build a platform that supports a complex medical model, as for ex-
ample the HomeCare assistance, is not a trivial task and requires a careful
design. One of the most critical aspects to be regarded is the one related
with security and privacy preserving, which includes, for those kind of com-
plex systems, the following issues:

• The system must be protected against external attacks and non-
authorized accesses. This is a common problem of almost all private
systems and the most popular way to control that is to implement iden-
tification, authentication and user’s failure mechanisms, as well as to use
well-known and proven tools to prevent non-authorized breaks into the
system. Section 8.3 provides details about these issues.

• In many information systems, different users play different roles and,
thus, they must have different access rights. Generally in medical do-
mains professional liabilities use to have legal implications (for example,
in the particular case of HomeCare assistance, a continuous care giver
cannot directly ask for a blood analysis of the patient to the laboratory).
Thus the system must guarantee, from a technical point of view, that
every user is allowed to do the activities for which he/she is competent.
One of the most suitable solutions to face the activities distribution is to
implement an authorization mechanism based on the definition of user
profiles (see section 8.4). A knowledge based approach is the most suit-
able option here.
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• The previous point concerned the constraints on the kind of activities
allowed to a certain user. But there is also another issue to be taken into
account, which is related to the kind of information that is accessible
to every user when different types of professionals with different types
of competences coexist. In this case, information access rights must be
different for each one. So, the system must guarantee that every user
can only access to the information which is permitted to her/him (e.g.
a radiotherapist is not allowed to read a psychological assessment scale
result). This is faced by defining personal information access rights. If
user profiles are defined in the system, as it is the case presented here,
this point can be addressed in a single model which takes into account
both aspects.

• One of the most important characteristics required to a platform support-
ing a complex medical domain is to work in a distributed environment.
Two different levels can be distinguished:

(a) The users involved in the process should be able to work from different
physical points and they may have to interact without spatio-temporal
coincidence. A very flexible paradigm to support this kind of systems
where different users, with different liabilities and permissions need to
interact from different physical places without requiring instantaneous
communication is to use a multiagent system accessible through the
Web. Section 8.5 introduces this paradigm.

(b) The information is usually stored in different physical places under
different formats. Management of distributed information is easily
improved when a multilayer architecture is used including an inter-
mediate intelligent layer, which manages the communication between
the multiagent platform and the information system (see section 8.6).

• When a system is distributed and works using the Web, the security
problems inherent to transaction in public networks arise. Since most
of the transactions in this kind of medical systems will involve private
medical information, it is critical to implement mechanisms to guaran-
tee privacy preserving. Therefore, security infrastructure is required for
the exchange of medical data from point of origin to point of destina-
tion in a communication process and also on the side of data storage.
Cryptography also plays an important role in this case (see section 8.7).

• Finally, one of the biggest problems in all computer system is internal
security leak. Technical staff has physical access to data storage (to
hard disks, to backup tapes and so on) and the possibility to steal such
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data together with high price and with anonymity of such act can be
too tempting. As more confidential information is stored in the system,
bigger is the risk. Cryptography is also offering interesting solutions for
that problem.

8.3. Identification and authentication

Access to protected information must be restricted to people who are au-
thorized to access it. The computer programs, and in many cases the
computers that process the information without human intervention, must
also be authorized. This requires mechanisms to control the access to pro-
tected information. The sophistication of the access control mechanisms
should be in parity with the value of the information being protected - the
more sensitive or valuable the information the stronger the control mech-
anisms need to be.2 The foundation, on which access controlmechanisms
are built, starts with identification and authentication. Identification is an
assertion of who someone is or what something is. Authentication is the
act of verifying a claim of identity.3

Methods for authentication are based on one of the following:

• what user knows (usually password)
• what user is (biometrics4 - fingerprint, eye scan, hand geometry, voice,

vein pattern, etc.)
• what user has (e.g. private key on a smartcard or memory stick, RFID

card, real key unlocking particular device)

Of course, security levels are different upon the method:

• Password is known to be the cheapest but a weak protection. In fact,
one of the security holes which is hard to tighten is user’s failure (e.g.
password written on a paper and glued on top of monitor).

• Biometrics is very secure, because it is hard to enter the right measure-
ments by unauthorized people, but either with high false-negative ratio
(fingerprint) or inconvenient (eye scan). Of course, it also requires spe-
cific hardware on the user side - fingerprint readers, scanners.

• Smartcards are frequently used, but as a physical thing, it can be stolen.
The system must react quickly and reject usage of the card soon after its
loss announcement. Smartcards can be used in two modes - as data holder
of private keys and as a cryptographic machine. The later mode is far
more secure, the key never leaves the card and cannot be stolen without
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the physical card. A successful method is a combination of a variety of
approaches, e.g. smartcard with a short password (user will remember it),
which will block after three bad password attempts (protection against
password cracking).

In Europe, patient identification in medical systems could be technically
provided by the European Health Insurance Card5 at the same time elec-
tronically implementing the E-111 form. Extending such card’s functions
according to the German health card project, this card could also store
patient-related data, such as an emergency data set, immunization infor-
mation but also secure pointers to patient information stored at patients’
residences. This challenge is directly related to the need for a common
procedure for patient identifiers. Alternatively, patient identification can
also be provided according to the Scandinavian approach of using citizen
cards.6

The identification and authentication of health professionals will be pro-
vided by health professional cards enabling strong authentication, encod-
ing/decoding and digital signature mechanisms, see section 8.7.

The aforementioned security services are provided on the basis of a
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).

Finally, for the protection of external non-authorized attacks it is ex-
pected a site protected by network specialists, who use some well-known
and proven tools, like firewall (for unauthorized access to services), traf-
fic analysis (for protecting against port scan, checks for known patterns
during attacks), intrusion detection systems and honeypots (for automated
discover of attacks, attacker accesses a server/service, which is not normally
used and which initiate alarm), client’s and server’s private and public keys
(e.g. for bidirectionally secure SSL connection). Those measures make very
hard to illegally break into the system from outside.

On top of authentication, the system determines a set of actions, which
can be performed by the user. This process is called authorisation and it
is described in detail in section 8.4.

8.4. Authorization and information access rights

Once a user has been identified and authenticated, the system must know
exactly what resources and actions he/she is able to access to. This is called
authorization. That process guarantees that the behaviour of the users is
constrained according to his/her permissions. As said before, this point is
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critical in general in any complex organization and particularly crucial in
medical applications. Healthcare organisations must follow national and
international legal rules. Among others, the distribution of patients’ in-
formation must always preserve privacy constraints, and the professional
liabilities are strictly defined.

In this kind of domains, it is required to define a model that describes
the set of actors and their associated user profiles. This is one of the basic
pillars to design a distributed multiagent system, in charge of managing
the system performance. In this section, it will be illustrated how real
user profiles can be transferred to a computer system to properly manage
competencies, as well as, to define constraints on the actors’ behaviour.

To have a semantic description of the actors’ profiles, it is particularly
interesting to use a high-level knowledge data representation structure. On-
tologies are a formalism widely used in Knowledge Engineering, Artificial
Intelligence and Computer Science, which provide a very suitable formal
frame to represent the knowledge related to a complex domain, as a qualita-
tive model of the system. Ontologies can be used to represent the structure
of a domain by means of defining concepts and properties that interrelate
them.

In the following subsections ontologies are defined, the use of ontologies
for user profiling is described.

8.4.1. Ontologies

“From the ancient Greeks, learned people were concerned about what things
are. But currently, the new science codifies the features of things and tries
to extract the essence of things. The more the essence of things is captured
the more possible the ontology can be shared”.7

Following this statement, ontologies facilitate the possibility of reusing
and sharing knowledge. Ontologies are designed for being used in appli-
cations that need to process the content of information instead of just
presenting information to humans. They permit greater machine inter-
pretability of Web content than that supported by XML, RDF, and RDF
Schema (RDF-S), by providing additional vocabulary along with a formal
semantics.

In Studer8 an ontology is defined as a formal, explicit specification of a
shared conceptualization, providing an abstract model of some phenomenon
by identifying the relevant concepts of that phenomenon. Ontology cap-
tures consensued knowledge, that is, not a personal view of the target
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phenomenon of some particular individual, but one accepted by a group.
The main components of an ontology are:

• Classes: they represent concepts taken in a broad sense.
• Relations: they represent a type of association between concepts of the

domain. Binary relations are sometimes used to express concept proper-
ties.

• Instances: they are used to represent elements or individuals in the on-
tology.

Ontologies help to build better and more interoperable information sys-
tems.9 In particular, the correct use of complex concepts, as medical ones,
is a crucial feature in medical information systems. These systems must
include a medical terminology with a clear and non-confusing meaning. On-
tologies are widely used in medicine.10,11 The ontology represents medical
terminology, modelling healthcare entities with its relations, and collect-
ing semantic categories of those medical concepts. It is convenient that a
group of medical experts develops one or several ontologies about the tar-
get domain in order to reach an efficient way to store and communicate
general medical knowledge and patient-related information. If there is also
an ontology defining user profiles, the behaviour of the system can be also
described. In the case of medical systems, the definition of profiles involving
roles and data access permissions concerns privacy preserving and security
issues, as it will be described in detail in this section.

To build the ontology of a very complex medical domain, as HomeCare
for example, is a huge and a very complex task, because of the great number
of people and institutions involved in such a system. So it is very difficult
to find a formal representation to express all the interactions among the
components of the system. This is not a particular problem of medical
domains, but concerning any complex field. Knowledge Engineering is an
area of Artificial Intelligence that provides different ontology construction
techniques to support this task,7 like Methontology or On-To-Knowledge,12

and semiautomatic techniques as TextToOnto13 for ontology learning from
text or to automatically learn domain ontologies from the Web.14 In ad-
dition, tools that facilitate the codification of ontologies are available, as
Protégé.15

Standard languages for codifying ontologies have also been defined by
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The most used are OWL (Web
Ontology Language) and RDF (Resource Description Framework).16
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8.4.2. Actor Profile Ontologies

An Actor Profile Ontology (APO) is characterized in Gibert et al.17 as an
ontology which stores the information that defines the behaviour of every
kind of actor involved in a certain system.

In general, the purpose of an APO is to facilitate the integration and
coordination of the different actors that are needed to provide the medical
services, since the APO clearly defines what and how care will be provided.

The structure of an APO requires a previous conceptual model of the
domain, which clearly identifies:

• which medical Services are provided by the system. A Service will be
defined for each function provided to the user in order to support the
provision of medical care.

• which Actors participate in the provision of those services. An Actor will
be associated with every sort of human figure included in the structure
of the medical system.

• how they interact among them to provide those Services.

(a) Professional Actions have to be defined, associated to every individ-
ual action that an actor can perform to contribute to the accomplish-
ment of a Service.

(b) Actions are combined into Procedures to provide the desired Services.
So one or several Procedures will be linked to every Service.

• which information is required and produced when performing the Service.
Using Documents as the basic unit of information storage and exchange
inside such a model provides high flexibility.

• how the Actors interact with the stored information to provide the Ser-
vices. This means to define Actors access rights to the Documents and
the role of Documents in Procedures and Actions.

Correspondingly, the APO has to include a class for every concept identified
in the domain. Regarding to the implantation of the system in different
contexts (i.e. countries with different organizational structure or different
laws), it is recommendable to define a nuclear structure (NS) which com-
prises the minimum number of common elements needed to support the
domain. Then, this nuclear structure can be extended with an optional
number of care units that provide accessory services (AS), which can be
modularly added to the system depending on the particular context (or
country) where the system is implanted. For example, some specialized
care services (like rehabilitation or oncology) cannot be found in all the
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medical centres. In addition, this modular model facilitates the extension
of the system capabilities produced by the evolution of the domain itself
along time. In summary, the distinction between Nuclear and Accessory
services provides flexibility, adaptability and compatibility of the model
with either current legal frames of different countries or regions and fu-
ture medical legislations. In Figure 8.1 the structure of an Actor Profile
Ontology for a medical domain is proposed. The Entity concept refers to

Fig. 8.1. Actor Profile Ontology general structure

all the people or groups involved in the domain. Entity is subdivided into
two main classes: (1) Group: representing teams with healthcare liabili-
ties (e.g. an evaluation unit formed by different professional actors that
work together to make a comprehensive assessment of the patient); and,
(2) Actor: representing individual participants (patient, nurse, physician
in charge of the patient, head nurse, family doctor). Those two type of en-
tities appear in almost any medical system. Other specific domain classes
may be considered depending on the particular domain, as social worker
or additional care giver (e.g. family members, volunteers). Entities store
information about the services they can initiate and the actions they can
perform. Actors usually also have a set of reading or writing rights over
Documents.
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When modelling the domain, a Service has to be defined as a medical
activity that involves the work of one or more actors in a coordinated
way. They can be classified into Access Services (management services),
Medical Services, and Information Services. The Service class is linked
to the Entities that are able to activate the service, according to their
capabilities and liabilities. It is also linked to the Procedures that can be
applied (i.e. there may be one or more alternative ways of performing a
certain service). Finally, each Service is bind to the set of documents that
may be required for the achievement of that service. Actions represent the
single steps that should be done to perform a service. The ontology can
distinguish many subtypes of actions. Actions have an object that receives
the action (usually a patient in medical systems), and a subject that is
the entity able to perform that action. Actions can also work over one or
several documents.

A Procedure represents the way a Service is provided in terms of the
available actions or other services. It stores information about the service
being provided, the steps of the procedure or actions and services involved
in the provision of the service and a formal State-Decision-Action algorithm
(SDA) indicating which are the relations between the actions in the proce-
dure. The concept SDA is also included in the ontology because different
Units can have different SDAs for the same procedure.

The Documents class models the communication between Entities all
along Service performance. They can be used in different Procedures, by
different Actors with different read/write access rights.

To model the distinction between Nuclear Services and Additional Ser-
vices in an ontology, the Care Unit Element has been defined, representing
each additional care unit of a particular medical centre (e.g. oncology de-
partment). Every leaf class of the hierarchies of concepts Entity, Service,
Procedure and SDA inherits from the Care Unit Element hierarchy. This
permits to indicate which Care Unit they refer to. For every new pack of
accessory services used to extend the capabilities of the medical Model, the
APO must have a new subclass of CareUnitElement (for example, in the
HomeCare case, it makes sense to include to the general HomeCare model,
the sets of services offered by rehabilitation units).

As it has been said, actor profile ontologies define the behaviour of each
type of actor inside a complex system. However, sometimes it is convenient
to have the possibility of personalizing the interaction of a particular user in
certain situations. Personalization techniques can be applied to an ontology
in order to customize the profile to a particular user.18 In the case of
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healthcare assistance, the possibility of personalizing the system, together
with usability and security aspects, can play a crucial role in the acceptance
and socialisation of this kind of software tools.

8.5. Multiagent system

Multiagent systems appeared in the 1980s and since the very beginning
the international interest of the Artificial Intelligence and Computer Sci-
ence communities have grown enormously. This is due to the fact that
intelligent agents are an appropriate software paradigm for complex open
distributed systems. Healthcare applications have some characteristics that
make multiagent systems a particularly appropriate model:19

• Knowledge is distributed in different locations.
• The provision of services involves the coordination of the effort of different

individuals with different skills and functions.
• Finding standard software engineering solutions for healthcare problems

is not straightforward. Interaction of different software applications is
sometimes required.

• In the last years, there has been a shift towards health care promotion,
shared patient provider decision making and managed care. Shared de-
cisions and actions need to be coordinated to make sure that the care is
efficient and effective.

• There is an increasing demand for information and online systems pro-
viding access to the medical knowledge available on the Internet.

A multiagent system can be defined as a collection of autonomous agents
that communicate among themselves to coordinate their activities in order
to be able to solve collectively a problem that could not be tackled by any
agent individually. An agent is a computer system that is situated in some
environment and that is capable of autonomous action in this environment
in order to meet its design objectives.20

As it has been argued, when a domain implies different kind of actors
with different functionalities interacting among themselves from different
physical places and accessing to information distributed in different hosts,
the use of multiagent systems is particularly suitable to support the sys-
tem. The medical domain is one of those complex systems, and HomeCare
is one of the domains which has a higher degree of physical distribution
either from the actor point of view as from the information storage point
of view. In those cases, implementing the system with a multiagent sys-
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tem facilitates the interaction between different types of wireless devices,
the communication between different components and the distribution of
tasks according to the actors’ roles. Figure 8.2 shows the architecture of
such a distributed system. In the proposed architecture, the agent-based

Fig. 8.2. Medical distributed system architecture

platform provides services to the users. Services may invoke other services
or actions, defining a distributed service-oriented architecture. Service pe-
titions are solved through agents’ communication and cooperation. This
cooperation is based on the procedures associated to each service and clini-
cal guidelines that define how care must be delivered for each disease (both
of them can be described using some sort of SDA scheme).21

In section 8.4 the Actor Profile Ontology has been presented. It stores
the profiles of the users of the system. Since the advantage of the ontologi-
cal representation over other data representation structures is the machine
readibility of its contents, the contents of the APO ontology is a perfect
source of knowledge to automate the implementation and deployment of
personal agents.22

In the model proposed, every user is represented by an agent in the
system. Each particular user has its own agent. When the user is logged in
for the first time, the code generator creates one agent class corresponding
to the actor type of the user. So, the knowledge stored in the APO is used
to determine the capabilities and permitted behaviours of all the agents
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created into the system in such a way that the actions declared for the
actor type profile in the APO are the only allowed to the corresponding
user.

With this approach, the APO makes the system scalable and adaptable
not only to the particularities of any instanciation of the system, but also to
the evolutions of healthcare management policies that the APO captures
or may capture in the future. The advantage of this approach is that
the APO represents all the structural domain knowledge. This knowledge
can be continuously updated and the system will result on an automatic
seamless adaptation to the new laws, norms, or ways of doing with a null
reprogramming effort.

8.6. Intermediate layer for knowledge-interface
communications

As said before, the multiagent system uses the knowledge contained into the
APO to associate different types of agents with different roles and rights to
real users. In this kind of complex systems, there are also other important
information sources playing an important role in the global performance of
the system. The set of knowledge sources described below can be considered
as a representative sample of the kind of knowledge that must be taken into
account in most complex medical systems:

• The Actor Profile Ontology (APO) contains information about all the
type of actors involved into.23 It stores data about the services, actions,
documents, and permissions of the different kinds of actors.

• Other Medical Ontologies: many ontologies to describe concepts in the
medical domain are being developed. They are very important to achieve
a real integration of the medical systems. For example, GALEN, UMLS
and ON9 are representative ontologies in medicine.9

• Clinical Guidelines are general descriptions, usually defined by interna-
tional care organisations, of the way in which a particular pathology
should be dealt with. Clinical Guidelines contain a set of directions or
principles to assist the health care practitioner with patient care decisions
about appropriate diagnostic, therapeutic, or other clinical procedures for
specific clinical circumstances.24

• The Electronic Health Record (EHR) and the administrative data. This
data is usually stored in databases following some standard Electronic
Health Record model.25,26 This EHR contains anamnesis, medical vis-
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its and ongoing treatments in form of personal documents and general
document schemas that health professionals manage during the patient
assistance. It may also contains Individual Intervention Plans (IIP). An
IIP is a Clinical Guideline adapted to the health particularities of a single
patient. In addition, the database contains administrative information
about the users (e.g. name, address, phone, login name),

• A repository of the procedures that implement the services provided in
the system. They store the steps needed and define the control flow that
must be followed to complete the service successfully according to the
different possible paths of execution.

In such a complex application, where many different types of knowledge
are distributed into different knowledge sources and encoded in different
formats, special attention on how this information is accessed to guaran-
tee the correct use is needed. Moreover, the spatial distribution of the
knowledge sources (which can even be in different computers from different
buildings) makes more difficult to find the data required in a certain task,
mainly when the agents make complex queries where information from dif-
ferent data sources has to be simultaneously retrieved or even combined. In
addition, if the information is stored in different representation languages,
the access to each particular source implies that the agents must know all
the languages required to retrieve the data. Providing direct access to the
knowledge sources to the agents is an inefficient solution. The information
format and location should be transparent for the multiagent system.

A three layer architecture is a good solution to allow agents to work
independently on the organization of the knowledge. The architecture, as
previously shown in Figure 8.2, is divided in three main modules:27 the
Knowledge Layer , the Data Abstraction Layer and the agent-based plat-
form. The agent-based platform contains the multiagent system together
with the web interface with the real user. This upper level layer is separated
from a knowledge layer (which includes all the data and knowledge sources
as described before) by introducing an intermediate layer which contains
the intelligence required to:

• retrieve any information required by the multiagent system from the
correct data source.

• know the correct format of every data source to send queries to it in the
proper way verify the correct access to the information according to the
type of user.
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This intermediate layer, called Data Abstraction Layer (DAL), provides
high-level functions that allow the agent-based platform entities to retrieve
the data and knowledge they need to perform their tasks. This layer of-
fers a wide set of high-level queries that provide transparency between the
data (knowledge) and its use (platform). The DAL implicitly understands
the different languages used to represent the data and knows where the
knowledge is located. Therefore, it is able to manage the communication
requirements between the proper knowledge sources and the multiagent
system.27

The DAL is composed by different Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) and a new element called Data Access Interface (DAI). The APIs are
a set of Java methods that work as a bridge between the knowledge stored
in a particular place and the rest of the system while the DAI contains all
the intelligence to manage the communication with APIs and with agents
and to composes the proper answers to the agent’s queries.

8.7. Private data protection

As said before, one of the biggest problems in data protection is inter-
nal security leak. Currently available technologies offer few ways of how
to improve security in this area. As an example, Oracle database offers
technology called Oracle Database Vault, which hides sensitive data from
unauthorized users, even database administrators.

Cryptography is also used in information security to transform usable
information into a form that renders it unusable by anyone other than an
authorized user. This process is called encryption. Information that has
been encrypted (rendered unusable) can be transformed back into its origi-
nal usable form by an authorized user, who possesses the cryptographic key,
through the process of decryption.3,28 Cryptography is used in information
security to protect information from unauthorized or accidental discloser
while the information is in transit (either electronically or physically) and
while information is in storage. It can be used in different ways.

A simple protection against machine data processing of stolen data
is splitting administrative and medical information into two independent
parts, which are linked in a nontrivial way, done by a cryptography al-
gorithm, in such a way that identity of the data owner cannot be easily
discovered, without knowledge of the algorithm. The algorithm can be
changed for a particular installation and thus make it harder to merge
the two parts together. The algorithm itself is fast and has no impact on
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system performance. This can be implemented in the system to prevent
unauthorized accesses to confidential data.

Even splitting administrative data in a separate structure, the informa-
tion is still readable and potentially subject of global information mining. A
complete hiding of information can be achieved using cryptography. The en-
crypted content can be opened using patient’s private key, stored on his/her
smartcard, but in case of losing the card, the data is further inaccessible.
So there must be more private keys able to unlock the content. Another
reason is statistical processing, which needs to read the data as well. Al-
though it is possible to append multiple signs to one document, encryption
can be done only by one key, so using multiple keys mean multiple copies.
Unfortunately, this has real impact on both complexity and performance
of the system, but it is convenient to pay this price to ensure security. A
solution can be a long password, which is used to encrypt the content of
the protected message. This password is then encrypted by multiple public
keys of authorized actors.

Signature issues are also a major concern, particularly in medical ap-
plications, because many healthcare actions rely on an order being signed.
Documentary evidence of action depends on the authenticity of the signa-
ture. EHRs make authentication easier because entries can be stamped
automatically with date, time, and user identification. This would be con-
sidered as an electronic signature if encryption and non-repudiation are also
included. However, controls must ensure that the electronic signature ele-
ments are not altered or deleted. The possible solutions are either electronic
or digital signatures:3

• Electronic signature is often used for signing transcribed dictation or
orders in a computer physician order entry system. In its simplest form,
only scanned handwritten sign is attached to a message, it is possible to
attach various biometric measurements. Biometrics is very appropriate
here, because it ensures real presence of the signer. Only in case, when
the sign is securely bound to the document, the non-repudation can be
achieved.

• Digital (as the signature is a long list of digits) signature or Cryptographic
(as it always involve cryptography) signature authenticates the user (only
appropriate certificate can be used to verify the sign), provides non-
repudiation, and ensures message integrity.

As said before, this chapter concerns distributed medical complex sys-
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tems, where private medical data is transmitted through the network. Be-
sides encryption, the security of data transmission can be reinforced using
a defense-in-depth strategy. The idea behind the defense-in-depth approach
is to defend a system against any particular attack using several, varying
methods. It is a layering tactic, conceived by the National Security Agency
(NSA) as a comprehensive approach to information and electronic security.
This can be implemented in different ways. Here, a suitable possibility is
described. First, the two communicating systems must authenticate each
other, which is accomplished with the standard SSL handshake with dual
authentication option. Authentication is done using X.509 certificates that
are preinstalled on the communicating systems. Both the Honest Broker
and the external system must identify, authenticate and authorize the other
system before transmission will begin. The data transmission is protected
using the battle-tested SSL protocol with a few changes to the default con-
figuration. Instead of the typical single server authentication, in K4Care
both sides of the connection are authenticated.

In addition to the above controls, traffic will be restricted to specific
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and data formats. No direct login to the
Honest Broker system will occur during normal data transfer. All inter-
action is accomplished using the Web Services API that is hardened for
exposure to the network.

Another concern is physical security . It is expected that in full operation
the servers are housed in a dedicated machine room with electronic locks,
environmental controls, backup processes, and restricted personnel access.
Off-site backups will be stored in a physically secured, patrolled location.

8.8. A real case: the K4Care project

The K4Care European project (Knowledge based HomeCare eServices for
an Ageing Europe) is a Specific Targeted Research of Innovation Project
funded within the Sixth Framework Program of the European Commis-
sion that brings together 13 academic and industrial institutions from 7
countries for a period of 3 years starting March 2006.

The elderly population needing full time care is increasing due to the
increasing longevity and increasing survival to acute accidents and diseases.
The care of chronic and disabled patients involves life long treatment un-
der continuous expert supervision. Moreover, healthcare professionals and
patients agree that institutionalisation in hospitals or residentials facilities
may be unnecessary and even counterproductive. For this reason, Home-
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Care is considered fundamental.
The care of HomeCare patients is particularly complex because of the

growing number of people in such circumstances, because of the great
amount of resources required to guarantee a good longterm assistance, and
because the typical patient is a person with comorbid conditions and dis-
eases, cognitive and/or physical impairment, functional loss from multiple
disabilities and impaired self-dependence. All this complexity is studied in
the K4Care project.

The main goal of the project is to build a system that captures and
integrates the information, skills and experiences of specialized HomeCare
centres and professionals of several old and new EU countries, and to in-
corporate them into an intelligent platform based on a multiagent system
accessible via web, in order to provide e-services to health professionals,
patients and citizens in general.

Particular results of the project are presented here as a concrete example
of the concepts presented in this chapter. The experience of the K4Care
project is an excellent illustration of a real application of the problems and
solutions explained along this chapter.

8.8.1. The K4Care model

In the K4Care project, a model of HomeCare (HC) has been proposed. It
takes into account the expert knowledge of a wide set of medical and social
experts in HomeCare from different European countries, including Eastern
ones.29 The K4Care model aims to be an initial step towards the definition
of an European standard that respects the different norms and lows of each
country.

The K4Care model defines a nuclear structure of Services (HCNS) with
the minimum number of common elements needed to provide a basic HC.
The main components, presented in section 8.4, have been also identified in
the K4Care model:1 actors, services, actions, procedures and documents.
With respect to Actors, the K4Care model proposes to classify the Actors
of HomeCare assistance in three main groups: patients, stable members
and additional care givers. Part of the stable members can participate in
Evaluation Units (composed by a physician in charge, a head nurse, a family
doctor and a social worker), which are temporal groups of actors that are
in charge of assessing and evaluating a particular patient (see Figure 8.3).

In the K4Care APO, there are 49 HCNS Services, which are classified
into Access Services (management services), Patient Care Services, and In-
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Fig. 8.3. K4care HCNS Actors Structure

formation Services. For every service, a decomposition in particular Actions
is provided. For every action, the interaction between Actors is defined in
the Procedures, as well as, which Documents are needed and the access
permissions of every actor to each kind of document.

A HomeCare Accessory Service (HCAS) have been also considered in
this project: Rehabilitation. The rehabilitation care unit is implemented
including 21 Services, from which 2 services are not defined in the HCNS.
Some of those services have a different procedure, which uses different ac-
tions. In fact, 16 new rehabilitative actions have been added to the ontol-
ogy. The use of the hierarchy of Care Unit Elements (as proposed in 8.4)
allows the correct identification of the appropriate action for each particular
Accessory Service module.

In this project, the distinction between the HCNS and HCASs is partic-
ularly useful to get compatibility with both the current situation of Home-
Care in the European countries, where the international, national, and
regional laws define different HC systems for different countries, as well as,
with the forthcoming expected situation in Europe.
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8.8.2. The knowledge management

The K4Care system is structured in three layers, as proposed in section 8.6.
The Knowledge Layer is composed by: the EHR, the APO, the CPO, the
FIPs and the Procedures.

In the EHR, administrative and medical information has been split in
two independent parts, linked by a crypthography algorithm to prevent
unauthorized accesses to confidential data. The medical information is
stored in form of documents, stored in a relational database as XML doc-
uments,30 encrypted and signed to be safely transmitted. Figure 8.4 shows
the structure of the K4Care database. To reach an efficient way to store and

Fig. 8.4. K4Care Database Architecture

communicate general medical knowledge and patient-related information,
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a group of medical experts, assisted by the knowledge engineers, developed
two separate ontologies. One devoted to the user profiles and information
accesses (the Actor Profile Ontology, APO) and another describing dis-
eases and symptoms to be considered in HomeCare assistance (Case Profile
Ontology).

Following what has been explained in section 8.4, the APO is the basis
for the user profiling of the system and contains a class for every concept
identified in the K4Care model. The structure on the K4Care APO is, in
fact, the one shown in Figure 8.1. In K4Care, it has also been studied
how to taylor the APO to a particular Care Unit, so getting the whole set
of services, actors, procedures, actions, SDAs and documents of a given
HCAS, as well as, how to personalize the particular actor APOs with some
additional action usually performed by other type of actors, when properly
justified.18

The CPO is devoted to represent in a formal way all the health care
knowledge required for the treatment of HomeCare patients. It has been
designed to integrate concepts related to syndromes, diseases, signs, symp-
toms, social issues, problem assessment and intervention.31

Finally, a database of Formal Intervention Plans (FIP) is also included.
FIPs represent procedural knowledge about treatments of syndromes and
diseases. They store the guidelines to assist patients who suffer from par-
ticular ailments or diseases. Differently from clinical guidelines, FIPs can
be instanciated to a particular patient in a personal Individual Intervention
Plan (IIP). When a patient is diagnosed and assessed, an individual inter-
vention plan (IIP) is defined. The IIP indicates which care actions must be
done on this particular patient. The execution of this IIP is based on an
SDA scheme.

Security and privacy protection is managed by means of the Data Ab-
straction Layer (see section 8.6), which controls the access to the different
knowledge sources and provides high-level communication functionalities.

8.8.3. The K4Care system architecture

The K4Care system is a web-based application implemented according to
the 3-layer architecture presented in section 8.6 (see figure 8.5). On the top
of the architecture, a multiagent system is in charge of providing the services
to the users. Service petitions are solved through agents’ communication
and cooperation. Services may invoke other services or actions, defining a
distributed service-oriented architecture.
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To provide the medical services, agents use the procedure associated
to each service (represented using SDA* schemes).21 In addition, when a
patient is diagnosed and assessed, an individual intervention plan (IIP) is
defined. The IIP indicates which care actions must be done on this patient.
IIPs are also represented in an SDA* scheme. Therefore, an SDA* Engine
Agent has been designed, which is able to interpret SDA* descriptions (FIPs
or IIPs) and coordinate the other agents properly during its execution (see
Figure 8.5).

Every user is represented by an agent in the system. Each particular
user has its own agent. When the user is logged in for the first time, the code
generator creates one agent class corresponding to the actor type of the user.
So, the knowledge stored in the APO is used to determine the capabilities
and permitted behaviours of all the agents created into the system in such a
way that the actions declared for the actor type profile in the APO are the
only allowed to the corresponding user. In this approach, the APO is the

Fig. 8.5. K4Care system

first source of information to generate the code of an agent automatically.
However, other elements are needed: elementary capabilities (actions) of
actors that must be programmed by IT experts, Electronic Health Care
Record schemes represented in an international standards (XML Schema
Definition Language), the procedures logic (from SDA* diagrams) must
implemented by SDA* experts, and finally, the application knowledge that
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formalizes agent technology (MAS ontology) is introduced by agent ex-
perts.22

The deployment of the architecture then means the assignment of agent
types to real people in the real organization. Actors can initiate certain
procedures, create new IIPs at runtime that are performed by SDA* Engine
Agents. This solution guarantees the flexibility of the system. In this
manner, when static knowledge changes, the implementation can be easily
recreated in an automatic way. In the case of new dynamic knowledge, it
is applied immediately without any other intervention on the platform.

Regarding the security of the transmissions between agents, the consid-
erations explained in section 8.7 have been taken into account. In fact, the
data exchanged is transformed into XML messages, using HL7 standards
when appropriate. The XML message is then wrapped into a Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) message and transmitted to the second system.
After the second system received the message, the data is extracted in
reverse order of the above encapsulation. The encrypted content can be
opened using patient’s private key.

8.9. Discussion

In this chapter, it can be seen how different methodologies of Artificial
Intelligence, such as multiagent systems, knowledge reasoning techniques
and knowledge representation frames as ontologies, can be integrated to
strictly guarantee security and privacy preserving in a system supporting a
very complex domain. The particular case of health care applications has
been analysed. Medical contexts are especially interesting because of the
legal constraints related to privacy preserving and security.

One of the contributions of this work has been to clearly identify which
are the security and privacy preserving issues related with the development
of a multiagent system for medical complex domains. It can be said that a
medical system must be protected against external or internal attacks, and
that those attacks mainly consist of:

• illegal attempt to access to some protected information stored into the
system.

• illegal attempt to perform some action from inside the system.

In this chapter, security and privacy preserving has been described from
a technical point of view. The different problems have been addressed
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by means of appropriate Artificial Intelligence and computer science tech-
niques.

Using a multiagent system paradigm facilitates the communication and
coordination among the different users following some organizational rules,
even if they are in different physical places. So, it is specially suitable for
distributed systems, either at the level of users location or at the level of
information location.

Using an ontology to define user profiles and information access rights
guarantees that all the actions and information accesses are performed ac-
cording to the user’ liabilities and competencies and guarantees privacy
preserving and security.

Including an intermediate layer into the system architecture to manage
the communication between the agents and the knowledge sources provides
the possibility to store the knowledge in different places and formats with
transparency for the multiagent system.

Combining a multiagent system with an ontology which defines the user
profiles is the key to guarantee adaptability of the system to future struc-
tural modifications of the model, either in short, mid or long term.

Protection of sensitive data with cryptography is a key requirement
valid especially for medical application. Data must be protected during all
stages of its life cycle and in every place it can appear, including server disks,
transport lines, backup storage, etc. A database design for this purpose has
been proposed.

Finally, the access must be done with the proper authentication and
identification mechanisms than prevent external attackers to come into the
system.

HomeCare has been used in this chapter to illustrate the kind of security
and privacy preserving problems to be addressed when developing real mul-
tiagent systems, as it involves most of the security issues to be regarded in
complex medical systems in general. In the last section, the K4Care project
has been revised to illustrate a real case study. From this experience, it
seems clear that security and privacy preserving requires special attention
to guarantee the deployment of such kind of sensible systems.

Finally, this chapter is a vast illustration of how the application of
some Artificial Intelligence techniques can provide powerful and flexible
approaches to support privacy preserving and security issues in distributed
complex medical domains.
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The acoustic signature recognition of approaching vehicles is intended
for integration into a perimeter security context. The recognizer can be
used to detect vehicles that may be loaded with explosives approach-
ing a restricted area. We propose using a new approach, a nonlinear
Hebbian learning method, to implement the task of vehicle detection.
The proposed learning rule processes both time and frequency compo-
nents of input data. The spectral analysis is realized by using auditory
gammatone filterbanks. The gammatone-filtered feature vectors are then
assembled over multiple temporal frames to establish a high-dimensional
spectro-temporal representation (STR). With the exact acoustic signa-
ture of running vehicles being unknown, a nonlinear Hebbian learning
(NHL) rule is employed to extract representative independent features
from the spectro-temporal ones and to reduce the dimensionality of the
feature space. During the learning, weight vectors are obtained to trans-
form the input features into the representative space. Comparing with
linear Hebbian learning (LHL) which explores the second-order moment
of data, the applied NHL involves all-order statistics of data, thus leading
to a more optimal learning.

Simulation and real-time field testing results show that the whole
proposed system can more accurately recognize vehicle sound and iden-
tify vehicle type than its counterparts in severely noisy circumstances.
For recognizing vehicle sound, at low SNR= 0 dB, the proposed system
dramatically decreases the error rate by 16%, 25%, and 68%, over nor-
mally used feature extraction method, MFCC (mel frequency cepstral
computation), when vehicle data is corrupted by AWGN, human vowel
utterances, and bird chirps, respectively; moreover, the proposed system
decreases the error rate by 15.3%, 20%, and 2%, over LHL. For identify-
ing vehicle type, when gasoline heavy wheeled car is mixed with AWGN

197
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at SNR= 5 dB, NHL improves the performance by 40% over LHL.
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9.1. Introduction

Using artificial intelligence to design smart sensors or machines for perime-
ter security has attracted increased attention recently, such as an acoustic
recognizer of running vehicles. This acoustic recognizer is intended for in-
tegration into a larger security context. It is normally assumed that there
exists a fixed asset to protect and a perimeter that defines the vicinity
around that asset for surveillance, while providing security by human is
dangerous or expensive. The sound recognizer of incoming vehicles is de-
veloped for perimeter protection in national, agricultural, airport, prison,
military sites, and residential areas. For example, the recognizer can be
used to detect approaching vehicles that may be loaded with explosives or
suicide bombers to a military asset.

The acoustic sound of interest from a running vehicle is complicated and
affected by multiple factors, such as vehicle type, gearing, number of cylin-
ders, muffler choice, state of maintenance, running speed, distance from
the microphone, tires, and the road on which the vehicle travels. Moreover,
the problem is complicated because of the presence of uncontrolled interfer-
ence emitted by surrounding background, such as human voice, bird chip,
and wind. Real-world acoustic recognition of running vehicles thus is very
challenging.

Recently, some studies1–7 have been done for acoustic recognition of
running vehicles. It is not easy to give a unified comparison among these
studies as their databases and testing environments are significantly dif-
ferent. Generally in acoustic signal processing, extracting representative
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Fig. 9.1. An illustration of vehicle recognition environment.

features is the most important element to characterize the unknown sig-
natures of running vehicles. Choe et al.,1 Maciejewski et al.,2 and Aver-
buch et al.6 applied wavelet-based analysis for feature extraction of the
incoming waveforms. Wu et al.4 and Munich5 used the short-term Fourier
transform (STFT) to provide a precise representation of the acoustic data,
and then used linear principal component analysis (PCA) to convert the
high-dimensional features to low-dimensional ones. Besides, Munich5 pro-
posed a reliable probabilistic recognizer based on both principal subspace
and complementary subspace, and compared his method with the baseline
method Mel frequency cepstral computation (MFCC). In addition, STFT,
then PCA and one independent component analysis (ICA) method used in8

were compared, and it was stated that PCA method is better.7 In this chap-
ter, our proposed method is compared with PCA (or equivalently LHL),
and with MFCC (as MFCC is a normally used feature extraction technique
in acoustic signal recognition, and it decreases the dimensionality of STFT
while maintaining much original spectral information).

The purpose of the designed recognizer is to detect approaching vehicle
and identify its type with minimum error rates. The proposed technologies
pursued in this chapter are motivated by biological studies. In addition,
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the acoustic data of running vehicles is recorded from one microphone. The
purpose of using one microphone is to analyze the acoustic signatures of
running vehicles, instead of tracking or localizing vehicles (normally accom-
plished by using an array of microphones).

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 9.2, an overview
description of the system is presented, in which, auditory gammatone filter-
banks are applied to characterize spectral features, and a spectro-temporal
representation is established via collecting multiple such spectral feature
vectors along time. A nonlinear Hebbian learning rule is analyzed in Sect.
9.3, which plays a critical role in reducing the dimension of spectro-temporal
features and in learning unknown acoustic signatures of vehicles. Concur-
rent to this process, weight vectors from input to output neurons are adap-
tively learned, which projects the data onto the representative feature space
of vehicle sound. With these learned signatures and synaptic weights, sim-
ulation results in Sect. 9.5 show that the proposed system significantly
outperforms its counterparts, especially more robust to noise. Then some
highlighted conclusion and discussion are given in Sect. 9.6.

9.2. Description of the Proposed System

In real-world applications, there may co-exist many environmental noises.
They can be highly time-varying and unknown to the recognizer. Without
the knowledge of noise sources, the goal of designing a recognizer is to make
it capable of extracting representative features which are not affected by
unknown noises. With this goal in mind, the whole recognizer is proposed
in Fig. 9.2, which includes an artificial intelligent ear (auditory signal
processing) and a brain-like neural network (nonlinear neural learning). A
Hamming window is used to divide signals into frames with duration on
the order of tens of milliseconds, such that the signal within the window
could be assumed to be quasi-stationary and thus suitable for the following
frequency analysis.

In order to extract spectral features, a series of bandpass auditory gam-
matone filters (GTF) are applied to process hamming-windowed frames.
The gammatone auditory function was first introduced by Johanesma,9

which characterizes the physiological impulse response of cat’s primary au-
ditory fibers. The impulse response of gammatone filter is

f(t) = tn−1exp(−2πbt)cos(2πfct + φ), (9.1)

where n is the filter order, b represents the filter bandwidth, fc denotes the
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Fig. 9.2. Description of the proposed system.

center frequency, and φ is the tone phase. The primary parameters of the
filter are n and b. When the order of the filter is 4, the magnitude shape is
very similar to that of human auditory filter.10,11 A gammatone filter well
represents the cochlear impulse responses of auditory system.10,12–14 The
bandwidth of the filter depends on the center frequency and is described
by an equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB)

b(fc) = 1.019× 24.7(1 +
4.37fc

1000
), (9.2)

where 1.019 is the correction factor.13 In order to derive the trans-
fer function of analog gammatone filter, impulse invariant transformation
(IIT)15[pp. 443–449] is applied, which is shown to have a smaller digital im-
plementation error than other transformation methods.16 As gammatone
filters can extract more features at various levels of nonlinearities than
other conventional feature extraction approaches, such as MFCC, it can
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thus achieve better performance under noisy environments.17 An example
of gammatone filterbanks is illustrated in Fig. 9.3.
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Fig. 9.3. An example of gammatone filterbanks.

Based on physiological studies of the mammalian auditory cortex, neu-
rons in the brain process both time and frequency components of signals,
and the temporal receptive field is extended up to the order of hundreds
of milliseconds.18–20 A spectro-temporal representation (STR) is thus es-
tablished by collecting multiple frames of gammatone-filtered vectors. Inte-
grating acoustic information along time can greatly attenuate the drawback
of spectral features, which is the sensitiveness to changes in the acoustic
environments such as background noise or channel distortion. Hence, the
performance of the STR recognizer is expected to be better than that of the
single spectral recognizer, since incorporation of features in both domains
maintains more intrinsic properties of input data.

Next, a nonlinear Hebbian learning (NHL) for extracting unknown
acoustic signatures of running vehicles is described, which is motivated by
neural learning functions in the brain. Concurrent to this process, synaptic
weights connecting input and output neurons are adaptively learned. Then,
at the testing stage, the learned synaptic weights and signatures (patterns)
are favorable to be used as inputs to a supervised associative network, ra-
dial basis function neural network (RBF-NN). The proposed recognizer is
able to make two level decisions, as shown in Fig. 9.4. Firstly, decide ur-
ban vehicle or non-vehicle (human voice, bird chirps, and wind); secondly,
decide which type the vehicle is (gasoline light wheeled car, gasoline heavy
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wheeled car, diesel truck, and motorcycle).
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Fig. 9.4. (a) Vehicle vs. non-vehicle recognition. (b) Four type vehicle identification.

9.3. Unsupervised Nonlinear Hebbian Learning

When testing conditions are different from the conditions where the training
signals are recorded, which is almost always the case in reality, the proposed
system is designed to be capable of eliminating or attenuating unexpected
noises in the real, untrained environments. Moreover, there exist many
unknown noise sources in surrounding backgrounds, and generally they are
time varying. It is not feasible to track and model every noise source, and
then to remove its effect. We are thus motivated to work on extracting
representative features that are robust enough against noise variation.

How does the brain form a useful representation of signals of interest
even if there are many uncontrolled noises in surrounding environments?
It has been suggested that neurons employing Hebbian learning rule can
learn to code a set of patterns in such a way that important components
are strengthened while unimportant components are weakened.21–28 There
is strong physiological evidence for Hebbian learning in the area of the
brain called the hippocampus. The hippocampus plays an important role
in certain aspects of learning or memory. This physiological evidence makes
Hebbian learning all the more appealing. Hebb’s postulate of learning is
the oldest and most famous of all learning rules. Quoting from Hebb’s
book29[p.62], a statement is made in a neurobiological context, “When an
axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or persis-
tently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic changes
take place in one or both cells such that A’s efficiency as one of the cells
firing B, is increased.” According to Palm,30 a Hebbian synapse increases
its strength with positively correlated presynaptic and postsynaptic signals,
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and decreases its strength when these signals are negatively correlated.

9.3.1. Linear Hebbian Learning

Many studies and applications21–24 have been done based on generalized
linear Hebbian learning (LHL) rules. It has been proved that LHL is ac-
tually equivalent to generalized linear PCA, except that LHL is adaptive
computation while PCA is batch computation.

Define Q as the number of filterbanks, M as the number of feature vec-
tors along time, L as the number of output neurons. And define xqm as an
input feature element at the {q}Q

q=1th spectral filter and at the {m}M
m=1th

temporal frame. An Q-by-M spectro-temporal representation is an input
to the learning. {yl}L

l=1 denotes an output. wqml is the synaptic weight
connecting input neuron xqm and output neuron yl. A generalized LHL is
realized by iteratively computing

yl =
Q∑

q=1

M∑
m=1

wqmlxqm, l ∈ [1, L];

∆wqml = ηyl

(
xqm −

l−1∑

i=1

wqmiyi − wqmlyl

)
,

q ∈ [1, Q],m ∈ [1,M ], l ∈ [1, L],

(9.3)

where η is the learning rate. It has been proved that this LHL maximizes
variance E{y2}, (where E{·} is expectation computation). Upon conver-
gence, the output patterns yls are the largest eigenvalues of data correlation
matrix. And the synaptic weight vectors are corresponding eigenvectors,
which project data into LHL-learned feature space.21–24

Example A: One example is given here to illustrate the limitation of
LHL. The only given information to the system is the observation data x
in x1-x2 space in Fig. 9.5(a). It is composed of two independent compo-
nents. One s1 is uniform-distributed within the range [−2, 2], the other s2

is Gaussian-distributed with mean 0 and variance 1. Two components are
composed, x = As, A = [0.9397 − 0.7660;−0.3420 0.6428]. Both com-
ponent distributions and composing matrix are randomly selected. The
system does NOT know component distributions NOR their composing
property. In order to find the principal feature space, LHL maximizes the
variance of data, and extracts components approximately along two diago-
nal lines of the observation data. The synaptic weight matrix is calculated,
WL = [−0.8785 0.4807; 0.4778 0.8727]. Via WL to project data, the re-
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Fig. 9.5. (a) The observation is a mixture of two components. One is uniform-
distributed within the range [−2, 2], and the other is Gaussian-distributed with mean 0
and variance 1. These two components are composed with matrix A. The system does
NOT assume any knowledge of the components NOR their composing property. The
only given information is the observation data in x1-x2 space. (b) In order to find the
representative feature space, LHL optimizes the variance of data, and finds the com-
ponents approximately along two diagonal lines. The observation data is projected to
LHL-learned feature space. (c) The histogram of LHL-learned yL

1 is not equal to the
distribution of either real component. (d) The histogram of LHL-learned yL

2 is not equal
to the distribution of either real component.

sult is illustrated in Fig. 9.5(b). The LHL-components do not appear like
[−2, 2] uniform nor (0, 1) Gaussian, as illustrated in Figs. 9.5(c)-(d). This
indicates that LHL is not able to correctly extract two components (one
uniform, one Gaussian), as it is not able to find their real feature space.
When the decomposing synaptic weight matrix multiplies the composing
one, WLA = [−1.1915 − 0.2168; 0.6076 0.3966] 6= I, where I is identity
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matrix. Then, y = WLx = WLAs 6= s. The potential reason is that the
inherent properties of independent components involve higher-order statis-
tics, and thereby LHL which only explores the second-order moment fails
to extract them.

9.3.2. Nonlinear Hebbian Learning

In an information-theoretic context, the second-order moment is inadequate
to describe data property, as data property involves all-order statistics.
LHL has been extended to nonlinear Hebbian learning with several different
sets of equations25–28 for explore all-order statistics of data.

The output yl, produced in response to a set of inputs, is given by

yl =
Q∑

q=1

M∑
m=1

wqmlxqm, l ∈ [1, L]. (9.4)

Define nonlinear neuron outputs {zl = g(yl)}L
l=1 with g(·) being a nonlinear

activation function, as illustrated in Fig. 9.6. The NHL optimizes the
variance of nonlinear neurons,

maximize J = E{g2(yl)},
subject to wT

l1wl2 = δl1,l2 , l, l1, l2 ∈ [1, L],
(9.5)

where wl=[w11l,w12l,. . . , w1Ml,. . . ,wQ1l,wQ2l,. . . ,wQMl]T is an interleaved
vector of spectro-temporal synaptic weights for output neuron l. The inner-
product of synaptic weight vectors from different output neurons satisfies
the constrained condition, Kronecker function δl1,l2 = 1, if l1 = l2, oth-
erwise, δl1,l2 = 0, where (·)T is transposition computation. This condi-
tion prevents extensive growth of synaptic weights, and guarantees that
the learned weight vectors are orthonormal. Specially, a proper nonlinear
activation function g(y) can be Taylor expanded and then have all-order
moments of y. Thus this variance of nonlinear activation function is able
to catch higher-order moments of data rather than just the second-order
moment. With more statistical characteristics involved, NHL can extract
components that are more representative than LHL can.

Using Lagrange function in eq. (9.5), and differentiating it with respect
to wqml, the update of synaptic weight can be derived in accordance with
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Fig. 9.6. An illustration of nonlinear neural learning. Synaptic weights connecting input
and output neurons are adaptively learned. The linear output neurons denote extracted
representative independent components. And the nonlinear output neurons with an
activation function play a crucial role in statistical optimization of NHL procedure.

a stochastic approximation approach

∆wqml =ηg(yl)g′(yl)

(
xqm −

l−1∑

i=1

wqmiyi − wqmlyl

)
,

q ∈ [1, Q],m ∈ [1,M ], l ∈ [1, L]

(9.6)

where g′(yl) denotes the derivative of g(yl).
The wqml learning is derived from the NHL method.27 In the present

study the difference is two fold. First, the real extracted output (signature)
here is y rather than z in the method.27 We care about acoustic signal
recognition of one-class data, while the method27 cares about multi-class
clustering. Neuron z clusters data into 1 or−1 end point in a bounded range
[−1, 1],27 which is excellent for multi-class data clustering, but not good
for one-class pattern recognition that needs extracting real representative
features. Secondly, the nonlinear activation function is chosen based on
implicit acoustic signal distribution in the present study. But the method27

considers the big-gap boundary issue in clustering problem, and outliers
may be closely centered with signals of interest.

To summarize, NHL iteratively updates neuron outputs and synaptic
weights via the following two steps.
Step I) Neuron output computation:
yl =

∑Q
q=1

∑M
m=1 wqmlxqm, l ∈ [1, L];

Step II) Synaptic weight update:

∆wqml = ηg(yl)g′(yl)
(
xqm −∑l−1

i=1 wqmiyi − wqmlyl

)
, q ∈ [1, Q], m ∈

[1,M ], l ∈ [1, L].
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Upon convergence, representative independent signatures {yl}L
l=1 are

extracted, and synaptic weight vectors are nonlinearly learned. Multiplying
weight vectors with input data projects data to the representative feature
space. Projection is a linear operation, which does not affect inherent data
property. Thus the projected signatures can be used to represent input
data.
Example A continued: When NHL is used for the example in Fig.
9.5, it can correctly find two components. The nonlinear activation func-
tion is defined as in Sect. 9.3.3. Synaptic weight matrix is WN =
[1.6613 1.9878; 0.9487 2.6608]. Via WN to project data, the result is il-
lustrated in Fig. 9.7(b). As in Figs. 9.7(c)-(d), the extracted compo-
nent yN

1 is uniform-distributed within [−2, 2], corresponding to s1; and
yN
2 is Gaussian-distributed with mean 0 and variance 1, corresponding to

s2. When the decomposing synaptic weight matrix multiplies the com-
posing one, WNA = [0.8813 − 0.0052;−0.0185 0.9837] ∼= I. Then,
y = WNx = WNAs ∼= s. Hence, NHL which involves higher-order statis-
tical characteristics of data can extract real independent components.

From the perspective of pattern recognition, the practical value of NHL
is to provide an effective technique of dimensionality reduction. As in Fig.
9.6, the dimension of STR feature input can be very high, e.g. 600 if
Q = 30 frequency bins and M = 20 temporal frames, (Reasons of these
choices are in Sect. 9.5). Such high dimensionality may cause very complex
computation at the testing stage if they are used as patterns. Besides, high-
dimensional features may be less useful than real representative features as
high-dimensional ones may be easily mixed with unrelated noises. To tackle
the curse of dimensionality, NHL projects this messy high-dimensional rep-
resentation RQ×M to a low-dimensional space RL (L ¿ Q×M). During the
learning, useful features that are related to signals of interest are extracted
while unrelated ones are removed.

In addition, the proposed algorithm is sped up by including a sphering
step prior to NHL. In the present study we use LHL as a sphering step.
This computation works on the first and the second-order statistics of data.
And the full representation of synaptic weights is thus the product of the
sphering result and the NHL result, W = WLWN .

9.3.3. Nonlinear Activation Function

The nonlinear activation function g(·) is critical for NHL. Generally a
smooth, monotonic increasing, invertible, bounded, and differentiable func-
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Fig. 9.7. (a) The given mixture. (b) The result is obtained by projecting the obser-
vation data using synaptic weight matrix WN . (c) The histogram of yN

1 is a uniform
distribution within [−2, 2], corresponding to s1. (d) The histogram of yN

2 is a Gaussian
distribution with mean 0 and variance 1, corresponding to s2.

tion26,27,31 can be used. On the other hand, which representative compo-
nents are picked up depends not only on the activation function but also on
the implicit signal distribution. NHL is unsupervised learning, which does
not assume any knowledge of component distribution or composing prop-
erty. Nevertheless, some prior knowledge about acoustic data distribution
is helpful. It is hypothesized that general acoustic sound is approximately
super-Gaussian distributed, with higher peak and longer tail than Gaus-
sian distribution.32,33 Similar to the method33 that computes histogram
of speech signals, it can be shown that vehicle sound is super-Gaussian
distributed. The kurtosis of vehicle sound is 1.09, which is greater than
Gaussian kurtosis 0. In order to provide a more stable learning, it is bet-
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ter to choose an activation function that considers some inherent property
of data distribution. When the slope of the activation function can be
aligned with the high density portion of the input distribution, the mutual
information of input and output is optimized.32,34 And this alignment can
transform input data to a range which raises sensitivity for the adapta-
tion of synaptic weights. Such transformation can help escaping of early
trapping from pre-matured saturation.

Considering the general requirements for an activation function, and
regarding the implicit statistics of acoustic data, we format an activation
function in the range [−1, 1],

g(y) =

{
h(y), y ≥ 0

− h(|y|), y ≤ 0
, (9.7)

where h(y) is cumulative gamma distribution, which belongs to the super-
Gaussian class

h(y) =
γ(α, βy)

Γ(α)
, y > 0, where

γ(α, βy) =
∫ y

0

τα−1e−τdτ, and

Γ(α) =
∫ ∞

0

τα−1e−τdτ.

(9.8)

α denotes the shape, 1/β represents the scale and slope.35 And its derivative
function is

h′(y) = yα−1 βαexp(−βy)
Γ(α)

. (9.9)

Around y = 0 this activation function is continuously differentiable.
Specially, the incomplete gamma function γ(α, βy) in h(y) can be Tay-
lor expanded in terms of all-order polynomials of y36 (Taylor expansion of
nonlinear activation function in Sect. 9.6). As a result, the nonlinear acti-
vation function involves all-order moments of data and lead to a statistical
optimization.

9.4. Real-time Field Testing Results

We have applied the proposed algorithms together with appropriate hard-
ware for real-time field testing, as illustrated in Fig. 9.8. The system
makes use of the CZM microphone to convert acoustic sound waveforms
in outdoor environment into electrical signals. The pre-amplifier is used
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to amplify the microphone-recorded signals. The gain of the pre-amplifier
is adjustable. Between hardware and software interface, there is equipped
with the micro-controller A/D. The output of the pre-amplifier is sampled
at rate 22, 050 Hz. The acoustic signature recognizer of running vehicles
is an efficient processor, whose processing time around 80 ms is much less
than the one-time data acquiring length 200 ms. Hence, no delay for online
data processing and no buffer is needed. When there is a vehicle approach-
ing, the positive detection results are sent to the command center, which
slews the camera toward the detected range and takes the picture.

We have tested the proposed system in Panama City (Florida, USA),
Joshua Tree (California, USA), and non-busy streets in Los Angeles (Cali-
fornia, USA). We have tested the system under various conditions, such as
on paved or sandy desert roads, or various vehicle running speeds. In all,
we have achieved good recognition results 98 ∼ 100%. Especially for the
field testing in Panama City airport in 2007, we demonstrated our real-time
system in front of Transportation Security Administration (TSA). All ap-
proaching vehicles were successfully recognized and all background sounds
(such as human voice, bird chirps, wind, footstep, explosive sound) were re-
jected. The recognition distance was 50 ∼ 300 feet from microphone, which
can provide an early alarm. The system could send the on-site recognition
results to the camera which was located on command center. Positive result
activated the camera and slewed it to the detected area, as illustrated in
Fig. 9.9. In the middle of Fig. 9.9 is the taken picture of detected vehicle.
In the marked bar of ’vehicle icon’ in the lower part of Fig. 9.9, there are
continuous dots to denote the period of time when vehicle is detected.

9.5. Simulation Results

We recorded four types of vehicle sounds, gasoline light wheeled car, gaso-
line heavy wheeled car, diesel truck, and motorcycle. The road conditions
were paved and sandy. The microphone was set 3 ∼ 7 meters away from
the road. Height of the microphone was 0 ∼ 3 meters. 10 min data of each
vehicle type is used for training. Other 6 min data of each vehicle type is
for testing. In non-vehicle class, 5 min human sentences and 5 min wind
were recorded using the same microphone; 5 min bird chirps are from a
dataset of north American bird sounds.37 These three sounds are used to
test whether the proposed system can correctly reject them. The window
size is 20 ms with 10 ms overlapping, the sampling rate is 22, 050 Hz, the
gammatone spectral range is 50 ∼ 11, 025 Hz. The number of filterbanks
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Fig. 9.8. The practical system includes several hardware devices and real-time software.

Q = 30 is selected in order to cover enough high-frequency subbands within
this spectral range. The number of consecutive feature vectors M = 20 in-
dicates 200 ms ((20− 10)× 20 = 200) temporal duration. L = 15 is chosen
based on a coarse estimation of the number of dominant signatures.

Using LHL for sphering, input features are shifted by the mean and
normalized by the variance. To provide a stable NHL, the learning rate is
set at 0.01 for the first 10 iterations. It is then decreased by multiplying
a factor 0.7 every 10 iterations. Convergence is decided when the synaptic
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Fig. 9.9. In the middle part, the camera has been slewed to the detected area and taken
a picture of the vehicle. In the marked bar of “vehicle icon” in the lower part, there are
continuous dots meaning the alerts sent by on-site vehicle detector.

weight vectors are orthonormal and the synaptic weight change is less than
10−4 over two consecutive iterations. NHL is implemented for 5 trials, with
each trial using one set of different initial values of synaptic weights. The
trial that provides maximal variance of nonlinear output E{g2(y)} is chosen
as a desirable result.

9.5.1. Decision I: Vehicle vs. Non-vehicle Recognition

The recognizer is able to make two level decisions. Firstly, as illustrated in
Fig 9.4(a), recognize urban vehicle (patterns from different types of vehicles
are generalized) and reject non-vehicle (human voice, bird chirps, and wind)
in city environments. The comparing metric is error rate, which is the
summation of false alarm rate and false negative rate. As mentioned in
Sect. 9.1, MFCC has been viewed as a baseline spectral feature extraction
technology. We compare the performance between the proposed system
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and MFCC. In the meantime, we compare the performance between the
proposed system and the method,4,5 linear PCA (or equivalently LHL).

For real-world testing, there are many unexpected noises emitted by sur-
rounding backgrounds. Both vehicle sounds and noises may be co-sensed
by a microphone. Hence, the incoming data would be mixtures of vehicle
sounds and noises. The proposed system does not assume any knowledge
of noise sources. But it can project noisy data into the feature space of
vehicle sounds, in which noises are weakened. To mimic the situation when
incoming signals are mixtures of vehicle sounds and other noises, clear vehi-
cle data is added with either white or colored noises at various SNRs. The
clear data we recorded under normal environments has SNR 20 ∼ 30 dB. So
we select SNR range −10 ∼ 20 dB to represent noisy environments. In the
present study, we use AWGN (similar to wind), human vowel utterances,
and bird chirps as noise examples, which are normal background sounds.

Firstly, without the knowledge of noise source, we test how the proposed
system is capable of attenuating AWGN effects on vehicle sounds. Recog-
nition results are given in Fig. 9.10(a). We can see that GTF (gammatone
filterbanks) is better than MFCC (mel frequency cepstral computation),
especially when SNR= −5 ∼ 10 dB, the error rate is decreased from 62%
to 20%. Using STR (spectro-temporal representation) can improve system
performance further, such as at SNR= 12 dB, the improvement is 16.5%.
Next, using LHL (linear Hebbian learning, or equivalently, PCA) can im-
prove the performance, while NHL (nonlinear Hebbian learning) can more
significantly improve it. At very low SNR= −10 dB, LHL has error rate
58%, while NHL decreases it down to 42% with 16% improvement; at low
SNR= 0 dB, LHL has error rate 17%, while NHL decreases it down to
1.7% with 15.3% improvement. In all, at low SNR range from −10 to 0 dB,
the error rate of the proposed system is decreased from 42% to 1.7% when
the error rate of normally used MFCC is 62%. Then, the error rate of the
proposed system stays low at 0.7 ∼ 1.5% until SNR= 20 dB. This nearly
plateau indicates NHL has effectively separated vehicle signals from noises.

Secondly, we test the robustness against unknown colored noise, human
vowel voice. Different vowels with various spectrums are mixed with ve-
hicle sounds along time. In Fig. 9.10(b), the compared results indicate
that GTF is a little better than MFCC, for example, when SNR> 5 dB
the improvement is 5%. Using STR can improve system performance fur-
ther. The averaged improvement is 3 ∼ 5% at SNR −10 ∼ 20 dB. Next,
using LHL can improve the performance, while NHL can more significantly
improve it. At very low SNR= −10 dB, LHL has error rate 24%, while
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Fig. 9.10. Recognition results when vehicle data mixed with (a) White Gaussian noise
(b) Colored human vowel noise (c) Colored bird chirp noise.
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NHL decreases it down to 5% with 19% improvement. In all, when SNR
= −10 ∼ 15 dB, the proposed system has low error rate 2.5 ∼ 5%, with
a total improvement 25 ∼ 27.5% when compared with MFCC. Again this
low error rate plateau implies the efficiency of NHL to eliminate human
voice effects on vehicle signals. Comparing with Fig. 9.10(a), NHL shows
more robustness within a lower SNR range in noisy human voice test than
in AWGN test. The implicit reason could be that human voice and vehicle
may have some different frequency components, so human voice can be
attenuated in the feature space of vehicle signals. But AWGN occupies all
frequency subbands, and thereby there is AWGN effect on any frequency
subband that vehicle data dominates.

Next the proposed system is tested against unknown bird chirp noise,
another colored noise often existing in surrounding backgrounds. Various
bird chirps out of the dataset37 are mixed with vehicle sounds. In Fig.
9.10(c), we can see that GTF is better than MFCC, especially when SNR<

15 dB. For example, at SNR= −10 dB, the error rate is decreased from
74% to 35%. Using STR can improve system performance further, such as
at SNR= −10 dB, the improvement is 18%. Next, using LHL can improve
the performance, while NHL can more significantly improve it. At very low
SNR= −10 dB, LHL has error rate 17%, while NHL decreases it down to
3% with 14% improvement. In all, when SNR −10 to 10 dB, the proposed
system has the error rate staying low at 2 ∼ 3%, while MFCC has high
error rate from 74% to 9%. This low error rate plateau again indicates that
NHL has efficiently separated vehicle signals from bird chirps.

9.5.2. Decision II: Vehicle Type Identification

As illustrated in Fig. 9.4(b), if the coming waveform is recognized as ve-
hicle, then we need to decide what type of vehicle it is. The sounds from
various types of vehicles may be generated by some common factors and
thus highly correlated with each other, which makes vehicle identification
difficult. In this section, vehicle identification is analyzed when vehicle data
is corrupted by unknown noises. During learning procedure, one represen-
tative feature space and one projection synaptic weight matrix are learned
for each type of vehicles. Then four feature spaces and four weight matrixes
are learned to represent patterns of four types. During testing, identifica-
tion results are listed in Tables 9.1-9.3 when vehicle data is corrupted by
unknown AWGN, human vowel utterances, and bird chirps, respectively.
The performance of LHL and NHL is compared. From these tables, we
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can see that in general NHL can achieve better performance than LHL can.
For example, when gasoline heavy wheeled car is mixed with AWGN at
SNR= 5 dB, NHL decreases the error rate by 40% over LHL; when diesel
truck is mixed with human vowel utterances at SNR= 0 dB, NHL decreases
the error rate by 25% over LHL. In all, the proposed system can offer very
robust identification results, such as at SNR= 5, 10 dB, the error rates of
diesel truck and motorcycle are 0 ∼ 5%. At very low SNR= −5, 0 dB, the
performance degrades, whereas the system is still at a workable status.

Table 9.1. Identification results when vehicle mixed w/ AWGN

Gasoline light Gasoline heavy Diesel truck Motorcycle
wheeled wheeled

LHL NHL LHL NHL LHL NHL LHL NHL

SNR=-5 dB 65% 55% 55% 50% 45% 35% 40% 35%

0 dB 60% 40% 50% 30% 30% 15% 25% 15%

5 dB 60% 20% 50% 10% 25% 5% 20% 5%

10 dB 50% 15% 45% 5% 20% 5% 20% 0%

Table 9.2. Identification results when vehicle mixed w/ human vowel utterances

Gasoline light Gasoline heavy Diesel truck Motorcycle
wheeled wheeled

LHL NHL LHL NHL LHL NHL LHL NHL

SNR= -5 dB 65% 55% 55% 60% 55% 50% 55% 50%

0 dB 50% 40% 50% 35% 45% 20% 40% 20%

5 dB 40% 15% 30% 10% 25% 5% 20% 5%

10 dB 30% 10% 25% 5% 15% 5% 15% 0%

Table 9.3. Identification results when vehicle mixed w/ bird chirps

Gasoline light Gasoline heavy Diesel truck Motorcycle
wheeled wheeled

LHL NHL LHL NHL LHL NHL LHL NHL

SNR= -5 dB 50% 40% 50% 30% 40% 20% 35% 20%

0 dB 35% 20% 30% 10% 25% 10% 25% 10%

5 dB 15% 15% 15% 10% 10% 5% 10% 5%

10 dB 10% 15% 5% 5% 5% 0% 0% 0%
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9.6. Conclusion and Discussion

The intelligent neural learning in the mammalian cortex provides us with
some heuristics to explore the vehicle sound recognition and identification
tasks. We contribute original work to use a nonlinear Hebbian learning
for acoustic signature recognition of running vehicles under noisy environ-
ments. The proposed system can selectively extract representative indepen-
dent components from high-dimensional input data. We have demonstrated
the designed real-time recognizer in front of Transportation Security Ad-
ministration and achieved good detection results. The compared simulation
results show that the proposed system can more accurately recognize ap-
proaching vehicles with a lower error rate than its counterparts, even if the
recorded sound is severely corrupted by white noise or colored noise (human
vowel utterances, bird chirps) at SNR= −10 ∼ 0 dB. When a coming sound
is recognized as urban vehicle, its type can be identified against noises. For
example, when gasoline heavy wheeled car is mixed with AWGN at SNR= 5
dB, the proposed system improves the performance by 40% over LHL.
Influence of AWGN, human vowel utterances, and bird chirps

Comparing results in Fig. 9.10, the noisy influence of AWGN, human
vowel utterances, and bird chirps is different. When vehicle data is mixed
with human vowel utterances or bird chirps, NHL can dramatically de-
creases the error rate, even at very low SNRs. The underlying reason can
be, vowel voice or bird chirps may have some different frequency compo-
nents that vehicle sound may not have in its learned feature space. Hence,
NHL which involves all-order statistics of data can independently separate
vehicle components from noisy ones, and has low error rates. On the other
hand, other algorithms including LHL could not reveal the properties of
independent components, and have much higher error rates.

The error rate tendency appears different when vehicle data is mixed
with AWGN. Spectral components of AWGN are spread over all frequency
subbands. Hence, AWGN effects are in every frequency subband that ve-
hicle data dominates. It is reasonable that recognition results are worse in
this test. The error rate curve of NHL is more like a decreasing slope rather
than a plateau along increasing SNRs. But when SNR> 0 dB, NHL still
offers a very robust performance with error rates 0.7 ∼ 1.5%. This implies
that NHL has effectively functioned on noise elimination since SNR> 0 dB.
LHL vs. NHL

Super-Gaussian-like statistics of acoustic sounds indicates why LHL is
inadequate to extract its principal components. Gaussian-distributed data
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is described with mean and variance, so LHL, which optimizes the second-
order moment of data, is a good tool for its principal component extraction.
However, in real-world environments, other non-Gaussian data generally
exists. They cannot be described with just mean and variance. Hence,
an approach such as NHL that explores higher-order moments of data is
necessary.
Taylor expansion of nonlinear activation function

To show that the used nonlinear activation function involves all-order
statistics of data, Taylor series can be used to expand it in terms of poly-
nomials of y,36

h(y) = (βy)αe−βy
∞∑

n=0

βnyn

Γ(α + n + 1)
, (9.10)

where the lower incomplete gamma function γ(α, βy) is the primary func-
tion. Otherwise, Taylor series can be used to expand the upper incomplete
gamma function Γ(α, βy) =

∫∞
y

τα−1e−τdτ in terms of polynomials of y.
And then we can obtain the Taylor-expanded function with the relation

h(y) = 1− Γ(α, βy)
Γ(α)

. (9.11)
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Autonomous surveillance vehicles operating in outdoor scenarios are ex-
pected to have sufficient local processing capabilities for being able to
analyze images of their environment gathered in real time in order to
perform mission-related tasks, such as secure navigation or intelligent
scene monitoring. In this scope, computer vision systems must be able
to deal with images captured in a wide range of operational conditions,
from daylight using conventional video camerasto night light using im-
age intensifiers or thermal imaging devices. The images acquired in such
diverse conditions and the inherent complexity of outdoor images make
texture the most appropriate visual cue to be analyzed, well beyond
color and shape. Hence, new efficient texture-based image classifiers and
segmenters are to be developed. This chapter compares different state-
of-the-art texture classifiers and proposes an efficient solution to the
problem of per-pixel classification of textured images with multichannel
Gabor wavelet filters. Results with complex real images obtained from
both land-based and aerial vehicles are presented and discussed.
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10.1. Introduction

Currently, the visual capabilities of autonomous surveillance vehicles are
still far from those of human vision. Therefore, those vehicles are mostly
teleoperated in practice. Thus, they are controlled by human operators
from remote locations via communication links. Most cognitive processes
are performed by those operators based on sensory feedback from remote in-
put devices mounted on those vehicles, such as conventional video cameras,
image intensifiers or thermal imaging devices. Those vehicles are unmanned
and either manually or semiatutomatically controlled from a distance ac-
cording to their observed performance. In some simpler cases, autonomous
surveillance vehicles follow preplanned routes through previously known
environments. This chapter contributes to the development of new visual
capabilities for autonomous surveillance vehicles whose vision systems must
be able to deal with images captured in a wide range of operational condi-
tions. The own nature of the images acquired in such conditions and the
inherent complexity of outdoor images make texture the most appropriate
visual cue to be analyzed.

In this context, the proposed chapter describes a new efficient non-
parametric distance-based classifier as a solution to the per-pixel texture
classification problem. Within this problem, every image pixel must be
characterized by a feature vector in a local neighborhood, thus potentially
generating an enormous number of prototypes to compare with during the
classification stage. Therefore, current pixel-based texture classifiers suffer
from an expensive computational cost, which, in practice, makes those clas-
sifiers unsuitable for real-time tasks, such as the ones potentially performed
by autonomous surveillance vehicles. Experiments with both real outdoor
images obtained by Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV) and aerial images
from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), and comparisons with alternative
classification techniques show that the developed classification scheme is
effective in terms of classification rates and computation time.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 10.2 reviews pre-
vious work in autonomous surveillance vehicles. Section 10.3 presents the
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Fig. 10.1. Some examples of different types of autonomous survelliance vehicles. (a)
Examples of UGV: NASA Mars Exploration Rover, (b) ActivMedia Robotics Pioneer2AT
endowed with a 3-D video camera, (c) Example of UAV: AAI Corporation Fixed-wing;
(d) Example of UUV: Bluefin-12 by Bluefin Robotics Corporation.

proposed pixel-based texture classifier for dealing with images captured by
those vehicles. Section 10.4 describes a new technique for automatic param-
eter selection oriented to model the different texture classes present in those
images with a reasonable computational time. Section 10.5 shows exper-
imental results after applying the proposed technique, as well as compar-
isons with well-known texture classifiers. Finally, conclusions and further
improvements are given in Section 10.6.

10.2. Background

Over the last years, considerable effort has been devoted to the develop-
ment of autonomous surveillance vehicles for a great variety of applications,
such as search and rescue operations, obstacle discovery, intruder detection,
building or terrain mapping, explosives neutralization, reconnaissance and
surveillance.

Autonomous surveillance vehicles with the above capabilities are based
on mobile robotic platforms that can be mainly classified into Unmanned
Ground Vehicles (UGV), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) and Unmanned
Undersea Vehicles (UUV) (see Fig. 10.1 a-d). Mobile robotic platforms with
those capabilities enhance the ability to counter threats , limit risks to
personnel, and reduce manpower requirements in hazardous environments.
Those platforms offer a tremendous potential as intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance facilities for early detection of security threats and for
acquisition and maintenance of situation awareness in crisis conditions.

A number of initiatives to develop autonomous surveillance vehicles have
been carried out in recent years, the wide majority for military purposes.
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In this line, Sandia National Laboratories developed a teleoperated UGV1

for the US Army to improve robotic ground vehicle tactics. Similar tele-
operated battlefield mobile robot research was reported.2,3 Some of these
robots included multiprocessor computing, differential GPS, and laser radar
for autonomous navigation.

Further surveillance UGV include vehicles for developing autonomous
off-road applications,4 and vehicles designed around the MDARS-E
project,5 which aims to provide an automated intrusion detection and
inventory assessment capability. Each is capable of some degree of au-
tonomous navigation via DGPS and other sensors, and can convey position
and environmental information to a ground station.

In fact, the development of UAV started in the middle of the twentieth
century for military surveillance. UAV have the potential to dramatically
increase the availability and usefulness of aircrafts as information-gathering
platforms. UAV have unmatched qualities that often make them cost effec-
tive means of carrying out tasks that may be either highly risky to pilots or
where their presence is not necessary. Recent innovations in UAV hardware
and software technologies, as well as economies of scale, make UAV feasible
for increasingly diverse surveillance purposes.6–8

A significant UAV platform developed in the last years is the Au-
tonomous Rotorcraft Project,9 an Army/NASA effort to develop high-level
autonomy for airborne observation missions of interest to both organiza-
tions. The vehicle selected for the project was a helicopter that can fly at
low speed or remain in a hover for approximately one hour. Alternatively,
recent research by the British Antarctic Survey and the Technical Univer-
sity of Braunschweig10 has led to the first ever series of flights by UAV in
Antarctica. Besides take-off and landing, those UAV are completely au-
tonomous, flying on their own according to a pre-programmed flight plan.
Each flight lasts for forty minutes, covering around forty-five kilometers and
taking a hundred measurements per second. This is the first time that un-
piloted UAV have been successfuly used in the Antarctic, opening a major
new approach for gathering scientific data in harsh environments.

Besides the development of ground and aerial vehicles, some of the first
UUV were developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the
1970s. Scientists use UUV to study the ocean and the ocean floor.11,12

One of the main motivations for the development of UUV was the execu-
tion of surveillance tasks for military missions, such as submarine detection
or mine search. Although not currently operational, there are several de-
signs of UUV that are capable of subsea intervention and not only of fly-by
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data collection. The development of subsea processing in deep and ultra
deep offshore oilfields and their cost of maintenance will be the most likely
motivation to encourage the development of these vehicles. In this line,
the oil and gas industries use UUV to make detailed maps of the seafloor
before they start building subsea infrastructure. Those maps allow oil com-
panies to install subsea infrastructures with an effective cost reduction and
minimum disruption to the environment.13

Notwithstanding, UGV, UAV and UUV still have many limitations.
Hence, it is necessary to address a range of practical and theoretical prob-
lems in order to develop their potential capabilities to a full extent. Thus, in
practice, current autonomous surveillance vehicles are based on standalone
platforms endowed with rather limited autonomous capabilities through the
use of costly and power-intensive sensors (e.g., laser range imaging sensors),
high-bandwidth communication links and sophisticated remote control sta-
tions. The path-planning algorithms used by those vehicles often require a
priori knowledge of free paths and obstacles in the environment. This can
be sufficient for some applications, but for others, higher levels of autonomy
can be advantageous.

Therefore, reducing the intervention of human operators is a key goal. In
this way, it is necessary to take advantage of computer systems embedded in
autonomous surveillance vehicles with the goal of exploiting the enormous
potential of those vehicles in a great number of scopes, such as exploration,
surveillance and, in general, intelligence-related tasks. Thus, a number of
initiatives have been developed to address the problem of increasing the
degree of autonomy of surveillance vehicles for tackling some particular
tasks.14–16

In this line, some key issues for increasing the autonomy of those vehicles
are related to the use of multiple platforms, as well as to the coordination
between teams of autonomous vehicles. This has led to ongoing research in
the area of multi-agent and swarm systems17,18), which are non-centralized
collections of relatively autonomous entities interacting with each other in
dynamic environments. A distributed multi-agent approach offers several
advantages. First, a larger number of sensors can be deployed over a greater
area. Intelligent cooperation may thus allow the use of less expensive sen-
sors. Second, task robustness is increased, since even if some agents fail,
others remain to complete the task. Finally, task performance is more
flexible, since groups of agents can perform different tasks at various loca-
tions. For example, the likelihood of finding an object or target increases
if multiple sensors from different locations are utilized.
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In addition, recent research has been addressed in order to exploit com-
puter vision for provinding autonomous surveillance vehicles with relevant
information about the environment and, therefore, to contribute to improve
their autonomy and performance. Hence, a remarkable trend consists of en-
dowing all-purpose exploration vehicles with 2D and 3D camerascontrolled
by embedded computers (see Fig. 10.1 b). In this line, it was proposed new
strategies that allow a team of mobile robots to deploy collaboratively in or-
der to obtain processable three-dimensional models of wide-area, unknown
environments.17,19 Every robot maps its surroundings and simultaneously
determines its position and orientation in space by processing visual infor-
mation obtained by means of an off-the-shelf stereo camera.

In this framework, texture is an important visual cue necessary for ex-
tracting low-level features useful for many common visual tasks.20,21 It
may allow a system to distinguish among different objects or surfaces that
have similar shape or color. Unfortunately, texture is the visual cue most
difficult to model, as it is intrinsically noisy by nature and affected by var-
ious external factors, such as illumination, rotation and scale, which alter
its perception. For this reason, many research efforts have been devoted
to texture analysis. In this way, a wide variety of texture feature extrac-
tion methods have been proposed in the literature.20,22–27 They can be
divided into four major categories: statistical, signal processing, structural
and model-based methods.

Statistical methods are one of the early approaches proposed for tex-
ture feature extraction in the literature. They are based on the spatial
distribution of gray values inside a textured image. Usually, those methods
are based on the computation of local features parallelly at each pixel in
a texture image. A local feature is defined by the combination of intensi-
ties at specified positions relative to each pixel in the image. According to
the number of points which define the local feature, three broad families of
statistical methods have been proposed: first-order statistics, second-order
statistics and higher-order statistics. Signal processing methods analyze
the frequency content of the textures present in an image. They are sup-
ported by some psychophysical evidence that shows that the human brain
does a similar analysis. Most signal processing techniques try to compute
certain features from filtered images.

Structural methods regard texture as being composed of texture ele-
ments or primitives. A primitive is a connected set of resolution cells char-
acterized by a list of attributes. There exists a number of neighborhood
operators to extract primitives, such as those utilized in edge detection,
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adaptive region extraction, and mathematical morphology. Once the prim-
itives and information about them have been identified, there are two major
approaches to analyzing texture: computing statistical properties from the
primitives and use these measures as features, in a kind of statistical ap-
proaches based on structure, or trying to determine the placement rule that
describes texture, yielding pure structural methods.

Finally, model-based methods construct a parametric generative model
of the observed intensity distribution, which is considered to be a combi-
nation of a function representing the known structural information on the
image and a random noise sequence. The key problem is how to estimate
this function and how to choose an appropriate model. Once the model is
complete, it can also be used to syntethize texture.

Hence, this chapter proposes an efficient solution to the problem of per-
pixel classification of textured images suitable for real time tasks, such as
the ones potentially performed by autonomous surveillance vehicles.

10.3. Per-Pixel Texture Classifier

The texture classification methodology proposed in this work is schematized
in the flowchart shown in Fig. 10.2. During an initial training stage, a
set of prototypes is extracted from every texture pattern that must be
recognized. The training image/s associated with each pattern are first
filtered by applying a multichannel Gabor filter bank, obtaining a cloud
of texture feature vectors for every pattern. A set of prototypes is then
extracted in order to represent that cloud.

During the evaluation stage of the classifier, a given test image is pro-
cessed with the purpose of identifying the texture pattern corresponding to
each of its pixels. This is done by first applying the multichannel Gabor
filter bank to the test image. A feature vector is thus obtained for every
pixel. Each vector is classified into one of the given texture patterns by a
K-NN classifier fed with the prototypes extracted during the training stage.
The final classified image is obtained after post-processing that result. The
stages involved in this scheme are detailed below.

10.3.1. Feature Extraction

Among the large amount of texture feature extraction methods summarized
in Section 10.2, multichannel filtering techniques based on Gabor filters
have received considerable attention due to some specific properties, such
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Fig. 10.2. Flowchart of the proposed classification methodology.

as optimal joint localization in both the spatial and frequency domains,28

and the physiological fact that 2-D Gabor filters can approximate the simple
cells in the visual cortex of some mammals.29

A two dimensional Gabor function g(x, y) and its Fourier transform
G(u, v) can be written as:

g(x, y) =
(

1
2πσxσy

)
exp

[
−1

2

(
x2

σ2
x

+
y2

σ2
y

)
+ 2πjΩx

]
(10.1)

G(u, v) = exp

[
−1

2

(
(u− Ω)2

σ2
u

+
v2

σ2
v

)]
(10.2)

where σx and σy are the Gaussian standard deviations, σu = 1/2πσx,
σv = 1/2πσy, and Ω is the modulation frequency. Gabor functions form
a complete but non-orthogonal basis set.30 Expanding a signal using this
basis provides a localized frequency description.

In a multichannel filtering scheme, an input image is typically decom-
posed into a number of filtered images, each containing intensity variations
over a narrow range of frequencies and orientations.31 Measures computed
from these filtered images can be used as features for either classification
or segmentation.32
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In this sense, a class of self-similar functions, referred to as Gabor
wavelets, is now considered. Let g(x, y) be the mother Gabor wavelet. A
self-similar filter dictionary can then be obtained by appropriate dilations
and rotations of g(x, y) through the generating function:

gmn(x, y) = a−mg(x′, y′) (10.3)

where m and n specify the scale and orientation of the wavelet respec-
tively, with m = 0, 1, . . . , S − 1, n = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1, S being the total
number of scales and K the total number of orientations. In addition,
x′ = a−m(x cos θ+y sin θ) and y′ = a−m(−x sin θ+y cos θ), where θ = nπ/K

and a−m, a > 1, is a scale factor, which is meant to ensure that the wavelets’
energy is independent of m.

Given an image I(x, y), its Gabor wavelet transform is then defined as
follows (in this work, only grey level images have been considered, I(x, y) ∈
[0, 255]):

Wmn(x, y) =
∫

I(x, y)g∗mn(x− x1, y − y1)dx1dy1 (10.4)

where ∗ indicates the complex conjugate.
A multichannel Gabor wavelet filtering approach has been used for the

texture feature extraction stage of this work. In particular, the original
design of those Gabor filters,25 which has been widely utilized for texture
classification and segmentation tasks,33–35 and more recently adopted by
the MPEG-7 standard,36 is followed.

The non-orthogonality of Gabor wavelets implies that there is redundant
information in the filtered images. Thus, this design strategy is used to
reduce such redundancy by ensuring that the half-peak magnitude support
of the filter responses in the frequency spectrum touch each other (see Fig.
10.3), resulting in the following definitions of the filter parameters:

a = (Uh/Ul)
1

S−1 (10.5)

σu =
(a− 1)Uh

(a + 1)
√

2 ln 2
(10.6)

σv = tan
( π

2k

) [
Uh − 2 ln

(
2σ2

u

Uh

)] [
2 ln 2− (2 ln 2)2σ2

u

U2
h

]− 1
2

(10.7)

where Ul and Uh denote the lower and upper frequencies of interest.
For the task at hand, the filter bank parameters are set based on the

values proposed by Manjunath25 and Chen:37 Low frequency 0.05, high
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Fig. 10.3. Example of design strategy for the Gabor filter bank (the contours indicate
the half-peak magnitude of the filter responses) with parameters: Ul = 0.05, Uh = 0.4,
S = 4, K = 6. The center of each ellipse is related to the modulation frequency W of
each filter.

frequency 0.4, six scales and four orientations. After filtering an input im-
age,the texture features that will characterize every pixel and its surround-
ing neighborhood (window) are the mean µmn and standard deviation σmn

of the magnitude of the Gabor wavelet coefficients:

µmn =
∫ ∫

|Wmn(x, y)|dxdy (10.8)

σmn =

√∫ ∫
(|Wmn(x, y)| − µmn)2dxdy (10.9)

A feature vector f is now defined using µmn and σmn as feature com-
ponents:

f = (µ00, µ01, . . . , µS−1,K−1, σ00, σ01, . . . , σS−1,K−1) (10.10)

Therefore, every feature vector will have a total of 6×4×2 = 48 dimensions.
All dimensions are normalized between 0 and 1.

In order to take advantage of the output produced by the filter bank,
the texture features mentioned above are computed for W different window
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sizes (W is set to 6 in this case): 3× 3, 5× 5, 9× 9, 17× 17, 33× 33 and
65×65. This means that, given a set of T texture patterns to be recognized,
there will be T ×W sets of feature vectors at the training stage. Only W

sets will be used for testing as there is only one input test image. In this
way, it is expected to have a better characterization of each of the texture
patterns.

For the setup to be complete, there is still one parameter to be con-
figured: the kernel size, which is the grid used to sample the Gabor filter.
The study conducted by Chen37 in the context of image retrieval concludes
that a kernel size of 13×13 is the best choice.However, as previously stated,
in this work, six different window sizes are used. Therefore, the kernel size
has been set to coincide with each of those window sizes. This is due to
the fact that every texture feature is computed from the pixels contained
in the window in process. In addition, independent experiments conducted
while developing this work have shown that the texture features obtained
in this way lead to better classification results than those obtained with a
fixed kernel size.

10.3.2. Texture Model Reduction

After the feature extraction stage, a 48-dimensional feature vector per im-
age pixel is obtained. Taking into account the size of the training images
associated with the various texture patterns, it is clear that the number of
vectors that will model each texture pattern given a window size is enor-
mous. While this is a requirement for a test image, in which every individual
pixel has to be classified, it is not necessary nor desirable for modeling the
texture patterns of interest, since the core of the classifier is a K-NN al-
gorithm and, hence, the classification cost is quadratic in the number of
prototypes.

In order to reduce the number of necessary texture prototypes, a varia-
tion of the k-means clustering algorithm is applied, in such a way that the
process is not directed by the number of clusters (this value is unknown a
priori), but by a resolution parameter R that determines the size of the
clusters.

K-means38 is one of the simplest and most popular unsupervised learn-
ing algorithms that solves the well known clustering problem. The proce-
dure follows a simple strategy to classify a given data set constituted by n

observations of a random d-dimensional variable into a certain number of
clusters. It is assumed that the desired number of clusters is known a pri-
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ori. Basically, k centroids are defined, one for each cluster. These centroids
must be placed in a subtle way since different locations lead to different
results. Hence, the best choice is to place them as far away from each other
as possible. The next step is to take each observation belonging to the data
set and associate it with its nearest centroid. When all observations have
been assigned to a centroid, it is necessary to recalculate k new centroids
as the means of the clusters resulting from the previous step. After the
new centroids have been computed, a new assignment must be carried out
between the data set points and their nearest new centroids. By iterating
this process, the k centroids change their locations step by step.

The k-means algorithm aims at minimizing an objective function, some-
times called a distortion measure, given by:

J =
n∑

i=1

k∑

j=1

‖x(j)
i − cj‖2 (10.11)

which represents the sum of squares of the distances between each data
point x

(j)
i and its assigned centroid cj .

The two phases of reassigning data points to clusters and recomputing
the cluster means, which respectively correspond to the E (expectation)
and M (maximization) steps of the EM algorithm, are repeated until there
is no further change in the assignments or until some maximum number of
iterations is exceeded. Since each phase reduces the value of the objective
function J , the convergence of the algorithm is assured. However, it may
converge to a local rather than to a global minimum of J . In addition,
k-means is also significantly sensitive to the initial cluster centers, which
are usually selected randomly, although the algorithm may be run multiple
times to reduce this effect.

The proposed variation of k-means described in this chapter has also
two main stages: splitting and refinement. For the splitting stage, suppose
there are already C clusters, with their respective centroids modeling the
feature space. The hypercube that delimits the volume of each cluster is
found and the length of its longest diagonal computed. If this value is
greater than a resolution parameter R, which is defined as a fraction of
the longest diagonal of the hypercube that bounds the whole feature space,
then that cluster is split in two. The value of R is computed as described
in Section 10.4. Therefore, after a single pass of the algorithm, there will
be between C (if no clusters are split) and 2C (in case all previous clusters
are split) new clusters.

The splitting of a cluster is deterministically done by dividing the
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bounding box of the original cluster by its longest dimension. New cen-
troids are set at the centers of the two resulting bounding boxes. Once
the splitting is complete, the refinement stage follows. It simply consists
of applying the traditional k-means, but using all the available centroids
as initial seeds for the algorithm. The k-means algorithm iterates until
convergence.

Both the splitting and refinement stages are repeated until all clusters
meet the resolution criterion R. The algorithm is always initialized with
a single cluster, whose centroid is the average of all the available feature
vectors. Fig. 10.4 shows a 2-D example of the clustering process described
above.

This algorithm resembles previously proposed wrapper methods based
on the classical k-means, such as the X-means39 and G-means40 clustering
algorithms, in the sense that it is able to determine an appropriate number
of clusters by continuously splitting the existing ones until a certain cri-
terion is satisfied. However, it differs from them in the way the search of
the space for cluster locations is conducted. While the X-means algorithm
tries to optimize either the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) or the
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), and the G-means algorithm is based
on the Anderson-Darling statistical test for the hypothesis that a subset of
data follows a Gaussian distribution, the proposed algorithm, as mentioned
above, drives the search based on the clusters’ size.

Although both X-means and G-means have proven to be good alterna-
tives for data clustering, the proposed resolution-guided clustering approach
is more suitable for the classification scheme developed in this work. In par-
ticular, a group of independent experiments have shown that the number
of prototypes necessary for the classification task found by the proposed
resolution-guided clustering approach is considerably smaller than the ones
obtained with G-means and specially smaller than the number of proto-
types determined with X-means, since the latter tends to overestimate the
number of clusters as was previously shown.40 The reason is that R does
not have to be too small (or alternatively there is no need for having a very
large number of prototypes) in order to distinguish among the given tex-
tures, at least for the texture features and classification methodology used
in this work. In addition, the proposed clustering scheme does not make
any assumptions about the data distribution, in contrast to G-means.

Furthermore, the proposed algorithm (as well as X-means and G-means)
has at least three advantages over the traditional K-means. First, as stated
earlier, there is no need for setting the desired number k of clusters a priori.
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Fig. 10.4. A 2-D example of the splitting and refinement procedure described in Section
10.3.2. Circles indicate the new initial centroids after splitting, while crosses indicate
the new centroids after refinement (R = 0.3).

In turn, the desired resolution R is introduced and the algorithm finds out
the number of clusters that satisfy it. However, a resolution parameter
R is more intuitive than a number of clusters K when dealing with high-
dimensional spaces. Notwithstanding, the proposed resolution R will be
automatically determined by the selection algorithm explained in Section
10.4. Second, the algorithm always behaves in the same way given the same
input points. Therefore, due to its deterministic nature, there is no need
to run it multiple times and keep the best set of centroids according to
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some measure, as is the case when the initialization stage of K-means has a
random component. Third, it can handle a variable number of prototypes
per texture class given a fixed resolution, a property that makes it more
flexible when modeling a complex feature space.

A disadvantage of this kind of algorithms, however, is the time necessary
to converge when the size of the sought clusters is too small (e.g., R < 0.3),
especially when having lots of high-dimensional vectors. However, since
this procedure is run during the training stage, classification times are not
affected. Moreover, as mentioned above and as will be shown later, there is
no need for R being too small in order to achieve good classification rates
in practice.

10.3.3. K-Nearest Neighbors Classification

Consider the case of m classes {ci}, i = 1, . . . , m, and a set of n samples
{pj}, j = 1, . . . , n, whose classification is known a priori. Let s denote an
incoming pattern. The nearest neighbor rule for classifying s consists of
assigning it to the pattern class to which the sample nearest to s belongs,
i.e. if

‖s− pj‖ = min
1≤k≤n

‖s− pk‖ (10.12)

then s ∈ class(pj).
This minimum distance classification scheme can be modified by consid-

ering the K nearest neighbors to s, resulting in s being assigned the label
most frequently represented among the K nearest samples.

Although the K-NN rule is a suboptimal procedure as it will usually lead
to an error rate greater than the Bayes Rate, which is the minimum possible
error, it is a good choice in case of arbitrary distributions whose underlying
densities are unknown. Furthermore, even with this knowledge, a high-
dimensional distribution (recall from Section 10.3.1 that feature vectors
are 48-dimensional) might be difficult to be accurately estimated due to
the nature of data. Hence, the applicability of this type of classifier is well
justified.

In this work, The K-NN classifier is implemented without changes. It
proceeds by comparing a vector that characterizes a pixel in the test image
given a certain window size with all the vectors (prototypes) that constitute
each of the T texture models for the same window size. Once all window
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sizes have been evaluated, a list with the K best distances among all T ×W

sets of possible values is obtained. Then, the most repeated texture among
the candidates is chosen to be the texture to which the analyzed pixel
belongs. If there is a tie, the winning texture will be the one with the
smallest distance. The value of K is computed as described in Section 10.4.

10.3.4. Post-Processing

This last stage aims at removing the noisy regions that usually appear
after following a classification scheme such as the one described above. It
consists of two steps. First, a small window of 5 × 5 pixels is displaced
along the entire image pixel by pixel. The enclosed region is then filled
with its dominant texture, but only if the number of pixels for that texture
is greater than a threshold. This process is repeated until the amount of
changed pixels is not significant. This amount of pixels and the previous
threshold have been determined experimentally. The second step ensures
that there will be no regions of uniform texture with less than a certain
number of pixels by assigning them to the adjacent region with the largest
number of neighboring pixels.

10.4. Automatic Parameter Selection

The classifier described in Section 10.3 depends on two parameters: the
resolution R that limits the clusters’ size, and the number of neighbors K

of K-NN. The performance of the classifier greatly depends on the choice
of those parameters. A simple parameter selection algorithm entirely based
on the training set is also applied during the training stage.

The selection algorithm applies the proposed classifier in order to com-
pute classification rates for the training images corresponding to the T

texture patterns of interest. The classifier is run with different combina-
tions of R and K. Since an exhaustive search for R and K is prohibitive,
a sampled search is performed with R varying from 1.0 to 0.3 with decre-
ments of 0.1 (8 different values), and K being 2n, where n varies from 0
to 8 with increments of 1 (9 different values). However, some of the 8 × 9
combinations of those parameters are unfeasible, since some values of K

are not valid depending on the value of R as discussed below.
Given a certain value of R, let p be the number of prototypes of the

texture pattern with the minimum number of clusters according to the
prototype extraction algorithm described in Section 10.3.2. In order to
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guarantee that all texture patterns can be identified, K has been forced to
be lower than or equal to p. Without this constraint, some texture patterns
could not be identified, such as in the example shown in Fig. 10.5, in which
the given feature vector is wrongly classified. In the experiments conducted
in this work, 53 different combinations of R and K have been considered.

Fig. 10.5. Misclassification of a feature vector (represented by “X”) into the second pat-
tern (prototypes represented by circles) due to an invalid value of K. The feature vector
should have been classified as belonging to the first pattern (prototypes represented by
triangles).

Next, the average of all classification rates for each combination of R and
K by considering all the given texture patterns is computed. For instance,
Fig. 10.6 shows the average classification rates for the texture patterns
belonging to the first test image in Fig. 10.7. The best combination of R

and K is marked with a circle. In general, the finer the resolution R, the
larger the number of neighbors K necessary to achieve good classification
results.

In the end, the combination of R and K that yields the maximum
classification rate is selected to provide the configuration parameters of the
classifier described in Section 10.3. A group of independent experiments
(not included in this chapter due to space limitations) have shown that the
classification rates obtained in unknown test images, when using parameters
R and K determined as described in this section, are similar to the ones
achieved with optimal values of R and K computed by costly optimization
techniques.
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Fig. 10.6. Average classification rate curves for the patterns belonging to the first test
image in Fig. 10.7 by considering different combinations of R and K. The best combi-
nation is marked with a circle.

10.5. Experimental Results

The proposed technique has been evaluated on complex real images ob-
tained from both ground and aerial vehicles. Fig. 10.7 shows these input
test images (images from 1 to 8 were acquired by UGV, while images from
9 to 12 were acquired by UAV).

Fig. 10.7. Experimental test images.
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In order to validate the proposed methodology for per-pixel texture clas-
sification, a comparison with other supervised texture classification tech-
niques in terms of classification rates and computation time has been per-
formed. These alternative techniques are: (a) the extreme alternative that
naturally fits in the approach of the proposed classifier, which stores all
the available feature vectors as prototypes for the given training texture
patterns. In order to yield a comprehensive computation time, only the
window size that leads to the best classification rate has been considered.
(b) The texture classifier based on integration of multiple methods and
windows.21 (c) The K-NN (K = 5) and multivariate Gaussian classifiers
utilized in the MeasTex suite.41 In order to achieve per-pixel classification
with MeasTex, which is a framework oriented to the classification of whole
images instead of individual pixels, the classifiers of MeasTex have been run
to classify every pixel of the test images given a subimage of 32× 32 pixels
quasi-centered at that pixel (32 × 32 pixels is the minimum subimage size
accepted by MeasTex). Both MeasTex classifiers have been independently
evaluated with features derived from classical Gabor filters, the fractal di-
mension, gray level co-occurrence matrices and Markov random fields. One
tenth of the available samples has been used as classification patterns. (d)
A straightforward extension to per-pixel classification of the LBP-based
classifier,27 with its same local binary pattern (LBP) operators as feature
extractors and the G statistic as dissimilarity measure. This extension has
been performed in a similar way as the one described for MeasTex, but with
subimages of 16× 16.27

Results for this comparison are presented in Table 10.1. They have
been computed considering 25% of the input test pixels (i.e., one out of
four pixels). This percentage is thought to suffice to recognize the different
explored areas that make up the input images captured by the autonomous
vehicles. Only the best classification result is reported for the MeasTex
and LBP-based classifiers. Fig. 10.8 and Fig. 10.9 display the classification
maps produced by the five approaches. The first column shows the ground-
truth for each test image. Black areas represent image regions that do
not correspond to any of the sought texture patterns. Pixels that belong
to these “unknown” texture patterns have not been taken into account
when computing the classification rates. On the other hand, black borders
appearing in the classification maps correspond to those pixels that could
not be classified because of the minimum used window size. Again, these
pixels have been discarded for the reported classification rates.

From Table 10.1, it is clear that the proposed technique is a good ap-
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Table 10.1. Classification rates (%) and computation time in seconds (Pentium 4 at 3.0
GHz) for the proposed classifier and alternative approaches.

Im.

Proposed “All-proto.” Integration MeasTex LBP

Clas. CPU Clas. CPU Clas. CPU Clas. CPU Clas. CPU
rate time rate time rate time rate time rate time

1 92.8 5 92.2 317 87.8 64 73.3 39 82.1 213
2 91.8 5 91.0 317 87.4 64 70.2 68 76.9 213
3 91.8 5 90.8 317 85.8 64 67.7 67 69.1 1019
4 76.7 6 81.3 342 74.6 76 70.3 35 74.4 266
5 77.4 6 80.8 396 81.8 76 55.1 67 55.1 266
6 94.9 6 94.6 342 91.1 76 69.3 33 57.5 266
7 81.0 6 81.6 140 86.1 76 78.3 67 42.1 615
8 84.2 6 79.2 200 76.3 76 68.6 68 45.0 615
9 98.4 6 99.0 528 95.0 100 73.6 9 78.4 1278
10 91.3 6 90.8 528 83.2 100 72.2 67 73.2 1278
11 97.6 6 97.7 528 90.5 100 79.4 67 81.2 1278
12 93.5 6 96.0 528 26.4 100 88.4 28 39.1 588

proximation of the classifier that stores all the available feature vectors as
prototypes, since the classification rates obtained by the former are com-
parable and, in many cases, better than those obtained by the latter. In
terms of computational time, however, the proposed classifier is clearly su-
perior as, on average, it classifies an input image more than sixty times
faster. The comparison with the remaining approaches is also favorable to
the proposed technique since the classification rate is higher in almost all
cases and the execution time is, on average, around fourteen times lower
than the one achieved by the fastest alternative classifier, which is the al-
gorithm based on integration of methods. In this sense, since per-pixel
texture classification is always a complicated and time demanding task, the
performance of the proposed classifier is closer to real-time than those of
the other techniques.

10.6. Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter presents a new distance-based, per-pixel texture classifier
based on clustering techniques and multichannel Gabor wavelet filters that
achieves higher classification rates and lower computational times than
other well-known classifiers. This means that the proposed technique is
more suitable for real-time tasks than other recent and traditional super-
vised texture classifiers. Such tasks being those potentially performed by
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Fig. 10.8. Classification maps for test images 1 to 6 produced by the proposed classifier
(second column), the classifier that stores all feature vectors as texture models (third
column), the integration-based classifier (fourth column), the best MeasTex classifier
(fifth column) and the best LBP-based classifier (sixth column). Corresponding ground-
truth (first column).

autonomous surveillance vehicles.
A technique to automatically select the configuration parameters corre-

sponding to k-means (the resolution R, which limits the size of the clusters
and, therefore, the maximum number K of prototypes) and the number of
neighbors of K-NN has also been developed. It has been shown that this
selection algorithm determines appropriate configuration parameters that
yield a good performance.
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Fig. 10.9. Classification maps for test images 7 to 12 produced by the proposed classifier
(second column), the classifier that stores all feature vectors as texture models (third
column), the integration-based classifier (fourth column), the best MeasTex classifier
(fifth column) and the best LBP-based classifier (sixth column). Corresponding ground-
truth (first column).

Classification results for real images acquired by ground-based and aerial
autonomous surveillance vehicles have been presented and comparisons with
other recent and traditional supervised classification schemes have also been
performed. In almost all cases, the proposed classifier yielded the best
classification rates with a significantly lower computation time.

Future work will consist of studying better schemes for integration of
different window sizes in order to reduce the information sources when
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classifying a given feature vector, and thus, improving the accuracy and
computation time of the algorithm. Additionally, as the proposed method-
ology is thought to be valid for any texture method or group of texture
methods provided they produce feature vectors as output, this technique is
expected to be extended in order to integrate different feature extraction
methods in a coherent way.

Finally, the proposed methodology will be adapted to unsupervised per-
pixel texture segmentation. The goal in this case is to automatically deter-
mine sets of prototypes that characterize the different regions of homoge-
neous texture within a given image.
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This chapter describes an integrating system that combines different
aggression detection systems to make the overall system become more
effective. Our contribution consists of an automated system for detecting
unusual events without being an invasion of individual privacy. Secondly,
an icon-language based reporting application for smart phones enables
the best aggression detectors (human beings) to anonymously supply in-
put to the detection system. Finally, an underlying framework allows for
the fusion of information and delivers the infrastructure to transparently
integrate all the systems. To evaluate the system, several hours of audio
and video recordings were taken of aggressive and common scenarios in
a real Dutch international train compartment. Ongoing work is on cre-
ating an experiment setup for on-line testing of the system that complies
with the privacy regulations for public transport in the Netherlands. We
expect that our system will contribute to public safety by increasing the
chance of detection and thus helping to prevent all forms of aggression
and terrorism.
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11.1. Introduction

The safety of train travelers is a subject that increasingly concerns the
Dutch railway (NS). As a result, investments to ensure the safety and se-
curity of train passengers (and personnel) increased from 45 million to 50
million euros in 2006. Among the efforts are measures to actively confront
passengers that exhibit aggressive behavior whenever possible, installing
more camerasand microphones in the train compartments and joining the
national alerting system for terrorism prevention.

In recent years, numerous attempts have been made to build automated
aggression/unusual event recognition systems. Despite advances in pattern
recognition, human beings still outperform machines in detecting aggression
by far. As a result, to date, human operators are still the only reliable
resource when it comes to monitoring camera images. To take advantage of
humans as aggression detectors, services have been made available in trains
that allow passengers to alert security personnel of dangerous situations.
Research indicates that people can become extremely cooperative, in these
situations e.g. massive surges of volunteerism, as we could see on 9/11.
Against this backdrop, we foresee a transition phase in which human and
computer based detection systems will work side by side to uphold the safety
of public transport. In the long run, computer based systems will gradually
become more prominent as the reliability, robustness, and precision of these
systems increase.

For now, this chapter describes an integrating system that uses AI tech-
niques to combine automated detection systems with human powered ag-
gression reporting facilities while maintaining the privacy of the passengers
in the train compartment. The system consists of an automated component
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for detecting unusual events that makes monitoring surveillance cameras-
more effective without being an invasion of individual privacy. Secondly,
an icon-language based reporting application for smart phones enables the
travellers to supply input to the detection system. Finally, an underly-
ing integrating framework allows for multimodal fusion of information and
delivers the infrastructure to transparently integrate all the components.

The system was tested with several hours of audio and video recordings
taken of aggressive and common scenarios in a real Dutch international
train compartment. The recordings were manually annotated afterwards
to establish the ground truths necessary to measure the performance of the
detection systems. An ontology for describing aggression was created to
form the basis of the grammar for annotation. Furthermore, the ontology
served as a formalized way to describe and reason with (aggressive) sce-
narios in a train. Results show that the system is able to detect potential
unusual situations given the video streams and user inputs. Our target
users were able to communicate their reports appropriately using the pro-
vided reporting software. Due to privacy issues real online testing has yet to
be conducted. Ongoing work is on creating an experiment setup for on-line
testing of the system that complies with the privacy regulations for public
transport in the Netherlands. We expect that our system will contribute
to public safety by increasing the chance of detection and thus helping to
prevent all forms of aggression and terrorism.

The remainder of this chapter is structures as follows: first we give an
overview of related research divided into an automated aggression detection
part and an event reporting part. Next we present our system starting with
an overview of the system, after which we will gradually delve into the inner
workings of the system. Finally we present the evaluation of the system
and end up with conclusions and an outlook for the future.

11.2. Related work

The use of surveillance technology to increase the safety in public areas
has major privacy implications that point to a tension between security
and privacy of individuals. An individual may not want his location to
be tracked. In some countries, this issue is solved with legislation: the
privacy right is explicitly dispensed when the situation is considered as an
emergency. As a result, an increase of security as a result of the employment
of surveillance systems is commonly associated with a decrease in privacy.
That this is not always the case will be illustrated by the system we present
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in this chapter. But first we discuss some related research in this field.
Since our contribution is twofold, we have divided this section into two
subsections: automated aggression detection and an event reporting.

11.2.1. Automated aggression detection

The bulk of existing work on automated aggression detection systems have
largely depended on video analysis. As a result, video based surveillance
related algorithms have been extensively investigated.1 The underlying al-
gorithms consist of methods ranging from simple background extraction to
more complex methods such as dynamic layer representations2 and optical
flow methods.3

Audio based surveillance algorithms are usually sound event detectors
or recognizers. These algorithms use various features extracted from train-
ing sound signals to obtain characteristic acoustic signatures of the different
types of events.4–6 Sound based algorithms are most effective when used in
combination with sensors from different (in particular the visual) modal-
ities. Audio can be used complimentary to help resolve situations where
video based trackers loose track of people due to occlusion by other objects
or other people. The combined approach yields better and more robust re-
sults as demonstrated by different researchers using decentralized Kalman
filters,7 particle filters8 and importance particle filters.9 Other techniques
used in higher-level fusion are Bayesian networks10–12 rule based systems13

and agent-based systems.
At a higher level, automated surveillance is focused on semantic inter-

pretation of the events in their spatial and temporal relationships. Ivanov
et. al.14 discuss an automatic surveillance system that performs labeling
of events and interactions in an outdoor environment. Generally, high level
approaches are heavily dependent on the context in which the system is
applied. In the PRISMATICA project12 a surveillance system for railway
stations is designed to integrate different intelligent detection devices. In
the PRISMATICA system, detection of events is done in geographically
distributed visual, audio and other types of devices and using different al-
gorithms. Bayesian networks are used for presenting and fusing the data
by these devices. In the ADVISOR project,13 a surveillance system was
developed for detecting specific behavior (such as fighting or vandalism) in
metro stations. Different methods have been defined to compute specific
types of behaviors under different configurations. And at the higher level
these methods are integrated in a coherent framework.
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11.2.2. Human based event reporting

Recent world-wide crisis events have drawn attention to the role that the
public, equipped with communication technology such as mobile phones,
can play in warning and response activities.15,16 The emergency response
system, WHISPER17 includes a text-based web interface for emergency re-
sponders to share information during emergency response activities. The
system integrates data repository of all emergency services to support their
decision making process. The CAMAS system in the RESCUE18 project
allows not only for the emergency responders but also the general public
to send text-reports via their web interface. This system parses and an-
alyzes text-input, classifies crisis events and creates situation awareness.
The web interface of VCMC model19 allows for the general public to share
information and discuss problem situations in real-time.

Visual icon-based languages provide an alternative to text and writing as
a mode of comprehension and expression.20 Icons can be used to communi-
cate about topics that are difficult to speak about, or to support people that
do not sharing a common language21,22 or for the speech impaired.23,24 In
icon-based languages a message is composed using an arrangement of icons
or using combinations of symbols to compose new symbols with new mean-
ings.25,26 The arrangement can be realized in a rigid sequence order27–29

or in a two-dimensional order.26,30 Conversion to natural language text
or speech can be done by interpreting the icon messages using Linguistics
theory like the Conceptual Dependency Theorya or Basic Englishb.

Fitrianie et al.29,30 developed an icon-based communication interfaces
for reporting observations for PDAs and smart-phones. The system uti-
lizes a wireless ad-hoc architecture to connect the mobile devices without
the need for a central base station. A blackboard structure is used for dis-
tributing information to support people who must work collaboratively (e.g.
rescue teams, crisis center operators, victims and witnesses). A dedicated
Natural Language Processing-based grammar has been used to interpret
the visual messages. The interface was later extended with adaptive fea-
tures such as prediction33 and an n-grams language model34 for a faster
and more efficient icon-selection.

Dymon35 reviewed the use of existing icons for hazard and emergency
maps, including those of US military and NATO (APP-6a - 1999). The
aThe Conceptual Dependency Theory31 introduces the notions of conceptualizations and
concepts which are units of meaning loosely corresponding to the grammatical units of
clauses and words (e.g. noun, verb, and adjective) in a sentence construction.
bThe Basic English is an attempted core subset of the English language.32
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resulting symbols are claimed to be scalable and flexible across both dis-
cipline and cultural differences. These standard map icons are promoted
for emergency response applications by the U.S. Governmentc and tested
on a national basis. The set of icons is also used by the governments of
Australia and New Zealand. Tatomir and Rothkrantz36 developed a set of
icons for sharing and merging topological maps in damaged buildings us-
ing observations from individuals present in an infrastructure-less network.
The knowledge was used for reasoning about the state of the building and
providing guidance to given locations.

11.3. System overview

The aggression detection system presented in this chapter combines two
related (but autonomous) aggression detection components. The first com-
ponent consists of an automated system for detecting unusual events that
makes monitoring surveillance camerasmore effective by pointing out the
train compartments with a high possibility of aggression. The second com-
ponent depends on humans equipped with a smart phone running a report-
ing application to supply the input to the detection system. An underlying
framework allows for the fusion of information and delivers the infrastruc-
ture to transparently integrate all the systems. An overview of the system
and its components is shown in Fig. 11.1: an automatic detection system,
which is a computer inside the train compartment, continuously analyses
data from microphones and camerasin the compartment to automatically
detect aggression. The system uses well known algorithms to detect and
classify activities and events in the train compartment. At a higher level,
the possible scenario is inferred based on knowledge of the characteristics of
similar scenarios. At the same time, travelers can use there mobile phones
to report aggressive situations. Reports are automatically analyzed and
presented to human operators in a central operator room, where they can
decide to investigate the situation further.

For the automatic recognition of aggressive situations, we installed four
camerasand microphones in the train compartment. The microphones are
positioned in a zig-zag fashion, while the camerasare places along the corri-
dor of the train. All sensors are attached to the roof of the train compart-
ment. Since half of the camerasare opposed to each other and strategically
placed along the corridor (see Fig. 11.2), the probability of detecting a face
facing the camera maximized. Considering the confined space of the train
cHomeland Security Working Group Symbology Reference. http://www.fgdc.gov/hswg
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Fig. 11.1. A schematic overview of the aggression detection system.

compartment, the resolution of the faces is generally large enough for the
detection algorithm.

= MICROPHONE

 = CAMERA

Train compartment

Fig. 11.2. The locations of the sensors seen from a topview of the train compartment.

11.4. Knowledge representation

In order for a computerized system to communicate with humans about
what it is witnessing, it needs to share with humans a common (and con-
sistent) means for communication and knowledge representation. For our
system we used an ontology to conceptualize knowledge in the aggression
domain. The ontology was created in W3C-OWLd. This section explores
dOntology Web Language: http://www.w3.org/TR/owlguide/
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the reasons for that choice, and the advantages of an ontology-based knowl-
edge representation.

11.4.1. Motivation

One issue in the choice of representation is expressiveness. Interviews with
experts, not surprisingly, reveal that experts communicate with each other
with all the expressiveness of natural language. This, though, goes beyond
what we need and wish in our system. The main issue with natural language
is ambiguity. This matters greatly, since we are representing the knowledge
for a purpose: we want to use the represented knowledge in reasoning.
Reasoning means, at least in part, figuring out what must be true, given
what is known.

An ontology consists of a set of concepts, a set of relationships and a
set of axioms that describe a domain of interest. Complimented with two
partial orders defining the concept hierarchy and relation hierarchy respec-
tively. With an ontology we can precisely define the concepts we use. This
allows us to place the appropriate rules on their respective concepts. First,
we identify the common concepts for example, the relation “x caused y”.
Then, we use logical relationships to formulate rules about those common
concepts. For example, “if x caused y, then x temporally precedes y”. An
ontology representation, gives us enough expressiveness, and facilitates the
reasoning as well.

11.4.2. Ontology overview

The ontology is built for two purposes; the first is to assist annotators
of train data in the annotation process. Using a standardized annotation
language derived from the ontology results in more consistent annotations.
Second the ontology will be used by the aggression detection system for se-
mantic interpretation of complex situations (as both automated aggression
detection as the reporting tool use the knowledge in the ontology to infer
the context of observed events). We start the conceptualization with a def-
inition of the core ontology. The core ontology Fig. 11.3 captures the basic
dynamic concepts of situations and their dynamics over time and space.
Next, this core ontology is extended with two domain specific extension:
(a) the train compartment and all the objects of relevance for aggression
in it (static context) and (b) a specification of aggressive scenarios repre-
sented by the essential actors and the chain of events that take place when
the scenario occurs (dynamic context). The knowledge of both contexts
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is stored in ontology represented in W3C-OWL. Each of the extensions is
discussed in more detail below.
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Fig. 11.3. Core aggression ontology.

11.4.3. The static context

The static context (Fig. 11.4) discusses the objects of relevance to aggression
in the train compartment and presents the formal definition of these objects
in the ontology. We will focus on a single train compartment, but this can
easily be extended to the entire train.

The TrainCompartment encompasses all of the objects that are in a
train compartment. PhysicalObject are special kinds of Objects that exist
somewhere, so they necessarily have a position and an orientation attribute
(StaticObject). Furthermore, special physical objects can sometimes move,
in which case they may have a velocity (DynamicObject). We modeled
TrainObjects which we limited to some static objects in the train com-
partment, for example seats and tables. These TrainObjects are included
because they can also be the victim of damage due to paint, fire, etc.
HumanObject are physical objects which can trigger events and cause a
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situation in the train.

PhysicalObject

orientation

position

Static Object

Velocity

DynamicObject<<Extends>>

TrainCompartment

TrainObjects

*

1

HumanObject

(from core)

Object

Fig. 11.4. Overview of the static context.

11.4.4. Dynamic context

The dynamic context describes how objects can interact within the train
environment. The central classes are situation and event. The relation be-
tween situation and event is given in the sub ontology diagram in Fig. 11.5.
According to the ontology, a situation includes some objects and relation-
ships among them (in the form of Relation tuples). As Situation is a sub-
class of Object, every instance of Situation can have attributes like any
other Object. The same holds for Event. Events are objects that contain
information about events in the real world observed at a specific time that
affects the value of Attributes and Relations. Relations define the rela-
tions between ordered sets of objects e.g. inRange(x, y). Values have two
attributes, one is the actual value and the other is the certainty.

Scenarios describe situations in the train, more specifically it summa-
rizes the events and actions that are usually observed and their order of
occurrence when such a situation takes place. According to our ontology,
a scenario consists of a sequence of situations and a sequence of events. An
event that leads to a transition of one situation into another is represented
by a situation switch (Fig. 11.5). An important entity in the dynamic con-
text is the HumanObject. The HumanObject is capable of manipulating
(generating events in) the dynamic context (by actions and behaviors). Ag-
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Fig. 11.5. Overview of the scenario sub ontology.

gressive behavior involves a human aggressor and one or more human or
non-human victims. A chain of situations that occurs by a combination of
an aggressor and possibly one or more Object will be a scenario. An action
or event caused by a humanObjects and possibly using other humanObjects
could result in another situation being triggered and possible switching the
scenario to maybe an even more dangerous one. Below is a list of the types
of Scenarios in the ontology:

• Annoyances: This is a combination of irritation perceived by other pas-
sengers. For example loud shouting, talking too loud on a mobile phone
etc.

• Danger: This indicates that a serious situation occurred. For example
fighting, terrorist attack etc.

• Damages: This indicates for example the presence of hooligans damaging
the train property.

• Sickness: This scenario indicates that an actor in the train compartment
is not feeling well. For example vomiting or fainting.

• Neutral: This is just when everything is quiet in the train compartment
and no strange event is taking place. This is mostly the scenario that
railways want in their trains.

11.5. Automated aggression detection

Currently there is a surveillance platform consisting of security camerasin-
stalled in compartments of Dutch international trains. However, the system
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is based on the supervision of human operators. This is a major drawback
given that there is not enough manpower to monitor all these camerascon-
tinuously. Operators have to make a selection of train compartments to
watch. This selection is often driven by tips from outside, by experience
(e.g. hooligans in train before or after important soccer matches) or (and
most often) by co-incidence. This section discusses the theoretical model of
our automated aggression detection system and identifies the features and
techniques to automatically distinguish aggression from normal situations.
We present a system that automatically scans video images and audio data
for unusual situations and generates a list of the train compartments with
the highest potentially dangerous situations. The results of this analysis
can then be used to provide suggestions of compartments to be monitored.
In this way, the detection is based less on co-incidence.

11.5.1. Approach

As indicated previously we use video as well as audio data as input for
the automated detection system. The raw data goes through a process of
feature extraction, classification and recognition (see Fig. 11.6 to become
a quantitative conclusion about the aggression level in the train compart-
ment. The process consists of two phases: a fusion and classification phase
in which features from different modalities are extracted and combined into
high level concepts and a reasoning phase in which a high level reasoning
system infers scenarios from the high level concepts.

Features

Objects

Situations

Volume
Pitch 
Color
Intensity
Texture
Vocal stress

Face
Movement
Person
Posture
Knife

Sensor data

Aggression

Fusion 

and 

Classification

ReasoningFighting

Begging
Graffiti 
Fire

Fig. 11.6. Overview of the automated aggression detection process.
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11.5.2. Fusion and classification

The detection of aggression in train compartments is based on using a set
of relevant high-level features which thoroughly describe the body gestures
of a person. A specific type of features relates to the emotional state of
the passengers. The system processes the raw data from microphones and
video camerasin train compartments and automatically extracts the audio
and video features for each passenger. The most important characteristic
of the automatic system is that the detection of aggressive behavior is
done without taking into account features regarding the identity of the
persons. Indeed we do not incorporate any identity recognition system in
our framework. More specifically, only the features we extract and that are
related to gestures and emotion of the subjects are used to track and to
analyze the behavior of one person. In this way, the algorithm we propose
fully complies with the privacy issues in public spaces.

The emotion recognition algorithm works with the prototypic emo-
tions37 and is based on semantic fusion of audio and video data. In the
case of video data processing, we have developed automatic systems for the
recognition of facial expressions for video sequences. The recognition was
done by using Viola&Jones features and boosting techniques for face detec-
tion,38 Active Appearance Model39 (AAM) for the extraction of face shape
and Support Vector Machines40,41 (SVM) for the classification of feature
patterns in one of the prototypic facial expressions. For training and testing
the systems we have used Cohn-Kanade database42 by creating a subset of
relevant data for each facial expression.

The features we compute for the recognition of facial expressions re-
late to the shapes of face and facial features (eyes, eyebrows and mouth).
Subsequently we identify some characteristic points on the face and track
them in time. The assessment of the facial expressions is realized as a
classification of temporal patterns of face shape deformations. Fig. 11.7
illustrates an example of face shape deformation for each of the six basic
facial expressions.

In order to extract the emotion of one person we determine the emotion
from speech and from facial expressions. Finally the algorithm semantically
combines the two types of information so as to get a more accurate esti-
mation of the emotion. In order to do that, we distinguish two processing
contexts (Fig. 11.8). The first is the case of non-speaking passengers and
allows for computing the facial expressions by using the full features set of
face shape deformations. The second is the case of speaking passengers.
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Fig. 11.7. The emotion facial shape deformation patterns for the six prototypic emotion
classes.

The estimation of facial expressions involves the use of a smaller set of
facial deformation features. We remove the features determined based on
mouth shape deformation so as to remove the influence of speech over facial
features deformation. More exactly, we consider speech influence as noise
and we want to filter it out during the estimation of facial expressions.

Fig. 11.8. Silence/non-silence detection using multimodal data. Sample taken from
eNTERFACE 2005 database: “Oh my god, there is someone in the house!”.

The results of different types of emotion assessment for speech and non-
speech multimodal data segments are combined for obtaining smooth tran-
sitions (Fig. 11.9).

Our algorithm for the recognition of emotions in videos implies initial
processing of the multimodal data. Firstly, the audio-video input data is
rescaled by conversion to a specific frame-rate (Fig. 11.10). This process
may imply downscaling by skipping some video and audio frames. Secondly,
the audio data is processed in order to determine the silence and non-silence
segments. The resulting segments are correlated to the correspondent audio
data and constitute the major data for the analysis. The identification of
silence and non-silence segments is realized by using both acoustic and video
information. Apart from running acoustic analysis of the data, speech can
be detected by tracking features from a simple facial characteristic points-
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Fig. 11.9. Emotion recognition regarding the transition between two adjacent segments.

based model that includes data from the mouth area.

Fig. 11.10. Multimodal frame rescaling algorithm.

The bi-modal data fusion model aims at determining the most proba-
ble emotion of the subject given the emotions determined previously. We
realize the semantic fusion of features using Dynamic Bayesian Network43

(DBN). Fig. 11.11 shows an example of the multimodal emotion recogni-
tion algorithm. High-level data fusion works only during the analyses of
speech-enhanced multimodal segments.

11.5.2.1. Facial expression recognition

AAM makes sure the shapes of the face and of the facial features are cor-
rectly extracted from each detected face (Fig. 11.12). Starting with the
samples we have collected from the Cohn-Kanade database, we have deter-
mined the average face shape and texture.
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Fig. 11.11. The sequential recognition of human emotions from audio and video data.

Fig. 11.12. The use of Active Appearance Models for the extraction of facial features.

Based on the AAM face shape, the facial expression recognition algo-
rithm generates a set of features to be used further on during the emo-
tion classification stage. The features stand for geometric parameters as
distances computed between specific Facial Characteristic Points (FCPs)
(Fig. 11.13). For the recognition of expressions in still pictures, the dis-
tances determined from one face form a representative set of features to
reflect the emotion at a certain moment of time. In the case of recognition
of facial expressions in video sequences, the features are determined as the
variation of the same distances between FCPs as observed during several
consecutive frames.

The recognition of emotions is realized differently for silence segments
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Fig. 11.13. The Facial Characteristic Point FCP model.

and non-silence segments. For silence segments, the emotion is represented
by the facial expression as determined by the facial expression classification
algorithm. For the non-silence segments, the emotion recognition is based
on the multimodal semantic fusion of the results of the emotion classifica-
tion on single modalities. Additionally, the facial expression classification
algorithm for non-silence segments determines the most probable facial ex-
pression by considering a different set of geometric features. The input
features in this case relate to only FCPs from the upper part of the face.
The reason for not considering the FCPs of the mouth is explained by the
natural influence of the phoneme generation on the mouth shape during
the process of speaking. The geometric features used for the recognition
of facial expressions are illustrated in Table 11.1 for silence data segments
and in Table 11.2 for non-silence data segments.

All the FCPs are adjusted for correcting against the head rotation prior
to computing the values of the geometric features used for the facial ex-
pression classification.

Moreover, another adjustment of the FCPs applies a correction against
the variance of the distance between the subject and the camera. This is
realized by scaling all the distance-oriented feature values by the distance
between the inner corners of the eyes. The models that use the feature
sets in Table 11.1 and Table 11.2 allow for the independent consideration
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Table 11.1. The geometric feature set for facial expression recognition for silence
data segments (LEB=Left eyebrow, REB=Right eyebrow, LE=Left eye, RE=Right
eye, M=Mouth).

Feature Feature Feature

v1 (P1, P7)y LEB v7 (P14, P15)y LE v13 (P17, P20)y M
v2 (P1, P3)y LEB v8 (P9, P11)y LE v14 (P20, P21)y M
v3 (P2, P8)y REB v9 (P9, P15)y LE v15 (P18, P19)y M
v4 (P2, P4)y REB v10 (P13, P16)y RE v16 (P17, P18)y M
v5 (P1, P17)y LEB v11 (P10, P12)y RE v17 (P17, P19)y M
v6 (P2, P17)y REB v12 (P10, P16)y RE

Table 11.2. The geometric feature set for facial expression
recognition for speech-containing enhanced data segments
(LEB=Left eyebrow, REB=Right eyebrow, LE=Left eye,
RE=Right eye).

Feature Feature

v1 (P1, P7)y LEB v7 (P14, P15)y LE
v2 (P1, P3)y LEB v8 (P9, P11)y LE
v3 (P2, P8)y REB v9 (P9, P15)y LE
v4 (P2, P4)y REB v10 (P13, P16)y RE
v5 (P1, P9)y LEB v11 (P10, P12)y RE
v6 (P2, P10)y REB v12 (P10, P16)y RE

of features from both sides of the face. The advantage of a facial expression
recognition system that makes use of such a set of features is the ability to
still offer good results for limited degrees of occlusion. For such cases, the
features computed from the side that is not occluded can be mirrored to
the features from the occluded side of the face.

11.5.2.2. Emotion recognition from speech

In the case of emotion recognition from speech, the analysis is handled
separately for different number of frames per speech segment.44 In the
current approach there are five types of split methods applied on the initial
audio data. Each type of split produces a number of data sets, according to
all the frame combinations in one segment. The data set used for emotion
analysis from speech is Berlin45 a database of German emotional speech.
The database contains utterances of both male and female speakers, two
sentences per speaker. The emotions were simulated by ten native German
actors (five female and five male). The result consists of ten utterances
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(five short and five long sentences). The length of the utterance samples
ranges from 1.2255 seconds to 8.9782 seconds. The recording frequency is
16kHz.

The Praate tool was used for extracting the features from each sample
from all generated data sets. According to each data set frame configura-
tion, the parameters mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum
of the following acoustic features were computed: Fundamental frequency
(pitch), Intensity, F1, F2, F3, F4 and Bandwidth. All these parameters
form the input for separate GentleBoost classifiers according to data sets
with distinct segmentation characteristics. The GentleBoost strong clas-
sifier is trained for a maximum number of 200 stages. Separate data sets
containing male, female and both male and female utterances are considered
for training and testing the classifier models.

11.5.2.3. Results for the extraction of emotion-related features

For the classification of facial expressions, different models have been taken
into account. In our experiments we have used 2-fold Cross Validation
method for testing the performance of the models. For training, we have
used Cohn-Kanade database for experiments on facial expression recogni-
tion and Berlin database for emotion extraction from speech.

We have partly used the eNTERFACE05 audio-visual emotion
database46 for testing our multimodal algorithms for emotion recognition.
The results show the performance achieved by our algorithms for facial ex-
pression recognition in processing silence (Table 11.3) and speech segments
(Table 11.4). Additionally we show the results in the case of emotion recog-
nition from speech (Table 11.5). The terms ac means the accuracy, tpr is
the true positive rate and fpr is the false positive rate obtained by the model
on the testing database. Ongoing work is set to test the multimodal fusion
model by using eNTERFACE05 data set. The results of the facial expres-
sion recognition clearly show that a higher performance is obtained by the
models that make use of features computed from the entire face shape in
comparison to the model that uses information regarding only the eyes and
eyebrows.

ePraat: doing phonetics by computer: http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
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Table 11.3. The results for facial expression recognition using SVM
(polynomial kernel of degree 3) for sequence of frames.

% Fear Surprise Sadness Anger Disgust Happy

Fear 88.09 2.38 4.76 3.57 1.19 0
Surprise 0 88.67 2.83 8.49 0 0
Sadness 5.43 2.17 85.86 2.17 1.08 3.26
Anger 10.71 0 3.57 85.71 0 0
Disgust 5.35 5.35 3.57 1.78 82.14 1.78
Happy 4.62 0 7.40 2.77 5.55 79.62

Table 11.4. The results for facial expression recognition using SVM
(polynomial kernel of degree 3) for sequence of frames using only the
eyes and eyebrows information.

% Fear Surprise Sadness Anger Disgust Happy

Fear 70.59 0 0 0 29.41 0
Surprise 15.00 70.00 15.00 0 0 0
Sadness 15.79 15.79 63.16 0 5.26 0
Anger 16.67 16.66 0 66.67 0 0
Disgust 0 21.22 2 11.11 65.67 0
Happy 0 36.36 0 0 0 63.64

Table 11.5. The optimal classifier for each emo-
tion class, Berlin data set.

(%) ac (%) tpr (%) fpr (%)

Anger 0.83±0.03 0.72±0.16 0.13±0.06
Boredom 0.84±0.07 0.49±0.18 0.09±0.09
Disgust 0.92±0.05 0.24±0.43 0.00±0.00

Fear 0.87±0.03 0.38±0.15 0.05±0.04
Happy 0.81±0.06 0.54±0.41 0.14±0.13
Sadness 0.91±0.05 0.83±0.06 0.08±0.06

11.5.2.4. Event and activity recognition

For activity recognition we compare the characteristics of the trajectory of
people with known trajectories. We apply greedy nearest-neighbor match-
ing to construct most probable tracks from the coordinates of detected
faces. To limit the number of false positives, we apply a mask focused on
the areas around the corridor and the seats; the idea being that people
always enter the compartment through one of the two doors. To account
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for the low detection rate, we search over a maximum of 10 frames increas-
ing the search area by 5 pixels after every frame without a face found.
The trajectories thus obtained are compared to some predefined trajectory
templates of actions such as entering the compartment and sitting, walking
through the corridor, begging etc. The resulting measurement vector is
compared to the template. The sum of the Euclidean distances between
the current trajectory coordinates and each template trajectory coordinates
is calculated and the action template with the smallest cumulative differ-
ence is selected. Since this approach produces satisfactory (e.g. Fig. 11.14)
results we did not try alternative prediction methods, such as linear- and
Kalman-filtering are widely used.47,48 However, in our training data for
activity recognition, we selected fragments containing little or no occlusion
of actors. Different methods might work better under circumstances where
more occlusion takes place.

Fig. 11.14. The paths obtained from face recognition are combined into tracks.

11.5.3. Reasoning model

In the recognition phase algorithms detect emotions, motions and event
based on the movement and sounds of people in the train. In the reasoning
phase, the results are compared to the usual behavior of passengers given
the current time and under the current situation. If the behavior differs
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too much from the expected behavior or if the behavior is similar to known
unusual behavior, the situation in that compartment is classified as unusual.

The theoretical model behind the reasoning part is based on the work of
Schank and Abelson49 who state that, in the human mind, practical knowl-
edge is stored as scripts. Triggered by the key events being perceived by the
senses, a script is recognized without having perceived all the events that
constitute the script.33 Following this theory, scenarios in our reasoning
model are also represented as scripts. Events in a script are distinguished
by some concepts in the ontology being observed by the recognition algo-
rithms. A weight value is assigned to each event to show how important
that event is for the scenario. This reasoning model is designed to detect a
particular type of aggressive situations known in psychology as instrumen-
tal aggression.50 Instrumental aggression can be conceived as aggression
committed with a goal.

A rule based approach is adopted here to match incoming events
with scenario scripts for the purpose of calculating scenario plausibility
(Fig. 11.15). Events arriving at the classification phase are compared for
matches of concepts in the scenarios. All scenarios that comply with the
received event receive an increment in their score. Initially, each scenario
has an initial credibility value of zero, and varies dynamically as fusion of
live data streams proceed in time. As more concepts are perceived, the
evidence in favor of the correct scenario increases. On the other hand, evi-
dence might contradict a condition in the script; in this case another script
becomes more plausible. Based on knowledge in ontology, certain concepts
can be inferred from the existence of other concepts, e.g. if (someone) asks
money using a knife there is a robbery, even though that is not specifically
reported by a user or observed by the system. As concepts in ontology
have direct links to concepts in scripts, derived concepts can influence the
plausibility of a script.

Other techniques to detect unusual behavior could be considered, but
some of these approaches such as speech identification or face identifica-
tion (to identify known troublemakers) may cause unacceptable invasion
of individual privacy. Our approach is based on the recognition of general
aggressive patterns and thus does not rely on identification of individuals
nor a database of usual suspects.
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Fig. 11.15. Schematic overview of the reasoning model.

11.5.4. Implementation

Fig. 11.16 shows a snap shot of our software implementation51 for the bi-
modal human emotion recognition system. Our system runs on Windows
machines. For the detection of faces we have mainly used the implemen-
tation of Viola&Jones method from Intels Open Source Computer Vision
Library (OpenCV). We have used AAM-API libraries52 for the implemen-
tation of Active Appearance Models. For the speech processing part we
have built Tcl/Tk scripts in combination with Snack Sound Toolkit, a pub-
lic domain toolkit developed at KTH Swedish Royal Institute of Technol-
ogy. Finally, we have built our facial feature extraction routines, the facial
expression recognition system and the emotion extraction from speech in
C++ programming language. For the classification component, we have
used LIBSVMf . On an Intel Core 2 CPU @2.00 GHz, 2.00 GB of RAM our
software implementation works at speed of about 5 fps.

The AAM module of our initial facial expression recognition system re-
quires the detection of faces for each frame in the incoming video sequence.
We have obtained a considerable improvement in terms of speed by nearly
doubling the frame rate with an algorithm that uses information regarding
the face shape of one subject at the current frame as initial location for the
AAM fitting procedure at the next frame in the video sequence. In this
way the face detection is run only at certain time intervals comparing to

fLIBSVM: http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvm
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the case when it is run for all the frames.

Fig. 11.16. A snapshot during a working session; experimental setup with our software
implementation of the emotion recognition system.

11.6. Icon-based reporting tool on smart phones

The idea behind the reporting tool is to use people to supply input to
detection system. Currently, NS has reporting devices at fixed locations in
the train. These are not effective: people have to go to the device and press
a button to speak into it. If they are threatened or already surrounded by
hostile people that is a problem. Furthermore, people might not dare to
repost because of fear of revenge. In our solution, passengers can use a
smart device with an icon language to reporting hostile situations without
being noticed. To distribute the tool, it can be for example supplied with
NS timetable software for mobile phones. Key to the solution is that we use
the existing communication infrastructure and a convenient icon language
for reporting. By using an icon language, reports can be made quicker
and easier. An ontology of concepts and their relation is used at the server
side, to construct the general situation of what is going on from all incoming
messages. At the server side, a probabilistic approach is adopted to generate
hypothesis that are supported by the given inputs. A top-down verification
process is employed by checking the security camerasto verify the situation.
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11.6.1. The icon interface

Fig. 11.17(a) shows the developed icon-language based interface for report-
ing observation in aggressive situations on a smart phone. The interface
provides a drawing area where users can attach and re-arrange icons on.
The users can group related icons by drawing an ellipse around them or
placing them relatively near to each other but far from other icons. Icons
(or groups of icons) can be linked using a line to represent a direct link or
an arrow to represent a causality link (an icon generates/results another
icon). The interface supports the users with mechanisms to draw and delete
ellipse and links. An icon can be selected by three options: (a) the icon
menu in which the icons are grouped based on their concepts, (b) the next
icon prediction results, which are calculated by adapting an n-gram word
prediction technique, and (c) the search engine, which finds icons based on
a keyword.

Fig. 11.17. Icon language-based interface: an example message on the drawing area (a)
and the resulting interpretation (b).

As messages are constructed, the system will continuously analyze, cre-
ate or adapt its internal representation of the state of the world and try to
find the scenario that matches the messages.
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11.6.2. System knowledge representation

The system uses two knowledge representations: (1) the world model and
(2) scripts. The world model is a symbolic representation of real world
environment. It has a structured record of relevant entities, processes and
events that have been depicted on the communicated information. The
world model is based on the ontology described in section 11.4. The icons on
the user interface have direct links to concepts in the ontology. Fig. 11.18(a)
shows the class PhysicalObject, which refers to an entity involved in an
aggression event. The icons are the instances of the subclasses of this class.
For example, the icon “man” is a HumanObject with the property gender
is “male”.

Fig. 11.18. A schematic overview of the aggression detection system.

The geospatial knowledge of aggression situations is represented using
graphs for data modeling. The graph connects its nodes based on their
approximated spatial coordinates in the world. The lower nodes represent
objects, actions or events in the world. They do not only contain spe-
cific information of events and objects, but also their current status (e.g.
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living condition, dynamic spatial state), their temporal information (e.g.
frequency, time point), and their spatial information (e.g. current location,
origin, destination, path). The arcs represent the hierarchy of groups of
individuals or show the relations among concepts (e.g. result, cause, con-
tain). At the root, a node describes the perspective location of the crisis
event.

A script represents the chain of events that identify a possible scenario
(see section 11.5.3).

11.7. Communication framework

The functional components of the aggression detection system are trans-
parently integrated by an underlying multimodal framework.53 One of
the most important characteristics of the framework is the ability to au-
tomatically fuse data coming from various surveillance video camerasand
microphones in the train compartments.

The multimodal framework being described in this paper is centered
on the shared memory paradigm. It introduces a novel technique in the
way data is handled by different purpose data consumers. Comparing with
the traditional way implying direct connections between the system com-
ponents each connection having its own data format, the new approach
suggests a more human-modeled alternative to store, retrieve and process
the data.

The shared memory in the current design of the multimodal framework
takes the form of XML data spaces. The data is conferred an underlying
structure that complies with eXtended Markup Language (XML). XML
Schema is used to validate each existing XML document prior to extracting
the meaningful information.

In addition, the framework also consists of a set of software tools to
monitor the state of registered processing components, to log different type
of events and to debug the flow of data given any running application
context.

11.8. The operator room

In the operator room, conclusions from automatic aggression detection sys-
tems in all train compartments are gathered. A overview of the situation
on the rail is made and shown to the human operator. The human oper-
ator can add or remove the kind of scenario he wants to monitor. He can
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Fig. 11.19. The diagram showing the functional layers of the multimodal framework.

also set a threshold for a sound alarm for each scenario. When a scenario
reaches the threshold, the operator can get more information about the
compartment in which the scenario is taking place. The operator can then
request video and audio data from that particular compartment. He has to
decide what actions to take upon inspection of the data. Unlike automated
aggression detection, evaluation of user reports takes place inside the oper-
ator room. A icon message interpreter is responsible for making a coherent
and context dependent interpretation of incoming icon language messages.

Fig. 11.20. A bars displaying the possibilty of the each scenario.
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11.8.1. Icon language message interpreter

Awareness about the situations can emerge as adaptations to the outcomes
of interactions with properties of reported concepts (defined by the ontol-
ogy) and inferred scenarios (defined by the scripts). Inspired by the work
of Dor,54 the construction process is accomplished by an agent-based ar-
chitecture (Fig. 11.21).

Fig. 11.21. Agent-based approach for icon language message interpretation(a) and
Concept-based puzzle arrangement metaphor(b).

On the ‘workspace’ perceptual structures are built on top of the drawing
area (user input). It contains all instances of concepts that are represented
by icons (or groups of icons) and the relations between icons and groups of
icons (i.e., which are represented by links).

The ontology holds predefined concepts in the form of graph of concepts
and properties. Each concept can be viewed as a puzzle piece (Fig. 11.21).
Each piece can have properties to be filled in by other concepts. This
creates relations between them. A relation or some relations may generate
a new active concept. By relating all or some important pieces, we can see
the actual picture, i.e. the observers view. This view is used to define a
script (based on a scenario). The selection of the right script is the goal of
this interpretation process.
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Agents are created to continually look for interesting properties and dy-
namically build relationships among the concepts and message structures
on the workspace. When a concept in the ontology is activated, it will
try to assign as many properties as possible by launching more agents to
search for more values. As a result an active concept will spread some ac-
tivation to other relevant concepts. The activation levels of concepts decay
at predefined intervals when agents fail to fill in their properties. By this
mechanism, the system processes concepts which were dynamically deemed
relevant, while still allowing new concepts to be perceived by constantly
launching agents.

As more concepts are active in the Ontology, more key concepts are
represented most common to some competing scripts. As a result, certain
scripts become impossible and are removed from competition. This entire
construction process will be stopped if all concepts on the workspace have
been evaluated. Fig. 11.22 shows an example of a user input, proposed
new concept and links resulted from the construction process, and resulted
scenario.

Fig. 11.22. An example of (a) user input, (b) proposed new concept and links resulted
from the interpretation process, and resulted scenario.

Based on the interpretation results, the interface displays an associated
scenario as feedback to a users icon-based message. The user can check the
resulted scenario and use it to fine tune her/his icon arrangement on the
drawing area if necessary. The scenario generator works by simple concept-
name recognition and substitution of the property-names by their values
controlled by XML format. A category provides some possible scenarios
that can be selected depending on the concept-name. A concept can have
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many categories, but different set of properties values to fill in. Fig. 11.23
shows an example of a scenario template for “Robbery”.

<scenario>

   <category>

      <concept name ”Robbery”/>

      <properties>

         <property name ”agent”/>

         <property name ”patient”/>

         <property name ”instrument”/>

         <property name ”beginTime”/>

      </properties>

      <template><random>

         <li> At <get name ”beginTime” type ”DateTime”/>, <get name ”agent” type ”Human”/>

                  wielding <get name ”instrument” type ”AgentProperty”/> robs

                  <get name ”patient” type ”Human”/>.

         </li>

         <li> At <get name ”beginTime” type ”DateTime”/>, <get name ”patient” type ”Human”/>

                  is threatened with <get name ”instrument” type ”AgentProperty”/> in a robbery

                  by <get name ”agent” type ”Human”/>.

         </li>

      </random></template>

   </category>

</scenario>

   

Fig. 11.23. An example unit in the scenario-template database.

11.8.1.1. Multiple messages processor

The interface allows users to create multiple pages of icon-based messages.
Later when these messages are submitted, an aggregated view about the
state of the world can be formed based on observations of multiple users.
In both situations, overlay operation is utilized.55 It is a formal operation
based on unification of typed feature structures. Overlay operates on two
typed feature structures called covering and background. This operation
can be seen as putting structures on top of each other (Fig. 11.24). We can
view the background as the old state of the world, while the covering is a
new incoming message

We defined the score (Eq. 11.1) of an overlay operation that reflects how
well the covering fits the background in terms of non-conflicting features
(i.e. property values) based on Pfleger et al.:56

score(co, bg, tc, cv) =
co + bg − (tc + cv)
co + bg + tc + cv

∈ [−1...1] (11.1)

where co is the total number of non-conflicting or absent features and
values in the covering; bg is the total number of non-conflicting or absent
features and values in the background; tc is the total number of not-identical
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Fig. 11.24. Schematic view of overlay operation: “putting shapes on each other”.

types of both the covering and the background; and cv is the total number of
conflicting values (if the value of a feature of the background is overwritten).
The score(co, bg, tc, cv) = 1 indicates the feature structure are unifiable;
score(co, bg, tc, cv) = -1 indicates all information from the background
has been overwritten. The current implementation processes all incoming
messages that have overlay score bigger than 0. Those messages whose
overlay score less and equal to 0 are stored in a stack until there are some
evidences (other new messages) that support these messages.

We also defined an activation level of concepts in the aggregated world-
model. The level will grow if new incoming messages include these concepts.
Their activation level decays at predefined intervals, otherwise. By this
mechanism, only up-to-date concepts are active in the aggregated world-
model.

The entire interpretation process and the resulted world model do not
include any private information of the users, except information about loca-
tion. Each individual that is involved in an aggression situation, is treated
as an (anonymous) actor doing a certain action in a certain location in
the world. The information about these actors, combining with informa-
tion about specific objects and events appeared in the world, builds up a
scenario of a certain aggression event. Using the proposed interpretation
method, the built interpretation about the state of the world is expected
based on reliable messages from trusted users; while those un-reliable mes-
sages (or those from distrusted users) by the mechanism eventually will be
discarded.
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11.9. Evaluation

The automatic aggression detection system can be divided into two steps. A
first step to detect the features and events in the incoming sensor data and a
second step to combine these events (over time) into activities and scenarios.
For surveillance/activity recognition in relatively controllable environments
(e.g. rooms, offices) data can be collected quite easily. Thanks to the
controlled environment, feature extraction and event recognition can also
be robustly performed. In the train compartment however, we have to
cope with more challenging circumstances. These include the varying (and
unpredictable) light conditions throughout the course of the day, occlusion
and echos as a result of the confined space of the compartment etc.

In order to evaluate the system, a data collection experiment was con-
ducted to gather data that can be used to test the aggression detection
algorithms. Due to the scarcity of this kind of recordings and the privacy
issues involved, we hired semi-professional actors to perform the scenarios
described above in a real train (Fig. 11.25). We used multiple microphones
and camerasto record the actions. Most scenarios were performed in the
middle of the train, where the two camerasin the middle have the largest
overlap. The resulting dataset consists of recordings of aggressive as well as
non-aggressive scenarios with multiple camerasand multiple microphones.

The recordings were manually annotated afterwards to establish the
ground truths necessary to measure the performance of the detection sys-
tems. Overall results show that the system is able to detect potential un-
usual situations given the video streams and user inputs. The quantitative
results of the individual algorithms have been included in the respective
sections as much as possible.

We have tested the reporting tool in simulated scenarios with partici-
pants playing certain roles and reporting back to the center. The partic-
ipants were divided into some groups of roles, such as normal passengers,
conductors, policemen. The scenario presented to respondents in the form
of photographs and a map of the environment with explicitly information
on what direction they are looking at. During the experiments, the re-
spondents were asked to report what they might see, hear, or even feel and
experience.

Our target users were able to communicate their concepts appropriately
using the provided reporting tool. Due to privacy issues real online testing
has yet to be conducted yet. In the experiments we only focused on the
integration of the HCI system using the developed framework. In particular
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Fig. 11.25. The scenarios were performed by semi professional actors and captured on
multiple cameras and multiple microphones.

to the output module, preliminary results show that the module is able to
receive abstract representation of the world and dialog actions and generate
appropriate multimodal responses based on available modalities and user
contexts. However, some issues emerge during experiments, which can be
classified in two categories:

• Users wanted to report about events, which were out of the systems
domain.

• Not all functions of the module were tested. The combination of the
unrealistic experiment setup and the respondents not being experienced
reporters may have caused them to miss important events and showing
only controlled emotions.

11.10. Conclusions and future work

An increase of security as a result of the employment of surveillance systems
is commonly associated with a decrease in privacy. Key issues of concern
by the general public are that the system might be abused once installed
or that the system might be used in covert ways. Futhermore there is a
general unease at ’being watched’ and a fear that there may be a gradual
erosion of civil liberties.
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The system we presented in this chapter does not modify the way the
surveillance process is conducted today. Human operators are still necce-
sary to make the decisions. The system only allows for a more efficient
way to detect (possible) aggressive situations in train compartments. Train
travellers can report about aggressive situations without having there iden-
tity directly exposed to other travellers or the surveillance system. As such,
our system does not lead to a decrease in privacy, however it also does not
lead to an increase in privacy.

Ongoing work is on creating an experiment setup for on-line testing of
the system that complies with the privacy regulations for public transport
in the Netherlands. We expect that our system will contribute to public
safety by increasing the chance of detection and thus helping to prevent all
forms of aggression and terrorism.
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Text-mining methods have become a key feature for homeland-security
technologies, as they can help explore effectively increasing masses of
digital documents in the search for relevant information. This chap-
ter presents a model for document clustering that arranges unstruc-
tured documents into content-based homogeneous groups. The over-
all paradigm is hybrid because it combines pattern-recognition group-
ing algorithms with semantic-driven processing. First, a semantic-based
metric measures distances between documents, by combining a content-
based with a behavioral analysis; the metric considers both lexical prop-
erties and the structure and styles that characterize the processed doc-
uments. Secondly, the model relies on a Radial Basis Function (RBF)
kernel-based mapping for clustering. As a result, the major novelty
aspect of the proposed approach is to exploit the implicit mapping of
RBF kernel functions to tackle the crucial task of normalizing similari-
ties while embedding semantic information in the whole mechanism. In
addition, the present work exploits a real-world benchmark to compare
the performance of the conventional k-means algorithm and recent k-
means clustering schemes, which apply Johnson-Lindenstrauss-type ran-
dom projections for a reduction in dimensionality before clustering. Ex-
perimental results show that the document clustering framework based
on kernel k-means provide an effective tool to generate consistent struc-
tures for information access and retrieval.
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12.1. Introduction

The automated surveillance of information sources is of strategic impor-
tance to effective homeland security.1–3 The increased availability of data-
intensive heterogeneous sources provides a valuable asset for the intelligence
task, but such a situation poses the major issue of sifting security-relevant
information from clutter. Data-mining methods have therefore become a
key feature for security-related technologies,3,4 as they can help explore
effectively increasing masses of digital data in the search for relevant infor-
mation. In fact, the pristine view of using mining methods for pinpoint-
ing critical situations is progressively fading away due to the unattainable
classification accuracy;5 by contrast, the use of data-mining tools for the
discovery and acquisition of strategic information is more and more widely
accepted.1,4,6

Text mining techniques provide a powerful tool to deal with the large
amounts of text data7–11 (both structured and unstructured) that are gath-
ered from any multimedia source (e.g., from Optical Character Recognition,
from audio via speech transcription, from web-crawling agents, etc.). The
general area of text-mining methods comprises various approaches:11 de-
tection/tracking tools continuously monitor specific topics over time; doc-
ument classifiers label individual files and build up models for possible
subjects of interest; clustering tools process documents for detecting rele-
vant relations among those subjects. As a result, text mining can profitably
support intelligence and security activities in identifying, tracking, extract-
ing, classifying and discovering patterns, so that the outcomes can generate
alerts notifications accordingly.12–15

This work addresses document clustering and presents a dynamic, adap-
tive clustering model to arrange unstructured documents into content-based
homogeneous groups. Clustering tools can support security applications in
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the development of predictive models of the observed phenomenon that
automatically derive the thematic categories from the data. Hence, intelli-
gence analysis can exploit the unsupervised nature of document clustering
to tackle 1) scenarios that cannot rely on a set of predefined topics or 2)
scenarios that cannot be properly modeled by a classifier because of the
non-stationary nature of the underlying phenomenon, which requires con-
tinuous updating for incorporating unseen patterns.

The present framework implements a hybrid paradigm, which combines
a content-driven similarity processing with pattern-recognition grouping
algorithms. Distances between documents are worked out by a semantic-
based hypermetric. The specific approach integrates a content-based with
a user-behavioral analysis, as it takes into account both lexical and style-
related features of the documents at hand. The clustering engine builds up
a structured representation of the document space in a hierarchical fash-
ion; a top-down hierarchical strategy supports the clustering model.16 The
core clustering strategy exploits a kernel-based version of the conventional
k-means algorithm17,18 to group similar documents; the present implemen-
tation relies on a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel-based mapping.19

The advantage of using such a kernel consists in supporting normalization
implicitly; normalization is a critical issue in most text-mining applica-
tions, and prevents that extensive properties of documents (such as length,
lexicon, etc) may distort representation and affect performance.

The crucial novelty aspect of the proposed approach consists indeed in
using the implicit normalization of RBF kernel functions while embedding
semantic information in the whole mechanism. A kernel-based formulation
can effectively support the critical normalization process by reducing all
inner products within a limited range, thus avoiding that extensive prop-
erties of documents (length, lexicon, etc) may distort representation and
ultimately affect clustering performance. The hybrid method is compared
with the classical text-mining approach based on a vector-space represen-
tation of documents. Advanced approaches in the vector-space paradigm
are also considered, which apply Johnson-Lindenstrauss-type random pro-
jections for a reduction in dimensionality before clustering.20 The analysis
tackles in particular the critical aspect concerning the trade off between
clustering accuracy and computational complexity, which is a general issue
in all text-mining applications, and can be particularly relevant when using
k-means for document clustering.

Two real-world benchmarks provide the experimental domains for
the present framework. The first experimental session exploits a stan-
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dard benchmark for content-based document management, the Reuters
database,21 to show that the document clustering framework based on ker-
nel k-means provide an effective tool to generate consistent structures for
information access and retrieval. Indeed, the second experimental session
exploits the largest real email corpus in the public domain, the Enron mail
dataset,22 to evaluate the ability of the proposed framework to deal with a
scenario that resembles the kind of data collected as part of counterterror-
ism efforts.23

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 12.2 outlines
the general document-clustering model and discusses the crucial aspects to
be addressed when designing such model. Section 12.3 introduces the two
fundamental parts of the proposed clustering methodology: the document
similarity measure, which integrates a content-based with a user-behavioral
analysis, and the kernel-based k-means clustering. Section 12.4 outlines
the overall document-clustering model and describes the use of Johnson-
Lindenstrauss-type random projections for a reduction in dimensionality
before clustering. The experimental results are presented in Section 12.5,
and, finally, some concluding remarks are drawn in Section 12.6.

12.2. Document Clustering in Text Mining for Security
Applications

Huge quantities of valuable knowledge are embedded in unstructured texts
that are gathered from heterogeneous multimedia sources, ranging from
hardcopy documents via Optical Character Recognition, to audio via speech
transcription, to link analysis mining via web-crawling agents, etc. The
resulting mass of data gives law-enforcement and intelligence agencies a
valuable asset, but also poses the major issue of extracting and analyzing
structured knowledge from unstructured texts.

Text-mining technologies in security applications6,12–15 can automate,
improve and speed up the analysis of existing datasets, with the goal of
preventing criminal acts by the cataloguing of various threads and pieces of
information, which would remain unnoticed when using traditional means
of investigation. In general, the text-mining process may involve different
sub-goals,11,14 such as information extraction, topic tracking, summariza-
tion, categorization, clustering, concept linkage, information visualization,
and question answering. For prevention, text mining techniques can help
identify novel “information trends” revealing new scenarios and threats to
be monitored; for investigation, these technologies can help distil relevant
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information about known scenarios whose actors, situations and relations
must be completed, structuring them in patterns really usable for end-users
in conjunction with the instruments and methods they daily use.

Within the text mining framework, the present work addresses docu-
ment clustering, which represents one of the most effective techniques to
organize documents in an unsupervised manner. Clustering tools can sup-
port the development of predictive models of the observed phenomena,
and derive automatically the thematic categories embedded in the data.
Therefore, such an unsupervised framework makes document clustering a
promising solution for those intelligence tasks that either lack a set of pre-
defined topics, or cannot rely on an exhaustive training set. Clustering
can be used to refine and continuously maintain a model of a known dis-
tribution of documents, and therefore supports investigation activities by
a tracking action. At the same time, clustering can pinpoint emerging,
unknown patterns by identifying people, objects, or actions that deserve
resource commitment or attention, and thereby support prevention by a
novelty-detection capability.

When dealing with text documents, clustering techniques exploits ma-
chine learning, natural language processing (NLP), information retrieval
(IR), information extraction (IE) and knowledge management to discover
new, previously unknown information by automatically extracting infor-
mation from different written resources.24 In the following, Section 12.2.1
outlines the document retrieval model, which in a generic process frame-
work for a text-mining application is designed to define how a document
should be represented. Then, Section 12.2.2 addresses the specific docu-
ment clustering problem.

12.2.1. Document indexing

A text mining framework should always be supported by an information ex-
traction (IE) model,25–27 which is designed to pre-process digital text doc-
uments and to organize the information according to a given structure that
can be directly interpreted by a machine learning system; in this regard,
Figure 12.1 sketches a generic process model for a document-clustering ap-
plication. Actually, IE defines how a document and a query are represented
and how the relevance of a document to a query is computed.

Document retrieval models typically describe a document D as a set
of representative tokens called index terms, which result from a series of
operations performed on the original text. Stop-words removal and stem-
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ming typically are among those operations: the former takes out frequent
and semantically non-selective expressions from text; stemming simplifies
inflectional forms (sometimes derivationally related forms) of a word down
to a common radix form (e.g., by simplifying plurals or verb persons).

Fig. 12.1. A generic process model for a document-clustering application

Thus, a document D is eventually reduced to a sequence of terms and
is represented as a vector, which lies in a space spanned by the dictionary
(or vocabulary) T = {tj ; j= 1,..,nT }. The dictionary collects all terms
used to represent any document D, and can be assembled empirically by
gathering the terms that occurs at least once in a document collection D
= {D1, . . . , Dn}. As a consequence, by this representation one loses
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the original relative ordering of terms within each document. Different
models25,27 can be used to retrieve index terms and to generate the vector
that represents a document, D. The classical Boolean model involves a
binary-valued vector, v = {bj ; j=1,..,nT }, in which each bit component,
bj ∈ {0, 1}, just indicates the presence (absence) of term tj in the document.
This approach is most effective for fast searching but proves inaccurate
when content-based analysis is required, because it does not render the
actual distributions of terms within the considered documents.

The vector spacemodel28 is the most widely used method for text mining
and, in particular, for document clustering. Given a collection of documents
D, the vector space model represents each document D as a vector of real-
valued weight terms v = {wj ; j=1,..,nT }. Each component of the nT -
dimensional vector is a non-negative term weight, wj , that characterizes the
j-th term and denotes the relevance of the term itself within the document
D.

Several approaches have been proposed to compute term weights.29 The
popular tf-idf weighting scheme30,31 relies on two basic assumptions: 1)
the number of occurrences of a term t in a document D is proportional
to the importance of t within D (term frequency, tf ); 2) the number of
occurrences of t across different documents is inversely proportional to the
discriminating power of t, i.e., a term that appears frequently throughout a
set of documents is not effective in localizing a specific document in the set
(inverse document frequency, idf ). Weights computed by tf-idf techniques
are often normalized so as to contrast the tendency of tf-idf to emphasize
lengthy documents.

Document indexing is a necessary and critical component of any text
mining tool, especially because it allows a system to filter out irrelevant in-
formation and attain an efficient and cogent representation of content. Such
results may be used for document retrieval, as is the case for typical search
engines;32 in the security-related applications that are the scope of this
chapter, however, the index-based representation constitutes an intermedi-
ate step for comparing documents and arranging them into homogeneous
groups, which is the ultimate purpose of the clustering engine.

12.2.2. Document clustering

Clustering is conventionally ascribed to the realm of pattern recognition and
machine learning.33 When applied to text mining, clustering algorithms are
designed to discover groups in the set of documents such that the documents
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within a group are more similar to one another than to documents of other
groups. As opposed to text categorization,11 in which predefined categories
enter the learning procedure, document clustering follows an unsupervised
approach to search, retrieve, and organize key topics when a proper set
of categories cannot be defined a-priori. The unsupervised paradigm can
address challenging scenarios, in which local episodes of interest can fade
away in the clutter of very large datasets, where events or profiles are
ambiguous, unknown, or possibly changing with respect to the original
models.

The document clustering problem can be defined as follows. One should
first define a set of documents D = {D1, . . . , Dn}, a similarity measure (or
distance metric), and a partitioning criterion, which is usually implemented
by a cost function. Flat clustering25 creates a set of clusters without any a-
priori assumption about the structure among clusters; it typically requires
that the number of clusters to be specified in advance, although adaptive
methods exist for determining the cluster cardinality adaptively.34 Hence,
one sets the desired number of clusters, K, and the goal is to compute a
membership function φ : D → {1, . . . , K} such that φ minimizes the
partitioning cost with respect to the similarities among documents. On
the other hand, hierarchical clustering25 arranges groups in a structural,
multilevel fashion and does not require a pre-specified number of clusters;
these advantages often come at the cost of a lower computational efficiency.
Hierarchical clustering need not define the cardinality, K, because it applies
a series of nested partitioning tasks, which eventually yield a hierarchy of
groups. In addition to that choice between a flat or a hierarchical scheme,
three main issues should be addressed when designing the overall clustering
framework.

The first issue is the curse of dimensionality. When using a vector-space
approach, documents lie in a space whose dimensionality typically ranges
from several thousands to tens of thousands. Nonetheless, most documents
normally contain a very limited fraction (1%–5%) of the total number of
admissible terms in the entire vocabulary, hence the vectors representing
documents are very sparse. This can make learning extremely difficult in
such a high-dimensional space, especially due to so-called the curse of di-
mensionality.35 It is typically desirable to project documents preliminarily
into a lower-dimensional subspace, which preserves the semantic structure
of the document space but facilitates the use of traditional clustering al-
gorithms. Several methods for low-dimensional document projections have
been proposed,36 such as spectral clustering,37 clustering using the Latent
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Semantic Index (LSI),38,39 clustering using the Locality Preserving Index-
ing (LPI),40 and clustering based on nonnegative matrix factorization.41

Those methods are quite popular but also exhibit theoretical and practi-
cal drawbacks. Both the LSI and the LPI model rely on Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD),42 which optimizes a least-square criterion and best
performs when data are characterized by a normal distribution. In fact, the
latter assumption does not hold in the general case of term-indexed doc-
ument matrixes. Besides, LSI, LPI and spectral clustering all require the
computation of eigenvalues; as such, these methods often prove both heavy
from a computational viewpoint and quite sensitive to outliers. Spectral
clustering has also been proved to be a special case of a weighted form
of the kernel k-means.43 Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) differs
from other rank reduction methods for vector spaces, especially because
of specific constraints that produce nonnegative basis vectors. However,
the iterative update method for solving NMF problem is computationally
expensive and produces a non-unique factorization.

The second issue in setting up an effective clustering process is the def-
inition of the similarity measure. Since the partitioning criterion often re-
lates strictly to the similarity measure, the choice of the underlying metrics
is critical for getting meaningful clusters. For documents, it is normal to
address some content-based similarity, and most clustering tools adopt the
vector-space model because such a framework easily supports the popular
cosine similarity:

sim(Di, Dj) =
vi · vj

|vi| |vj | (12.1)

where vi is the vector representation of the document Di and the operator
(·) denotes the conventional inner product in the vector space. The normal-
ization implied by the denominator in (12.1) prevents that two documents
having similar distributions of terms appear distant from each other just
because one is much longer than the other. In fact, the cosine similarity
seems to not outperform the conventional Euclidean distance when high
dimensional spaces are concerned.44

The third issue in clustering for text mining concerns the specific al-
gorithm to be implemented. Although the literature offers a wide vari-
ety of clustering algorithms, the majority of research in text mining in-
volves three approaches, namely, k-means clustering, Self Organizing Maps
(SOMs), and the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.27,45–47 Alter-
native approaches include models based on fuzzy clustering techniques.48,49
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Furthermore, on a slightly different perspective, the works of Hammouda et
al.50 and Chim et al.51 proposed document-clustering schemes exploiting a
phrase-based document similarity. The former scheme50 exploits the Docu-
ment Index Graph (DIG), which indexes the documents while maintaining
the sentence structure in the original documents; the latter scheme51 is
based on the Suffix Tree Document (STD) model.52

12.3. Hybrid Approach to k-Means Clustering

The hybrid approach described in this Section combines the specific advan-
tages of content-driven processing with the effectiveness of an established
pattern-recognition grouping algorithm. The ultimate goal of the clustering
process is to group a set of documents into a (possibly adaptive) structure
of clusters, which contain documents that are affine for both contents and
structural features. The presentation of the method will mostly address the
three main issues discussed in the previous section.

With respect to the dimensionality problem, the method extends a con-
ventional vector-space representation, mostly because that approach was
shown to suffer from curse-of-dimensionality problems even in the presence
of sparse matrixes. Even though a document is represented by the set of
composing terms annotated with frequency and positional information, the
subsequent processing steps do not involve any matrix-intensive computa-
tion such as SVD-related methods. This is intentionally done to reduce
sensitivity to outliers; moreover, the dimensionality problem is strictly re-
lated to the effectiveness of the actual clustering strategy adopted, and
the proposed approach facilitates kernel-based implementations as will be
clarified in the following.

Document similarity is defined by a content-based distance, which com-
bines a classical distribution-based measure with a behavioural analysis of
the style features of the compared documents. The involved metric thus
considers lexical properties, the structures, and some style features that
characterize the processed documents. The method intentionally does not
consider semantic-based information (such as the use of ontologies and de-
ductive methods)53 mostly to keep the computational cost within reason-
able limits, although the overall approach preserves a general validity and
is therefore open to future expansions toward that direction.

The core engine relies on a kernel-based version of the classical k-means
partitioning algorithm17,18 and groups similar documents by a top-down
hierarchical process. In the kernel-based approach, every document is
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mapped into an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, where only inner prod-
ucts among elements are meaningful and computable. The kernel trick
applies to any clustering method, and in the present case the kernel-based
version of k-means54 provides a major advantage over the standard k-means
formulation.

In the following, D = {Du; u= 1,..,nD} will denote the corpus, holding
the collection of documents to be clustered. The set T = {tj ; j= 1,..,nT }
will denote the vocabulary, which is the collection of terms that occur at
least one time in D after the pre-processing steps of each document D ∈ D
(e.g., stop-words removal, stemming). Accordingly, d will represent the
document D as a sequence of indexes; thus du =

{
d
(u)
q ; q = 1, .., n

(u)
E

}
,

where d
(u)
q is the index in T of the q-th term in Du and n

(u)
E is the number

of terms in document Du. Obviously, the order of the indexes in du matches
the relative ordering of the terms in the document. Figure 12.2 gives an
example of how vector d is generated. The vector includes the indexes of
the terms that appear in the text. Thus, the term “analyst” is represented
by its index in the vocabulary (in the example, number 21); analogously,
the verb “said” is represented by the index of the corresponding radix form
“say” (in the example, number 105). The same procedure applies to the
following words included in the text.

12.3.1. Document distance measure

A novel aspect of the method described here is the use of a document-
distance that takes into account both a conventional content-based simi-
larity metric and a behavioral similarity criterion. The latter term aims to
improve the overall performance of the clustering framework by including
the structure and style of the documents in the process of similarity eval-
uation. To support the proposed document distance measure, a document
D is here represented by a pair of vectors, v′ and v′′.

Vector v′(D) actually addresses the content description of a document
D; it can be viewed as the conventional nT -dimensional vector that asso-
ciates each term t ∈ T with the normalized frequency, tf, of that term in the
document D. Therefore, the k-th element of the vector v′(Du) is defined
as:

v′k,u =
tfk,u

nT∑
l=1

tfl,u

(12.2)
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where tf k,u is the frequency of the k-th term in document Du. Thus v′
represents a document by a classical vector model, and uses term frequencies
to set the weights associated to each element. Thanks to its local descriptive
nature, v′ can be worked out without using global properties of the corpus
D such as the idf measure.

Fig. 12.2. Vector d represents the document as a sequence of indexes

From a different perspective, the structural properties of a document,
D, are represented by a set of probability distributions associated with the
terms in the vocabulary. Each term t ∈ T that occurs in Du is associ-
ated with a distribution function that gives the spatial probability density
function (pdf) of t in Du. Such a distribution, pt,u(s), is generated un-
der the hypothesis that, when detecting the k-th occurrence of a term t

at the normalized position sk ∈ [0, 1] in the text, the spatial pdf of the
term can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution centered around sk.
In other words, the proposed behavioral similarity criterion supposes that
if the term tj is found at position sk within a document, another docu-
ment with a similar structure is expected to include the same term at the
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same position or in a neighborhood thereof, with a probability defined by a
Gaussian pdf. Although empirical, the (practically reasonable) assumption
is that the spatial probability density function of a term t in a document
can characterize the document itself. In fact, one must be aware that such
an assumption may not hold for heavily unstructured text data. In this
respect, the eventual distance value, ∆(Du, Dv) between two documents
should properly mix the relative contribution of the two similarity crite-
rions according to the applicative scenario; such aspect will be addressed
later in this section. Actually, the ultimate validation of the document-
distance measure will only stem from testing the empirical performance of
the clustering framework on the experimental domain.

To derive a formal expression of the pdf, assume that the u-th document,
Du, holds nO occurrences of terms after simplifications; if a term occurs
more than once, each occurrence is counted individually when computing
nO, which can be viewed as a measure of the length of the document. The
spatial pdf can be defined as:

pt,u (s) =
1
A

nO∑

k=1

G (sk,λ) =
1
A

nO∑

k=1

1√
2πλ

exp

[
− (s− sk)2

λ2

]
(12.3)

where A is a normalization term.
In practice, one uses a discrete approximation of (12.3) first by segment-

ing evenly the document D into S sections. Then, an S-dimensional vector
is generated for each term t ∈ T , and each element estimates the proba-
bility that the term t occurs in the corresponding section of the document.
The following algorithm sketches the exact procedure to work out v′′(D).

12.3.1.1. Algorithm for generating v′′(D)

Input : the vector di generated from the original document Di

the vector γ = {γk; k = 1, ..., nγ} that approximates a discrete Gaussian
distribution

(1) Segmentation
Evenly segment Di into S parts:
di = d(1)

i ∪ d(2)
i ∪ ... ∪ d(S)

i

where

d(s)
i =

{
d(i)

q |(s− 1)
nE

S
+ 1 ≤ q ≤ s

nE

S

}
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(2) Term frequency
For each tj ∈ T , build up the vector f j = {fs,j ; s = 1, .., S} as follows:

fs,j = tfj,s.

where tf j,s is the term frequency of the term tj in the segment d(s)
i .

(3) Probability distribution
For each tj ∈ T , build up the vector πj={πs,j ; s=1,..,S}, which repre-
sents the discrete approximation of (12.3), as follows:
For s=1 to S

For l = −nγ−1
2 to nγ−1

2

γ̄

(
s + l +

nγ − 1
2

)
= γ

(
l +

nγ + 1
2

)
· fs,j

For m=1 to S

π(m) = π(m) + γ̄(m)

(4) Build vector
Work out v′′(D) as follows:

v′′(D) = {π1, .., πnT
}

As a result, v′′(D) is an array of nT vectors having dimension S. Figure
12.3 sketches the procedure that supports the computation of v′′ for a term
tj . First, the document is evenly segmented into S parts; then, the term
frequency for each segment d(s)

i is worked out. Finally, the vector v′′ is
built up as a superposition of Gaussian distributions.

The behavioral component, ascribed to term t, of the style-related dis-
tance between a pair of documents can therefore be computed as the dis-
tance between the two corresponding pdf’s:

∆(b)
t (Du, Dv) =

∫ 1

0

[pt,u (z)− pt,v (z)]2 dz (12.4)

Vector v′ and vector v′′ support the computations of the frequency-based
distance, ∆(f), and the behavioral distance, ∆(b), respectively. The former
term is usually measured according to a standard Minkowski distance, hence
the content distance between a pair of documents (Du, Dv) is defined by:

∆(f)(Du, Dv) =

[
nT∑

k=1

∣∣v′k,u − v′k,v

∣∣p
]1/p

(12.5)
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The present approach adopts the value p = 1 and therefore actually im-
plements a Manhattan distance metric. The term computing behavioral
distance, ∆(b), applies an Euclidean metric to compute the distance be-
tween probability vectors v. Thus:

∆(b)(Du, Dv) =
nT∑

k=1

∆(b)
tk

(Du, Dv) (12.6)

Fig. 12.3. Vector v′′(D) is built up as a superposition of Gaussian distributions

Both terms (12.2) and (12.3) contribute to the computation of the even-
tual distance value, ∆(Du, Dv), which is defined as follows:

∆(Du, Dv) = α ·∆(f)(Du, Dv) + (1− α) ·∆(b)(Du, Dv) (12.7)

where the mixing coefficient α ∈ [0, 1] weights the relative contribution of
∆(f) and ∆(b). It is worth noting that the distance expression (12.7) obeys
the basic properties of non-negative values and symmetry that characterize
general metrics, but does not necessarily satisfy the triangular property.

12.3.2. Kernel k-means

The conventional k-means paradigm supports an unsupervised grouping
process,17,18 which partitions the set of samples, D = {Du; u= 1,..,nD},
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into a set of K clusters, Cj (j =1,. . . , K). In practice, one defines a
“membership vector” m ∈ {1, ..., K}nD , which indexes the partitioning of
input patterns over the K clusters as: mu = j ⇔ Du ∈Cj,otherwise
mu = 0; u = 1,. . . ,nD.. It is also useful to define a “membership function”
δuj(Du,Cj), that defines the membership of the u-th document to the j-th
cluster: δuj=1 if mu = j, and 0 otherwise. The result of the clustering
strategy is twofold: the method assigns the input samples to any of the
K clusters uniquely, and, therefore, the cluster centroids (often also called
prototypes) can be computed explicitly, and are the average positions of
the samples within the respective clusters. With the above definitions, the
number of members of a cluster is expressed as

Nj =
nD∑
u=1

δuj ; j = 1, . . ., K (12.8)

and the cluster centroid is given by:

wj =
1

Nj

nD∑
u=1

xuδuj ; j = 1, . . .,K (12.9)

where xu is any vector-based representation of document Du.
The key idea underlying kernel-based k-means clustering is indeed that

the actual coordinates of the cluster centroids may not be known explicitly,
as long as one is just interested in the memberships of samples to the various
groups. Under such assumption, one can include the kernel-based approach
into the k-means formulation as follows.

First, one assumes that a function, Φ, can map any element, D, of the
input space into a corresponding position, Φ(D), in a possibly infinite di-
mensional Hilbert space. The mapping function defines the actual ‘Kernel’,
which is formulated as the expression to compute the inner product:

K (Du, Dv) = Φ (Du) · Φ (Dv)
def
= Φu · Φv (12.10)

The Hilbert space spanning vectors Φ has an arbitrary dimension (even in-
finite) and just requires that an inner product be defined, under some basic
constraints called Mercer conditions.55 Several formulations of admissi-
ble kernels have been proposed in the literature;56 the approach presented
here adopts the Radial Basis Function (RBF) model of kernel computation,
hence a kernel expression (12.10) is computed as

K (Du, Dv) = exp
[
−∆ (Du, Dv)

σ2

]
(12.11)
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It is worth stressing here an additional, crucial advantage of using a kernel-
based formulation in the text-mining context: the approach (12.11) can
effectively support the critical normalization process by reducing all inner
products within a limited range, thereby preventing that extensive prop-
erties of documents (length, lexicon, etc) may distort representation and
ultimately affect clustering performance. Such an advantage is clearly paid
at the price of an additional (hyper)parameter, σ2, which should be tuned
in order to balance the tendency of RBF kernels to amplify discrepancies
between close elements.

The kernel-based version of the k-means algorithm, according to the
method proposed by Girolami,54 replicates the basic partitioning schema
(12.8)-(12.9) in the Hilbert space, where the centroid positions, Ψ, are given
by the averages of the mapping images,Φu:

Ψj =
1

Nj

nD∑
u=1

Φuδuj ; j = 1, . . .,K (12.12)

The ultimate result of the clustering process is the membership vector, m,
which determines prototype positions (12.9) even though they cannot be
stated explicitly. As a consequence, for a document, Du, the distance in the
Hilbert space from the mapped image, Φu, to the cluster Ψj as per (12.9)
can be worked out as:

d (Φu, Ψj) =

∥∥∥∥∥Φu − 1
Nj

nD∑
v=1

Φvδvj

∥∥∥∥∥

2

= (12.13)

=

(
1

Nj

nD∑
v=1

Φvδvj

)
·
(

1
Nj

nD∑
v=1

Φvδvj

)
+ Φu · Φu − 2

Nj

nD∑
v=1

δvj (Φu · Φv) =

=
1

(Nj)
2

nD∑
m,v=1

δmjδvjK (Dm, Dv) + K (Du, Du)− 2
Nj

nD∑
v=1

δvjK (Du, Dv) =

= 1 +
1

(Nj)
2

nD∑
m,v=1

δmjδvjK (Dm, Dv)− 2
Nj

nD∑
v=1

δvjK (Du, Dv)

By using this expression,which includes only kernel computations, one can
identify the closest prototype to the image of each input pattern, and as-
sign sample memberships accordingly. The overall feature-space k-means
algorithm can be outlined as follows:
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12.3.2.1. The feature-space version of k-means clustering

(1) Initialize m with random memberships mu ∈ {1, . . . ,K}; mark m as
‘modified’

(2) while (m is modified):

(a) Compute distances as per (12.13):
d(Φu,Ψj); j = 1,. . . ,K; u=1,. . . ,nD;

(b) Update m such that :
mu = arg min

j
d (Φu,Ψj) ; u = 1,. . . ,nD

The crucial advantage in moving to a Hilbert space is that a repre-
sentation that might be contorted in the original space may turn out to
be straightforward in the mapping space. Thus, even though individual
points are no longer identifiable explicitly, one is interested in structures
among points (documents). In classification applications57kernel methods
can solve, in a linear fashion manner, problems that are non-linearly sepa-
rable in input space; in clustering domains, k-means clustering can notably
help separate groups and discover clusters that would have been difficult
to identify in the base space. From this viewpoint one might even conclude
that a kernel-based method might represent a viable approach to tackle the
dimensionality issue.

12.4. The Document-Clustering Framework

Section 12.3 has introduced the two fundamental parts of the document
clustering scheme proposed in this work: the similarity measure and the
clustering technique. In the following, a comprehensive overview of the
eventual document-clustering framework will be presented. Furthermore,
the issue of curse of dimensionality will be addressed by proposing a di-
mensionality reduction model based on Random Projections.20 Finally,
the computational complexity of the proposed framework will be analyzed.

12.4.1. The document-clustering algorithm

The proposed framework for document clustering combines a semantic-
driven processing with pattern-recognition grouping algorithms. First, a
semantic-based metric measures distances between documents, by combin-
ing a content-based with a behavioural analysis; then, the core clustering
engine exploits a kernel-based version of the classical k-means algorithm to
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group similar documents, either adopting a flat paradigm or a hierarchical
paradigm. The following pseudocode outlines the complete framework.

12.4.1.1. The document-clustering procedure

Input : a corpus D = {Du; u= 1,..,nD}
(1) Document pre-processing

For every Di ∈ D, generate the corresponding document D̄i as follows

(a) Apply stop-words removal
(b) Apply stemming

Thus D̄i is a sequence of terms (i.e. the stemmed words).
In the following, D*= {D̄u;u = 1, .., nD} denotes the collection of
processed documents.

(2) Build vocabulary
Generate the vocabulary T = {tj ; j= 1,..,nT } as the set of terms that
occurs at least one time in the corpus D*.

(3) Vector representation
For every D̄i ∈ D*:

(a) work out vector v′(D̄i) as per (12.2)
(b) work out vector v′′(D̄i) as per (12.3)

(4) Build distance matrix
Compute the distance matrix ∆ as follows

∆ =




∆11 · · · · · · ∆1nD

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

∆nD1 · · · · · · ∆nDnD




where ∆mn = ∆(D̄m,D̄n) is the document distance (12.7) between
document D̄m and document D̄n.

(5) Build dot matrix
Compute the dot matrix Θ as follows:

Θ =




K11 · · · · · · K1nD

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

KnD1 · · · · · · KnDnD
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where Kmn = K(D̄m,D̄n) is computed as per (12.10).
(6) Clustering

Use the k-means algorithm and the dot matrix Θ to cluster the docu-
ments in D.
If flat clustering: generate K partitions.
If hierachical clustering: generate cluster hierarchy.

The framework can support both flat clustering and hierarchical cluster-
ing. When flat clustering is addressed, the algorithm partitions the set of
documents D into K clusters, where K is an input parameter; however,
no explicit structure is produced that would relate clusters to each other.
Conversely, the hierarchical clustering model applies a top-down paradigm
to generate a cluster hierarchy. Hence, the procedure starts with all the
documents in single cluster. Then, the cluster is split using the flat clus-
tering technique; this procedure is applied recursively until some stopping
criterion is met. In the present work, the desired number of levels in the
eventual hierarchy drives the clustering procedure. Figure 12.4 proposes an
example of the outputs of flat clustering and hierarchical clustering with a
corpus including 12 documents.

12.4.2. Dimension reduction for document clustering by

using random projections

As anticipated in Section 12.2, the curse of dimensionality represents a cru-
cial issue when dealing with document clustering. By adopting the vector
space model, the total number of unique terms in a text data set represents
the number of dimensions, which is usually in the thousands. Nonethe-
less, sparsity is an accompanying phenomenon of such data representation
model. Therefore, in the recent years several works have addressed the
problem of dimensionality reduction for document clustering tools.36–41

The present research tackles this significant aspect by comparing the
performance of the conventional k-means algorithm with that of a k-means
clustering scheme recently proposed by Biau et al.,20 which exploits ran-
dom projections for a reduction in dimensionality before clustering. In that
work, a notable theoretical discussion led to the conclusion that Johnson-
Lindenstrauss-type random projections to lower-dimensional subspaces are
particularly well suited for clustering purposes, as they can outperform
other dimension reduction schemes based on factorial methods (e.g. Prin-
cipal Component Analysis).
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Fig. 12.4. The flat and the hierarchical clustering paradigms

Random Projections58–61 is a simple and powerful dimension reduction
technique that uses suitably scaled random matrix with independent, nor-
mally distributed entries to project data into low-dimensional spaces. This
technique has already been found to be a computationally efficient, yet
sufficiently accurate method for dimensionality reduction in different ar-
eas.62–65 The procedure to get a random projection is straightforward and
arises from the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma.58 The lemma states
that any n point set lying in L-dimensional Euclidean space can be em-
bedded into a R-dimensional space, with R ≥ O(ε−2ln(n)), without
distorting the distances between any pair of points by more than a factor
1±ε, where ε ∈ (0, 1).

Over the years, the probabilistic method has allowed for the original
proof of Johnson and Lindenstrauss to be greatly simplified, while at the
same time giving conceptually simple randomized algorithms for construct-
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ing the embedding.59–61 Using matrix notation, one can formalize the em-
bedding operation as follows:

H = PX (12.14)

where X is the original set of n, L-dimensional observation, H is the pro-
jection of the data into a lower, R-dimensional subspace, and P is the
random matrix providing an embedding that satisfies the JL lemma. In
principle, (12.14) is a projection only if P is orthogonal, so to preserve
the similarities between the original vectors in the low-dimensional space.
In very high-dimensional spaces, however, it is possible to save computa-
tion time by avoiding orthogonalization without affecting significantly the
quality of the projection matrix. As pointed out in the work by Hecht-
Nielsen,66 in a high-dimensional space there exists a much larger number
of almost orthogonal than orthogonal directions. Thus, high-dimensional
vectors having random directions are very likely to be close to orthogonal.

Obviously, the choice of the random matrix P in (12.14) is one of the
key points of interest. Although the elements pij of P are often Gaussian
distributed, the present research exploited the theoretical results proposed
by Achlioptas,67 which showed that there are simpler ways of producing
Random Projections. Thus, P can be generated as follows:

pij =

√
3
R
·




+1 with probability 1/6
0 with probability 2/3
−1 with probability 1/6

(12.15)

In this work, random projections for reduction in dimensionality are ap-
plied to the term-by-document matrix that results from working out vector
v′(D̄i) for every Di ∈ D (step 3.a of the pseudocode). Therefore, X is a
set of nD observation lying in a nT –dimensional space and P is a R× nT

matrix computed as indicated above.

12.4.3. Computational complexity

In general, the computational complexity of a document clustering frame-
work is determined by two elements: the clustering algorithm and the
procedure supporting the document indexing phase, which may exploit
a dimensionality reduction technique to address the problem of curse of
dimensionality, as discussed above.

The proposed framework uses k-means as clustering algorithm. The
time complexity of the k-means algorithm is O(nkl), where n is the number
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of patterns, k is the number of clusters and l is the number of iterations of
the training phase. While k-means is the most popular algorithm in doc-
ument clustering due to its simplicity and efficiency, other clustering tech-
niques have also been applied to this task: Self Organizing Maps (SOMs),
Expectation-Maximization (EM), fuzzy clustering, etc. In fact, the time
complexity of those algorithms is comparable or even greater.

Table 12.1. Time complexity of the most popular dimensionality
reduction techniques

Dimensionality Reduction Technique Computational Cost

RP O(RnT nD)
LSI O(22n3

T + 4nT n2
D)

LPI O(22n3
T + 4nT n2

D + R3)
NMF O(qRnT nD)

The choice of the document indexing model can indeed affect the overall
computational complexity of the clustering framework. In this regard, Ta-
ble 12.1 reports the time complexity of the Random-Projections technique
along with the time complexities of other popular dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques exploited by document indexing models: Latent Semantic
Index (LSI), Locality Preserving Indexing (LPI), and Nonnegative Matrix
Factorization (NMF). Here, R denotes the dimensionality of the eventual
low-dimensional space, while q is the number of iterations performed in the
NMF procedure. Table 12.1 shows that Random Projections outperforms
both the LSI and the LPI reduction models in terms of computational com-
plexity: the LSI model is based on the computationally demanding SVD;
the LPI model combines a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with a
generalized eigenvector problem.

On the other hand, both the time complexities of RP and NMF are
linear in nT (number of terms) and nD (number of documents). How-
ever, NMF suffers from some crucial issues. First, the factorization is not
unique; furthermore, different types of nonnegative matrix factorizations
exist, which arise from using different cost functions and exploiting (or
not) a regularization procedure.

12.5. Experimental Results

Two real-world benchmarks provided the experimental domains for the
proposed document-clustering framework: the Reuters database21 and the
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largest real email corpus in the public domain, the Enron mail dataset.22

The former was chosen to assess the method performance on a public source
of information, which represents a typical framework of today’s trends in
data gathering and analysis for security and intelligence. The latter dataset
made it possible to validate the operation of the clustering principle in a
set of complex scenarios involving non-trivial security issues.

The Reuters-21578 corpus includes 21,578 documents, which appeared
on the Reuters newswire in 1987. One or more topics have been manually
added to each document. Actually, the whole database involves 135 differ-
ent topics derived from economic subject categories; indeed, only 57 topics
have at least twenty occurrences. The Reuters-21578 corpus represents a
standard benchmark for content-based document management. This paper
exploits such corpus to show that the document clustering framework based
on kernel k-means provide an effective tool to generate consistent structures
for information access and retrieval.

On the other hand, the Enron mail dataset provides a reference cor-
pus to test text-mining techniques that address intelligence applications.23

The Enron mail corpus was posted originally on Internet by the Federal En-
ergy Regulatory Commission (FERC) during its investigation on the Enron
case. FERC collected a total of 619.449 emails from 158 Enron employees,
mainly senior managers. Each message included: the email addresses of
the sender and receiver, date, time, subject, body and text. The original
set suffered from document integrity problems, hence an updated version
was later set up by SRI International for the CALO project. Eventually,
William Cohen from Carnegie Mellon University put the cleaned dataset
online22 for researchers in March 2004. Other processed versions of the En-
ron corpus have been made available on the web, but were not considered
in the present work because the CMU version made it possible fair compar-
ison of the obtained results with respect to established, reference corpora
in the literature.

The set of messages covered a widest range of topics, originating from
a vast community of people who did not form a closed set. A few people
wished to conceal both the extent of their connections and the contents of
their discussions; at the same time, by far the large majority of messages
were completely innocent. As a result, the Enron data set provided a good
experimental domain to evaluate the ability of a text mining framework in a
‘needle-in-a-haystack’ scenario, which closely resembled a typical situation
in security-related applications such as counterterrorism.23
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12.5.1. Reuters-21578

The experimental session based on the Reuters-21578 database involved a
corpus DR including 8.267 documents out of the 21.578 originally provided
by the database. The eventual corpus DR was obtained by adopting the
criterion already used in the work of Cai et al.40 First, all the documents
with multiple topics were discarded. Then, only the documents associated
to topics having at least 18 occurrences have been included in DR. As a
result, the corpus featured 32 topics.

The clustering performance of the proposed methodology was evaluated
by analyzing the results obtained in three experiments. In the experiments,
a flat clustering paradigm partitioned the documents in DR, by using three
different settings of the metric weight parameter, α={0.3, 0.5, 0.7}, as per
(12.7). When adopting α=0.3 or α=0.7 in (12.7), either component ∆(f) or
∆(b), was predominant; in the experiment featuring α=0.5, the quantities
∆(f) and ∆(b) evenly contributed to the measured distance between each
pair of documents.

Table 12.2 outlines the results obtained with the setting α = 0.3. The
performances of the proposed clustering framework were evaluated by using
the purity parameter. Let Nk denote the number of elements lying in a
cluster Ck and let Nmk be the number of elements of the class Im in the
cluster Ck. Then, the purity pur(k) of the cluster Ck is defined as follows:

pur(k) =
1

Nk
max

m
(Nmk) (12.16)

The overall purity of the clustering results is defined as follows:

purity =
∑

k

Nk

N
· pur(k) (12.17)

where N is the total number of elements.
The purity parameter was preferred to other measures of performance

(e.g. the F-measures) because it is widely accepted in machine learning
classification problems.25

The evaluations were conducted with different number of clusters K,
ranging from 20 to 100. For each experiment, four quality parameters are
presented:

• the overall purity, purityOV , of the clustering result;
• the lowest purity value pur(k) over the K clusters;
• the highest purity value pur(k) over the K clusters;
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• the number of elements (i.e. documents) associated to the smallest
cluster.

Tables 12.3 and 12.4 reports the results obtained with α = 0.5 and α =
0.7, respectively.

As expected, experimental results showed that overall purity increased
when the number of clusters, K, increased. The value of the overall purity
seems to indicate that clustering performances improved when setting α=
0.3. Thus empirical outcomes confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed
document distance measure, combining the conventional content-based sim-
ilarity with a behavioral similarity criterion.

Table 12.2. Clustering performances obtained on Reuters-21578 with α=0.3

Number of clusters Overall purity pur(k) minimum (pur)(k) maximum Smallest cluster

20 0.712108 0.252049 1 109
40 0.77138 0.236264 1 59
60 0.81154 0.175 1 13
80 0.799685 0.181818 1 2
100 0.82666 0.153846 1 1

Table 12.3. Clustering performances obtained on Reuters-21578 with α=0.5

Number of clusters Overall purity pur(k) minimum pur(k) maximum Smallest cluster

20 0.696383 0.148148 1 59
40 0.782267 0.222467 1 4
60 0.809121 0.181818 1 1
80 0.817467 0.158333 1 1
100 0.817467 0.139241 1 2

Table 12.4. Clustering performances obtained on Reuters-21578 with α=0.7

Number of clusters Overall purity pur(k) minimum pur(k) maximum Smallest cluster

20 0.690577 0.145719 1 13
40 0.742833 0.172638 1 6
60 0.798718 0.18 1 5
80 0.809483 0.189655 1 2
100 0.802589 0.141732 1 4

A detailed analysis of the clustering performances attained by the pro-
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posed framework can be drawn from the graphs presented in Figure 12.5.
The graphs report the cumulative distribution of the cluster purity for the
different experiments listed in Table 12.2 (only the experiment with K= 20
is not included). The reported results showed that, in every experiment,
70% of the obtained clusters exhibited a purity greater than 0.6; further-
more, 50% of the clusters scored a purity greater than 0.9. The reliability of
the present document-clustering scheme was indeed confirmed when count-
ing the documents lying in clusters having a purity of 1.0. With an overall
number of clusters K = 40, a set of 2,575 documents (i.e., 31% of the total
number of documents) were assigned to those clusters; when using K =
100, that percentage increased to 35% (2,950 documents).

A final set of experiments involved the clustering scheme exploiting
random projections for a reduction in dimensionality, as introduced in Sec.
12.4. This analysis addressed the critical aspect concerning the trade off
between clustering accuracy and computational complexity. Such a problem
is common in all text-mining applications and can prove especially relevant
when using the k-means clustering algorithm. The performance of this
clustering scheme was evaluated on the corpus DR by setting α = 0.3; the
dimension of the eventual reduced space was set to R= 500 and R = 100.
Table 12.5 and Table 12.6 report the results obtained with these set up by
varying the desired number of clusters K.

Unsurprisingly, the clustering performances obtained by exploiting di-
mension reduction were slightly inferior to those attained by the conven-
tional clustering scheme (Table 12.2). Indeed, one should take into account
that by setting R = 500 the original term-by-document matrix had been re-
duced of a factor 100. Nonetheless, Table 12.5 and Table 12.6 show that the
overall purity attained by the model was satisfactory even in the presence
of a substantial reduction in dimensionality.

These results can be compared with those obtained on the same dataset
by the clustering framework proposed by Cai et al.,40 which introduced a
clustering scheme combining the conventional k-means algorithm with a di-
mensionality reduction model based on the Locality Preserving Index (LPI).
The results presented in that work40 showed that the LPI-based clustering
scheme, although computationally demanding (as per Table 12.1), can out-
perform other well-known methodologies, such as LSI-based clustering and
spectral clustering algorithms.

When applied to the Reuters database, the LPI-based clustering scheme
attained an average purity of 0.77;40 in that work, evaluations were con-
ducted with different number of clusters, ranging from two to ten. Thus,
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Fig. 12.5. The cumulative distributions of the cluster purity for the experiments re-
ported in Table 12.1

the clustering performances of the LPI-based clustering are slightly better
than those obtained by the proposed clustering scheme (Table 12.5 and Ta-
ble 12.6), which exploits random projections for dimensionality reduction.
However, as anticipated in Sec. 12.3, the scheme based on random pro-
jections outperforms the LPI reduction model in terms of computational
complexity: while dimensionality reduction by using random projections is
supported by a straightforward matrix multiplication (as per 12.13), the
LPI scheme is actually based on the computationally expensive Singular
Valued Decomposition (SVD).40 Therefore, the dimension reduction model
based on random projections proposed in the present work seems to guar-
antee a satisfactory tradeoff between performance and complexity.

The effectiveness of the proposed document-clustering framework was
eventually confirmed by a comparison with the document-clustering model
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Table 12.5. Clustering performances obtained on Reuters-21578 with α=0.3 and dimension
reduction (R= 500) by random projections

Number of clusters Overall purity purk) minimum pur(k) maximum Smallest cluster

20 0.70231 0.126386 1 32
40 0.709084 0.117647 1 2
60 0.731221 0.182109 1 1
80 0.726019 0.121145 1 1
100 0.692029 0.158004 1 1

Table 12.6. Clustering performances obtained on Reuters-21578 with α=0.3 and dimension re-
duction (R= 100) by random projections

Number of clusters Overall purity pur(k) minimum pur(k) maximum Smallest cluster

20 0.666626 0.106776 1 31
40 0.69723 0.115813 1 2
60 0.705213 0.149718 1 1
80 0.721785 0.11674 1 1
100 0.739204 0.137662 1 1

using nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) introduced by Shahnaz et
al.41 When applied to the Reuters database, the NMF-based model at-
tained an overall purity superior to 0.7 only in experimental sessions41 in-
volving 6 topics (or less) out of the 135 originally included in the database.
Therefore, the prediction accuracy obtained by the model introduced in
this chapter outperformed the one attained by the NMF-based model.

12.5.2. Enron dataset

The experimental session based on the Enron mail corpus involved two dif-
ferent experiments. The first experiment exploited the dataset made avail-
able on the web by Ron Bekkerman from the University of Massachusetts
Amherst. The dataset68 collects email from the directories of seven former
Enron employees: beck-s, farmer-d, kaminski-v, kitchen-l, lokay-m, sanders-
r and williams-w3. Each of these users had several thousand messages, with
beck-s having more than one hundred folders. The goal of the first exper-
iment was to evaluate the ability of the proposed clustering framework to
extract key elements from a heterogeneous scenario, in which one cannot
rely on a set of predefined topics. All the seven folders were processed
to remove non-topical folders such as all documents, calendar, contacts,
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deleted items, discussion threads, inbox, notes inbox, sent, sent items and
sent mail.

For the purpose of increasing complexity, Bekkerman’s dataset was aug-
mented by including the email folder of one of the former executives of
Enron, Vice President Sara Shackleton. The underlying hypothesis was
that email contents might also be characterized by the role the mailbox
owner played within the company. Toward that end, when applying the
clustering algorithm, only the ‘body’ sections of the emails were used, and
sender/receiver, date/time info were discarded.

Table 12.7. Results of the first experiment on the Enron dataset

Cluster ID Size Most frequent words

1 1825 ect, Kaminski, research, Houston, manag, energy
2 8416 deal, hpl, gas
3 1881 Kitchen, deal, gas
4 1210 dbcaps97data, database, iso, error
5 1033 epmi, mmbtu, California, gas, northwest
6 2094 ect, manag, risk, trade, market
7 1239 deal, work, meet
8 1522 message, email, http, subject
9 1091 market, energy, trade, price, share, stock, gas, dynegi
10 4044 ect, Shackleton, agreement, trade, isda

The experiment involved 24,355 emails. Table 12.7 reports on the re-
sults obtained by this experiment and shows the terms that characterize
each of the clusters provided by the clustering framework. For each clus-
ter, the most descriptive words between the twenty most frequent words
of the cluster are listed; reported terms actually included peculiar abbre-
viations: “ect” stands for Enron Capital & Trade Resources, “hpl” stands
for Houston Pipeline Company, “epmi” stands for Enron Power Marketing
Inc, “mmbtu” stands for Million British Thermal Units, “dynegi” stands
for Dynegy Inc, a large owner and operator of power plants and a player
in the natural gas liquids and coal business, which in 2001 made an unsuc-
cessful takeover bid for Enron. The results reported in Table 12.7 showed
that the document clustering attained some significant outcomes. First,
cluster no. 10 grouped a considerable portion of the emails ascribed to
the Shackleton subset: most frequent words indeed confirm that the word
“Shackleton” appears several time in the email bodies, as well as the term
“isda,” which stands for International Swaps and Derivatives Association.
It is worth noting that the term “isda” never appeared in the list of the
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most frequent terms of the other nine clusters. Another significant outcome
concerned clusters no. 7 and no. 8, which seemed to group all emails that
did not deal with technical topics. At the same time, both clusters no.
1 and cluster no. 3 related to Enron employees, Kaminski and Kitchen,
respectively. When analyzing cluster no. 4, it turned out that it gathered
the email notifications automatically sent by a database server, which were
collected in a subfolder in the mailbox of williams-w3.

The second experiment aimed at estimating the ability of the proposed
framework to group messages by the same author when considering body
text only. This experiment ultimately aimed at verifying the application of
text mining technologies in an intelligence-analysis environment, in which
fake identities may be bypassed by associating messages to the original
authors. Thus the clustering algorithm was tested on a dataset collecting
all the emails included in the folder “sent” of six Enron employees randomly
selected: symes-k, namec-g, lenhart-m, delainey-d, rogers-b. Eventually, the
corpus included 6,618 emails body; obviously, all information concerning
the email addresses of senders/receivers was discarded.

The graph in Figure 12.6 shows the results obtained in this experiment;
the x-axis gives the number of clusters, whereas the y-axis reports on the
classification error (an error was detected when ascribing a message to
the wrong author). The obtained figures proved the effectiveness of the
proposed clustering methodology, which scored a classification error of 15%
(i.e. 1,043 emails) when using 60 clusters for the partitioning. Moreover,
the analysis of the eventual clusters led to interesting outcomes.

In the 60-clusters partitioning, fifteen clusters were assigned, after the
calibration procedure, to the author lenhart-m. Those clusters actually
shared also a great part of the terms included in their own list the most fre-
quent words; but, surprisingly enough, those terms were weekend, tonight,
party, golf, gift, ticket, happy, softball, hotmail, jpg, msn, love, game, birth-
day, celebrate adult, drink, pool. Hence, the unsupervised clustering proce-
dure revealed that a significant portion of the emails included in the “Sent”
folder of the author lenhart-m did not deal with themes related to the
working activity. Indeed, such outstanding result can be double checked by
actually analyzing the emails provided in the Enron database.

12.6. Conclusions

Text mining provides a valuable tool to deal with large amounts of unstruc-
tured text data. Indeed, in security applications text-mining technologies
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Fig. 12.6. The results of the second experiment on the Enron database

can automate, improve and speed up the analysis of existing datasets, with
the goal of preventing criminal acts by the cataloguing of various threads
and pieces of information, which would remain unnoticed when using tra-
ditional means of investigation.

Within the text mining environment, document clustering represents
one of the most effective techniques to organize documents in an unsuper-
vised manner. Nonetheless, the design of a document-clustering framework
requires one to address other crucial aspects in addition to the choice of the
specific clustering algorithm to be implemented. A major characteristic of
the representation paradigm of text documents is the high dimensionality of
the feature space, which imposes a big challenge to the performance of clus-
tering algorithms. Furthermore, the definition of the underlying distance
measure between documents is critical for getting meaningful clusters.

The hybrid document-clustering approach proposed in this chapter
mostly addresses such issues by combining the specific advantages of
content-driven processing with the effectiveness of an established pattern-
recognition grouping algorithm. Two crucial novelty aspects characterize
the proposed approach. First, distances between documents are worked
out by a semantic-based hypermetric. The specific approach integrates a
content-based with a user-behavioral analysis, as it takes into account both
lexical and style-related features of the documents at hand. Secondly, the
core clustering strategy exploits a kernel-based version of the conventional
k-means algorithm to group similar documents; hence, the model exploits
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the implicit normalization of RBF kernel functions while embedding se-
mantic information in the whole mechanism.

The present research tackled indeed the problem of curse of dimension-
ality by considering an advanced approach in the vector-space paradigm,
which applied Johnson-Lindenstrauss-type random projections for a reduc-
tion in dimensionality before clustering. The analysis focused in particular
on the critical aspect concerning the trade off between clustering accuracy
and computational complexity, which is a general issue in all text-mining
applications, and can be particularly relevant when using k-means for doc-
ument clustering.

Experimental results indeed confirmed the consistency of the proposed
framework. The hybrid document-clustering approach proved effective
when dealing with a standard benchmark for content-based document man-
agement. Furthermore, it attained remarkable performances with an exper-
imental domain resembling the kind of data collected as part of countert-
errorism efforts.
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The design of cryptographic and security protocols for new scenarios and
applications can be computationally expensive. Examples of these can
be sensor or mobile ad-hoc networks where thousands of nodes can be
involved. In such cases, the aid of an automated tool generating pro-
tocols for a predefined problem can be of great utility. This work uses
the genetic algorithms (GA) techniques for the automatic design of secu-
rity networked protocols. When using GA for optimizing protocols two
aspects are critical: the genome definition and the evaluation function.
We discuss how security protocols can be represented as binary strings
and can be interpreted as security protocols; moreover we define several
basic criteria for evaluating security protocols. Finally, we present the
software we developed for generating secure communications protocols
and show some examples and obtained results.
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13.1. Introduction

Security mechanisms are mandatory in current data communications proto-
cols across unsecured media such as the Internet. It is not easy to determine
whether a communication protocol complies with the relevant security re-
quirements, mainly in complex scenarios, such as group communications in
sensor networks, where hundreds of entities can be involved.

The methodologies used to study the security of communications pro-
tocols have been improved gradually and include automated techniques.
These have already proved to be effective for analyzing and detecting
whether security protocols are vulnerable to common and some less com-
mon types of attack; and research is being carried out into the possible
use of artificial intelligence techniques to design cryptographic and security
protocols. In this study we propose the use of Genetic Algorithms (GA) to
provide information needed to generate and optimize security protocols.

Genetic algorithms are based on Darwin’s Theory of Evolution and have
become widely used as problem solving techniques. They are used to solve
problems which cannot be solved analytically or are highly complex. In
GAs, possible solutions are represented as codified individuals so that their
code can be recombined and modified. Consequently, the individuals evolve
to such an extent that at least one can be considered a good solution to the
problem.

Several conditions must be satisfied when GAs are applied. Firstly, it
must be possible to represent all possible solutions using the defined code
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and to interpret each one as a specific solution. Secondly, the algorithm
must be capable of evaluating each solution by assigning a value that indi-
cates how “good” the solution is. In general, GAs use one or more weighted
criteria to evaluate the characteristics of proposed solutions and produce a
global value for each individual.

In this work we follow the above mentioned conditions to apply GA to
the problem of designing optimal security protocols.

We can consider a security protocol as a simple series of messages ex-
change among the different parts of a system. Each message must carry
information identifying the sender, the receiver, the transmitted data and
the keys used. Some or all of the messages are coded. Hence, the represen-
tation of the security protocols is constructed with definitions from series
of bits that described each of the components (binary strings).

The following aspects must be considered when designing the binary
representation of protocols for their genetic evolution:

• The search space represented by all possible combinations of bits will
include all possible solutions of the problem.

• The binary representation must be as small as possible to limit the size
of the search space.

• Each point in the search space must be clearly interpretable as a valid
protocol, even though it may not be “good”.

To evaluate the fitness of a security protocol we must take into account
fundamental aspects such as the amount of data to be transmitted and the
measures required to prevent malicious parties from accessing the data. An
optimal protocol must also prevent redundancies and minimize the number
of resources used during the required operations.

Protocols are analyzed and a numeric value is obtained. This number
indicates how suitable each protocol is for solving the problem (fitness func-
tion). In the case of security protocols, certain aspects must be considered
to determine whether the protocol complies securely and efficiently with
the communication objectives.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 13.2 reviews the
principles of Genetic Algorithms applied to solve complex problems. Sec-
tion 13.3 introduces the characteristics of security protocols definition in
order to study how they can be represented as binary strings. Section 13.4
presents state of the art work in automatic generation of security protocols.
Sections 13.5 and 13.6 describe our work on the use of Genetic Algorithms
for automatic security protocols design. First we define the genotype and
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relate it to the binary strings interpretation. Then we systematize evalua-
tion of individuals of the search space and define parameters and values of
the fitness function. Finally, Section 13.7 concludes.

13.2. Genetic algorithms

J. H. Holland established the principles of genetic algorithms,1 inspired
by the book “The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection” written by the
evolutionary biologist R. A. Fisher.2 Holland began his work in 1962 and
presented the findings in “Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems”,
published in 1975.1 Holland proposed that complex problems should be
approached in the same way that natural systems adapt during evolution-
ary processes. The basic aim of his work was to design artificial systems
that can replicate as natural beings. Thus, each element in a population
would represent a possible (not optimal) solution, and new elements would
be generated according to the rules of “natural selection” as a means of
reaching an optimal solution. David Goldberg conducted research into pro-
duction line problems and was the first engineer to apply successfully the
principles proposed by Holland.3

In general, the application of genetic algorithms can be considered a
metaheuristic technique.4 Genetic algorithms comprise a series of com-
putational procedures designed to imitate important aspects of biological
evolution. They first evaluate a random population and then construct a
subsequent generation by increasing the reproductive capabilities of individ-
uals whose gene interpretation (phenotype) better satisfies the objectives.5

13.2.1. Definitions and terminology

For the sake of clarity, we introduce some of the terminology and definitions
that will be used throughout the paper.

Genetic algorithm: an adaptive search procedure based on principles
derived from evolution in natural populations.6,7 Population: a set of indi-
viduals existing at a given moment in time, from which a selection will be
made to create the individuals of a new set or population.7

Individual : a data structure that represents a possible solution of the
problem.6,7

Genotype: a numerical representation of an individual used for storage,
recombination and mutation. It is also known as genetic code.

Phenotype: the set of features that characterize an individual, which
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can be obtained by interpreting the corresponding genotype.

13.2.2. General characteristics of genetic algorithms

Genetic algorithms have been used most frequently for solving optimization
problems and have proved to be very efficient. However, not all optimization
problems can be solved using this technique, and the following requirements
must be satisfied for the algorithm to function effectively:8

• The optimal solution should be at least one of a finite number of possible
proposals.

• An aptitude function for evaluating proposals must be defined (fitness
function).

• The proposals must be codified so that they are easy to implement in
the computer.

The first requirement is very important because if the search space is not
limited the genetic evolution could be lost into a infinite space so it might
never find the optimal solution (not even through an exhaustive search).9

The fitness function is critical in our systems because it assigns numer-
ical values that can be used to examine the difference between proposals.10

This function is a key contribution of this work. One of the most important
goals in our proposal is to overcome the inherent difficulty of developing
this function, particularly if we consider that the optimal solution is un-
known. The fitness function design must include criteria that identify the
positive or negative aspects of the proposals. Consequently, according to
the result of the fitness function some proposals will be “punished” and
others “rewarded”; the latter group will be more likely to reproduce and
will therefore propagate to converge towards the optimal solution.

Each genotype is an element in the search space whose interpretation
points to a particular phenotype, which is a proposed solution. Each pos-
sible solution described by a phenotype must be the interpretation of at
least one genotype. The difficulty in the third point is how to define this
relationship between the numerical sequence (genotypes) and the proposed
solutions (phenotypes).11 The relationship is shown in Figure 13.1.

13.2.3. Search space

The protocol search is performed through a series of binary sequences that
represent the protocols. Any binary string of a specified size must be inter-
pretable as a formally correct protocol, even though it could not be a valid
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Search space Possible solutions 

Fig. 13.1. Relationship between the search space and the set of possible solutions.

solution for the problem. In the interpretation method used in this study,
each binary sequence must be divided into messages which, in turn, must
be subdivided into groups of bits that indicate the source and destination
of each message, the message load and the keys employed (if any). This
can be seen in Figure 13.2, which shows a binary string divided into two
messages, each of which specifies the sender, the receiver, the data (1 indi-
cates which of the data known by the sender are included in the message),
and the possible keys (key1, key2 and key3). Modular arithmetic (modulo
3) is applied to the bits indicating the sender and receiver so that the total
number does not exceed the number of entities involved. The interpretation
of the first message in the example suggests that A sends to B the message
Xa coded with the key Kab.

send recv data key1 key2 key3 send recv data key1 key2 key3

# bits 2 2 8 3 3 3 2 2 8 3 3 3

genoma 01 00 00000010 000 001 000 00 01 00000010 001 000 000

oper mod 3 mod 3 mod 3 mod 3

1 0 0 1

interpret A B Xa - Kab - B A Xb Kab - -

Fig. 13.2. Example of interpretation of a genome in a 2 message protocol.

13.2.4. Operation of a simple genetic algorithm

A simple genetic algorithm can be formally represented as follows:

(1) generate initial population, G(0);
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(2) evaluate G(0);
(3) t:=0;
(4) REPEAT{

(a) t:=t+1;
(b) generate G(t) using G(t-1);
(c) evaluate G(t);

(5) }UNTIL find a solution;

First, the initial population is constructed as a set of character strings
that represent proposed solutions to the problem. Next, the fitness function
is applied to assess the benefits of each individual, which are combined on
the basis of their aptitude to produce the next generation (presumably,
most of the “best” solutions will be selected). This sequence can then be
iterated until the best solution of all those reached meets our expectations.

The population is a set of symbol strings of fixed length L. The symbols
belong to an alphabet Σ. Each string, or genome, represents a possible
solution to a problem. Each string, or individual, must have a value that
reflects its adaptation capability, which indicates how close it is to solving
the problem. This value is represented by f and defined by the following
expression:

ΣL → R+ ∪ 0 (13.1)

13.2.4.1. Selection phase

This phase ensures that the features for subsequent generations are propa-
gated in such a way that the algorithm continues to converge towards the
optimal solution.

There are many selection techniques, which can be differentiated ac-
cording to the likelihood that the best individuals will be maintained from
one generation to the next:12

(1) Population model. The whole population is generated from the cross-
ings of selected individuals.

(2) Steady-state model. Two individuals are selected with a probability
that is directly proportional to their fitness. When they are crossed,
a new individual is generated to replace an old individual, which is
selected with a probability that is inversely proportional to its fitness.
This technique allows individuals to coexist with their ancestors.6
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(3) Elitist selection. This technique guarantees that the fittest individuals
are copied from one generation to the next. A number of individuals
(the “best”) are simply copied to the next generation, but they are also
considered as potential parents of new individuals.

Other selection techniques consider parameters such as the values used
to define the probability that an individual will be selected, because this
probability can be related directly to the fitness value (carrousel selection),
or to a sequential numeric rank, which is a number assigned to each individ-
ual according to its fitness (rank selection). In addition, the discriminating
power of the selection can increase with the average fitness to magnify the
fitness differences (scaled selection).13

We also consider selection in stages, in which the best individuals in
different sub-groups are matched (match selection), and selection in rounds,
in which the least fit individuals are discarded in the first rounds to reduce
the computational load (hierarchical selection).

13.2.4.2. Modification phase

In this phase genetic operators are applied to selected individuals to gen-
erate new elements in the search space, which presumably inherit the best
characteristics of individuals from the previous generation. The main ge-
netic operators are combination and mutation.

• Combination: the data from the genotypes of two selected individuals
are combined and portions from each one are copied into two new in-
dividuals. The combination operator is the most important operator
in genetic algorithms. A simple example of this operation is shown in
Figure 13.3.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

Fig. 13.3. Combination operation.

• Mutation: individuals are selected according to a predefined mutation
probability (different from selection probability), and some data in their
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genotypes are changed according to a different predefined mutation
probability for characters. Mutation is a secondary operator intended
to maintain the diversity of the population and therefore considers parts
of the search space.6,7 An example of this operator is shown in Figure
13.4.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

Fig. 13.4. Mutation operation.

13.2.4.3. Evaluation phase

Each individual in the population must be evaluated. The evaluation con-
sists in determining a value that represents the suitability of the individuals
for solving the problem. Although the optimal solution is not known, there
must be some criteria for determining whether one solution is better than
others, and this must be represented by numeric values so that individuals
can be compared objectively. Although the evaluation function is crucial
in genetic algorithms and its nature is closely related to internal aspects of
the problem to be solved, its operation is defined separately to the genetic
operators.

13.2.5. Genetic algorithms and learning

Genetic algorithms have been applied in many fields, including automatic
learning,14 problem solving in task scheduling and the development of neu-
ronal networks,15 and supervised learning (that is, to generate a set of rules
from examples to determine the class to which an individual belongs).6

There are two main criteria for solving these types of problems:

• What an individual represents.
• How objects are represented.
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The first criterion has been considered in two ways in the literature,
each based on a particular school for rule generation:

• Michigan.16 Individuals represent individual rules, so the solution to
the problem is given by the whole population. In this approach the
meaning of each individual’s evaluation must be redefined because the
fitness of the solution is dependent on the whole population.

• Pittsburgh.17 Each individual is a rule set, so each individual is a solu-
tion. This approach matches the classic scheme of genetic algorithms
because each individual is a solution.

According to objects representation, there are two basic types of repre-
sentations, which influence the definition of the genetic operator in different
ways:

• Classic. Individuals are represented with binary strings, the length of
which can vary. This is a minimalist approach that does not differ
considerably from general genetic algorithms, although some work is
required to determine the appropriate binary representation for prob-
lem.

• Ad hoc. The representation is closer to the problem to be solved, that
is, the characteristics of the individuals are described almost directly
by values. This approach is more efficient but requires modifications to
the genetic operators.

We based our work on the Pittsburgh approach because we consider
individuals as contending protocols. In the Michigan approach the individ-
uals would either have to be considered as messages and, therefore, part of
a protocol, or could be interpreted as entities that know their own protocols
and try to communicate with others. In this case, each entity could try to
convince others to adopt its protocol, but this remains open to debate.

We apply the classic object representation approach to examine the
genetic operations and their operational parameters. The ad hoc approach
could be used in later research.

13.3. Security protocols

Once we have reviewed the principles of Genetic Algorithms, we should
take a close approach to Security protocols nature in order to adapt them
to the GA rules.
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Security protocols are designed to provide secure communication within
an insecure network. The security requirements in this type of network
include the following:18

• Confidentiality. An intruder must not be able to receive a message that
is intended for another recipient.

• Authentication. A part must be able to confirm that a received message
was sent by the indicated sender.

• Integrity . It must be possible to guarantee that a received message has
not been altered or damaged.

• Non-repudiation. If an entity has sent a message, it will not be able to
deny it later.

In cryptographic protocols, all or some of the messages can contain en-
crypted data.

The cryptographic protocol evaluation must return a value that indi-
cates the fitness of the messages, which can be determined by considering
the following critical characteristics:

• Whether the protocols permit non-authorized entities to access confi-
dential data.

• Whether a part has received or understood a message that whose con-
tent it should know.

• Whether messages can be transmitted redundantly.
• Whether the receiver can verify the authenticity of the message sender.
• Whether the receiver can demonstrate that the sender knows the con-

tent of the transmitted message.

Depending on the field in which the protocol is applied, certain addi-
tional parameters or requirements may need to be defined. If a protocol
complies with the requirements listed above, we can consider that it solves
the problem. However, when many different protocols can solve the prob-
lem we can introduce additional requirements to see which protocol reaches
the optimal solution:

• Only a small number of messages should be transmitted.
• Less coding should be used.
• Fewer resources should be used to encode and transmit large messages.
• Coding should use symmetric keys instead of public keys as this reduced

the resources required.
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Cryptographic techniques are used in a wide range of applications, so
associated protocols are developed continuously. Consequently, a protocol
that is successful when it is introduced but may later be revealed to be
flawed. Potential flaws include the susceptibility to changes that may be
introduced to deceive an entity.

Additional characteristics may take into account the following parame-
ters:

• The number of parts that must be communicated.
• The availability of one or more certifying authorities.
• The possibility that one or more of the parts involved could act mali-

ciously.
• The possible need to minimize the use of resources in one or more of

the parts involved (asymmetric resources).
• The reliability of the certifying authority.

13.3.1. Conventions

As stated by Abadi and Needham,19 the following basic principles must be
considered when designing cryptographic protocols:

• The content of a message must clearly state its purpose so that there
is only one possible interpretation. It should be possible to write the
message in natural language.

• The conditions upon which a message must act must be clearly defined
so when it is revised it can be seen that it is acceptable or not.

• The meaning of the codification and the way in which it is applied must
be clearly defined.

• The method by which the timelines of the messages are proved and the
meaning of temporal information must be clearly explained.

Standard notation must be adopted. Abadi and Needham formalized a
notation that has become widely used: symbols such as A and B represent
the communicating entities, S represents a server, or certifying authority,
T is a timestamp, N represents a nonce (a quantity generated to test data
freshness), K is a key and K−1 is its inverse. If a symmetric key algorithm
is applied, K and K−1 are the same. In public-key cryptosystems, it is
assumed that K−1 is the secret key and K is the public key.{X}K represents
X encrypted by K, so any entity that knows {X}K and K−1 can obtain
X.
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Consider the following message:

Message4 : B → A : {Ta + 1}Kab (13.2)

This example shows the fourth message from a protocol, in which B
sends to A the timestamp Ta incremented by 1, encrypted with the key
Kab. It can be inferred from the subscripts in this notation that Ta was
generated by A and that Kab is a key for communicating A with B. We can
also deduce that Ka is the public key for A.

It should be stressed that the message in the example does not guarantee
that A will receive the message from B; it will be sent, but the message
could be lost, corrupted or received in a different order to that intended by
the protocol designer.

13.4. State of art

The evaluation of security protocols and application of metaheuristics have
been considered in previous studies in the literature. There are several main
lines of research in the field of protocol evaluation: the oldest and most
common uses state exploration, whereas new approaches use techniques
such as belief logic, theorem proving based on the Dolev-Yao model,20 and
type verification.

13.4.1. State exploration

In this method, a tool is used to define the state space and search for paths
across it that represent successful attacks by intruders.

This method has been expanded to include additional components such
as model verifiers, including general-purpose model verifiers, specific pur-
pose model verifiers and theorem probing.

The NRL analyzer presented by Meadows21 models protocols as inter-
actions between a set of machine states. It tests the security of the protocol
by specifying insecure states and applying exhaustive search or test tech-
niques to the machine models to demonstrate that these states cannot be
reached. Millen and Meadows developed a high-level language for applying
formal analytical methods to test the security of cryptographic protocols.
This language is used in the CAPSL22 tool developed by the United States
Navy.

Fiore and Abadi23 proposed an algorithm for analyzing symbolic mod-
els that operates by restricting the infinite number of traces caused by the
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unbounded inputs from the environment to a finite number, even for a finite
number of processes that describe a protocol. When this algorithm is ap-
plied, a protocol is presented as a process, which is the parallel composition
of the parts of the protocol. 1.1

13.4.2. Belief logic

Clark and Jacob24 showed how evolutionary search, with genetic algo-
rithms, can be used to evolve protocols by means of the BAN logic. The
BAN logic, developed by Burrows, Abadi and Needham25 can be used to
reason about protocol security. With BAN logic, a message exchange is
performed according to beliefs or principals by applying a set of inference
rules to modify the belief state of each entity. BAN logic assumes that
entities are honest. Before the inference rules are applied, each message is
probed for violations, such as the transmission of open messages (without
encryption). If violations are detected, the message is simply ignored.

The genome structure proposed by Clark and Jacob contains the fol-
lowing components: initial conditions indicated by six bits that specify the
entities that share keys, and 1 bit for each additional belief of each entity;
senders and receivers of M messages; and message components, consisting
of indices that refer to the beliefs of the sender.

The initial conditions for each protocol can evolve, which means that
the solution can establish the initial conditions that the protocol requires
in order to work correctly. The initial conditions can also be imposed in
specific problems so that the condition indicated by the genome is ignored.

The genome interpretation process consists of a series of operations.
Messages from principals that do not share a key are discarded. Next, a
mode T operation is applied to the indices of transmitted beliefs, where T
is the number of beliefs known by the sender. Finally, the BAN inference
rules are applied to define new beliefs.

In contrast to Clark and Jacob, in our work we do not discard message
exchange between entities that do not share a key. Instead, we assign
a low grade so that the entities can evolve and overcome this limitation.
The module function is not applied to the number of data known by the
sender, because new data could be acquired while the protocol is being
executed. For the evaluation of the protocols we do not use the BAN logic,
but an algorithm for registering the information exchanged between parts,
including information about how the data were acquired.

Clark and Jacob proposed to evaluate the protocols on the basis of
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several criteria related to the status of the defined objectives (goal beliefs
required by each entity). The criteria are:

• Early Credit. Goals achieved early are assigned a better value.
• Uniform Credit. The same value is assigned to all goals achieved.
• Delayed Gratification. Late goals are assigned a better value.
• Advanced Delay Gratification. A better value is assigned to late goals

but no value is assigned to goals achieved during the initial exchange.
• Uniform Delay Gratification. No credit is given for goals achieved early,

but later weights are equal and positive.
• Destination Judgment. The number of goals achieved is counted, irre-

spective of when or where they are achieved.

The results obtained with this proposal suggest that the technique is
plausible.

Meadows26 claims that belief logics such as BAN are weaker than state
exploration because they operate at a higher level of abstraction.

13.4.3. Genetic programming

Pavel Ocenasek27 suggested that general evolutionary processes should be
followed but also introduced a specialized form of genetic algorithm referred
to as genetic programming. This technique makes no distinction between
the genome and the phenotype, as in the ad hoc approach described above.
The genetic operations are carried out directly on the solution, instead of
a binary representation, as Koza explains in.28 Ocenasek considered that
genetic programming is necessary because security protocols have different
sizes. Consequently, he developed tree-shaped structures in which the oper-
ations carried out by the protocols are indicated. However, Ocenasek also
explained that operations such as crossover considerably alter the mean-
ings of the protocol operations. In genetic algorithms, small changes in a
genotype must produce small changes in a phenotype. Therefore, Ocenasek
suggested that a heuristic was needed to define which sub-trees could be
exchanged without altering the semantics of the instruction sequence.

We do not consider genetic programming in this study. Although the
protocols have different sizes, we suggest that there are segments in the
genomes whose interpretation will produce invalid or empty messages that
will be ignored, but which will be included in the code transmitted to
new individuals. This “sleeping” code is valuable because it can combine
or mutate to form a valid message for a good protocol. In addition, the
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way in which data is represented in a message provides versatility without
requiring the protocol size to be changed, because the messages can contain
either simple data or all of the information known by the sender.

13.5. Genome definition and interpretation

Genetic algorithms use strings of symbols to represent individuals, which
are the protocols to be considered. The strings are known as genomes or
chromosomes. The individuals that provide the best results are identified
through a process in which the genomes are modified, the data are mixed,
and values from different parts are exchanged. The interpretation of each
genome produces a phenotype consisting of a series of characteristics that
describe an individual and, for the purposes of the present work, a protocol.
In this case, the phenotype is composed of a set of messages that are ex-
changed by the entities. Each message specifies the source and destination
of the message, the data transmitted and the encryption keys used in the
case of encrypted data.

The search space is a set of all possible combinations of the symbols that
make up genomes. For a specific problem, the size of the genomes is defined
and the search space is limited. Importantly, the search space increases
exponentially with genome size, which is why genetic algorithms are used
for the search procedure instead of performing an exhaustive of the entire
space, which would take an unreasonable amount of time. The search space
must be minimized even when genetic algorithms are used, although it is
important to ensure that protocols that could solve the problem efficiently
are not omitted. Next, we present our proposal for the genotype definition
and how it can be interpreted as a security protocol.

13.5.1. The binary sequence

To define the meaning of a genotype, as it is interpreted, we need to estab-
lish the parts of the protocol and the amount of data required to describe
it.

Each protocol consists of a set of messages that are exchanged by the
entities involved. Each message contains the following information:

• Sender. The entity that sent the message.
• Receiver. The intended recipient of the message.
• Data. The information to be transmitted.
• Key. The keys used to encrypt the information, if any.
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At this point in our research we are not considering messages which have
parts coded and other parts not coded. We split partially coded messages
and treat them as separate messages. We will consider partially coded
messages in future work.

13.5.1.1. Sender and receiver

For the sender and receiver fields, the total number of entities involved in
the problem must be known, although spy entities are not included because
they cannot be considered as a sender or receiver.

In protocols for solving easy problems, data exchange between two en-
tities A and B or secure data exchange using a certification authority can
use two bits for the source and two bits for the destination of each mes-
sage. If two or three entities participate, modular arithmetic (mod2 or
mod3) can be applied when interpreting the genotype to ensure that all bit
combinations points to a valid entity.

In general, the number of bits required for N entities is roof(log2(N)),
this is, the greater or equal integer closer to x such as 2x≥N . In advanced
protocols, certain combinations could be assigned a special meaning, such
as “directed to nobody” or “directed to all”. Therefore, the number of bits
required would be roof(log2(N +2)), although this would only apply to the
receiver because “all” or “nobody” cannot be used to designate the sender.

If messages need to be transmitted to groups of entities, the initial
conditions of the groups and their respective members could be indicated
in tables. The number of bits required would be roof(log2(N + G + 2)),
where G is the number of groups. Table 13.1 shows an example of a table
for specifying the receiver when the A, B and CA (certification authority)
entities are considered, adding “nobody”, “all” and two groups. A group
cannot send a message, so mod(N) should be applied for the source and
mod(N + 2 + G) for the destination.

Another approach, instead of using static tables (Table 13.1), is the use
of a dynamic set, included in the genome, so each solution includes how
groups of entities are defined (the definition of groups evolved too).

For example, if we have 4 entities, A, B, C, D and groups G1, G2, G3

and G4, we need 3 bits to specify the receiver. If each message can include
any of A, B, C and D, and any of the groups G1, G2, G3 and G4, we need
8 bits for message (one per possible receiver). Including a group inside a
group allows creating hierarchical trees of groups. For example, consider
the following groups:
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Table 13.1. Example
of Code for Specifying
Receiver

Code Interpretation

000 A
001 B
010 CA
011 A,CA
100 A,B
101 nobody
110 all
111 -

G1 : A,B

G2 : C,D

G3 : G1, G2

G4 : (empty)
If we allow each possible solution to have an adaptable group definition,

we need 8 bits (4 for entities and 4 for other groups) for each receiver,
adding a total of 32 bits for genome. Of course the groups can’t be senders,
so we need 2 bits for the sender, and 3 bits for the receiver in each message.
As an example, the bits needed to produce the previous groups are:

11000000 00110000 00001100 00000000

meaning:
AB------ --CD---- ----G1G2-- --------

If a group contains itself, this can be ignored.

13.5.1.2. Data

Each message can transmit various data elements simultaneously. These
data elements can be keys or texts. Eights bits can be used to indicate
which of the data known by the sender must be transmitted. Bits that
indicate data which does not exist at the source will be ignored. If all eight
bits are zero, the message will be empty and the protocol will ignore it.

Each entity can know a variable number of data elements. In simple
problems with N entities, in the worst case, each entity could know N public
keys, one private key, N − 1 symmetric keys, one data element to transmit
and one data element to be received. Each possible known data could be
sent, so there must be a bit for each of them on each message.

Consequently, the maximum number of data elements that an entity
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can know is 3 + N + N − 1 = 2N + 2. If N = 3, each entity could know
eight data elements. The genome size should be minimized to limit the
search space.

An entity could know a larger volume of data if private keys are trans-
mitted, but this is not desirable and the protocols would be assigned a
low fitness score. Therefore, no more than eight data elements need to be
transmitted.

The size of the genome code does not depend on the number of messages
transmitted.

13.5.1.3. Keys

The order in which the data are encrypted affects the outcome, so the keys
used are identified, ordered, and assigned three bits each that indicate which
of the data elements known by the sender is used as a key. Text sent by a
user is prohibited and cannot be considered as a key. A key field with three
zeros indicates that there is no key. If the three key fields are filled with
zeros, the message is not encrypted prior to transmission. Consequently,
keys can only be selected from the first seven data elements known by the
source. Extra bits can be added to extend the range. Key trees and group
keys require a more complex management structure. These types of cases
should be analyzed using GAs because although advanced protocols could
be discovered, they must have a correct genome structure.

13.5.1.4. Structure

We can infer from the information given above that each protocol message
requires fours bits to indicate the sender and receiver, eight bits to indicate
the data to be sent, and nine bits to indicate the keys used. Therefore, each
message must have a total length of 21 bits.

If a protocol with two messages is needed to solve a given problem, 42
bits will be required. Figure 13.2 contains an example of this structure and
its interpretation, although the data known by the entities are not shown.

Genomes can have more complex structures than simple binary chains.
Genetic algorithms can be defined for genomes constructed from several
chains (helix) of non-binary symbols. Of course, genomes can also be de-
fined with a single helix of binary symbols to reduce complexity and improve
performance. Multiple helixes are useful when the environment (i.e. the
problem to solve) changes over time.
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13.5.2. From the binary sequence to the genome

Once we have defined the genome structure for representing protocols in the
search space, we then need to establish criteria for converting any binary
string of the specified size into a security protocol.

There is a special relationship between the genome set (search space)
and the phenotype set (protocols).

It must be possible to interpret each genome to produce a phenotype
(that is, a valid protocol, even if it is not useful). The phenotype is valid
if it contains valid characteristics for a protocol, although it may not be
useful if does not transport any data or if it is assigned a very low fitness
score.

Two different genomes could generate the same phenotype. This can-
not occur in other search spaces for other types of problems, but it is
unavoidable when searching for security protocols, because the number of
messages that a good protocol will have is not known but a reasonable num-
ber amount of messages must be defined, so good protocols could contain
ignored (invalidated) messages. Since some protocols may contain ignored
messages, certain genomes could be differentiated only by ignored messages
and would therefore produce the same phenotype.

The same valid messages could come from segments of different genomes,
because these could contain invalid references to keys and data that are
ignored.

13.5.2.1. Genome structure

In the field of genetic algorithms, a genome can be described as a set of N

series of symbols of the same size, each of which is constructed from a series
of symbols with values in a certain range. In genetic biology, each series
of symbols is called a helix because the data series are twisted like helixes.
This type of geometric structure does not exist in genetic algorithms, but
data from the helix can be processed because they are contained in a front-
to-front configuration.

13.5.2.2. Genome interpretation

The following steps must be carried out to obtain the phenotype from a
genome interpretation:

Each i-th bit of the dominant binary chain is obtained by adding values
at the i-th position of each helix and applying an exclusive-OR operation
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(i.e, applying modulo 2 arithmetic)..
The binary string is segmented into N messages of 21 bits. These N

messages represent the data exchange between entities.
Each message is defined with two bits for the sender, two bits for the

receiver, eight bits for the data contained in the message, and nine bits
to specify the keys. If two bits are used to specify the source and the
destination there can be four possible entities. Modular arithmetic can be
applied to the number of entities to reduce the message waste. Each bit
of data in the message indicates the presence or absence of data known by
sender. The nine bits that specify keys must be subdivided into three groups
of three bits each. Each group specifies one of the seven data elements
known by the sender as an encryption key. A group 000 indicates that there
is no key. Each message can either remain unencrypted or be encrypted up
by three keys.

This process is shown in Figure 13.1 for a two-message protocol, where
the interpretation produces the following protocol:

Message1 : A → B : {Xa}Kab (13.3)

Message2 : B → A : {Xb}Kab (13.4)

13.5.3. Analysis for genome construction

Once we have seen how to generate and interpret the genome, we will
analyze how the length of the structure affects the search performance.

One of the most important design criteria is the total length of the
genome. This is critical if we consider that the size of the search space
increases exponentially when genome length grows linearly, so the time
needed to conduct an exhaustive search of all possible solutions will also
increase exponentially with the size of the search space and the size of each
genome.

The time taken to analyze each genome increases slightly when genetic
algorithms are used, due to the overhead introduced by the genetic opera-
tions. However, in this case only a very small portion of the search space
needs to be explored. In some cases the system produces a slightly worse
solution due to the presence of a local maximum. Small changes in values
produce worse solutions. The incidence of local maxima can be reduced by
adjusting the parameters in the evaluation function.

Figure 13.5 shows the time needed to solve problems with between two
and five messages with an exhaustive search and with genetic algorithms.
Figure 13.6 shows the time taken by genetic algorithms as the number of
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Fig. 13.5. Time required with exhaustive search and with genetic algorithms.

messages increases. The times increase exponentially for both techniques,
but the increase is greater for the exhaustive search. In figure 13.5 the time
scale is logarithmic. Figure 13.6 shows that even with genetic algorithms
the time grows exponentially.

Fig. 13.6. Time required with genetic algorithms as number of messages increases.
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This result is especially relevant if we take into account that complex
protocols (large number of parts involved, large number of keys to be con-
sidered, etc.) increase the length of the genotype. The longer the genotype
is the longest is the time needed to perform the exhaustive or GA search.
However, the GA search will be much faster than the exhaustive one.

13.6. Security protocol evaluation: towards the fitness
function

Security protocols evaluation is a very difficult task that often identifies
major weaknesses in widely used protocols. Each new weakness discovered
highlights the complexity of security protocols and proves that much more
research needs to be carried out before we can understand them fully. The
methodology applied in this study is based on the assumption that all of the
entities could be listening to the network and trying to decode all messages.

The evaluation methodology must be carefully designed and take into
account the following points:

• The elements that must be evaluated to determine the “fitness” of the
protocol

• The way in which these elements are detected
• The value that should be assigned to each element.

13.6.1. Aspects to evaluate

Next we present the aspects we included for consideration in the fitness
function:

13.6.1.1. Number of goals achieved

A problem definition must specify the data that the entities must acquire
securely. Each data element acquired by an entity must be accounted for
positively. Some data may not be acquired correctly, which leads to the
following conclusions:

It is assumed that all entities listen to the network, so they should
know when certain data are not intended for them. If data are acquired
incorrectly despite this knowledge, the protocol does not work correctly.

Each data element is evaluated to verify the authenticity of the sender.
If this cannot be guaranteed, the protocol is not good enough.
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Goals achieved must be counted, but data that are known indirectly
(non-intended) or that are non-authenticated (not encrypted with a key
known only by the sender, and perhaps the receiver and a trusted authority)
must be assigned a lower value.

13.6.1.2. Leaked data

Data known by non-authorized entities reveal data leakage, and protocols
that allow leakages must be penalized by losing points. These types of
protocols are not good solutions but must not be eliminated, because parts
of them could produce good protocols when combined with parts of others.

13.6.1.3. Number of data acquired redundantly

Data acquired redundantly incur a penalty for the protocol. Protocols in
which this occurs could solve the problem, but the redundancies could be
improved by further evolution.

13.6.1.4. Data acquired by keys received later than the data

Some entities could receive data before the encryption keys required to
decrypt them. However, simple protocols are more effective when the key
is received first. Therefore, points are subtracted when protocols decode
data with a key received later than the data itself.

13.6.1.5. Number of messages in the protocol

Points must be subtracted when protocols use large numbers of messages,
as ideal protocols are simple and use resources efficiently.

13.6.1.6. Transmission of large and small messages

In initial tests we found that proposed protocols used the certifying author-
ity to transmit messages to their destination, instead of distributing the
necessary keys. The certifying authority is not a relay for messages, and
duplicate transmission of large messages is a waste of resources. Therefore,
instead of simply forbidding the transmission of large messages to the au-
thority, points should be deducted for each transmission of large messages
to prevent the waste.
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13.6.1.7. Public and symmetric keys

Some data must be secret or require authentication, whereas other data
do not need to be encrypted or authenticated. Public key algorithms have
a much higher computational cost than symmetric algorithms, which is
particularly important when portable devices are used because they have
limited computing capabilities and power supplies. Consequently, symmet-
ric keys should be used whenever possible, particularly when sending large
messages and no keys should be used when they are not strictly necessary.
Therefore, points must be subtracted for protocols that use symmetric keys,
and many more points must be deducted when public keys are used.

13.6.1.8. Encoding large and small messages

The penalties for using symmetric and public keys should take into account
the size of the data to be encoded. We consider two sizes: small for keys,
and large for user data.

13.6.2. Detecting the elements to be evaluated

In this study we identify the elements to be evaluated as messages are
exchanged. Therefore, each message is considered for each entity, because
it is assumed that all entities listen to the network. Each entity will be
analyzed to determine whether it can read the message; if it can, the new
data must be recorded to show whether it was intended for the entity and
whether it was authenticated. If the data was received redundantly, a
counter is increased.

If an entity receives a key that could be used to decode a coded mes-
sage received previously, a complex record of pending decryptions could be
kept. However, for the sake of simplicity, a flag is activated to indicate that
the entity has acquired at least one new key that could be used to decode
previous messages. There are two flags: one to indicate that at least one
unsuccessful attempt has been made to decode a coded message, and an-
other to indicate that there is at least one new key that could be used to
decode the message. If both flags are activated after all of the messages
have been presented to each entity, the entire process is repeated.

It is critical to record the number of data elements obtained during the
first run for each entity and each message and to ignore new data in possible
messages to send, because this would alter the meaning of the protocol at
this stage. During the first run a count is kept of the number of valid mes-
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sages, the number and type of keys used, and the number of large and small
messages. There is also an accumulator for adding the defined weights of
large and small messages, which are then multiplied by the defined weights
of public and symmetric keys to determine the encryption cost.

Once the tracking has been completed, the results must be combined.
To determine the number of goals achieved, the list of expected data

is compared with the data obtained, taking into account the conditions in
which they were acquired (i.e. directed and/or authenticated). Data that
were not received correctly force a deduction.

Data leakages are verified by counting the number of data elements
received that were not in desired list.

13.6.3. Setting the weight of each element to be evaluated

The following criteria must be taken into account when protocols are eval-
uated:

• The critical criteria that determine whether a protocol is valid:
• The goals are achieved
• There are no leakages
• The criteria that determine whether a protocol is optimal:
• There are no redundancies
• The number of messages is minimal
• The cost of transmitting large and small messages is minimal
• The cost of encrypting large and small messages is minimal
• The cost of encrypting messages using public and symmetric keys is

minimal

Consequently, fairly high values should be assigned to the critical criteria
so that they become more important as the solutions evolve.

When assigning values to the critical criteria, a preference must be es-
tablished between a protocol that achieves the desired goals (data to be
transmitted) but leaks data to unauthorized entities or a protocol that pre-
vents leakages but does not transmit all of the required data. It is obviously
vital to prevent leakages, so leakages must be penalized at least as heavily
as unachieved goals.

The criteria that determine whether a protocol is optimal can be rel-
atively flexible according to the design objectives in each case, although
it should always be taken into account that more resources are needed to
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transmit large messages, to encrypt large messages, and to encrypt mes-
sages with symmetric keys.

13.6.4. Definition of proper values for weights

The weights were gradually defined and adjusted as we monitored the num-
ber of evaluations required to reach optimal protocols for solving the pro-
posed problems. However, the weights had to be formalized so we con-
ducted additional tests and took a large number of measurements to verify
the values assigned.

In the tests, we grouped the parameters by type and analyzed the be-
haviour of the system by varying the values and observing the mean number
of evaluations needed to find the optimal protocol.

A mean of 239.098 evaluations were needed to find an optimal protocol
for two entities that used a certifying authority to authenticate public keys
and which could also use a symmetric key. The number of evaluations
required increased and decreased when different weights were changed.

13.6.5. Applied values and their results

We applied the criteria described above and obtained a series of values
which can be used to evaluate the results of the proposed protocols. The
following values were selected:

• FITADD = 40 Value to be added for each correct data element at the
desired destination.

• FITRED = 2 Value to be subtracted for each redundancy.
• FITLEAK = 40 Value to be subtracted for each data element acquired

by a non-authorized entity.
• FITLATE = 5 Value to be subtracted for each data decrypted with a

key received late.
• FITNMES = 1 Cost of each message. This value will be subtracted

for each message transmitted.
• FITMESGR = 3 Cost of transmitting a large message (user data).

This value will be subtracted.
• FITMESPE = 1 Cost of transmitting a small message (keys).
• FITENCRK = 1 Cost of encoding with a symmetric key.
• FITENCRP = 8 Cost of encoding with a public key.
• FITENCR GR = 5 Cost of encoding large data.
• FITENCR PE = 1 Cost of encoding small data.
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The last four elements are calculated for each message as follows:

• The number of small is data multiplied by FITENCR PE.
• The product is added to the number of large data multiplied by FI-

TENCR GR.
• The result is multiplied by the sum of FITENCRK and FITENCRP

because there are both symmetric and public keys.

This gives the cost of encoding a message. The total for all messages is
calculated and then subtracted from the total cost.

For example, if the transmitted data is {{Xa, Xb,Kab}Kb}Ks−1, the
encoding cost is:

(2×FITENCR GR+1×FITENCR PE)×(FITENCRK+FITENCRP) =
(2×5+1×1)×(1+8) = 11×9 = 99

This value must be subtracted from the total. Let us consider different
examples:

13.6.5.1. Example 1

(1) Problem: A and B must exchange Xa and Xb using a symmetric key
Kab known by both.

(2) Different individuals of the search space:

(a) The following example is a possible non-correct protocol to be eval-
uated:
Message 1 B → A: {Xb, Kab}Kab

Message 2 A → B: Xa,Kab, Xb

(b) The following example is a possible correct but non-optimal proto-
col
Message 1 B → A: {Xb}Kab

Message 2 A → B: {Xa,Kab}Kab

Message 3 A → B: {Kab}Kab

(c) The following example is a possible correct and optimal protocol:
Message 1 B → A: {Xb}Kab

Message 2 A → B: {Xa}Kab

(3) Analysis
The data acquired, including the spy entity C, are as follows for the
different cases:

(a) A: Xb in mode 3 (directed and authenticated)
B: Xa in mode 2 (directed but not authenticated)
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C: Xa,Kab, Xb in mode 0 (not directed and not authenticated)
(b) A: Xb in mode 3 (directed and authenticated)

B: Xa in mode 3 (directed and authenticated)
C: (nothing).

(c) A: Xb in mode 3 (directed and authenticated)
B: Xa in mode 3 (directed and authenticated)
C: (nothing).

(4) Evaluation

(a) Fitness function: 280 - 120 - 6 - 0 - 2 - 11 - 6 = 135.
Detail of evaluation:
Goals achieved: ((3+1)+(2+1)) × 40 = 280 (acquired by A and
B).
Data leaked: 3 × 40 = 120 (known by C).
Redundant data: 3 × 2 = 6 (Kab was already known by A, Kab

and Xb were already known by B).
Keys received after coded data: 0 × 5 = 0.
Cost for the total number of messages: 2 × 1 = 2.
Cost for large and small messages: 3 × 3 + 2 × 1 = 11 (bigs: Xb,
Xa, Xb , small: Kab, Kab ).
Total cost of encryption: (1×5 + 1×1) × 1 = 6 (a small message
and a large message encoded with a symmetric key).

(b) Fitness function: 320 - 0 - 4 - 0 - 3 - 8 - 12 = 293.
Detail of evaluation:
Goals achieved: ((3+1)+(3+1)) × 40 = 320 (acquired by A and
B).
Leaked data: 0 × 40 = 0 (no undesired data were acquired).
Redundant data: 2 × 2 = 4 (Kab was already known by B but was
transmitted twice).
Keys received after coded data: 0 × 5 = 0.
Cost for the total number of messages: 3 × 1 = 3
Cost for large and small messages: 2 × 3 + 2 × 1 = 8 (large:
Xb, Xa, small: Kab,Kab ).
Total cost of encryption: (1×5) × 1 + (1×5 + 1×1) × 1 + (1×1)
× 1= 12 (a large message, a small message with a large one, and a
small message, all encoded with a symmetric key).

(c) Fitness function: 320 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 2 - 6 - 10 = 302.
Detail of evaluation:
Goals achieved: ((3+1)+(3+1)) × 40 = 320 (acquired by A and
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B).
Leaked data: 0 × 40 = 0 (no undesired data were acquired).
Redundant data: 0 × 2 = 0 (no redundancies).
Keys received after coded data: 0 × 5 = 0
Cost for the total number of messages: 2 × 1 = 2
Cost for large and small messages: 2 × 3 + 0 × 1 = 6 (large: Xb,
Xa, small: no one).
Total cost of encryption: (1×5) × 1 + (1×5)×1 = 10 (a large
message, a small message with a large one, and a small message,
all encoded with a symmetric key).

13.6.5.2. Example 2

(1) Problem: A and B must exchange Xa and Xb using an authority to
obtain public keys, although symmetric keys can also be used.

(2) Possible solution (individual in the search space)
Message 1 C → B: {Xa}K−1

c

Message 2 C → A: {Xb}K−1
c

Message 3 A → B: {{Kab}Xb}K−1
a

Message 4 A → B: {Xa}Kab

Message 5 B → A: {Xb}Kab

(3) Analysis The data acquired, including the spy entity D, are:
A: Pb, Xb in mode 3 (directed and authenticated)
B: Pa,Kab, Xa in mode 3 (directed and authenticated)
C: (nothing)
D: (nothing)

(4) Evaluation Fitness function: 800 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 5 - 9 - 42 = 744.
Goals achieved: ((3+1)+(3+1)+(3+1)+(3+1)+(3+1)) × 40 = 800 (ac-
quired by A and B).
Leaked data: 0 × 40 = 0 (no undesired data were acquired).
Redundant data: 0 × 2 = 0 (no redundancies).
Keys received after coded data: 0 × 5 = 0.
Cost for the total number of messages: 5 × 1 = 5.
Cost for large and small messages: 2 × 3 + 3 × 1 = 9 (large: Xb, Xa,
small: Pa, Pb,Kab).
Total encryption cost: (1×1)×8+(1×1)×8+(1×1)×(8+8)+(1×5)×1 +
(1×5)×1 = 42 (two small messages coded with private key, one small
message encoded with public and private keys, and two large messages
encoded with symmetric keys).
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13.7. Conclusions

Computers running genetic algorithms can solve problems without having
to explore all possible solutions. However, the search space must be de-
signed carefully so that all potentially good solutions are considered but it
remains reasonably small.

We defined a genome structure for representing security protocols, tak-
ing into account the information needed to describe suitable protocols. We
indicated several important considerations for representing advanced pro-
tocols such as binary strings.

We examined the impact of the search space size on the number of
analyses required to carry out an exhaustive search and the effectiveness of
genetic algorithms, and found that GAs are promising tools for synthesizing
security protocols.

A series of parameters and values were defined for evaluating security
protocols. We applied the values in a series of tests and recorded the time
needed to find an optimal protocol for the problems proposed.

The evaluation revealed that genetic algorithms are useful tools for gen-
erating security protocols. Improved algorithms will be capable of generat-
ing more complex protocols for solving problems such as group communi-
cations over sensor networks.

We have also developed a software tool that uses metaheuristic genetic
algorithms to create cryptographic protocols.29
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A wireless mobile ad hoc network (MANET) consists of a number of
devices forming a temporary network that operates without support of
a fixed infrastructure. The correct operation of such a network requires
some cooperation on the level of packet forwarding by participating de-
vices. On the other hand, distributed nature of a system, lack of a single
authority, absence of incentives for packet forwarding and limited battery
resources may lead to a noncooperative behavior that causes degrada-
tion of the network throughput. This work provides an analysis of a
potential for emergence of cooperation in MANETs by means of multi-
disciplinary approach. This kind of approach uses concepts concerning
cooperation developed in evolutionary biology (direct and indirect reci-
procity) and tools like genetic algorithms and evolutionary game theory.
The work demonstrates how MANETs can be secured against selfish be-
havior with a new distributed reputation-based cooperation enforcement
system. The evolutionary game-theoretic approach is used as a frame to
explore the performance of such a system. Detailed simulation studies
prove that selfish behavior becomes unattractive when a certain number
of devices follows the proposed forwarding strategy.
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14.1. Introduction

Recent advances in portable computers such as laptops and PDAs brought
the development of wireless communication technologies. Inexpensive wire-
less network interface devices such as wireless LANs are becoming a stan-
dard in nowadays portable computer devices. The fourth generation ar-
chitecture is expected to include mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), self-
organized networks composed of devices (referred to as nodes) equipped
with wireless communications and network capability.1 Such networks do
not rely on any fixed architecture and nodes act as both routers and hosts.
Two devices can directly communicate with each other only when they are
located within their radio range. Otherwise, the communication should rely
on packet forwarding by other intermediate nodes, thus network is based
on the cooperation of its participants. Typically, MANETs are not admin-
istrated by a single authority, therefore it is not possible to impose any
security policies or enforce cooperative behavior.

The proper functioning of MANETs requires nodes to share packet for-
warding responsibility. Nodes are said to cooperate when they forward
packets on behalf of other network participants. Nodes reluctant to packet
forwarding are referred to as selfish nodes. Most of devices run on batter-
ies. As a result, energy conservation is a critical issue. This means that
the risk that nodes would act selfishly in order to conserve their battery by
discarding packets received for forwarding is very high. As shown in the
literature, such a behavior can be a serious threat to the existence of the
network.2–4 The problem of selfish behavior appears in civilian application
networks, where nodes belong to different authorities. In such networks
nodes are not motivated to cooperate.5 No classical security mechanism
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can help counter such a misbehavior.6

In MANETs cooperation and security are closely linked with each other.
A network that is protected from attacks is called a secure network, while a
network that is resistant to a strategic behavior of users is called a strategy-
proof network. The most important difference between the two models is
as follows: a malicious attacker wants to jeopardize the operation of the
network while a selfish user wants to exploit it.7

Typical civilian MANETs are self-organizing which means that they
operate without any external management.8 Global behavior of such net-
works emerges form local interactions among nodes.8,9 In such networks
a priori trust relationships most probably do not exist. There is also no
reason to assume that nodes are seeking the “common good”. Nodes will
behave rationally by pursuing their self interest and trying to use the net-
work without sharing their resources (battery, computational power, etc.)
to help others. A common solution to this problem is a reputation-based co-
operation enforcement system: nodes are equipped with a reputation system
combined with a response mechanism.6,10–14 Each node keeps reputation
ratings of other network participants. Upon receipt of a packet for forward-
ing, the node checks the reputation of the node that originated the packet
(referred to as sender). Only packets originated by cooperative node will
be forwarded. This approach enforces cooperation because selfish nodes
cannot use the network for their own purposes, unless they contribute to
the packet forwarding. A good survey of cooperation enforcement systems
with a game theoretical analysis can be found in.13,15–17

When designing the reputation system one has to decide what kind
of actions should be regarded as good and what kind of actions as bad.
Discarding packets is an obvious candidate, but this is not the only way
of saving battery life. The other way is to switch the wireless networking
interface into sleep mode. In such a mode a node is unavailable for any
network duties. This is by far the most efficient way of conserving energy as
the power consumption is about 98% lower comparing to the consumption
in idle mode18. Entering sleep mode is very tempting, because such a
behavior will be unnoticed by other network participants. In our opinion,
activity - measured in terms of the number of packets forwarded by a node
is an important factor that has to be taken into account when evaluation
a reputation of a node. Network participants should be rewarded not only
on the basis the ratio of packets forwarded to packets discarded but also
on the basis of the number of packets forwarded (activity).

In this chapter we propose a new reputation-based cooperation enforce-
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ment system that aims at securing MANETs against the selfish behavior
of its participants. The forwarding decision is based on trust and activity
levels of the sender. Traditional tools to model MANETs are not suit-
able to describe a high level property like cooperation13 because human
behavioral and social factors seem to be at the heart of these new types of
problems. Such networks cannot be represented as a parametric situation
because an optimal behavior of a node depends on the behavior of others.
This is why in order to model the evolution of behavior of the network
equipped with the proposed cooperation enforcement system we propose
an evolutionary game-theoretic approach. The network is described as a
game in which nodes (referred later to as players) are independent decision
makers. The system presented in this chapter is an improved version of
our works presented in.19,20 The main changes include a new reputation
system and modification of the utility function of the game describing the
packet forwarding in MANETs.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section intro-
duces the cooperation enforcement system and the framework of the evo-
lutionary approach for its evaluation. Then in Section 14.3 experimental
results are provided. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 14.4.

14.2. Cooperation enforcement system

The general idea of the proposed cooperation enforcement system is as
follows: nodes collect reputation data about the behavior of other network
participants. Next, on basis of such data two reputation metrics called
trust and activity are calculated. Afterwards, these metrics are used by a
forwarding strategy , which defines whether to forward or discard a packet
from a sender with a given reputation. The strategic interaction is assumed
to be one-on-one interaction between sender and forwarders, which means
that intermediate nodes base their forwarding decisions on the reputation
of the source node and not on the reputation of other (previous) forwarders.

A performance of a player using a particular strategy is a function not
only of his strategy, but also strategies of other players, thus it is not an
optimization problem but a gaming problem. In such problems there is no
single strategy that may be successfully applied in all networking environ-
ments. In order to solve this problem an evolutionary game theory-based
model is proposed. Instead of carrying out a perfect rational process in
which each player has a common knowledge of perfect rationality, strategies
emerge from a learning process in which players find that some strategies
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perform better that others. The evolutionary game theoretical approach
can be seen as having two games referred to as inner and outer games.21

The former can be viewed as a classical game where players interact with
each other using their strategies and receive payoffs. The later game is
where evolution takes place: player’s payoffs are translated into changes in
strategy frequencies.

The scheme of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 14.1. From
evolutionary game-theoretical point of view it can be divided into two parts
referred to as networking part (inner game) and evolutionary part (outer
game). The first part describes MANETs equipped with the reputation-
based cooperation enforcement system and strategy evaluation tools, which
model network traffic and utility of players. This part captures the in-
ner game in which players interact with each other (by forwarding pack-
ets). The strategy evaluation tools consist of a Network Traffic Simulator
(NTS) and a Packet Forwarding Game (PFG). The NTS simulates net-
work traffic as some nodes act as senders and some as forwarders, while the
PFG distributes utility to players that use a particular strategy. The PFG
can be viewed as a game-theoretical interpretation of strategic interactions
in the NTS. The second part of the framework can be seen as the outer
game serving as an optimization agent. This game captures an evolution-
ary perspective of the behavior of MANET equipped with the proposed
cooperation enforcement system. The mechanism used as the optimization
agent is a classical genetic algorithm (GA). These two parts are dynamically
linked. Strategies are first evaluated by means of NTS and PFG and then
they evolve by means of GA: more successful strategies proliferate while less
successful strategies become less common. GA also introduces variations
between strategies (by means of crossover and mutation operators).

The distributed cooperation enforcement system assumes that the fol-
lowing components are implemented by each node willing to participate in
the system:

• reputation system responsible for collection of reputation data about
behavior of other nodes and assignment of trust and activity levels on
the basis of such data

• response mechanism (incentive system) represented by a forwarding
strategy .
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Fig. 14.1. Framework of the evolutionary game-theoretical approach for analysis of the
cooperation enforcement system.

14.2.1. Assumptions and performance metrics

The following assumptions about the properties of MANETs are made:
there are no a priori trust relations between nodes entering the MANET.
The network layer is based on a reactive, source routing protocol. It means
that sender places in the header of the packet a sequence of intermediate
nodes that the packet should follow on its way to the destination. Nodes use
an omni-directional antenna with a similar radio range. The bi-directional
communication between nodes and promiscuous mode of the wireless in-
terface are assumed. Nodes have the ability to recognise each other and
memorize their mutual interactions. These assumptions can be found in
most of the works in the related area (e.g,3,6,11). In this work we only con-
sider a packet forwarding function as a networking duty, however the system
can be extended to other network services that also require cooperation.

The following performance metrics describing the performance of a
player using a particular strategy are used throughout this work: utility,
a success rate, an overall network cooperation level and a forwarding rate.
Utility describes preferences of a node by referring to the amount of welfare
that such a node derives from an event. The utility is used by the evolu-
tionary part of the framework (see Section 14.2.5). A fraction of packets
originated by ith node that successfully reached the destination is called a
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success rate (sr). It is defined as:

sri =
npri

npsi
(14.1)

where npsi is a total number of packets originated by ith node and npri is
a number of these packets that reached the destination. An overall network
cooperation level is an average success rate of all nodes in the network. Node
i can also compute a forwarding rate of jth node (frj), which is defined as:

frj =
req accj

req accj + req dscj
(14.2)

where req accj and req dscj are numbers of packets forwarded and dis-
carded, respectively by jth node.

14.2.2. Reputation system

The reputation data collection is performed in the following way: due to the
wireless nature of the communications in MANETs nodes can be equipped
with a watchdog mechanism3 that enables them to verify whether a packet
was successfully delivered to the destination. A node that asks another node
to forward a packet can verify by means of a passive acknowledgement22

whether the asked node is actually accepting the forwarding request. An
example is shown in Figure 14.2: node p1 wants to send packets to node
p5 via intermediate nodes p2, p3 and p4. First, p1 sends packets to p2

and next it verifies by means of the passive acknowledgment whether p2

received and then forwarded packets to node p3. The concept of the passive
acknowledgment is as follows: p2 is in the radio range of p1, thus p1 is in
the range of p2. When p2 forwards packets from p1 to p3, it sends data into
open air. It means that this transmission can be overheard by node p1. It
enables node p1 to confirm that node p2 forwarded packets to node p3. If
communication fails (for instance node p4 decides to discard the packet as
in the given example) such an event is recorded by node p3. In this case
node p3 informs node p2 about selfish behavior of p4 and then p2 forwards
this message to the sender (source node). As a results, reputation systems
of nodes p1, p2 and p3 are updated with the events - “packet forwarded by
p2”, “packet forwarded by p3” and “packet discarded by p4”. The detailed
analysis of the watchdog mechanism can be found in.3

The reputation data is classified into two types referred to as a personal
reputation data and a general reputation data. The former takes into ac-
count only information about packets originated by a node itself while in
the latter status of packets originated by other nodes is taken into account.
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Fig. 14.2. Reputation data update example: communication between nodes p1 and p5

failed because packet was discarded by node p4.

It means that if a node is in a role of a sender then it will collect personal
reputation data and if a node is in a role of forwarder it will collect general
reputation data. For instance, in the example shown in Figure 14.2 the
information about selfish action performed by node p4 is processed as the
personal reputation data by node p1 (since action of node p4 concerns pack-
ets originated by node p1), while nodes p2 and p3 process it as the general
reputation data.

When designing a reputation system one has to decide what kind of
actions should be regarded as good and what kind of actions as bad. Rep-
utation is context dependent, it can be treated as a vector in which each
entry corresponds to a certain context. In the proposed system reputation
data collected by nodes is processed into two metrics called trust and ac-
tivity. Each of them can have assigned one of four discrete values ranging
from 1 to 4 allocated on the basis of calculations on available reputation
data. In general, trust is related to the ratio of packets forwarded by a
node to packets received for forwarding by such a node, while activity is
related to the total number of packets forwarded by a node. In MANETs
both metrics used together are good indicators of reliability and fairness
of a behavior of a given node. Routing packets through nodes having a
reputation of often being in sleep mode is risky because such nodes might
not be available (by remaining in idle mode) at right time, thus will not
receive the forwarding request. The same goes with with distrusted nodes:
even if such nodes receive packets it is vert likely they will not forward
it. The exact assignment of trust and activity values to the given node is
relative to the behavior of others: when node i wants to calculate the trust
and activity levels of node j it compares certain performances of that node
to the network average (average performance value of all known nodes).

For instance, if node i wanted to calculate the activity level of node j it
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would have to do the following: first, to calculate the average (req accavr),
minimum (req accmin) and maximum (req accmax) numbers of packets for-
warded by all know nodes. Next, calculate two values called low activity
level bound (AL) and high activity level bound (AH) as follows:

AL = req accmin +
req accavr − req accmin

2
(14.3)

AH = req accavr +
req accmax − req accavr

2
(14.4)

Afterwards, one of four activity levels is then allocated to jth node on the
basis of comparison of the number of packets forwarded by such a node
(req accj) with these values:

• if req accj <= AL then set activity to 1,
• if req accj > AL and req accj <= req accavr then set activity to 2,
• if req accj > req accavr and req accj <= AH then set activity to 3,
• if req accj > AH then set activity to 4.

Computation of the trust level is very similar to the calculation of ac-
tivity. The criterion of the number of packets forwarded is replaced with
the forwarding rate. Firstly, forwarding rate of jth node (frj), average
(fravr), minimum (frmin) and maximum (frmax) forwarding rates of all
know nodes are calculated. Then, low (TL) and high trust level bounds
(TH) are calculated in a similar way as AL and AH (using forwarding rates
instead of numbers of accepted forwarding requests):

TL = frmin +
fravr − frmin

2
(14.5)

TH = fravr +
frmax − fravr

2
(14.6)

Afterwards, one of four trust levels is allocated to jth node as follows:

• if frj <= TL then set trust to 1,
• if frj > TL and frj <= fravr then set trust to 2,
• if frj > fravr and frj <= TH then set trust to 3,
• if frj > TH then set trust to 4.

Trust level is computed using personal reputation data, while activity
is calculated using both, personal and general reputation data.
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14.2.3. Selection of best paths: path rating mechanism

If a source node has more than one path available to the destination it will
choose the one with the best rating which is calculated as a multiplication
of all known forwarding rates of all nodes belonging to the route. An
unknown node has the forwarding rate set to 0.5. Path rating is calculated
using personal reputation data. If such data are unavailable then general
reputation data is used.

14.2.4. Response mechanism: forwarding strategy

An action set for a node receiving a forwarding request is as follows: {F, D}
where “F” stands for the action “forward the packet” and “D” for “discard
the packet”. The exact action is defined by a strategy which is a rule that
tells which action to choose against a packet sent by a node with a given
reputation (represented in terms of trust and activity reputation metrics).
An example of the strategy is shown in Figure 14.3. Four levels are defined
for each metric, in consequence 16 possible combinations of these levels
exist. Decisions in each case are represented by positions no. 0 − 15,
while the last position defines the action against packets originated by an
unknown node.

decision against
an unknown node

action of forwarder

activity levels

D  D  D  D  D  D  F  F D  F D F FF F F FF F

1 2 33 4 1 2 33 4 1 2 33 4 1 2 33 4

0 10 11 12 13 14 15 1694 5 6 7 81 2 3

1 1 1 1 22 2 22 3 3 33 4 4 4 4

position number

trust levels
Reputation of sender

Fig. 14.3. Coding of the strategy

14.2.5. Packet Forwarding Game

We define a Packet Forwarding Game (PFG) as a sequence of packet relays
from a source node to a destination node via some intermediate nodes: the
source node requests intermediate nodes to forward its packets along the
route. The players are the sender (that originated a packet) and forwarders
that received the packet for forwarding. Each player is said to play his own
game when being a source of a packet and is said to be a participant of
other players’ game when acting as an intermediate node. As soon as the
game is played out (either the packet reached the destination or any of the
forwarders discarded it) all nodes that received the packet for forwarding
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receive payoffs. The exact values of payoffs depend on the decisions they
made and on their trust and activity levels held in the sender. Generally,
the greater trust/activity levels are the greater payoff is received by ith node
forwarding the packet originated by jth node. High trust and activity levels
held by ith node in jth node mean that in the past jth node forwarded a
significant number of packets for ith node. Thus, it is more likely that such
a node will be used in the future as an intermediate node, which means that
reciprocating in order to gain reputation with that node will likely pay off
in the future. On the other hand, when a node decides to discard a packet
it will be rewarded for saving its battery life. The lesser the reputation
of the sender is the greater payoff for discarding a forwarding request is
received. Since path rating mechanism is used (by senders), building good
reputation with selfish nodes is not rational. The exact payoff received by
ith node for forwarding a packet oryginated by jth node (pfij) is calculated
as follows:

pfij = trij ∗ ac2
ij (14.7)

where trij and acij are trust and activity levels, respectively, held by ith
node in jth node. Payoffs for discarding packets are a mirror of the for-
warding ones. For instance, payoff for discarding a packet originated by a
node with a lowest defined trust and activity levels is equal to the payoff for
forwarding a packet originated by a node with a highest reputation level.
Payoff function for forwarders is show in Figure 14.4.

1 2 33 4 1 2 33 4 1 2 33 4 1 2 33 4

trust 1 trust 4trust 2 trust 3

packet forwarded

packet discarded

reputation of
sender

action of
forwarder u

n
k
n
o
w

n

activity                activity                activity                activity

payoff values for forwarding or discarding a packet
sent by a node with a given reputation (trust/activity)

641 4 9 16 2 8 18 32 3 12 27 48 4 16 36 2

64 38 122927 163648 4 3232 111218

Fig. 14.4. Payoff function for forwarding and discarding a packet send by a node with
a given reputation.

As soon as all PFG are finished the utility of each player is derived from
the following performance measures of players:

• total payoffs received for forwarding and discarding packets
• success rate (defined in Section 14.2.1)
• forwarding efficiency (defined below)
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• discarding efficiency (defined below).

In order to compute the utility of a player (evaluation of his strategy)
values of the two additional metrics, forwarding efficiency and discarding
efficiency are calculated. The forwarding efficiency (feff ) of a player indi-
cates how close was the actual average payoff obtained by such a player for
a packet forwarded to the maximum defined value for such an event. It is
calculated as follows:

feff =
pf tot

req acc ∗ pf max
(14.8)

where pf tot is a total payoff received for forwarding, req acc is a number
of packets forwarded by such a player and pf max is a maximum defined
payoff for forwarding a single packet (according to the payoff function shown
in Figure 14.4 pf max is equal to 64). For instance, if the value of feff was
equal to 1 it would mean that player was forwarding only packets originated
by players with the highest possible trust and activity values.

The discarding efficiency (deff ) of a player indicates how close was the
actual average payoff obtained by such a player for a packet discarded to
the maximum defined value for such an event. It is calculated as follows:

deff =
pd tot

req dsc ∗ pd max
(14.9)

where pd tot is a total payoff received for discarding, req dsc is a total num-
ber of packets discarded by such a player and pd max is a maximum defined
payoff for discarding a single packet (according to the payoff function shown
in Figure 14.4 pd max is equal to 64). For instance, if the value of deff was
equal to 1 it would mean that such a player was discarding only packets
originated by players with the lowest possible trust and activity values.

Finally, the utility of ith node (µi) is calculated with the following utility
function:

µi = sr ∗ pf tot ∗ feff + pd tot ∗ deff

req acc
(14.10)

where sr is a success rate of a node.
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14.2.6. Evaluation of strategies

A Network Traffic Simulator (NTS) represents a network composed of a
finite population of N nodes. It serves as a tool to evaluate forwarding
strategies. Time is divided into R rounds. Each round is composed of
several forwarding session slots. During a single slot one PFG is played. In
every round each node initiates a single forwarding session (plays its own
PFG) exactly once, thus each round is composed of N forwarding session
slots. Intermediate and destination nodes are chosen randomly in each
forwarding session. The NTS itself can be described with the following
steps:

Algorithm #1: NTS scheme

(1) specify i (source node) as i := 1, N as a number of players participating
in the NTS and R as a number of rounds

(2) randomly select player j (destination of the packet) and intermediate
nodes, forming several possible paths to the destination

(3) for each available path calculate its rating and select the path with the
best rating

(4) play the PFG (described in Section 14.2.5)
(5) update payoffs of nodes that received the packet for forwarding
(6) update the reputation data among all game participants
(7) if i < N , then choose the next player i := i + 1 and go to the step 2.

Else go to the step 8
(8) if r < R, then r := r + 1 and go to the step 1 (next round). Else stop

the NTS
(9) calculate utility of each player as described in Section 14.2.5.

14.2.7. Scheme of the evolutionary approach for analysis of

behavior of the network

The networking part is composed of the cooperation enforcement system
and strategy evaluation tools (NTS and PFG). Its goal is to simulate
MANET in order to evaluate forwarding strategies (as described in the
previous section). Each player uses a single strategy, which is first evalu-
ated in the networking part. Next, set of strategies of all players (called
population of strategies) is processed by the outer game represented by GA.
The GA receives as an input evaluated strategies (strategies with assigned
utility). The representation of a forwarding strategy used by GA (candi-
date solution from GAs’ point of view) is straightforward. Each position of
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Fig. 14.5. GA representation of a candidate solution (a). Evaluation and evolution of
strategies (b).

a strategy is simply represented as a bit (gene) of the chromosome where
“1” represents an action “F” (forward packet) and “0” an action “D” (dis-
card packet) (see Figure 14.5a). The utility assigned to strategies in the
networking part (by PFG) is now referred to as a fitness. GA returns a new
set of strategies that replaces the pervious one. The process is repeated for
a predefined number of times (referred to as generations). Since each player
uses a single strategy, terms strategy and players are used interchangeably.
The proposed evolutionary approach is visualized in Figure 14.5b.

Players that use the reputation-based forwarding strategies are called
SB players. Other types of players (that use other forwarding approach)
are defined later. SB players form a population denoted as POPSB of a size
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M . A detailed scheme of the evolutionary process is as follows:
Algorithm #2: evolutionary scenario scheme

• step 1: initialization of SB-type players - randomly generate M

strategies constituting the population of SB-type players (POPSB)
• step 2: initialization of NTS with players - load SB players (that

were not yet evaluated) as well as other types of players to NTS (accord-
ing to some specified distribution). The number of all players loaded
to NTS is N

• step 3: evaluation in NTS - run the NTS with selected players as
described in Section 14.2.6

• step 4: if some players of the POPSB have not yet been evaluated in
the NTS then go to the step 2, otherwise go to step 5

• step 5: evolutionary phase - apply GA on the current population
of SB-type players and create a new population of players replacing the
previous one (see below, algorithm #3)

• step 6: check stop condition - if steps 2-5 were repeated predefined
number of steps (generations) stop the algorithm. Otherwise repeat
steps 2− 5.

The scheme of GA is as follows:
Algorithm #3: GA scheme

• step 1 - selection: select the M/2 pairs of strategies using the tour-
nament selection

• step 2 - GA operators: obtain new population of strategies by ap-
plying crossover and mutation operators to each of M/2 selected pairs
(standard one-point crossover and uniform bit flip mutation are used).
Mutation and crossover probabilities are given as parameters.

14.2.8. Underlying mechanisms

According to the presented proposal the enforcement of cooperation is based
on the forwarding strategy coupled with the reputation system. Forwarding
decision is made primary on the basis of personal reputation data as the
use of general reputation is limited to calculation of activity. As a result,
cooperation is mainly based on the mechanism of direct reciprocity23 which
assumes that individuals have a sufficiently large chance to meet again.
Direct reciprocity leads to reciprocal altruism in which one node provides a
benefit to another without expecting any immediate return of it, however
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favor provided by one node to another should be reciprocated in the future.
Strategy defines the sort of goodness that enables sustaining exchange of
altruism. If general reputation data was more significant, then discarding
packets by forwarders would involve an additional cost defined in terms of
decrease of their reputation in eyes of other forwarders. Whenever personal
reputation is used, action of forwarders affect their reputation only in the
eyes of senders. However, if network is larger or the mobility of nodes
is limited then use of personal reputation data might not be sufficient as
selfish nodes might easily escape punishment. In such a case, the mechanism
underlying cooperation is indirect reciprocity .24–26 Such a mechanism refers
to the emergence of cooperation in groups where a chance to meet again
between two individuals is very little. In such a case one node acts as a
donor of forwarding service while the other as its recipient. The reason why
cooperation can emerge in such environment is because forwarders assess
senders by using social information (represented here by general reputation
data).

14.3. Computational experiments

The analysis of the cooperation issues in MANETs was carried out in sev-
eral test scenarios that define the distribution of various types of players
participating in the NTS (described below). The scheme for a single run
of the test scenario is performed according to the evolutionary scenario
scheme described in Section 14.2.7. The outcome of each test scenario is
the performance of the network in the last generation of the evolutionary
scheme.

14.3.1. Types of players in the NTS

Six types of players participating in the network (NTS) differing in goals and
approach towards packet forwarding were defined: Strategy-Based players
(denoted as SB), Adaptive Sleeping players (AS), Adaptive Forwarding
players (AF ), Cooperative players (C) and two types of selfish players -
Selfish Player 1 and 2 (SF1 and SF2). Strategy-Based player forwards
packets according to his trust and activity-based strategy. He represents a
type of player that for some reasons cannot stay in sleep mode (for instance
expects to receive packets addressed to himself for the most of the time).
The remaining types of players forward packets without taking into account
the reputation of sender. The AS forwards all packets, however whenever
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his success rate is greater then 0.4 he enters sleep mode (such a player
can afford to do so because he mainly uses short duration communication
scenarios). The AF does not sleep at all (for the same reasons as SB).
He forwards packets whenever his success rate drops below 0.4. The C

type of player never sleeps and accepts all forwarding requests. The Selfish
Player 1 SF1 is always in idle mode, however he discards all intermediate
packets. Selfish Player SF2 also stays in idle mode, but forwards packets
with probability 0.5. All players try to send the same number of packets
(by playing the same number of their own PFG). Properties of each type
of player are summarized in Table 14.1. All types of players use the path
rating mechanism when they act as senders.

Table 14.1. Types of nodes participating in the NTS and settings of test scenarios.

Type of player Forwarding approach Sleep mode s1
a s2

b s3
c

Strategy-Based (SB) reputation based never 10 20 40
Adaptive Sleep (AS) forward if in idle mode if sr > 0.4 10 5 4

Adaptive Forwarding (AF) if sr < 0.4 never 10 5 4
Cooperative (C) always forward never 10 5 4
Selfish 1 (SF1) always discard never 10 15 4
Selfish 2 (SF2) forward with prob. 0.5 never 10 10 4

a distribution of players in scenario 1 (s1), b distribution of players in scenario 2 (s2), c

distribution of players in scenario 3 (s3).

14.3.2. Conditions of experiments

The parameter specifications of GA and NTS used in the experiments are
shown in Table 14.2. The NTS is composed of 60 nodes of a different type.

Table 14.2. Parameters values.

POPSB size (M) NTS size (N) Rb cp c mp d ng e nr f

50 60 600 0.9 0.001 100 60

b number of rounds in NTS, c crossover probability, d mutation prob-
ability, e number of generations, f number of runs of each scenario.

Three scenarios of experiments denoted as s1, s2 ands3 were performed.
Their settings are shown in Table 14.1 (last three columns). In scenario 1
the network was composed of the equal number of all types of players. In
scenario 2 two types of players dominated the network: one third of the
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network was composed of SB-type players and one-fourth of SF1 players.
In the last scenario SB players were the majority (around 67% share of the
network) while all remaining types of players had about 8% share each.
Each scenario was repeated 60 times (referred to as runs). The values of
performance metrics of each type of player were calculated as the arithmetic
mean over the values of all runs. In each run the initial population of
strategies of SB players was generated randomly.

14.3.3. Results

The following overall network cooperation levels were obtained: 26% in
scenario 1, 15% in scenario 2 and 64% in scenario 3 (see Section 14.2.1
for description of performance metrics). The performances of players in
scenario 1 (according to their type) are shown in Table 14.3.

Table 14.3. Performances of players according to their
type in scenario 1.

Type of player Success rate npfa frb

Strategy-Based (SB) 0.27 0 0
Adaptive Sleep (AS) 0.25 1247 1.0

Adaptive Forwarding (AF) 0.25 1239 0.95
Cooperative (C) 0.25 1252 1.0
Selfish 1 (SF1) 0.27 0 0
Selfish 2 (SF2) 0.26 456 0.5

a number of packets forwarded, b forwarding rate.

One can see that performances of all types of players were very similar in
terms of the achieved success rate (around 0.26, meaning that 26% of pack-
ets reached the destitation). However, the participation level to forwarding
duties varied from one type to another. SB-type players did not participate
to packet forwarding at all as their forwarding rate was very close to 0.
It means that the evolved strategies of such players were “always defect”.
They adapted to the environment and decided that behaving selfishly (as
SP2-type players) is the best (rational) choice. Players of type AS, AF and
C forwarded a significant number of packets (around 1200), but they did
not receive any reward for that. Due to insufficient number of SB players
the defense against selfish behavior was not created: SB players decided
that in such an environment the best is to act selfishly. The situation was
different in scenario 2, where one third of the network was composed of
SB-type players. The results of that scenario are shown in Table 14.4.
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Table 14.4. Performances of players according to their
type in test scenario 2.

Type of player Success rate npfa frb

Strategy-Based (SB) 0.17 271 0.3
Adaptive Sleep (AS) 0.17 987 1.0

Adaptive Forwarding (AF) 0.16 989 0.99
Cooperative (C) 0.17 1066 1.0
Selfish 1 (SF1) 0.09 0 0
Selfish 2 (SF2) 0.09 350 0.5

a number of packets forwarded, b forwarding rate.

This time the success rates of both types of selfish players was very low,
below 0.04. Other types of players obtained the success rate around 0.17.
Again, as in scenario 1, the contribution level varied from one type of player
to another. This time, SB player were more cooperative: each SB player
forwarded on average 271 packets. However, this was still way below the
values of other non-selfish players that forwarded from 987 (AS) to 1066 (C)
packets. The reason why selfish players obtained lower success rates than
other types of players was due to the fact that SB players differentiated
their forwarding decisions on the basis of the reputation of the source.
Although their average forwarding rate was 0.3 (see Table 14.4) the detailed
forwarding rates concerning particular types of players varied, ranging from
0 to 0.49 (see Table 14.5).

Table 14.5. Forwarding rates of Strategy-Based play-
ers concerning packets of other types players in all test
scenarios.

SB AS AF C SF1 SF2

Scenario 1: 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scenario 2: 0.47 0.49 0.47 0.49 0 0.02
Scenario 3: 1.0 0.78 0.7 1.0 0 0

The forwarding rate concerning packets originated by selfish players was
very close to 0, while concerning packets originated by other types of play-
ers was between 0.47 and 0.49. The SF2 players forwarded on average more
packets than SB players, however they did not consider the reputation of
the source node (meaning that they forwarded packets for selfish players
as well). Since SB players evaluate reputation mainly on the basis of per-
sonal reputation, forwarding packets for non-SB players did not improve
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the reputation of forwarders seen by SB players. The reason why the over-
all network cooperation levels was so low was due to the large presence of
SF2 players. This level was greatly improved (by reaching 64%) in scenario
3, where the network was dominated by SB players. The performances of
players in this scenario are shown in Table 14.6. The cooperation enforce-
ment system proved to be successful as the success rates of selfish players
of both types dropped to 0.04. SB players improved their success rates to
0.76 and decided to actively participate to forwarding duties (1629 packets
forwarded). Only C players contributed more to packet forwarding. This
time there was a clear relationship between the level of contribution to net-
work duties and the achieved success rate. The SB and C players forwarded
more packets than other types, which was reflected in their success rates.

Table 14.6. Performances of players according to their
type in test scenario 3.

Type of player Success rate npfa frb

Strategy-Based (SB) 0.76 1629 0.92
Adaptive Sleep (AS) 0.41 694 1.0

Adaptive Forwarding (AF) 0.32 1473 0.95
Cooperative (C) 0.76 1822 1.0
Selfish 1 (SF1) 0.04 0 0
Selfish 2 (SF2) 0.04 568 0.5

a number of packets forwarded, b forwarding rate.

As in the previous scenario, forwarding rates of SB players differed from
one type of the source requesting the forwarding service to another (see
Table 14.5). Cooperative players received at least forwarding rate equal
to 0.7. The forwarding differentiation made by SB players, which resulted
from the application of the reputation-based strategy can be seen as an
efficient investment of reputation. Other types of players did not take into
account the reputation of the source and as a result their efficiency (defined
as a ratio of packets forwarded to the obtained success rate) was lower that
the one of SB players.

These three scenarios demonstrated that the efficiency of cooperation
enforcement was related to the share of the network by SB and SF1 play-
ers. Whenever the number of players that followed the reputation-based
forwarding was very low, or the number of selfish players was high, the
cooperation enforcement system could not be created. In such a case, SB
players applied a selfish strategy and as a result such players saved battery
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life. Other types of players that contributed to packet forwarding in such
an environment did not receive any reward for their cooperative behavior.

14.4. Conclusions

With the communication paradigm of MANETs new problems that are dif-
ficult to tackle with conventional methods have emerged. A distributed
nature of a system, lack of a single authority and limited battery resources
lead to a noncooperative behavior at the level of packet forwarding that
causes degradation of the network throughput. Attempts to use traditional
techniques to solve cooperation issues in MANETs left many important
problems unsolved, and often not addressed. The main reason is that hu-
man behavioral and social factors seam to be at the heart of these new
types of problems. In this chapter a different approach towards solving
the problem of selfish behavior was proposed. The introduced cooperation
enforcement system was assessed using a new evaluation scheme based on
evolutionary game theory. The system was designed in a way that coop-
eration was mainly based on the mechanism of direct reciprocity, which
led to reciprocal altruism among network participants. In scenarios, where
the number of nodes following the proposed approach was greater than
the number of selfish nodes the network was successfully secured against
noncooperative behavior.
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